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Theoreti cal Perspectives

FORM AND GENRE IN RHETORICAL. CRITICISM:
AN ITROLAJ.CTION

KARI N \ KOH'RS CAMPBEI I

KATHLEEN HALL JAMIESO\

On the night of July 12, 1976, Representative Barbara Jordan of
TexAs electrified the Democratic convention with a keynote address that
began with these words

It was one hundred and forty-four years ago that members of the
Democrats Party first met in convention to select a presidential
candidate Since that time, Democrats have continued to convene
once ever,y four years and draft a party platform and nominate a
presidential candidate And our meeting this weep is a continuation of
that tradition

But there is something different about tonight, there is something
Special about tonight What is different'' What is specipl 9 I, Barbara`
Jordan, am a keynote speaker '

At that moment, for hundreds of black and female delegates and for
millions of other listeners, she embodied the idea she expressed in the next
paragraph. "And I feel tat, notwithstanding the past, my presence here is
one additional piece of Evidence that the American dream need pot forever
be deferred She herself' was the proof of the argument she was,making.

Many critics who watched and heard her speak will have recognized a
recurrent rhetorical form, a reflexive form, a form called "enactment"'in
which the speaker incarnates the argument' is the proof of the truth of
what is said And if one recognized the form, one understood the force of
her speech, oh knew why,het words were greeted with sustained applause.
"Critics who have studied keynote addresses at national nominating

conventions also recognized that this was a typical example of that kind of
speech' She set the. "key note", established a basic theme intended to.
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rejuvenate the faithful and attract all Americans. She contended that

the Democratit party was the best ava4able means through which
the American dream could be realized. Withthe exception of the reflexive
form used at the beginning and the end, and the self-conscious awareness
of the rhetorical options available to a keynoter ("I could easily spend this
time, praising the accomplishments of this Party and attacking the record
of the Republicans I do. not choose to do that. I could list the many prob-

1 lems which cause people to feel cynical, frustrated, and angry. Hiving
described these and other problems, I could sit down without offering any
sorutions I do not choose to do that either."), this was a rather ordinary
keynote that, like many others, returned to basic principles; in Jordan's
case, the emphasis was on constitutional principles, a subtle echo of Ur
opening speech in the House Judiciary ComAittee debate on articles of
impeachment In fact, the student of keynoteaddresses will be able tin
predict, we think accurately, that this speech wanot be memorable except
as a speech given by Barbara Jordan

Why was Jordan's speech somewhat disappointing to those who were

deeply moved by the opening statements? The explanation is Most easily
made if one compare& her keynote address to a rhetorical act that fulfills
the promise of the reflexive form more fully 'IA....

Like Barbara Jordan, the narrative persona of Virgibia Woolf's A
Room of One's Ownembodies the position she is arguing More specifi-
cally, the author creates an imaginary woman, Shakespeare's sister Judith,
who embodies all the dead women poets 'whose talents have been
destroyed Like Sbakespeare, we are told, she was greatly gifted. To avoid
early marnage to a neighboring wool-stapler, she ran away to London to
seek her fortune in the theatre Unlike S,hakespeare, she could 'livid no
outlet for her talents (' "a woman acting is like a dog dancing.. "). Fi Ily,

the actor-manager Nick Green pities her(and takes her in: she finds erself

with child; kills herself, and is buried at an obicure crbssroads. AX the end
of the book, the reflexive fbrrns of the narrator and of ShakesP.,tite's sister
Judith come together. /

Now my belief is that this poet who never wrote a w rd and was
buried at the crossroads still lives She lives in you a in me, and in
many other women who are not'here tonight, for Ott are washing up
the dishes and putting the children to bed. But s ives; for great
poets do not die, they aticontinuing presences; tit only the op-

/ portunity to walk among us in the flesh,: . . Fot y be of is thttif we
live another century or so . and have -five him rdd ear each of us ,
and rooms of our own; if we have the hab om and the
courage to write exactly what we think.. t n... the, ead poet who
was Shakespeare's sister will put on the b y she ha.4 so oftcn laid
down --A?

Barbara Jorcl4an said, "A lot of years (hav passed since t132, and during
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that time it would have been most unusual for any national political party
to ask a Barpara Jordan to deliver a keynote address. But torii&ht, here I
am Imagine Congresswoman Jordan saying these words,next.

They did not make keynote addresses, nor indeed addresses of any
sott,lhe Barbara Jordans of those day;7They were not welcomed into
this, or any other, political party Surely some of them, some of those
blacks, some of those women, were as able as I, and some un,
doubtedly were far more gifted But they lived out their lives in ob-
scurity, their talents unused and their abilities unexercised And they
died without knowing the joy of participation in the democratic
system They died, often in poverty and pain, and always without the
fulfillment that America' promised them

They were many 15 number, these women and blacks and
minorities They were scattered across,this great nation Yet on occa-
sion, I somehow think of them as a single person, a single Barbara
Jordan, alone, defeated in her fight to enter the arena of political life.

And so tonight I ask your suppor. t lb; our Democratic Party and
our democratic cause, not because of the principles I could enunciate,
but simply becauie of Barbara Jordan Simply because of Barbara
Jordan Not because of me; not for myself do I ask your aid .uch a
plea is the beginning of tyranny and must always be rejected..No, it is
not for this Barbara Jordan that I ask your help, but for that other
Barbara Jordan that I have pictured struggling through the years,
pleading to be allowed to contribute as 1.11bw do.

Because you see, I do not think she died, that other Barbara
Jordan I hear her voice calling out tonight; I see her arms stretched
out demanding access to the political like that I enjoy And I lift my
voice, and hold out my arms, and call, "iVelcome

- is for" that other Barbara Jordan, for all the, blacks and women
and minorities and poor people of yesterday and tomorro', that I ask
your support

The form is now completed, fully realized. The imaginary speech (reflect-
ing, we hope, The style of the real Barbara Jordan) enables the critic to
compare the actual keynote with the'model we have created "in order to
explain the limitations of the 'actual iddress. Critics may also con'ipare
Jordan's keynote with other keynote Aldresses to determine the essential
characteristics of keynotes and to explain why, unlike the keynote de-
livered by John Glenn the ;ame evening, Jordan's address evoked such
intense response among the delegates

This brief critique contains, in microcpsm, the concepts and concerns of
this volume. It discerns a recurrent form and uses the form to compare one
rhetorical act to two other groups of rhetorical actskeynote addresses
(speeches given on similar occasions) and discourses based on the form of
,`enactment," U implies that the analysis of forms and the,comparisonSf

V
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rhetorical acts are essential elements in critical interpretat\on arid evalug-...
tion.

In this opening essay we shall I) trace, briefly, the begin ngs of formai
and generic concerns in the modern history of rhetorical cri icism; 2) dis-
cuss some selected criticisms that make generic claims; 3) examine the
relationship between the con pts of "form" and "genre"; 4) suggest the
role of a generic persp ve in the total enterprise of criticism; 5) in-
troduce this volume of e ays

Rhetorical Criticism Revisited

A survey of modern scholarship treating the natureof rhetorical criticism'
reveals that an interest in formal analysis and in discovering affinities
amyl discourses and traditions evident in the history of rhetoric is,not a
contemporary fad. From the inception of rhetorical criticism as a distinct
scholarly enterprise, critics have-attempted to specify what forms are of
particular interest to rhetoricians. They have also recognized the need for
a history of rhetoric that would highlight the relationships among rhe-
torical acts.

In 1925, Herbert Wichelns distinguished'the criticism of rhetoric from
the criticism of literature The "felt difficulty" he expressed was an
absence of senous criticism of oratory ("a permanent and important
human activity") and a failure to take note of distinctively rhetorical di-
rnensions of style, invention, organization, and adaptation to the
qxperiences and expectations of an Aldience 6 Although he emphasized
tlhat rhetorical criticism was concerned with immediate effects on a
specific audience in a given situation, hocriticized histories of oratory be-s
cause they did not consider its evolution.' He recognized the relationships
among rhetoric, politics, and literature, even literary fornis: "Rhetorical
criticism lies at the boundary of politics (in the broadest sense) and litera-
ture; its atmosphere is that of the public life, its tools are those df litera-

, ture, its concern is with the ideal of the people as influenced by their
leaders. "" It is noteworthy that although scholars have used Wichelns to
legitimate critical emphasis on the immediate effects of single speeches, he
also called for an approach to oratory that recognized its evolution
through history. Similarly, although he denied that the "permanence" and
"beauty" of a discourse were of interest to rhetorical critics, he recognized
the importance of literary tools in rhetorical criticism.

In 1948, building on the foundations laid by Wichelns and others, Lester
Thonssen and A. Craig Baird produced, in Speech Criticism, a detailed
statement of the methods, functions, and standards of judgment appro-
priate to rhetoncal criticism. Their work surveyed the history of rhetorical
theory to determine critical principles and presented a system far examin-

. ing speeches and speakers that came to be called neo-AristoNian9
analysis in terms of the canons and modes of proof, an emphasis, on ef-
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fects, and classificatio3 of speech4s into deliberative, epideictic, and
forensic genres. ItecaOse of the ertiphasis on individual speedhes and
speakers there is little room for a comparatiim or,evolutionary approach,
In one sense, however, this work recognizes the influence of prior rlytoric/

on subsequent rhetoric as it is based on a concept that criticism determines'
what is best in rhetorical practice and thus is the Mechanism throug1
which both theory and practice can be modified and. improved.i° The
critical perspective of Thonssen and Baird is best illustrated by the
criticisms found in the three volumes of A History and Criticism of
American Public Address "

,

Contemporaneously, Barnet Baskerville and Ernest Wrage recognized'
the need for a systematic approach to criticism'' and for an historical
approach to rhetoric ' ' Their collaboration produced two volumes of
speeches with historical and biographical notes surveying American
speechmaking from 1788 to the 1960's. The editors described the first
volume in.these terms. "This volume is not a garland of rhetbsical flowers,
a mere miscellany of eloquent passages . Nor is its purpose that of ca-
tering to an antiquarian sentimental attachment toIreat speeches of the
past Rather, we have selected andbiuxtaposed7peeches in order to
provide the substance and framework of an American forum as ,a venture
in intellectual history through publ ddress."'4 The preface to the second
volume is more explicitly genes his issue-cetitered approach recom=
mends itself because it establish s secure linkages between the function of
speech in a free society and th historical processes which speech Mapes
and by which it is shaPed."" The anthologies were arranged to compare
and contrast statements of 'prevailing viewpoints on major'issues and sug-
gested a critical perspective that would chart conflicting attitudes toward
central themes in American society. Howevv, the volumes did not provide
a developmental analysis to show how issues evolved through time or how
earlier articulations influenced subsequent expressions of similar concepts

In 1952, Leland Griffin wrote "The Rhetoric of Historical Move-
ments " In his opening remarks he explained that the impulse toward the
criticism of historical and'social-movements arose out of methodological
-Constraints: "The recommendation has been made, for example, that we
pay somewhat lesjs attention to the single speaker and more to speakers
that we turn our attention from the individual `great orator' and undertake
research into such selected acts_ and atmospheres of public address as
would permit the study df a multiplicity or speakers, speeches, audiences,
and occasions "16 Griffin's response was to propose the study of move-
ments and to suggest methods by which this might be accomplished. Since/
that time, a plethora or movement studies*, too numerous to cite, has
examined political campaigns, the 'New Left, the Radicali Right, old and
new feminism, brackprotest, child labor reform, and many others." Vie

giginterest in movements and campaigns acouraged other critics to su est

ways to refine the study of movement rhetoric'" In our view( this act vity
attests to an intense interest in studying bodies of rhetoric that illuStrate

13
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the developimenti fruition, and degeneration of rhetorical forIns and
strategies

.
In 1965, a generic approach to rhettincal criticism received its first ex-

plicit sanction with the appearance of Edwin Black's Rlietorical Criticism..
A Study in Methld Like Griffin and o hers, Bla-ck recognized a serious
limitation in the dominant critical paradigm. "The neo-Aristotelians ig-
nore the impact of the discourse on rhetorical conventions, its capacity for
disposing an audience to expect ,certain kinds of justification in later dis-
courses that they encounter, even on different subjects."19 The traditional
mode of criticism did not, and perhaps could not, trace traditions or recog-
nize afimities and recurrent forms, the elements of a developmental rhe-
torical history Black proposed an alternajive, generic frame of reference.
For him, a generic perspective presumed that I) "there is a limited number
of situations in which a rhetor can find himself"; 2) "there is a limited
number of ways in'which a rhetor can and will respond rhetorically to any
given situational type"; 3) "the recurrence of a given_situational type
through history will provide the critic with infofmation on the rhetorical
responses available in that situation"; and 4)' "although we cab-expect con -
gregations of ffietorical discourses to form at distinct points along the
scale, these ribints will be moreor less arbitrary."'" Although/the clusters
described by Black were somewhat taxonomic, 1,e., classifiCations based
on the relative pre-eminence of rational or emotive elements in a dis-

.course, the argumentative and exhortative genres he described were not
discrete or sharply delineated. Rather, they represented modes of dis-
course characterized by train strategies thatseemed more likely to occur
in certain kinds of situations. The scale of transactions he)develolied (a

sale he argued would reflect situations, strategies, and effects to a rela-
tively equal degree) serves to suggest affinities between'discourses of dif-
ferent kinds as well as to suggest generic clusterings. However, the alterna-
tive frame of reference was .only a eginning. It did not suggest how a
generic approach to criticism might be used to write a developmentil his-
tory of rhetoric' nor did it provide a detailed introduction.td a generiC,
perspective Whatever the limits of this beginning, Black's work was
noteworthy on several counts. it argued for an organic critical method, one
which emphasized form but was not formulary; it located clu5ters of dis-
courses based on recurrent strategies, situations, and effects; and , it
revealed the weaknesses of the neo-Aristotelian perspective as a basis for
writing a developmental history of riietorici For.these reasons, among
others, Black's book was a precursor of the explosion'of unconventional
critical essays that appeared in the late .1960's and 1970's.

In 1968, Lloyd Bitzer made a detailed analysis of the situational or
scenic component of rhetoncat action.2' He argued that it was the situa-
tion which called the discowse into existenceind provided.a vocabulary
through which to describe the variables in "rhetorical situations." The

terminology permits critics to compare and contrast rhetorical sittiatiiins
and the discourses they engender. In addition to the provocative notions
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that both rhetorical acts andrhetotical criticism are grounded in rhetorical
situatiats, the essay] suggests the important influence of -prior rhetorical
action on subsequent discourse. According to Bitzer, comparable situa-
tions prompt cdmprable responses, "hence rhetorical forms are born and'
a special vocabulary, grammar and style are established. . . becalise we
experience situations and the rhetorical response to them, a form of dis-
course is not only established but comes to have a power,of its ownthe
tradition itself tends to function as a constraint upon any new response in
the form "2' 1 -

Some of the controversies raised by Bitzer's pdsitions have been
examined elsewhere." Other questions, more relei,ant to form and genre in
criticism, remain. What, for example, would constitufe a case*disproving
this Neory of the relationship between the situation and the discourse9 For
instance, if Bluer can claim that a. presidential inaugural or a Fourth of
July address, clearly inappropriate to the occasion on which it was given,
was not a "fitting" response to the situation, then "appropriatediscourse
confirms the theory but "inappropriate" rhetoriCal acts cannot disconfirm-
it If so, how can the concept of the rhetorical situatiop be used as a basis
for recognizing and defining recurfent forms? In addition, ohe may ask, do
comparable situations ever exist" It-is possible to accept Bitzer's formula-
tion of the rhetorical situation while arguing that all situations are idiosyn-
cratic and hence dd not and cannot produce recurring forms Finally,
could an alternative theoretical model, a theory of commonplaces,i0"
example, account for recurring forms more parsimoniously9 While
Biter's essay has made a significant contribution to a generic perspective,
some questions persist

In 968, Lawrence Rosenfield published. a' critical essay based on a
generic perspective in which he.compared apologic speeches by Harry
Truman and Richard Nixon.24 In .1969, a second comparative criticism
revealed the similarities between tht rhetorical postures Of Patrick Henry
and George Wallace. 2c Neither essay seeks- to disCover a genre; each
presumes a recognized genre already existi (the mass media apologia-and
the anti-aggressor rhetorician, respectively). Rosenfield's "alfalogs" serve
to enumerate the factors of generic similarity and dissimilarity. The possi-
bilities and limitations of comparative criticism that presumes apre-exist-,
ing genre are 411ustrat,r1 in essays by Chesebro and Famsher," Butler,27
and by the essay on the historical Jeremiad found in this volume.

In the late 1960's these critical interests and concerns culminated in an
explosion of articles describing "genres", "rhetorics", or the salient
formal attributes of certain groups of rhetorical acts. Retrospectively, it
appears that, in most casek,Ithe use'of "genre" or "rhetorisof" was a mat-
ter of convenience rather than an assertion of the existence of a discrete
type of symbolic act., For example, the phrase " di e rhetoric of . . ." was
used to describe bodies of discourse defined by purpose, as "the rhetoric of
desecration"" or "the rhetoric of confrontation""meaning, respectively>f
rhetorical acts intended to desecrate or confront. The phrase was also used

r 15
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to identify ttie source of th& discourSe, al for instance, "the rhetoric of the
New Left" '° or ':the rhetoric of black power "" mealntrIE, respectively, rhe-

' torical acts emanating ,from groups idintified si,paPtiof thb New Left or
from groups identifying theynselves with the' derVnd§ represented byithe
phrase `:black power." While these pirases.do ktuFli or the strategic and '
substantive elements that ardi4ril serve to define geniis, they seem to
have been used Lomewhat eastlally, in many cases, as the. most succinct
way in which to ntitle the body 'etticotioqj aces the avOior wished tadik-
cuss without h cessanly cling A IOW des/414d claim to generic....particularity

NA

Generic' (riticiAms
I .

r .

Howeser, in this same period, a small number of essays began to appear
which rnsade explicit claim's that genres existeCgehres as varied,as the dia-
tribe, the papal encyclical, doctrinal rhetoric, and chertitemporary women's
rights rhetoric Once these appeared, theoretical questions were Inevitable.
Just what is a genie° How does on\sjustify a generic claim? Why do generic
criticism`' How'ctoes generic criticism differ from other kinds of rhetorical

. 'criticism'' In Sections III and IV, we shall address th stionsdirectly;
here, we shall examine the answers given by critics a flected...generic

In 1950, Harold Zy'skind, a scholar in the field 9.f English, published a
generic analysts of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address '2 He presented his
analysis as an exam`ple of generic criticism that would enable others to see

`its value as a method for treating texts in undergraduate courses. His ap-
proach to genres was deductive. the measurement of the text against a pre-
existing model After justifying his view of the Address as rhetoric (rather
than as hkstory or political philosophy), Zyskind attempted to determine
whether the address was best viewed as epideictic or deliberative rhetoric.
He justified this classical, even traditional, approach to -genre on the
grounds that U requires the student to scrutinize the tex3, ina systematic
manner The value of generic classificati n should be tested by asking,
"Are the meaning and purpose or the Ad estin its uniq essin any
way illuminated by an analysis of it as b longing to that enre?" The

,bulk of his critique develops .,case for concluding that the ideictic ele-
ments in the Address are ordinate to its deliberative pur ose. This is
done through an anal s of structure, imagery,Ndiction, the role of the
liskener, and therelationship between the audience and the "we" Of the`
Address. The criticism produces not only a 'generill placement but a
statement of the unique qualities of this partiicularact:

Thus Atte deliberative aim of the Address is not to persuade the
listeners of the truth orthe idea that the Union must be,born. In a

criticisms
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logical gense'the truth of the general idea that firre, action needed
is largely taken for granted. The aim'rather is o take this accepted
general ideS.and sink it deeply intollia feelings of the audience, fix it
as an emotionalexperienco soowerful thatsach listener will, at any
cruciaitiMe, do what he can specifically for the future of the nation to
which he is here dedilted.34

.

If Zyskind's essay is taken as the model he intends it.to;be, generic
criticism is an orderly means of.close textual analysis. It unifies the ques-
tfons the critic- asks about various formal and substaive elements.
Generic analysis is justified if and only if-the-meantng and the purpose of
the work are illuminated by struggling with the evidence to determine the
work's best classification. Finally, Zyskind reminds us that each of the
classiCal genres was Sn amalgam of elements drawh from tie situation, the
issue, the lines of argument, the audience, and thee appropriate dietiOn. As
he notes in this case, 'an addres; may have some elements of one genre
(epideictic) and still be an exemplar of another (deliberative).

Like Zyskind, Windt's method is deductive, at least, in part..35 He
develops a model-Of the diatribe from the practices of the ancient Cynics, a
model which is then applied to the practices of conternporary Yippies to
establi'sh a recurrent mode.. of symbolic action_ Like .Zyskind, Windt
develops a genre which synthesizes situational, subStantive, and stylistic
elements, and he justifies his Ossification in terms of the illumination.
provides of the behaviors of apparently self-defeating persuaders or both
ancient and contemporary dirks.

Unlike Zyskind and Windt, Hart proceeds inductively to survey a va-
riety of discourses to see if there are clusters of similar symbolic ac 36

Out of these tests, he cautiously posits a genre of doctrinal rhetoric. e
Zyskind, this cluster of acts reflects not only substantive and stylistic ea-'
tares but the relationship betweenotte speaker and theaudiencek Since this

'is the most systematically developed inductive genre, the points of simi-
larity toZyskind are of particular interest.

Jamieson also proceeds inductively but within a more limited body of
discourses, papal encyclicals...' However, She does not prAume a_geore;
she examines these discourses to determine if one exists. Like Zyskind, her
mdtive is illumination he wishes to undeistand the forces which
constrain Hui,tianae Vita so. that it cannot adapt to its times and its
AudienCe. Her work adds an additional insight for the generic critic: the
power et conventions, tr &long, prior rhetoric, to mold and .constrain
subsequent rhetorical acti n. Shereminds us most strongly that rhetorical
acts aie born into -a sym cirlietorical Context as weU asjint9 an his-
torical/ olitical milieu. Or again, the genre which emerges ign complex
of elementsa constellati n of substanlive, ,stylistic and sittfational
characteristics.

Like Hart, Campbell's ap roach to contemporary women's rights rhe-
tone is inductive), No prior. odd is assumed; a genre must einerge from..

.
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or be discerned in the discourses themselves. Yet the concept of genre
remains ci)nstaptii is formed out of substantive and stylistic elements
and out of the unique situation of a female audience in`20th centuat
America. And, like all the otheis, the justification fora genetic claim is the

n- derstandingit produces rather than the ordered universe it crcates:
theseeare only a few of the available genetic criticisms. Since these firit

essays appeared, many have followed. But as a sample, they will do.
/Despillitheir variety, there are certain noteworthy constants: I) Classifica-

tion is stified only by the critical ;illumination it produces not by the neat-
..irs of a classi5satory schema;'2).Generic criticism is taken as a means'

ward systematic; dose textual analysis; 3) A genre is a complex, an
amalgam, a constellation of substantive, situational, and sjylistic ele-
ments; 4) Generic analysis reveals both the conventions and affinities that
a work shlres with others; it uncovers the unique elements in the rhetorical
act, the patticular means by which a genre is individuated in a given case.

Ideally,? theory develops out of and is tested by criticism. Whether or not
that is true of generic concepts, theseand other criticisms have raised the
questions, which kave'become so exigent in contemporary rhetorical
criticisdi.

Eorm and Genre a

Northrop Frye, the most eminentCiitic to comment on generic criticism,
wrote in his Anatimy that""The sthdy of genres is based op analogies in
form."" He called these forms "typical recurring images, "associative
clusters", and "complex°%;ffliables";.he compared them to the topoior rhe-
torical commonplaces; and he described them as "communicable units",
i.e., the forms through which expaience and feeling can be made intelli-
gible to others. 1pother "words, fornral similarities establish genres,
the forms relevant to genres are complex forms present in all discoufse. If
the forms from which genies are constituted have the characteristics indi-
cated by Frye they will, be the kinds of forms that rhetoricians ordinarily
call "strategids"substantive and stylistic formschosen to respond to
situational requirements. For example, refutation'may described as a
strategy in which one states an opposing position and res nds to it by of-

b;

fering an alternative conclusion or by demonstrating the inadequacy of
evidence or premises. As a strategy, refutation implies a situation-in which
'there are. competing positions persuaders that must bepken into ac-

cot. The power of such etorical forms is evident in this paragtaph
porn John F. Kennedy s speech, "Ich6in ein Berliner": ,

. .

dahere arc many people in the world who really don't understand, or
y they don't, what isthe great issue between the ftee world and the
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Communist world. Let them cometo Berlin An here are some who
say that communism is the wave of the futu . het them come to
Berlin And there are some who say in Euro v and.elsewhere we can

work with the Communists. Let them com to Berlin. And there are '
even a few who say that it is true that conimumsm is'ari evil system,
but it permits us to make economic pr,Ogress. Lass'sie nach Berlin
kommen Het them come to Berlin.40

The most evident' form is repetition7a strategy implying situation in
which a key Idea must be established and emphasized In this case, the re-
frain not only repeats 'the theme, t also functions as refutation. The

rirepeated sentencevs a condensed, e en enthymematic, answer to the four
opposing positions Sheer repetitio produces yet another form. When the
passage is read aldud, it is nearbtimpossible to repeat the refrain, "let(
them come to Berlin", with identical emphasis. Rather, each repetition
tends to become more emphatic Land intense, creating a crescendo The
situation is perceived and described by the speaker as a conflict, and the re-
fralbecomes a climactic sequence dramatizing the conflict. There is still
another form of critical inter.est. John Kennedy delivered this speech in the
city of Berlin The refrain is reflexive, a dramatic enactment which says, in
effect, "do as I didcome to Berlin." This form is of particular im-
portance because it is reinforced by the title and by the rest of the.'speech in,
which Kennedy says that not only is he, symbolically, a citizen of Berlin,
but all of "us" (as opposed to "them") should.become symbolic citizens of
this beleagured city which stands for the struggle between the "free" and
the "Communist" worlds.

) As this analysis illustrates, rhetorkll forms do not occur in 'isolation. In
addition, it should be Apparent that these forms are phenomena
synthevs of material that exists objectively in the rhetorical act and of per-
ceptions in the mind'of a critic, a memker of the audience, or a future rhe-
tor The pfienomenal character of forms is reflected in Kenneth Burke's
reference to the "psychology of forms" and in his remark that "ford) is the
creation of an appetite in the mind of the auditor, and the adequate satisfy-
ing of that appetite\ 41 That forms are. phenomena has persuasive and
critical significance because, as a result, forms can induce participation by
others This is never more evident than in the quintessentially rhetorical

ym, the enthymeme, whose force. is'explained by the fact that auditors
participate in the construction df the arguments by which 'they are
persuaded.'

It should now be apparent that the,rhetorical forms that establish genres
are stylistic and substantive responses to perceived situational demands. In
addition, forms are central to all types of criticism because they define the
unique qualities of any rhetorical' act, and because'fhey are the means
through which we come to understand how an act works to achieve its_
ends.'"



A

From earliest antiquity, ihetoricians have been interested in forms.
Analyses of recurrent lines of argument, such ak;those done by Measell
and Carpenter in this volume, resemble the ancient study of the topoioy
commonplaces." The concept of stas4 (or- status) expressed a judgment
that there were only a limited nuntberiof issues (being, quantity, quality'
proceduret:over which clash could colcur." Halloras analysis of the
issues the public proceeding in this volume falls in this tradition. To

ctAnstof111, the most important rhetori I form was the,enthymeme, the
form of deductiveargument found in rh toric In this voltniltiCarf3enter's
interest in the interpretations of readersti*ho

filled in premises or drew in-
ferences from relatively factual material Iflects this tradition. As noted
earlier, the canons and modes of proof Can be used as a basis for formal
analysis Finally, from classical to contemporary times, the important role
of literary forms has been acknowledged. As noted, Herbert Wichelns
recognized the role of literary tools in rhetorical critici Hoyt Hudson
refers to poetic expression as -cfn indispensable means'71a instrumental
ends;" and 'Northrop Frye, assulitlliat "m

ri
"most of the features charac-

teristic of literary" form, such as e, alliteralion, \metre
r antithetical

balance, the use of exempla, are also rhgtbrical schemath "4"'
If the recurrence of similar forms establishes a'genre, then grires are

groups of discourses which share substantive, stylistic, and sitiational
charactirastics. Or, put differently, in the...discourses that form a gerire,

.similar substantive and stylistic strategies are used to encompass- situations
perceived as similar by the responding rhetors A genre is a group of act's
unified by a constellation of forms that recurs in each of its membtrs.
These forms, in isolation, appear in other discourses. What'is distinctive
about the -acts in a genre is 'the recurrence of the forms together in
.constellatiori.

The eulogy is illustrative The eulogy responds to a situation in which a
community is ruptured by death In this situation, persons must alter their
relationship with the deceased and also confront their own mortality. The
very ackof eulogizing acknowledges the deatb In so doing, it necessitates a
juxtaposition of past and present infe which recasts the relationship to the
deceased to one of memory. The assurance that the deceased., hence the.
audience, survives, at least in mem,ory, eases dontwntation with mortality

. This the assertion of persistent life is intrinsic to the eulogy. That convic-
tion is expressed in claim t the deceased,s.urviv,es in memory ln deeds,
family or history Pvfeta'ph rs of rebirth articulate this eulogistic claim. /..

The act of eulogizing is, in another important respect, performative. By'
uniting the bereaved in a rhetorical act, tire eulogy affirms that the com-
munity will survive the death Typically, eulogies reknit the sundered com-
munity through rhetorical devices which appeal to the audience to carry on
the works, to $mbody the virtues, or to live as the deceaSed would have
wished. These are the situational requirements, strategic responses, and
stylistic choices that, taken together, form the eulogy. These cha cteris-
tics do not co-exist by chance They exist in a reciprocal, dynamic illation-

,ship. . ., ., ,..;.
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External factors, includingncluding human needs and exposure to antecedent
rhetorical forms, create expectations which constrain rhetorical responses.
But the internal dynainic of fused elements also creates expectations, which
testify to its constraining force. Generic exemplars have an internal consis-
tency For example, the papal encyclical presupposes triiths of natural law
known by God's vicar on earth who- interprets and explicates the law. is

premise dictates a deductively structured document which .emplo
i

a

Formal and authoritative tone that is consistent with dogratie statement.
It also entails the use of absolutistic, categorical vocabulary Encyclicals
assume print form because the sort of doctrinal matters addressed require
a careful, prepared, precise form of communicating God's will. (Clarifi-
cation of truth and of doctrine are serious and exacting matters. An oral

`-...form is transitory in .a way a print form is not ) Each of these elements im-
plies the others The rhetoric of do,gma, for example, cannot be structured
inductively without undermining the dogmatic tone and the sense of au-
thority pivotal to the document. One might even argue that the concept of

. papal authority on certain doctrinal matters entails the form of address
which is the encyclical

In other words, a genre does not consist merely of a series of acts in
which certain rhetorical forms recur; for example, it is conceivable that
parallelism and antithesis might -recur jointithout establishing' a ,
generic similaritN, Instead, a genre ft composed of econstellation of recog-
nizable forms bound together by an internal dynamic

When a generiC claim is made, the critical situation alters significantly
because [he critic is now arguing that a group of discourses has a synthetic
core in which certain significAnt rhetorical elements, e g , a system of
belief, lines of argument, stylistiechoices, and the perception of the situa-

, tion, 41,f used into an indivisible whole The significance of this fusion of
formsTor the critic is that it provides an angle of vision,-a window, that
reveals the- tension among they elements, the dynamic within the rhe-
toncal acts of human beings, in different times and places, responding in
similar ways as they attempt totencompasi certain rhetorical problems
the death of a member of the community, an accusation to which no
forensicdefense is adequate, and the like. .

.,

Because 4 genre is 'a constellation of elements, the appearance of the
same forms in different genres poses no critical problem; a genre is given
its character by a fusion of forms not by its individual elements. Thus the
argument that Aristotle's genres' are not useful because epideictic ele-
ments are found ill deliberative and forensic addresses, 'deliberative ele-
ments in epideictic and forensic works, etc , is irrelevaA.nt; Aristotle's
schema is Weak gene'rically only if the coaellation of elements forming
epideictit works does non permit the critVto distinguish the epideictic
clustering from the constellations which form the other Ari4otelian
genres. ,

The concept, of an internal dynamic fusing_ substantive, stylistic, and
situational, characteristics permits the critic to. determine the generic N-
nificance of recurring elements. For example, Rosenfield identifies the



clustering of facts in one section of the mass media apologia as a generic
characteristic." To test whether the claracteristic has generic significance,
one must ask: Why would such an element occur in the apology? What is
its necessary relationship to other elements-in the apology? What substan-
I-ye, stylistic or situational constraints might require the inclusion of this
element and its particular positioning in the structure?

-GeneriC claims are difficult to sustain because.constellations of elements
rarely fuse into unique and indivisible wholes of the sort described. In ad-
dition, generic claims are difficult because of till nature of the processes by
which genres may be established

Some genres, probably most, are establish deluctively from a model
or touchstone For instance. Socrates' Apolo is taken as a paradigm and
acts which resemble it in essential ways are d to-form a genre; similar
procedures are followed with the rhetoric of J remiah or the rhetoric of the
Old Testament proph'etk, and so on There a at least two major pitfalls in
this method; 1) the criti may fail to deline e.the essential characteristics
of the model so that the basis for pomparis is faulty,'or 2) a generic "fit"
is asserted although certain essential char cteristids are absent or fignifi-
cant dissimilarities exist. The first probe can be eliminated if the critic
anal es the original and refuses to aqiept `,!received wisdom" about

assic works. The second can be eliminhted only if the .critic makes the
goal in analogic or comparative Critic* that of delineating similarities
and differences andeproffers a generic claim only when the evideice.;
q w restich a claim

Some genres are established inductively. One can look at a vast number
of discourses delivered in response th the death of a merober,of the corn,-
munity and discover ttrat, at last -in: Western cultures, they seem to evince
essential similarities '9 One can examine the papal encyclicals and es-
tablish a generic resemblance. One can,examtne all available samplesitif
contemporary rhetoric demanding women's rights in the U.S. a6c1 make a
case that they form a coherent whole which can be,_distinguishedfixim the
acts of other piotest groupg. Each of these is an enormous projeaand each

-*urn is difficult to justify. th most cases, the results of inductive efforts
will be disappointing, and a generic claim will not be warranted by the evi- i-dence. The problems with this approach ..are those inherent in any '
procedure that draws inductive generalizations Until opw, conscientious
rhetorical critics have tested their claims about inductively derived genres
by selecting, specimens from dissimilar eras and/or rhetors to minimize,ihe
possibility that the characteristics of an age or a class of persons would be
nitstaken fot generic qualities.

, Thu a student who generalized from a
, sample.'of 19th century eulogies to the conclusion that eulogies are stylis-

tically florid would beiold that a characteristic of 19th century thetOric
had been mistaken for "a generic characteristic and would be urged. to
sample Aulogieg from different periods This approach was based on tAe
scientific notion that is dorfi sampling would minimize"sritidal error. A
aeefer understanding of the nature of genres proVides other rhetorical-._

.
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criticaltests: Why should a eulogy be characterized by a florierstyle? What
is the necessary relationship between such a style and the substantive and
situation I elements which compris,the eulogy?

: The oon fusion of deductive and inductive approaches to genres can also
cregbdifficulties In a number of cases, critics have assumed, a priori, that

a genre alreach'exists'and is known and definede.g.-, the sermon, 5° the
Presidential inaugural,,-' the arJology;52 among othersa n inductive
procedure, content analysis ig some cases, it applied to parts elements.

Such studies are suspect because the a priori definition of a genre and

and preliminary prbdure defining the eneric characteristies has n
identification of its rritrubers generates circular argument: an es tial

procedure
omitted. Generic critic's need'to retognizekexpiicifly the assumpt,ions' tilt), r.
are4nakin,g and the procedures'iequiredto establish their claims _

An understanding of thegenre as a fusion of elements, forruOg from a"
constellation of forms, permits one to;distinguish between classifiaitioir

s.) and gen'etic analr'sis Therc,are sorrietroublesome pieces of rhetoric, such
as presidential inaugurals, ih which a- series' ofrhetoricaUlements recur.
Poi- example, the inaugurals.estabitsh 'the philoswhy andtone of new
admithstratfbns ,Because they,follow the divil,iire rhetoric of a catnPaigk
they employ unifying ,pppeals ar4 articulatesupetocclinati goalS.In mitt-

.
tempt to overcome the fear that-tne inoompg prei'ident is; n,incipierit

as despot, each places' the countrYM iheehands. of aibighr,powei and ic-
knoWledgA humility. in the'face of future tasks. The tone is digpifi,ed. Yet ,'
Lincoln's second inaugural and Washingion,:s first are basicall dissimilar
There are severarpossible- expinations. Witaf,hAveobeenTiolated.a,
inaugural elements are, in fact: elements,inkirent in a broader gen're
rehearsal rhetoric, 'a hierarchitaletior, as Si'incIns 'wou(d call it, lints been .

made; 2) A genreZthe inaugural, oes exist, but ;Clio& have failed 'to
isolate the generic elements and the dyriAmic w14511 bindstfiem. Heat-ewe
cannot See /the fundamental ,srmilapity b'etwitn; Lincoins!s
'won's addresses. 3) The evidence'at hand Would suggest that although
is poSsible that a, genie.properli (ermeiyiiiaukural" cioesexist;
necessarily evoked in the sitliation,:createef..by * swearing-in ,of. a
President, as the Inability to locate dynamic inlerrelationstisps, among the
elements of the inaugural; and the -inability.,to distinguistr if from 'other , .

rehearsal rhetoric testify

fused'The concept of a genre as a coestellationV uelerninikrefiries the
motion that, in a genre, the significaru.rhetopCal sirnilarttiestiutweikh the'
significant rhetoncattifferenCes. In its eaflier form) genericsignifi-
cance" resided in &be mind of the criticanOny generic 141,11 seeitied.vul

i nersble to g charge-of subjectivisui. Testing a Oneric claim on tliegrotimi§
that significant similarities will 'permit predictiOri of Ile-form of an ad-
dress not yet conceived or deirvered" was' problematic. Theelt dois'not
ass* that the critic is dealing With:geure.'for eximple. it is poSsible to
predict certeln characteristic's' of an inaugural address, although there, is

general scholarly agreement that the claim hat inaugurdli fotm a germ's':
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has yet to be established, Unless the, elements cohere in a necessary and
significant ,relationshisp, a dynamic fusion, the ability-to predict that
pertain characteristics will appear in an act on a certain occasion does not
assure that a genre has been located. If an element is generically signifi-
cant, It is so fused to the other elements that its absence would altei the
character of the 'address ,
t CritiPs have assumed that genres are bodies or discourses that, as dis-
tinctive symbolic acts,' recur in different times and places. Conversely,
Black has argued that a genr may have a single identifiable member and
illustrated his view with C man's Coatesville Address, a piece of rhe-
tonc that functions as a mor lity play." The view, of genre describeld here,
as a dynaniic constellation of forms, fo1uses riot Only on what has recurred
but on what may recur In this sense, a constellation of elements bound

s together dynamically 'heed only exist in a single instance to establish a
genre or a generic potential Clearly, the,dynamieof the constellation and
the fusion of itsfortris are more easily recognized when their recurrenceis
observed, but it is now posoble bdth to isolate.the constellation and it dy- -

narnic without ciiimparing multiple specimens orthe genre.
Similarly, this definition helps to explain the perseveration of rhetori 1

forms which the critic judges to be inappropriate to the,demands of the
situation famieson has argued that the papal encyclical, at least as a form
illustteted by ffumartae Vitae, is a perseverative rhetorical form. An
internal dynamit combines the elements in an encyclical; and the internal
dynamic accounts, at least in part, for its perseveration as a 'genre. One ,

cannot abandon elements of a genre which are dynamically fused without
undermining the genre itself For example, classical Ldtin with its rigorous,
controllin verbs complements) the deductive structure of the papal .
encyc i and tha(structure itself isclicta by and consonant 'ith theI"concept of papal authority on matters of do a.

The definition emphasizes the interrelate nships among genetic ele-
ments. Genres often exist in dynamic respontiveness to situational 'de-
mandse g , an encycl,ical appears in order to affirm papal authority.
Those, instances 's thiA a dynamic is sustaining a genre in the absence o'f,
or counter' to. situational demands invite the 'age! "degenerative.' T
critic labelling a form "degenerative" risks the charge that ide4gioal bi s
has colored the critical act in the contiext developed here, the :Idegyera-. nye' nave of the diagnosed genre can be Abiected toa test of evidence.
,Does an internal dynamic exist? Is it consonant with perceived demands of
the situation? If not,"the genre is rhetgrically degenerate because the
audience and other germane situational ,variables are being ignoredand' .

also degenerativ in a literal sense: that is, egenre which fails toachieve its
purposee g., reknit a community ruptured by death or affirm papal au-
thorityis more likely to "degenerate" and ultimately to'disappear than is

a genre consonant with perceived sittrationaldemands

The concept ofigenre may be illustrated by analogy. Biologists speak of
the genetic code inherent in the germ' plasm of each species. Although
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there will varNions, that code is the internal dynamic which determines
the biological for'rft-, o the individual member of the species. The internal
dynamic of a gebre,is similar. It is the determinant of the generic form of-
the rhetorical titterance although like individual members of species, indi-
vidual rhetorical actsalthough part of a common genrewill show some
individual variation. What is significant about the concept of genre is the
-fusion of elements and the critical insight the fusion provides..

The term "constellation" suggests another metaphorical insight. The
stars forming'a constellation are individuals but they are influenced by
each other and by external elements;'consequehtly they move together and
remain in a similar relation to each other despite their varying positions
over time Like enres, constellations are perceived patterns w;th'Signifi-
cance and usefu hey enable us to see the movements of a group of,
individual stars and they enable us to understand the Interrelated forces in
celestial space

Both metaphors and the very concept of the dynamic suggest
the difference between classification or creating a taxonomy bn the one
hand, and critical analysis on the other A "genre'' is a classification based
on the fusion and interrelation of elements in such a way that aunique
kind of rhetorical act is created Approaching such acts generically gins
the critic an unusual opportunity to penetrate their internal workings and
to appreciate the interacting forces that create them

Genre and Criticism

"Genre" is not the key term in a philosophy of rhetoric, it is an important
concept in one kind of criticism The theory underlying ale concept of
genre is critical theory, theory about the enterprise of criticism Iris no ac,
cident that Frye is a major 'souge for material on genre as his AnaloraPts
a study of criticisrri as an auto,fiomous enterprise Frye argues strongly for
a pluralistic approach to criticism, and he justifies his view by showing that
all discourse is polysemous, i.e., that it has many levels of meaning or
means in different ways These different levels or kinds of meaning require
differdnt critical gerspectives Beeausg aH works are nef only unique but
also resemble other works, generic criticism is essential Frye notes that
part of the meaning of a work is derived from the tradition of which it is a

...part,irom the conventions it observes, The conventions found in a dis-
ltourse indicate the tradition to which it belongs and the works to which it
+las dose affinities Consequently, he says that

When he [Miltord.uses the convention of invocation, this bun ing the
poem [Paradise Los 11 into the genre of the spoken word; t signifi -
cance of the conyention is to indicate what tradition his work pri-
marily belongs to \and what its closest affinities are with The purpose
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of criticism by genres is not so much to classify as to clarify such
traditions and affinities, thereby bringing out a large number of
literary relationships that would not be noticed as long as there were
no context established for them.54 .

What Frye is describing is a generic perspective toward criticism not a cru-
sading search to find genres The generic perspective recognizes that while
there may be few clearly distinguishable genres, all rhetoric is influenced

by prior rhetoric, all rhetorical acts`resemble other rhetorical acts. Such a
critical perspective emphasizes the symbolic and rhetorical contexts in
which rhetorical actri,ifeeke_ ated

Some elements of a gene rspective are '4ntrinsic in all criticism be-

cause classification and com rision are integral parts of the critical
Ne

process As a critic, one is perpetually classifyineand labellinge.g., this
is an introduction, this is an exarrrPe, this, is high style, this is satirical, this

is a eulogy Inherent in each classification are two comparative stan-
dardsthe comparison of like to like, the comparison of like to unlike

The first comparison arises out of defirutiOn. To label some part of a dis-

course as an introduction is to have a definition that contains essential at-
tributes and, implicitly, suggests an ideal or model Such classifications

are the basis of evaltatve comparisonsthis is better, this is more fully
realized, and the like. The second, comparison or contrast, differentiates
introductions and conclusions, one form of support from another, distin- '
guishes styles, tones, and ultimately, between classifiqations by type or
genre. These contrasts compel re-definitions' and form the basis for
strategic evaluationse.g , this style was chosen, but an alternative style
would have been preferable because of its ability to accomplish "x" objec-

tive No one who recognizes the role of4comparison and contrast in in-
terpreting and evaluating rhetorical discourse is likely to ignore thetradi-
tions which have generated or shaped discourse and the relationships I

among discourses which extend the critic's capacity to make comparative
,' ,

judgments ,

Because rhetoric is of the public life, because rhetorical acts are
concerned with ideas and processes rooted in the here and now of social

and political life, rhetoric develops in time and through time. IroCiically,

the traditional emphasis on individual speeches and speakers as rooted his-_

torically in particular time and place is, in an important sense, anti-his-

torical, ause it fails to recognize the impact of rhetorical acts oh other

rhetori .1 acts, and it fails to recognize the powerful human forces which

fuse recurrent forms into genres which, in an important sense, transcend a

spe ific time and place The critic who classifies a rhetorical artifact as
g nerically akin- to a class of similar artifacts has identified an undercur-

,. Tenttf history rather than comprehended an act isolated in time. Recur-

,, rence of a combination of forms into a generically identifiable form over
time suggests that certain constants in human action are manifest r
torically One may argue that recurrence arises out of comparable the

torical situations, out of the influence of conventions on the responses o_
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rhetors, out of universal and cultural archetypes ingrained in hums% con-
sciousness, out of fundamental human needs, or out of a fiditellikrnber of
rhetorical options or commonp/aces. Whatever the explanation, the
existence of the recurrent provides insight into the human condition.

A'generic approach to rhetorical criticism would culminate in li develop-
mental history of rhetoric that would permit the critic to generalize beyond
the individual event which is constrained by time and place to affinities and
traditions across time. It would move from the study of frietors and acts in
Isolation to the study of recurrent rhetorical action. It'would pioduce a
critical history exploring the ways in which rhetorical acts influencel'ach

, other. Such a "genealogy" would trace the imprint of form on fork', style
on style, genre on genre. It would, for example, trace Imperial forms of ad,
dress from the Roman emperor's decree to the papal encyclical in order to
discern upper in papal address, trace the form of the State of
the Union ad ess from' the foim of the King's,speech to Parliament in
order to account for monarchical qualities in early State of the Union
speeches. It would trace the Congressional speeches in reply roState of the
Union addresses batk to the echoing speeches of Parliament in order to

account for the curiously subservient tone of early Congressional,
responses It would root the Presidential Inaugural in the theocratic ad-
dresses of Puritan leaders in order to explain the supplicative elements in "
early Inaugurals.

It is now manifest that a concern with form aAdienre does not prescribe
a critical methodology Mohrmann and Leff have argued for a synthesis of
neo-Aristotelian and generic perspectives" Bitzer suggests a situational
basis for generic study; Hart proceeds inductively using content analysis
and other quantitative and non-quantitative methods; Campbell relies on
dramatistic concepts In short, generic analysis is an available critical op- ,`
twit regardless of the critical perspective that one cherishes.

However, a generic perspective doeS make some demands on the critic.
It is a critical approach that requires careful textual analysis, for instance.
It also heightens an awareness of the interrelationship between substantive
and stylistic elements in discourse. 1

1

A generic perspective is intensely histbrical, but in a sense somewhat dif-
ferent from most prior efforts. It doei not seek detailed recreation of the
original encounter between author and audience; rather it seeks to recreate
the symbOlic context in which the act emerged so that criticism.can teach
us about the nature of human communicatiye responst and about the ways
in which rhetoric is shiped by prior rhetoric, by verbal conventions in a
culture, and by past formulations of ideas and issues.

It can be argued that generic placement and comparison to an ideal
typetouchstone criticismare both familiar forms of rhetorical
criticism, We have noted their clissical origins and we note a contempo-
rary, Walter Fisher, who writes that rhetorical criticism "says how and fn
what ways a rhetorical transaction fits, falls short of, or transcends other
examples of its kind."" This essay amends that statement to emphasize
the role of formal analysis in the process of generic placement. One's at-
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pacify to clarify and reveal a rhetorical act is based on One's ability tg see it
clearly, to understand its nature, to select the most apt characterization of
it. It matters greatly, as Zyskind indicates,'whether one calls Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address an epideictic eulogy or labels it a deliberative act
designee to urge the audience toward the actions it should follow if thetUnion is to be preserved. imilarly, Barnet Baskerville's critique of
Nixon's "Checkers Speec treats the address as forensic and dem-
onstrates persuasively that it did not serve to answer the charges that had
been made 58 But if thel speech is more properly classified as an'apologia,
such a t'failure" is inevitablethe apologia is a speech in which one
responds to forensic charges in a non-forensic wayby transcending them
to present one's life and character to one's judges.

Introduction to Critiques

The value of formal and generic analysis, indeed the value of all
criticism,, must be tested heuristically, in application. We have referred to
many 'previously published criticisms; we now refer you to the essays in
this volume. In addition to this essay, the opening section includes two
other essays which examine the nature of generic criticism. The first by
Herbert Simons takes a perspective slightly different froin our own. Si-
mons emphasizes the inductive approach to generic analysis that critics
with inclinations toward the social sciences may find most hospitable to
their methods and interests. It is followed by a demurrer in which Ernest
Bormann attempts to distinguish the procedures of itiksocial scientist
from those of the critic

Simons and -Bormann share the assumption that humanists and
scientists must examine their underlying assumptions and must define
their points-of juncture and disjuncture. Simons projects "a science of rhe-
torical genres, one that might give theoretical coherence to the speculative
generalizations of individual critics, help verify (or disprove) their claims
by subjecting them to controlled tests, and ultimately guide the interpreta-
tion and evaluation of particalar`rhetorical artifacts." But, argues Bor-
mann, Simons uses as a touchstone a scientific model which ought to be
abandoned in our attempts to generate theory,and research concerning the
factors influencing rhetorical choice

Simons' essay, " '60 about Rhetoric: A Scientific Ap-
proach," evaluates the pa rs in this volume from a "scientific" per
spective. Bormann's essay fr mes the issues raised in the .volume from a
"humanistic" viewpoi* Bot examine the questions: What is a genre?
What evidence is required to make a generic claim? Wha is, the role of
generic analysis in the total nterprise of criticism? They also raise the
most fundamental questions .Critics can ask: What are the functions of
criticism' 'By what standards; or criteria should critical acts be judged?
Together the essays provide a number of concepts and critical alternmaves
with which to approach the five essays in part twocriticisms which
proceed from a generic perspective.
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"GENRE-ALIZIt4G" ABOUT RHETORIC:.
.1r- SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

0

HERBERT W. SIMONS

7= 0

Through their efforts at identifying and distinguishing among rhe-
toncal genres_rhetorical scholars have greatly ameliorated the problems
occasioned by what political scientist Stephen L. Wasbf referred to as our '
field's traditional preoccupation with the "Particularistic or idiosyncratic"
in discourse.' Whereas traditional rhetorical ertficiim leas' produced
studies which are "difficult for anyone to integrate in order to develop
general explanations or theories,"f the new scholarship bids fair to 'pro-
ducing a social science of rhetorical choice, one that delimits,strategic and
stylistic options in the facg,of situational and purposive constraints.

Unfortunately, the very term "genre,""unprpnounceable and alien
thing that it is" 3has impeded scholarly progress. Stripped ck its aura of
mystery, the term vaguely denotes some type of categorization but is non-
specific about nature of categorization or level of abstraction. One wag
defined a category as "a set of differences' which for a particular purpok
doesn't setrn to make a difference." Not surprisingly, rhetoricians have
operated, if not at cross-purposes, at least With varying purposes, and they
have fought pseudobattles over what constitutes a "true" rhetorical genre.'
Because the word "genre" originated in the humanities, rhetoricians have
also been lath to recast then-conceptual and methodological tasks in
scientific terms lest they pollute the original meaning of the word,
perhaps, 7 id some wa it own humanistic origins. Thus, for
example, Ware ..Linkugel, in- their essay on the apologia, found it
necessary when introdaping a scientific term to provide an apologia of
sorts themselves.

The use the term factor* i ti means for classifying conglomerates of
like strategies that,arerelatively invariant across apologia is not an
attempt op our part to introduce scientific tigor into the critical act; it
is likese-atif-intcrretell To confuse, &Tian, 9r threaten the speech, ....
critic of a traditional bent.5
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At the risk of discomfiting the critic of a traditional bent, I should li)ce
here to point the way toward a science of rhetorical genres, one that Might
give theoretical coherence to the speculative generalizations of individual
critics, help. verify (or disprove) their claims by subjecting, thein tb con-
trolled tests, -and ultimately guide the interpretation and evaluation of
particular rhetorical artifacts. Signs scantly, it was humanist Norttrop
rrye who saw in generic scholarship the potential for air explanatory
science" of human creations, one that .would tentatively accept "the first

postulate . . . of any science the assumption of total coherence.76 Drawing
on past scholarship, I shall offer series' of scientifically based proposi-
tions designed to clarify the reseal-Id questions and theoretical -problems
we confront an4isuggest potentially fruitful methods of inquiry. At the
Editors' shtestion, I shall also offer occasional comments (via,footnotes)

;on other papers 'contributed to this volume. These, together with brief
references to other studies, shoUld*elp to illustrate the prepositions I ad-
vance.

A Perspective on Science

At the outset, let me make clear that I mean nothing terribly mysterious
or esoteric by "science," "scientific ebjectivit," "scientific knowledge,"

div In aspiring to objectivity, for example, the scientist is no different
Irom historians and philosophers: all make claims in a rational spirit. Nor
4s the quest for scientific knowledge any less personal or.impassioned a
process than that of other intellectual disciplines Like their counterparts
in other fields, scientists do not simply "collect' knowledge; they attain it
by active Intellective processes of searching, selecting, comparing, unify- _
ing, and generalizing. And like other disciplines, seighice is very much a
comm unatriterprise, jequiring c4lical checks by the scientific community
as a whole, agailist the foibles and passions of individual scientists."

Yet.there ark norms Which, distinguish the scientific quest from other in-
-tellectual activities, and these, I would maintain, have direct application to
the study of rhetorical genres. Although they are closely intertwined, one
may distinguish the methodological norms that regulate processes of re-
search cone' ption and egecution from the norms that govern theory

7ronstructio'n and evaluation. 4

Research Norms

To begin with, there is the concern with linguistic rigor. Scientists,
says Karl Popper, "try to avoid talking at cross-purposes. They try very'
seriously to speak one another's language, even if they use different

7 mother tongues."' Atihe conceptual this entails the consistent use of
theoretically embeddetechnical term well as constitutive definitions
that stipulate rules of correspondence to the real world. At the level of
execution, it involves the derivation ftbin conittutive definitions of opera-
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tional definitions, specifications of the manipulations or other procedures
by which a phenomenon pitn be observed in a given research context.
Zelated to linguistic rigor is the matter of observational rigor. Other

di iplines recognize experience as "the impartial arbiter of experience,"
but, says Popper, the ,scientist insists upon "experience of a 'public'
character, like observatioA and experiments, as opposed to eperience in
the sense of more 'private' aesthetic or religious experience; and an
experience is 'public' if-everybody who takes the trouble can repeat it."9
Hence the c9ncerns for mechanical safeguards against human error., for
venfication trough replication, and for clearcut applications of specified
rules of measurement The scientist need not use numbers, for example;
mere labels will do, but the labels trust refer to properties of objects that
can be classified reliabL and validly

Finally, there are the attempts at inferential rigor- Humanists are often
mystified by sophisticated research designs and sampling statistics, but
they are simply means for reducing errors of inference Thus, experimental
designs provide controls over contemporaneous events, maturation, his-
tory, reactivity of instruments, etc., as potential sources of error. Simi-
larly, 'sampling statistics are essentially means of ruling out (or ruling in)
chance as an explanation of results

Theoretical ,Norms.

A theory is like_a funnel Into the funnel come generalized findings
about phenomena which the theory attempts, to organize, summarize, and
explain Out of the funnel come ideas for research which, when tested, add
new grist. for the theoretical mip The heart of the theorythe narrow part
'of the funnelis a set of assumptions, basic concepts, constitutive defini-

0 .tsons of- those concepts, and explanatory siotements or theorems which
relate the concepts to each other

Scientists generally concur on the standards that should guide the
construction and evaluation of theories (although rhoy do not all agree on
how the criteria should be weighted) ,

I Logical rigor Are the terms of the theory clear and unambiguous? Is
the intetnal logic of the theory free of material or deductive fallacies?

2 Pi.edictiviness Are predictions from the theory confirmed when tested
in the real world') Do deductions from the theory permit control over
phenomena9

Provocativeness Does the theory adequately guide the search for
facts? Does it generate new research9 Does it yield nonobvious hypotheses'
Does it "explain" in a subjeCtive sense?

4. Manageability kthe theory "elegant" in the sense that verifiable pre-.
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cancan be derived from a few genetal principles? Are its' key terns
and theorems consistent with'well-accepted theories in tented areas?

5 Comprehensiveness , Does the thearyaccoun/ for a broafi range of
phenomena? Can it explain seemingly disparate or unrelated findings'n°

Implications for the Study of RIetoricdl Genres*

Although the foregoing discussion-does not provide a detailed blueprint
for the swdy of rhetorical genres, it should call to mind problems-
associated with the present status of research and theory. Rather than
dwelling on these problems, however, I should like in this section jo ern-4
phasize implications of scientific norms end procedures forifuture study.
These are presented in propositional form. ,.

Research Tasks
.1

A clegott definition of "rhetorical retire" would help to'delineate the
E..,

general aria of research In the interests of linguistic rigor it would be
desirable to cull such a definition from Pat usage of the term by scholars.'
Unfortunately, paSt usage has-been anything but consistent. A search of
the literature reveals rhetorical genres classified by occasion (e.g,
inaugurals), race (e g , black rhetoricj, ideology (e g , women's iberation),.
strategy ri(eg , pdlazation),. historical period (e gilt ighteen century),
geographical loCation (e.g , British), intended effect (e.g ,.to stimulate),,
and vanous.combinations

)-
thereof. Any definition of "rhetorical genre"

that would subsume these various uses of the term must necessarily b ci vague Reluctantly, therefore, and as a tevative first step, I would propose
the following constitutive definition

J

'
, I I The term -rhetorical ginre- refers to any dfsknctive and recurring
pattern of rhetorical practice "Rhetorical practice" is 4fined as any dis-
course' br -symbolic act designed to' influence others (i.e secure .preferred
outcomes) by modifying the-beliefs, values, or attitudes Coasitent with
gualelines proposed for the "Conference On 'Significant Form' in Rhe-
torical Criticism," one maght stipulate further that "recurring pattern of
rhetortdal practice" includes, among otters, ','the repeated use df images,
metaphors,. argdments, structural arrangements, configurations of lan-
guage, or a combination of such elements .,."" Note that white the defini-
tion of "thetorical genre" helps to distinguish the'term from "literary
genre," "dialectics,"'' and other generic types,, it does not restrict tile-

. rorical genres, to speeches, persuasive campaigns, or other'such paradig-
matig efforts Thus, in keeping, with trends in contemporary_ rhetorical
theory, militant Confrontational acts, nonverbal rhetorics.rand "spe-,
cializedAiNtorics such as those used within scientific comffiunities. might
all be co unted as rhetorical genres,"

Impossibly broad as my definition of 'rheforical genre" is, it nevertf ie-
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less suggests several principles that have not'always been adhered to.
'These may be illustrated with reference to What is undoubtedly the best
known of thetorical genres, the apologia

1:2: To demonstrate thara given set of *roma! practices is unique, it
must be shown that other rhetors do-7oret least mayuse dissimilar
practices. It'makes little sense, for example, to speak of the "mass-media
apologia" 14 as a distinctive genre unless there are other patterns of possi-
ble or.act ual discourse with which the mass-media apologia can be .c6m-
pared and.contrasted. The scientific notion of a control or co arision
groitRhecomes directly applicable here

1.3 if one genre is to be distinguished meaningfully from another, it
folows dot there must be a larger class of rhelpicat practices into which
both genres can be put, and that this class itself might cdnstitute a genre
distinguishable from another at its own higher level of attraction. Rather
t haggling overthe level at which sopiething becom!s a genre as op-
Po a family or species, one might better recognize that genres "exist" ,

at vano levels of abstraction, from the very broad to the very specific.
Conceivably, for example, one might speak of the apologia (i.e., insistence
on complete innocence) and the limited concession (i e , minimizing of
wrong-doing) as two among several "self-defense" genres, and one might
refer at a higher level of abstraction to discourse in defense of self as a
genre listinctive from accusatory discourse lc Surprisingly, there have
been only fledgling atternpts thus far at evolving hierarchical schema ,of -
rhetorical genres. .

t.,,
.

1.4 The distinguishing features of a genre must not only be namable but
operationalizeable- i ,e , teitmust be clear rules by which two or more in-
dependent observers can concur in identifying'predesignated characteris-
tics of rhetorical practice when donfronted' with samples of rhetorical

practice. k
-Using the language of Abelson's balance theory, for example, one might

1/hypothesize that apologias will employ strategies of 'denial while limited
concessions'NO employ transcendence strategies." The first question
which anses is tether these supposedly, distinct strategies are actually
distinguishable in pde.tice. For example, is a plea of "no contest" a form
of denial, as Agnew maintained in his resignation speech, or is it an ad-
mission of guilt, as his prosecutors insisted?

s

1.5. lndenzdent observers must not only have clear rules or criteria for
distinguishing characteristics of a genre, but rest also be able consistently
to assign items of rhetorical practice (e,g , whale speeches) to generic cate-
gories according to those rules. ..

.The logic of this proposition varies only slightly from the.previous one.
Assuming one's rules are clear, the question arises whether, takenr i,33 37



together, they adequately classify paradigmatic cases of each genre/i e.,
clearcut instances which virtually all experienced otiservers 'Would
consistently place into one of the other generic. categdry. A group of
judges, for example, might conc,g1 di classifying Nixon's "Checkers
Speech" as an apologia and his first ma or speech on Watergate (April-15,
1973) as ,a limited concession One may thee ask whether these two
speeches were dominated, respectively, by iley use of denial and
transcendence stratagems .

1 6 If items of rhetorical practice are to be consystentlyzidentified as fit-
ring within one genre or another, it follows that these items should be
intennallt homogenous across salient characteristics and clearly distin-
guishable from items comprising an alternative genre,

Abstracting from the above propositions, one might, as in the following
idealized Model, conceive of rhetorical genres-,as subsets (X, Y) of
_larger genenc set (Z), each subset containing items of rhetori
practice (X,, X2, X,, Xn; Y,, Y2, Y3, Yn) and both distinguishing
characteristics (X., X., Xe, Xn, Ya, Y., Ye, Yn) and common charac-
teristics (Z., Zh, Z, , ZA). Each subset is, in principle, divisible into
subsets,^and each set is, in pnncole, a subset of a still larger set. ;

e.

Thus, to return to the .ixatfiple provided above, X might be the apo-
logia, Y the limited concession, and Z self-defense discourse. X, might
be Nixon's "Checkers Speech", Y, his first speech on Watergate, and
X., Ya, and Z. might all be conceived of as strategies of self-defense. In
the language of Abelson's balance theory, X. might beidenial, a
strategy unique to the apologia; Y. might be tkanscendence, a strategy
unique to the limited concession; Wad Z. might bebolstering, a strategy
common to both genres. The task of the investigator Vvotild be to es-
tablish that.. the above configuration maps patterns of rhetorical
practice in the real wadi',
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Research Methods,

The above diagram is neat, and perhaps too neat. 4n studying the -,
/once genres, ork is, as t dWin Black has put it, dealing with "com-
plexes" rathei than "simples "1' If nature has its inongeese andits claticni
then surely the sum of rhetorical artifacts created by human beings will i

chide a goodly share of items that defy easy classification Nevertheless, it
should be possible by means of cesiont analysis, factor analysis, dis-
criminant analysis, and other statistical techniques to sort out the more
simple of the "complexes " And even where it is not p9 sible to treat rhe-
toncal data in quantitative or statistical terms, other techniques in the
scientific arsenal such as random sampling and-coding i:o independent ob-
servers may be used to advance the state of generic scholarship. Here I
shall propose a sequence of steps, in the methodological process as well as
some examples

II 1. So as to reduce the chances of errors of inference, a rather large and
varied sample of items of discotirse should ordinarily be selected which the
investigator has reasoI to believe, is representative of a rhetorical genre

4 Gamton and his associates approached the ideal when they took an equal
probability saniple" of 53 protest groups from a carefully identified
universe of over 500 such groups. operative in the United States between
1800 and I9*5- ig Among other studies referred to earlier in this paper
Ware andfinkugel examined some 30 apologias, Chesebro and Hamsher
used 41 opular television series as then data base, Kidd selected a 10%
rando sample of,"advice" articles appearing during spetified periods in
ma Ines with circulations'over .1,000.000, and Platt and his alsociates
/studied all eight Riot Commission reports ,

Uhforwately, the use of large and representative samples has by ncr .

means beet the rule among rhetoiical.scholars Mdre commonly, investi-

a,"analog" method in which Just wo or three,cages were com-
i investi-

gators have focused on single cases ol. hav Rosenfeldused what Roseneld has
called th
pared.19 If stnking similarities hum en observed, independent of
speak el .. s;11) ject, audience, etc , the cla' has been made that a genre and/
or its distinguishing charactenstics as bgat discovered. Although the

- two,ar: three cite compansbn, y have important heuristic value, it
.-stiOuld by no means be the stopping point for research on rhetorical
genres. The problem is that the method May uncover purely coincidental..-

likenesses while ignoring salient similarities =°

II 2. In addition o the main sample of items, it generally is advisable to
have at least one 'control- sample of items. closely comparable lo the
main sample, but evertheless contrastable with it in terms of their respec
live particulars If the main sample consists, metaphorically-, of rhetorical

.house flies the control sample might consist of rhejorical fruit flies.
consistent with thisr admonition, Thomas Clark picked two "control"
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samples agairrst which to compare contemporary American sermons.-
an additional refinement, he selectee portions of each speech for purposes''---,
of content analysis that were matched in terms of word length and place-
ment in the discourse.'' Using a classification scheme suggested b
Chesebro and Hamsher" were able to show the distinct' o anyone
television entertainment genre by contrasti
of other genres In their typology.23 .

aracteristics.with those

11 3: Needed in addition to samples of items is a list of characteristics of
rhetorical practice .

Well-formulated hypotheses' may enable the investigator to focus on a
limited number of variables. Consistent with their predictions, Rokeach
and Morrison were able to distinguish sharply among political ideologies
in terms of the relative frequency of appearance of two value terms m com-
parable samples of representative writings.24 Of seventeen value words
that were arrayed in terms of orderoof frequency, "freedom" and
"equality" ranked first and second in the writings of socialists while rank-
iriText to last and last in the writings of Hitler Lenin mentioned equ'ality
most often and freedom least often while a nearly.opposite pattern was
exhibited byloonservative Barry Goldwater

On the other hand, by comp.anng rhetorical discourse, agamst.a copi-
putenzed dictionary of Classified terms, the investigator may work induc-
tively with a virtually unlimited number of potentially discriminating
charactenstics Thus, for example, the General Inquirer dictionary Oras
be&I used to analyze a range of discourse, from suicide notes to,a sarririlc
of twenty nomination speeches by presidentral aspirants.,`

II 4 In addition to a list of characteristics of rhetorical practice, there
should be clear rules and procedures for identifying which of these charac-
teristics is distinctive to a particular genre. Here, vanous content analytic
and statistical procedures may of use While it is often the case that the
more "interesting" the catego category marker, the less amenable it
is to clear operationalizalon,26 t. e investigator may, at the least, secure
the assistance of indeperklent observers, for purposes of cl ur-
sive elements (especially such ambiguous elementrgmetaphors, mythic
forms, and multdcvelled symbolic, constructions).

As a cheCk at the consistency of categorizations by independent ob-
servers, and indirect', on the operationalizations of characteristics pro-
vided to the observers. the investigator may determine reliability coeffi7
cients for category placements and ferret out categories yielding low
agreement. By means of factor analysis'and discriminant analysis, it
should also be possible to determine how characteristics cluster together
and which clusters Are distinctive to a rhetorical genre. Nonstatistical
equivalents of this& procedures lend to be 'adopted by humanistically
oriented rhetorical critics They arc prone, however, to errors of observa-
tion and inference.
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11 5: Finall,y, the investigator needs to perform sample and subsample
comparisions of items of rhetorical practice Subsample analyses may be-
performed to identify subclasses of a distinctive rhetorical genrevariants
of protest rhetoric, for example, as in Gamson's study. Subsample
analyses may also be performed to 'distinguish paradigmatic cases of. a
genrei e , those exhibiting small within-grotip differences and large
between-group differencesfrom-borderline cases, If possible, the investi-
gator should attempt to determine what it is about the borderline cases
that makes them troublesome

Theoretical Development

III I The task of generic identification should take place within
theoretical frameworks, should be guided by theoretically derived
hypotheses,and should be focused on theoretically significant similarities

Rhetorical practices may be classified in myriad ways._ Indeed, as
Wayne Booth has argued, the potential list of genres is indeterminate in
size Find any two rhetors who, for whatever reasons, manifest rhetorical
practices ,distinguishable from two other rhetors, and ipso facto, you have
discovered a rhetorical genre

The problem is, of course, that such discoveries, while valid by defini-
tion, mar not be very useful. in Frye's terms, they.'classify" but do not
"clarify "" or would adherence to methodological strictures, such as
those outlined in the previous section, necessarily produce a coherent body
of research findtrrgs Needed is re5earch conducted within a theoretical_
context as well as theory that can both guide the search for facts and ac-
count for those facts .

I suggested earlier that the standards which scientists use to evaluate
their own iheones are directly applicable to the tasks'at hand The test of
logical rigor should, of itself, disqualify most current formulations, for
example, researchers have been sin lady unsuccessful at, applying the
generic "convince- persuade'" dist' non to samples of discourse. Simi-
larly, we have reason to be suspici us of theoretical generalizations about
the rlIttoric of an entire century or race' such generalizations are likely to
be trivial or inelegant or just plain wrong

Although there are few generic conceptualizations that deserve the'
name "theory," let alohe "useful theory." there4S one approachinitiated
by Black 10 and extended by Rosenfield," Bitzer," Hart," Jamieson '4 and
others which bears great theoretical promise ", Because of its well de-
served primacy ih the field, 1 shall confine my comments to it in the re=
mainder of the paper

The basic poirit madeiby BlaC17& Co is that rhetorical practices do not
Qu)ter together into ideritifiable genres by accident. rhetoric, as a prag-
ntiF, adaptive art, is highly constrained by purpose and situationand
these constraints are often qui im lar for different rhetors facing dif-
fekent audiences at different times. This very general formulation sug-
gests a number ofinteresting propositions . r
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III 2: Thestav of rhetorical genres discontinuous with ,the study of
artistic, Miro" or dialectical genres. Not only is rhetoric, qua rhetoric,

more constrained, it is also differentlyaonstrained; hence, we cannot ex-

pect very much help from our colleagues in aesthetics, literature or
philosophy: their genres will be very different from ours.

111.3. The study of rhetorical genres is concerneki, not simply with
csification, but with the relationship between generic similarities and

common constraints that give rise to them. Consistent with this state-

ment of purpose, one may usefully limit the scope of definition: "rhetorical
genre" is redefined to mean a distinctive and recurring pattern ofsimNarly
constrained rhetorical practices. By implication, the definition compels a
search not simply for similarities in rhetorical practice, nor even (following

' Black's suggestion") for factors that vary concomitantly with similar rhe-
torical practices, but for the causal links between these factors and rhe-

torical practices.

111.4: Rhetorical genres will -emerge most clearly when rhetorical
,

practices are most constrained by purpose and situation. Put in statistical
terms, purpose and situation account for the greatest common 'variance,

among rhetorical pr tires. Should purpose and situation be highly
constraining, as when a group of persons is committed to a highly doc-
trinaire world view, r when persons are participating in a ceremony qr
ritual, we should be ble to predict' much of what rhetors will say before
They say it. Not alw ys, of course, for one rhetor may respond inappro-

..-
yriately to the cons writs of purpose or situation and another may, with
great artistry, tran4end those constraints, but prdinarily we may expect
considerable confoninity." .

While the line f thinking initiated by Bleak shows great theor cal

promise, it is not y t a theory by scientific standards. Havinrus f Sung

its praises, let me flow suggest measures to advance its deve opmen .
c

III 5. Needed is a more enriched and refined vocabulary for characteriz-
ing rhetorical practices and the constraints that give rise to them. As
Becker has observed, 39 the current lexicon for describing messages is woe-

fully inadequate. Still less is one able to characterize purpdsive and situa-

tional constraints. It will not do, for example, to label appeals as ethical,

logical or pathetic; or to allow "style" to mean anything from the micro-
characteristies of messages to the unique and ididsyncratic aspects of
messages; or to speak vaguely and indiscriminately of ideological commit-

ments as causes, worldviews, belief systems,and phildtphies; or to fail to
differentiate further among goals otionilersion, stimulation, and activa-
tion; or,'when pressed to indicatf what one means by "rhetorical situa-

tion," to use such equally ambiguous terms as "Climate," "atmosphere,"
"occasion," or "set of exigences." Without a logically rigorous system of
terms, it will be difficult, to guide research efforts or to compare, sum-
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marize, and explain-research findink. As a first step, critic!, might simply
list the terms they use most commonly and idetaiTy, from that list, am-
biguities, overlaps, gaps, and so on. Ultimately, I believe, an officially
sponsored dictionary or encyclopedia of commonplace and technical terms
that stipulates preferred meanings and offers concrete examples, will be
needed

111'6. Needed are explanatory theorems which can help pis to understand
not Only that a rhetorical situation of purpose is constraining but why it is
constraining Assuming, as Jamieson does, that the rhetor's perceptions of
traditions and,audience expectations are highly contr011ing,4° one should
speculate on why this is so. Might an over-arching "need for legitimacy"
be posited on the basis of Berger and Luck m ann's treatise on the sociology
of knowledge94' Might Meadian role theory be suggestive, given its em-
phasis on interactively derived role prescriptions ?42 Might structural-
functional theory,43 which I relied on so heavily to derive rhetorical ro-
quirements of social rnovements44 also be applied to other types of
constriaints9 Or might Burke's theory of dramatism, with its emphasis on
scenic determinants, be most 4pplicable?45 Whatever the theorems, they
should be capable of generating unique, testable, and ultimately con-
firmed, hypotheses about the relationshigetween generic similarities and
prior constraints 46

I i 17 Needed are theories-within-theories about particular phenomena.
"mini-theories- about protest rhetoric, ceieniontal rhetoric, the rhetoric
of scientific discOurse, etc that follow from, and contribute to, the larger
theory of rhetorwal genres Here, perhaps,sis a more usefut starting point,
for it gives theontsts the opportunity to deaf in concrete particulars. Once
again, they are obligated to develop logically rigorous systems of terms
and to formulate explanations for findings, not just descriptive generaliza-
tions. These terms and theorems should ideally ibe consistent with the
larger theory, thus yielding, in each case, One deductive, hierarchically
ordered theoryewith several subordinate branches. 4'

r
W 8' Needed are theory-based hypotheses aboui generic similarities and
their underlying constraints that link together seemingly disparate rhetors,
audiences, periods, places, etc This is Jamieson's4! suggestion: one
consistent with the criterion of provocativeness or inobviousness in scien-
tific theories. Utilizing Burke's "perspective by incongruity," one might,
for exam*, hypothesize the existence of similar "courtship" rhetoncs in
the discourses of politicians, advertisers, lovers and the introductory
chapters of survey texts.49

III 9 Needed, finally, are empirical testis' of theories, Rather than
assuming, for example, that similai rhetoncs were inspired by similar pur-
poses, it should be possible to determine whether that is so by checking au-
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tobiographical and other sources. Similarly, rather than assuming that a
given audience had a common set of expectations, it should be possible to
survey auditors, preferably in advance of the rhetorical event. Along with
James Chesebro and Karen Gelman, for example, I conducted a survey of
expectations among a geographically diverse sample of respondents just
prior tt Nixon's first Watergate speech. Not only were expectations quite
similar, respondents were also remarkably adept at predicting what Nixon
would say.s° It would be of theoretical interest to determine whether future
audiences for speeches of the kin&Nixon delivered will have similar expec-'
cations

Conclusion

This paper has proposed a scientific approach to the study of rhetorical
genres, one ihich,JA,Hart's words, would make of the student of genres "a
sort of socidlogist of persuasion.":' The great promise of generiCstudy lies
not simply in classification but in the identification of common purposive
and situational constraints that lead to generic similarities. While other
students of persuasion are busy determining the differential effects of
varied rhetorical choices, critics can be breaking new ground by develop-
ing theory and conducting research about the factors influencing those.
choices.

But that theory and research should be guided by scientific norms. In
keeping with those norms, I have suggested no fewer than twenty propos'.
tions, ranging from recommendations about applications of scientific ,

methods to ideas for theoreticadevelopment Clearly, the task as I have
outlined 11, is not For one person but for a community of scholars As a
field which already blends scientists and humanists, ours is the right com- ('
munity Given that a scientific approach may not be entirely appropriate
in any given Case, humanists should at the least be ab)e to draw selectively
from the arsenal of scientific methods and theories.
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volume, Black contrasts Webster's sentimental style with Lincoln's more
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search. On what grounds, for example, does he maintain that a new rhe-
torical style "begins when small groups of people become disturbed by

their here-and-now problenis and m'6t together to iscuss their difficul-
ties? " Mightn't one person (a Hitler, for exam or one invention (radio,
for example) or a new law! (e.g., the Wag er act permitting collective
,bargaining) be responsible /for a newuchetorical style? And.given Bor-
mann's own "fantasy" of rhetorical styles as emerging from democratic,
face-to-face groups, one nders why he would trace the emergence of
rhetorical styles by Hokin at "speeches, representative critical corn-
mentary,A speech practices, and works of rhetorical theory," rather than
at recoretf the interactions f small problem-solving groups.

360f the papers in this volu e, Measell's offers the clearest expression
of this position. To be sure, rhetoric also shapes purposes and situations,
as Measell acknowledges and'as Bormann emphasizes. Rather than hag-
gling

we can develop yyclical or dialectical theories that account for
efi ii.' ling over whether situations and purposes create rhet ric or vice versa,

both types of influence. Just as an emphasis on situational and purposiVe
..*

factors may cause selective inattention to rhetorical effects, so Bormann's
bias toward a kind of rhetorical determinism may have prevented him
from investigating those situational and purposive factors (e.g., op-.

. portunity for interaction, elite status, tractability of the opposition,
group goals, etc.) which influence whyjin,,some cases but not others,
"dramatizations . . catch,on and chain lit in small g ups . . and .
spread out across larger publics." ... .

-4111. "Black, pp 133-137. The discovery of factowthat var concopiltntly -
with rhetorical discourse would undoubtedly fake gener studies-a long
way, but, as I suggested earligr in tliis paper, I do not ve tat the
traditional critical focus on one or a few ses is is appro riate even to
this task as are the methods of the social snces. This most iindamintal .
of methodological issues is raised directly -by Black, and his arpiment in
this 'Otherwise excellent section of his bookoErovides yet "withers o

rtpounity to cOmpare methodological prrspec s. Says Blakli;'. 1
...

910
The logic of criticism is not always a logic of probabilit there:ctn.-
rence of a phenomenon does not necessarily strengthen a critical

li
itical

generalization. Criticism's rationality, rat r, may sotettogra6rn:
ble the logicof the chemist. Once the,cfiemist has combined two parts
hydrogen to one pats oxygen to produce water hiS-cformulary
generalization is secure. For the chain Of events to liime ocourred once
is sufficient to establish it as a potentiality forever. timilaraiyhen -

the critic abstracts a formyla frbfri a singleaphenommon'of discourse,
that single occurrence is enough to establigh-the formula (p. 117).

Were the critic to deal with "simples" lit wac\erMther that, "com-
plexes" such as apologias, then Black's.,firgumeath.rnight hold water, al-
though

48
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ficult to isolate-and combine pure hydrogen and pure onigen even within
the sterile confines of the chemical laboratory. Scientists recognize that
they are prone to error sNg( ribservation and-inference under the best of
laboratory conditions, and thus they routinely require repeated and inde-
pendent measures of laboratory events. The moreapprcpriate-analogy, of
coin-se, is between generto scholarship and social- scientific field studies in
which manipulation.of variables is impossible, the objects of research dis-
play great individual differences, and both measurement and data analysis
are highly subject to researcher biases Were Black truly interested in
adapting the logic of,science to the tasks of generic scholarship, he would
be led, I believe, tb the methods I have seen proposittg here

"Specification of situational and purposive constc-aints thus provides a
rouglf benchmark against which to evaluate the artistry of individual rhe-
torsi e , the ways in which they deviate from what is expected (For a
similar statement, see Rosenfield, p 435.)

"'Samuel L Becker, "Rhetorical Studies for the Contemporary
World," in Lloyd F. Bitzer and Edwin Black (eds,), The Prospect of
Rhetoric (Englewood Cliffs, N J Prentice-Hall, 1971), 21-43

41Jamieson, "Generic Constraints and tImilthetorical Situation rVo
see her "Antecedent nre as Rhetorical Constraint:: Quarterly Journal
of Speecr61 (Decem er 1975), 406-415

"Peter L Berger and Thomas Luekmann, The Social Construction of
R./kitty (Gardep City, N Y Anchor, 1966)

'George H -Mead, Mind. Self and Sociery (Chicago' University of
Chicago Pless, 1934)

"Roba K Merton, Social Theory. and Social Structure (Chicago
University of Chicago Press, 1957)

"Herbert W Simons, "Requirements, Problems and Strategies A
:fheory of Persuasion for Social Movements," Quarterly Journal of

Speech. 56 (1970), 1-11

' Kenneth Burke, 4 Grammar of Motives (rpt 'I;terkeley University of
California Press, 1969r

It is worth that rhetorical critics seem unable to avoid social
scientific construc s and theollems In this volume, for exaMple,Crronbeck
implied a theory about the relationship between beliefs and attitudes and
about the effects on beliefs and .attitudes of "differentiation" and
"transference" techniques -Operating from a largely psychoanalytic
framework, Black talked of represed sensibilities and of consciousness as
collectively shared. Halloran fused dramatistic theory with sociological
assumptions abbut now the structure and functions of public proceedings
combine to influence rhetorical practices.

Whether the best possible use has been made of social - scientific
constructs and theorems is another question I would suggest, for example
(at

f.'t
he risk of sining immodest), that Halloran's model of public

proceeding would be more comprehensive and predictive were he to recast
it in a -marmer similar' to. my "requirementsproblemsstrategies"
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framework for social moveme9ts. Rather than assuming the preeminence
of one or another goal fol. the ,proceeding (as he totes to do somewhat in:
consistently), he might hypothesize that the rhetoric of proceedings arises
from potentially incompatible rhetorical requirements and the rhetorical
problems they occasion In this way; he might better account for the seem-
ingly disparate styles Of individual participants and for the wide variations
among proceedings.

''Albeit in rather infbrmal ways, most of the papers in this volume
operate at general and relatively concrete levels Lurks between "maxi -
theory" and "mini-theory" are most fully developed in Bormann's papers.

"Jamieson, "Genenc Constraints and the Rhetorical Situation
49In this volume; Black, especially, draws insightful comparisons

between the rhetoncs of quite different social systems I am struck by the
-similarity between Blatk's account of Noyes' "master ttope" ("thou
shalt practice free love mechanically") with Bategon's account of the
"rhetoric" of parents of schizophrenic children. The corArtfon denomina-
tor is what Grtgory Bateson called the double-binda paradoxic_al injunc-
tion which requires someone subordinate to a power-holder to follow a
seemingly self-contradictory command. Might the double-bind notion be
used to account for other' anomalous rhetorical trabsactions? Bateson
gives reason to believe that the notion has widespread rhetorical poSsi-
Hales. See, 'for example, Steps to an-Ecolog of Mind (New York
Ballantine Books, 1972) -

"'Herbert W Simons, James W Che§ebro, and Karen Gelman,
Nixon on Watergate, April 30. 4933 A Rhetorical Analysis ,Paper
presented at Speech Communication Association Convention (December
1973)

"Hart, p-1-74.
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8

GENERALIZING ABOUT SIGNIFICANT FORM:
SCIENCE AND HUMANISM COMPARED AND

CONTRASTED

ERNEST G. BORMANN

'3

The themt of this volume relates illignificant form in rhetorical
criticism In this chapter and the last I discuss a 'humanistic approach to
the study of significant form. What Simons ,has ,done from a scientific
perspectwe. I propose to do from a humanistic. Simons has posed some Im-
portant questions, however, relating to the nature of rhetorical and com-
munication theory and to scientific theory which need to be explored to
place an analysis of a humanistic approach into perspective Simons raised
explicitly or implicitly questions such as the following: Can certain kinds
of theory that are successful in the natural sciences serve as models for rhe-
torical critics to emulate? Should criticism aim to evolve theories which
describe' lawfulness? Can the methods associated with certain.' of the
natural sciences be profitably adopted by the rhetorical critic? My basic
thesis is that scientific studies and rhetol'cal criticism are different ap-
proaches to knowledge and that while they are not antagonistic and ought
no4e the basis for conflict and rancor they are incompatible in method
an to the explanation and understanding that they provide.

Ityle-specific theory Communication and rhetorical theory consists of
the codified rules, models of ideal communication, advice on how to

,practice good communication. according to the ideal, andso forth, Thus,,
ristotle's Rhetoric is a handbook by one of the experts in a style of comb
munication common to Greece in a certain historical period.' Much of the
book consists of descriptions of the typical contexts for communication

* events and discussibn of the ideal messages for such contexts. The contexts
all require a relathaely formal message delivered by ont_rhetor for an
audience. Aristotle does; not deal with other communication contexts
probably because...the style he was discussing was not appropriate to them.
We know from Plato's dramatization of it that another important com-
munication context saw a group of peopk inottelatively informal 'citing
at a meal or under a plane tree in which one person questigned another ac-
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cording to the conventions of quite a different style. Haggling in the mar-
ketplacemight well have created a different communication style. Indeed,
the ancient conflict over the Asian and Attic style illustrates e point
quite nicely. Gorgias was a practitioner of "lite a different sty{ o speak- '

g than were the speakers of Athens.4Vhen a new style is intr I 117.11 into

IT rhetorical community and attracts converts the- result is contro rsy
between the two rhetorical communities about the proper rules of com-
munication. The basic assumptions come under attack and find their way
into the "sensibilities" of.the contending communities to use Black's term.

For example, William Ellerythanning was a'spokesman for a new style
of preaching when he delivered his famous sermon "Unitarian Chris-
tianity'', and be devoted roughly tlie first half of that sermon to the ques-
tion of what is the proper way to prove a theological argument.' Particu-
larly he discussed the proper way to view, interpret, and use the Bible as

support for theological' positions. The Puritan preachers 'neverldiscussed
such questions of proof because they shared a common set of assumptions
about the nAure of the Bible as proof and about the proper way to make a
theological argument

Contemporary rhetorical and communication theory form the rationale
for important communication styles sip the United States. Elsewhere I
have made the argument that rhetorical theory is the rationale for public
speaking communication style and communication theory tt the rationale
for message communication style.' Both rhetorical and communication
theory consist of systematic and organized statervnts which sct down the
basic conventions and ideals and standards for their respective communi-
cation styles Thus, both are similar in basic form, content, and function,

, . although both differ as to such details as the ideal model of communica-
tion, the haw rationale for evaluating communication events, and so
forth Both sets of theories, communication and rhetorical, differ in crucial
ways from scientific theories.

Few scholars have argued that rhetorical theory was like scientific
theory To be sure, few have tried to unravel exactly what a rhetorical
'theory consistsof and'how it functions as explanation and as knowledge.'
The matter seems to have rested upon precetrat As a result scholars
treated the writings of such classical figures as Anstotle and Cicero on
rhetoric as similar to scientific theories such as NeAvtoncthat is, scholars
studied the classical writings on rhetoric as though they expressed, if not
invariable relationships, at least important principles which Were applica-.
ble across time, geography, and culture. Thus, rhetorical theory pre-

. *sumahly provides insights into rhet*al practice and is a way to under-
stand communication. The analysis Orcommunication styles reveals that
rhetorical theory is not a coherent, homogeneous, body of principles dis-
covered in classical times, and handed down through the centuries as prin-
ciples which explain cominunication. Rather rhetorical theory is a collec-
tion of style-specific. theoretical formulations to guide practice and
criticism, which,scliolars have collated, codified, and commented upon.
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While few scholars have argyesi that rhetorical theory was scientific a
good many have argued that cortununication theory was analogous to
scientific theory. The latter have often associated communication theory
with research paradigms drawn from the behavioral sciences. They see the
paradigm of attilpde change studies, for example, growing out of and.feed-
ing back into communication theory much as the expenments' of the
physicists and chemists fed into their theories and were derived from them
in the nineteenth centi.kry Indeed, in the controversies between the
devotees of communication theory and rhetorical theory one of the argu-
ments in favor of communication theory was that it was more scientific,
more descriptive and less prescriptive, than rhetorical theory.

I turn now to an analysis of communication theory to clear up the mis-
conceptions about its nature and to indicate how it consists of the same
sorts of linguistic statements as rhetorical theory

The nature of contemporary cominunic:ation theory By the 1940's
engineers and technologists were applying scientific methods to the study
of communication and evolving a new way to practice it. They were
particularly interested in sending messages by telephone, radio, and televi-
sion Gut of their practice grew a new way of criticizing communication
events and very quickly.a new communication theory developed. By the
time of the Second World War engineers working at such places'as the
Bell Telephone Laboratones, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Pennsylvania, State University; and Harvard Unriersity were also begin-.
ning to build communication ,systems which employed information
processing systems. The enders tended to blitepriv their plans for
electron c circuits for nachos and television sets and compluters. One of the
first important descrSitions of the communication event i'vlhe new style
was presented in the form of an electronic blueprint by Shannon and
Weaver ire

Schramm who was more interested in mass communication than in the
technology of its transmission adapted the Shannon and Weisver blueprint
for his purRoses and Berlo who had studied with Schramm at Illinois made
further modifications which resulted in a description of the ideal com-
munication event which was abstract enough to include both human and
machine communication 6

The basic ideal of the theory was that of human beings communicating
with a machine Cybernetics is the study of the way humans set goals and
control behavior to achieve those goals and-the way machines can come to
serve the same function. The study of cybernetics is based upon the ability
of organisms and machines to provide and .use feedback. The term feed-
back refers to information aboutlKe output of a machine or the behavior

of an organism which is continuously fed back to a control device and
which changes the operation or behavior in order to correct errors and
achieve predetermined goals. The principle of feedback has always been in
operation in the goal-seeking of organisms-but it had not become part of a..

- communication theory in such ati impprtant way until the development of
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computers and automation elevated it to a key position in the new com:itr-.
=motion theory

The new theory included a set of critical standards to guide practice and
enable the initiated to coach or teach neophytes how to practice the style.
Good communication transmitted information with high fidelity That is,
the more information the system transmitted from source to receiver
without distortion or loss the higher the fidelity of transmission and the
better the communication event ,'Voce in a communication system cuts

-:down on fidelity and is, thus, undesirable To combat noise such as static
the engineers discovered that repetition of message elements increased the
receiver's ability to decipher the appropriate information The theorists
called the repetition of message elements redundancy However, redun-
dancy was costly in terms of time and energy. since the new theory also
tallied the conservation of energy they judged that good communication
should also be efficient in terms of energy output (costs) The ideal com-
munication situation, therefore, was one where noise was minimized and
the redundancy level adjusted to a rate which results in high fidelity, trans-
mission of information with no unnecessary repetitions

Communication styles also have an associated rhetorical vision or view
(Asocial reality Influential figures in the early development of communi-
cation theory saw the univeise as winding down- They saw this winding-
down process as a tendency towards disorganization They used the word
entropy to refer_to the general tendency of things to grow disorganized. In
their view information was the opposite of entropy or ne atiye entropy and
they saw the creation and transmission of information spittrring energy
to combat the natural tendency* towards disorganiz i Left alone in-
formation would decay under the natural entropic forces, Energy was a
value to be protected and the organization and transmission of informa-
tion was a goal to be sought Norbert Wiener reflected the general ethos of
-the communication style when he referred to speech as a joint game by
the talker and listener against the forces of confusion In the game
against confusion the computer was always cooperative Models of cihe
communication style are prescriptive and not scientific because of the fact
that people often fail,to cooperate in the joint game, against confusion.
They bluff, lie, and try to mislead If the model were scientific then all or
an appreciable subset of communication events. would the pattern
the model describes The prescriptive nature of the communication theory
is also apparent in the way criticism grows out of it Using a scientific
theory like Newton's does not yield criticism such as, "That is a bad free-
fall by that cannon ball fdr it failed to travel the distance prescribed by the
formula S= 11/2gt2 Suppose, however, an instructor who understands
communication theory observes a -videotape of a two-person conference
and that both he and the people observed share an understanding and ap-
preciation of the communication style If the instructor then comdients
"You are confused because you are not providing one another with ade-
quate feedback" the !valuation is both sensible and helpful The par-
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ticipants can then work on their reedback skills according to the standards
for good feedback spelled out in the theory. 4

A good nlany theorists were confused in the early years of the develop-
ment of communication theory as totie nature of the models which were a
major feature of the theory Since they wished to be scientific and since
some scientific theories dicrhave models as part of their explanatory struc-
ture some communication scholars concluded that the modeI's of their
theory were different than chi ideal descriptions of public speaKing events
that grew out of rhetorical theory As late astl 966 Gerald Miller, a leading
communication theorist, was of the opinion that, "It is useftil to think of
models as arbitrary constructs, as judgments made by tht person who
creates the model By adopting this view, one avoids the pitfall of assum-
ing that there is a correct Model of speech communication he discards one
common meaning For the therm 'model,' e , 'something minently worthy
of imitation, an exemplar or ideal " Miller argued ilia no current model
of speech communication was worth such a laudatory valuation, therehy
implying that he saw an exemplar or ideal in the Plato is sense as an ideal
for all time and all places The models 5f Communi tion theory are not
Ideals for all times and all places, rather they are e emplars or ideals for
the community limited in time and space which practices communication
in that style

Communication theory alsolifudes. typically, a survey of current re-
search and thinking in a number of other disciplines as it relates to matters
of attitude and behavior change, coercion, personality traits, roles in
groups, instittglons, and society, and so forth Insofar as the explanations
drawn from other disciplines are scientific to that extent communication
theory is scientific However, none of the social sciences from which com-
munication theorists borrow has yet achieved a theory which is of the
Newtonian kind Thus, communication theory remains-unscientific in the -
Newtonian sense

Scientific Theory
-r

4n order to indicate how communication and rhetorical theories differ
from scientific formulations 1,must turn briefly to the nature of science
The scientific method consists of observatiofi, induction, and deduction.
Science is, at its core, empirical in that ite scientist depends upon observa-

. tion for confirmation and negation of tRuretical constructs. A scientific
theory evolves from the priCtice

f
science when sufficient low-level laws

exist to enable a theoretician to nvent a general principle or a law of
brOider scope which covers and integrates the same observations covered
by the low-level laws A ."good" scientific theory accounts for all the
observables and is so logically consistent that some of the laws suffice for
the deduction of all oth aws by means of mathematical computation
analogous to the way so e axioms of geometry enable the deduction of all
°other theorems

For students of communication 'theory the sciences which have been
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most influential ;re 'those of nineteenth century physics and chemistry.
The leaders of the new school of experimental psychology of the early
years of the twentieth century took_asibeir models the theories and experi-
Mental methods of physics and chemistry in their efforts to achieve a
science of psychology. The methods tif experimental psychology in-
fluenced, in turn,the investigators in communication.

The cheitists and physicists of the turn of the twentieth century prac-
ticed their sciences by discovering invariable relationshipamong carefully
quantified factors. The method was to discover the relevant variables
(those discernable features of the phenomenon under study which were
causally related), to control some'of them, and to vary some, and to leave
some alone. The experimenter then observed the effect of the manipulation
of some vanables upon that remained The investigator then at-
tributed the changes inithnariables which were not manipulated to the ef-
fect of the changes in the manipulated variableS.

The rigorous control and manipulation of relevant variables required
laboratory conditions' which allowed the investigators to seal off the
processes they were investigating. Chemists and physicists at the turn of
the century were essentially creating closed systems for the phenomena
they were studying and doing so with such care that laboratory conditions
were a necessity.

Generally the experimenters measured the variables carefully during the
course' of an experiment so change in the Manipulated variable was quan-
tified. In the same way they calibrated numerically the effect of the
manipulation u'pon the dependent variable. Because investigators mea-
sured changes numerically they could use the mathematics of functions for

.the deductive interpretation of such data.
One of the most impressive df the early theories of physics which

exhibits the reciprocal relationships among observation, induction, and de-
duction was that of Newton. I ihallioe Newton's theory as a touchstone
against which to examine communication theory.

Newton was not able to develop his theory until the natural sciences had
evolved to the point where a number of low-level functional relationships
were formulated. Galileo had done extensive work with the swing of the
pendulum and with falling objects on the surface of the earth which es-
tablished such functional relationships as the distance covered by a fall is
equal to one half the square of the time of the fall multiplied by a constant
rate of acceleration. The law covering the fall of-bodies on the surface of
the: rth could be expressed in the algebraic function S= I /2kt2.

Meanwhile previous work by Copernicus and others had developed an
account of the motion of the planets which assumed that the-sun was the
center of the system rather than the earth with the planets speeding in
orbits around the sun. Ptolemy had providecran explanation or the
heavenly bodies which assumed the earth as the center and which success-
fully predicted the Osition of the planets in the hea4ens. Copernicus'
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explanation accounted for the position of the planets as well as but no bet-
ter than Ptolemy's. Interesting II, enough a number of scientists were
drawn to Copernicus' explanation not because it was better able to predict
but because it was simpler and more elegant. The aesthetic dimension of
scientific and mathematical theories and theorems is an important part of
their appeal

Newton was working at a time, therefore, when the field of terrestrial
mechanics was able to provide mathematically formulated laws relating to
velocity, acceleration, force, mass, and distance. At the same time the field
of celestial mechanics was deEloped to the point where the sun was
posited as at the center of the solar system and the paths of the planets
were well mapped.

,,

Newton's theory was based upon a unifying analogy:Indeed, a fruitful,
unifying analogy is often the basis of scientific theories and provides
another clue to the aesthetic dimension of such thinking. Newton's insight
was to see an analogy between the fall of the apple towards the earth and
the fall of the earth itself toards the sun. Newton's theory consisted
essentially of the general law that the force pulling two bodies of any size
together is proportional to the product of their masses and inversery pro-
portional to the square of the distance between their centers. Again the law
can be expressed mathematically in terms of concepts ,which' cart be
measured and assigned numbers. The mathematical expression of the

2 Ffunction is F = k
M1M

F in the formula stands for the force of attrac-
R2

'bon, M, and M, for the mass of the bodies, R for the distance between
their centers and k for a co ant force known as the constant of gravita-
tion A mathematician ca ly the general law to the planets and chart
their orbits so that he can rive mathematically all of the applications of
the laws of Ctipernicus relating to the planets. For example, a mathema-
tician could, by using the notion of the vector of forces on the earth when
its direct Tall into the sun is modified by the gravitational pull of the other
planets, discover its orbit In similar fashion a mathematician can apply,
the general law to the special case of objects'falling on the surface of the
earth and derive mathematically fil of the laws, o[ Galileo. For example,
the fall of the apple is a special case of Newton's theory because the
distance from the center of the earth to its surface is so much greater than
the distance above the earth to the tree limb upon which.the apple grows
and because the earth has vastly more mass than the apple. Because of the
great difference in distance and mass the acceleration of the object towards
the earth is a constant and the acceleration of the earth towards the object.
is so slight that it can hardly be noticed. Thus, the, function S.-- I /2gt 2
follows from the application of Newton's general law.

Newton's theory integrated two bodies of theoretical knowledge which
had preciously been considered separate and was deductively consistent.
Not only that but experiment after experiment and practical application
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after practical application continued to produce results which squared with
Prealstions that engineers and scientists had cornriuted`mathematically
from Newton's general law.

Influence of Science on Communication Research

When investigators began to study communication scientifically they
often applied the model of natlifal sciences sketched above to their efforts..
They, tried to isolate -relevant variables, control some, manipulate others,
and serye in some measurable way the effect of the treatment on the de-,
pe dent variables. For example, Franklyn Haimari's 1949 study of ethos
assumed at least three relevant variables (11 the ethos of the speaker, (2)
the message, (3) the, audience's attitude toward the topic He held the
message constant (controlled the variable),but changed the ethos of the
speaker by attnbdting the message to a communist for some subjects, to a
sophomore at Nottltwestern University, for others, and ,to the surgedn
general offthe_United States' for still others He'administered tests of the *
subjects' attitudes towards the topic in order to quantify the effect of
mampulat4 'ethos on listeners' attitudes 94

The influential work of Hovland and his associatesla Yale Univers4
who replicated the Haman study and then let out to solve further iktzles
in terms of isolating relevant variables proved to be precedent setting.10 A
large number of scholaiS in social psychology an'd communication adopted
the paradigm of the Haman and Hovland investigations They examined
the interactions among message variables such as order of arguments, use
of evidence, emotional materials and source credibility variables, and
audience variables They usually designed their efforts to discover func-
tional relationships (lawfulness') which could be expressed quantitatively.
When they discovered such relationships they hoped to iritegratethern--/
mathematically and manipulate them deductively to yield prediction and
control of communication events Their general research program was
aimed at the goal oi.a science of communication complete with.theoreticaf,7
formulations along the model of Newtonian mechanics.

The Failure of Communication Research to Emulate Newtonian Theory

As 'research 'accumulated the analogy between Newtonian mechanics'
and behavioristic psychology proved more figurative than literal. The ex-
perimentalists in communication research stretched the analogy even more

1 . since they were, of necessity, interested in symbolic matters 'for which the
behavior of subjects wal often a paindex.

The failure to find laws. The p ists were dealing with invariable rela-
tionships. The law of gravity seemed at work everywhere in the universeeland to have operated throughout hi ory. The 'operations of the whole

magnificent system were exemplifi in the fall of one apple. Physicists
working within the Newtonian paradigm did not need to take a random
sample and draw inferences on the basis of statistical assumptions
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.,.. pple you hadof chance. in a sense When you had comagtedthe fall of
computed'the fallmof all. ...

[ .
The inyestigators employing their analogy orAbe ewtom n;paradigm

to the study of communication events were unable t quanta theiyariat
bles as were the natural scientisie. Commumca n scholar 'kne
uantia.ation,was the- k44 the stfeeess;g-theinettiod --H ist te

--treakthrol4gh in the development of functional laws came when nvestiga-
tors found ways to measure such variables as mass, time, and t'e1 ity. The
rekarcherk in communication used scaling devices, evala0tOrs 'judges.'
who assigned numerical values teobservations, and a 'nu ber o paper -

c' and-pencil testing procedures to quantify variables. But th esultin nurn-
...

bers did not fulfill assumption's of such mathernStics a.5 arithmet c, al-
gebra, geometry, and.calculus:communidation theorists could not ex ress
functional relationships in mathematical terms using- the numbers nd
have their obrei-vations confirm or neg e ctional relationships.

Since the investigators could not us- ernatics of functiims-they,
turned to statistical matheMatics' for th. active systems. Statistical
mathematical systeRsWere able to provi e ewriates as to the odds that a
given variance bet two factors was probably due to chance orto-some
lawfulness The statistical treatments could not, however, indicate a func-
tiorial relationship so precisely that a mathematician knowing th value of
one Or mere-v-aftables could compute the numerical value of other %aria-
bles ..

....0
Nr Tie failure to develop theory Investigators searching for a scientific

the* '4of communication were also'handicapped because they never had . .
low -level laws which were the equivalent of the discoveries of Galileo such
as S= I /20=.141evitonian theory. was dependent t,poile number of prior

4.
andmathematicall!, 'expressed functional relationships'in celesiiel and ter-

restrial mechanics. Without low-level laws expressed functionli rela-
tionships in algebra or calculuS',the search of theorist for i 'grand over-
arching Newtonian.gueralization- was bound to fall4hus, several of the

a most impoitant features of the scientific paradigni.oilNewton were lacking
from ale research paradigm of ealilyinvestigators of communication who

;

saw as their central variable the coaeept of "attitude change."'
StilAtinvestigators continued, to search for IV touchstones of their

Newt n model, nameiy theoretical- explanation's, dedOctwly in-
tegrated, which would yield further hypotheses for investiparn and
thich w` duUkrerve to proVIdlithe basis for praCticarapplicatiOns to predict
and control communication event The result was that communicatipn
theory included, in addition to the Models of ideal 'communication events
and the 'other artistic elements, 4thoc explanatory accounts of research
results

A brid comparison between "cognitive dissonance theism" and
NewtoniA-theory will indicate Ifow the two formulations diffei in crucial
respects 1'

0.
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Negion's theory can be supported or disconfirmed by observance-pas\
whicffheck predictions deduced mathematically by the application of the
laws. 'Festinger's diRonance theory (and all balaice notion* cannot be
Supported or disconfirmed b? observations in the same way. An expe*iit ,

mental subject Or fails to change appreciably the way he marks an at-
titudechange scale after listening to a message designed to create conflict-
ing cognitions does not- disconfirm the dissonance notion because we can
assert that the message failed to create, dissonance and thus no change
resulted Why change does result we can assert that dissonance was
created by the message and that accounts for the change. A body at rest to 4
which an external force was applied and which did got react with an equal 4
and-opposite kw wydtld disconfirm Newton and throw whole theory
into disarray. 7.4Iy

Likewise we can provide alternative explanations for attitude change.in
the form of the balance notions whine as plausible and which cover the
same pliermenon and there is no scielftcway to Choose between theth"

d Impassibility of Newtonian Approach to Communication

4 While a$imons' essay is on the one hand" I creative call for new
paradigms of research for the scientific study of communication, it
exhibits, on the other hand, a number of.,,vestiges of the tradition which '
culminated in the "attitude change" paradigin of research based upon.the
analogy of experimental science Newton Among the vestiges of the
attitude change paradigm 'are hi all for a `:scientific approach to the

it
study of rhetorical genres" in order to deile,lop theories which are logic"),
rigorous. Which allow. predictions which are "confirmed and. tested in the
real and which "permit control over phenomena In addition the +
theo ought to tie "'elegant' in the sense that verifiable prediction

Cs

be der from a few general principles" and they ought to be compreheii-
sive to accoun t.for a "broad rangeof phenomena." Simons has the general
touchstone of lewtonian thegry as the,basis fOr his evaluation of explana-
tions

Simons also suggests a Method of imestiilition which grows out of the
Same research tradition. He urges the use of the "specific notion of a con-
trol or comparison group" and the operationalization of definiti4 is so that
:`twq or more independent observers Can concur in identifying pre-
desikrtated characteristics of rhetorical practice ,whey confronted with
samples of rhetorical urges a large sample of AVMs to assure

rie comprehe s to investigatiops and thee use of statistical
Orocedures.to idehtifx"characteristics'of rhetorical p r ac t i ce."
r?' finally Simons reflects the paradigm of Newtonian theory in which alp-
4 -

plications`can be denied from the theory -mathematically and in which
new hypothese 'r critical eAperiments can be derived in the same mart-n
ner Fie sugges that "The task of genenc identification should take place
within theoretical framework; guid by theoretically derived hypoth-
eses; and foc'bsed on theoretically Si can; similarities."
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Insofar as Simons calls for the application of the research paradigm of
the attitude-change studies to the study of rhetorical criticism with the
hope of developing theories which ..have the qualities of Newtonian
mechanics he is wrong and to follow his advice- would be to generate
another school of communication research as trivial and rpisguided as the
one which practiced research within the paradigm of attitude change dur-
ing the 1950's and 1960's. He is wrong because the past research
demonstrates that clpsed systems analogous to the closed laboratory ex-
periments of 19th century cherriistiy and physics are not logically possible
and +because paAt research demonstrates the impossibility of measuring
variables aid discovering mathematically expressed functional rela-,
tionships among such variables

Possibility of Scientifific Study of Communication .

'... However. Simons is creative in that his paper recognizes the+bankrupt
nature of the attitude change p#radigm, and he calls for a go deaf

,more than simply an application of the old paradigm to new-qv-est nd
new material Simons gives evidence *ice having been a partis the
attitude-change paradigm and thus his paper exhibits many of th urhp-
tiong of tat approach Indeed, he tends to generalize those assumptions to
all science and .call therti "scientific norms But Simons also gives evi-
dence of being willing to go to rhetorical criticism for sumulaticeand help
in the creative task of finding new avenues for a "science" of communica-

# gluon and thatis one of the rrnfortant contributions of his paper'. For me,
the most seminal statement -in the paper is Simons' notion that "While
other stuaents of persuasitA are busy determining the differential effects of

rhetorical choices, we can be breaking new ground by developing
theory Ahd rconduCting research about the factors ingraining those
choices

If we are to develop theory and conduct research about the factors in:
fluencing rhetorical choices on the part of both the designers and in-
terpreters of message then we had best aband n the Ne tonian made)

* and the influences^o the old.,behaviorism If co munic ion is a rule-,
go,erned. game, then we need to understand how t rules of the game
come into being, to what extent players abide by the r es, what happens
when they break the rules, why they choose to abicle.or fail to alvde by the
rules, the extent to which thee games are played in given historical periocjs

taces, and the tactical choicessavatlable to the communicators. Wedi
can tainly answer stich questions on the basis of empirical data which
invstgators gather carefully, check for' reliability, andtest for .validity

.
. 'The .Scten'ark; Study ol'Corptmumeation tittles

*,One perspectsRe-Apight use fOr.the-scientific study of commrica-
,

tion is to take the notion of a communication style as the practice of a rhe-
torical community with the communication theory and critiCis-rn which
sustains the practice and then ask questions about, how styles arise,
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flourish, and dew. If we wish to describe the boundaries of,the communi-
cation styles in both space and citric we need to take brOad based samples-
of corfrmunication events. Simons' 'call for careful sampling cif I e popu-
latiOns of events is a useful one:for such'research as this. Our TheOries,
however, will not be like Newton's. They will not result in mathematical
functions describing invariable relationships. Rather, they will be theories
about ciornunicatibn styles whichidescribe general features of such can- ...
mumication games, which account for the inception, rise, maturation, de-.
cline, and decay of such rule-based communication communities, and
which explain the effects of the communication events which occur at the
boundaries of styles when participyts in one style' try to communicate
with those of another _

Style reveals a ,g4oc side of theory How does the. perspective of irhe-
Concal Lyle and cOanuilication theory relate to the development of a
scientific research program aimed at development of a coherev body of
principles which explain broad classes of communication c ventO First the
theory related to a particular communication ,style always contains
conventional and idiosyncratic models of ideal communication events.
The conventional idiosyncratic (the 'rule-governed) features of a cona-
munication style can be considered artistic parts of the theory as opposed
to scientific components which Quid, cut across all (or at least i- signifi-
cantly large number) of stiles. The classification system of phonemes such
as vowels which is based on the conformation or the energy distribution in
the sou aye is scientific in the sense Ihave in mind. Thus the energy
distribu tulle /D1 sound remains invariant no matter the language or 'ar.-the styl communication .y ',

The scientific method of investigation is approriate to those features of
communication styles which are Common, to many If the investigator ap-
plies the scientific method to the artistic featiires (conventional, cus-
tomary, rule-governed but style-specific) of a communication style the
result will be informatidi pertinent to that style but of no -use" in under-.
standing communication in other styles Significant forms, patterns; cor-
relations, invanable relations all imply p regularity beyond the arbitrary
choices of communicators Thus, thunder follows lightning and can be said '
to be a sign of or to mean lightning However, we cannot choose to change
thunder from meaning lightning to meaning the coming of a rainbow. On
the other hand, the artistic features of communication style are rule"
governed. That is, the.particiDantlay down rules for theWcommunication
games which are quite arbitrary Pf they decide to er to a certarritaftt,
meteorological phenomenon with the word hglipung or t ord blitzen
they are dealing not with a lawfulness like that which characterizes the
relationship between lightning and thunder but iiiith a rule-established
conventional.relationship which is subject to thtii whirns. Likewise if the
community establishes a rhetorical transaction sueh that when lightning
strikes a tree mid causes it to burn they will form a circle of people aviund
it while a predetermined spoksp§son chants in rhyme and makes broad
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jerking gestures and the Members of,the group interrupt at rule-governed
customary places to make rhythmic shouts such transactions will be
idiosyncratic, conventional, and arbitrary. The spokesperson may
produce messages which-take a recurring -farm from' ntual to ritual so that
eil-eitthrepoirogist might 4e:cognize the- trattvcripttOr 15trytrueicor
type but the form of themessage would be style-specific.

That the Puritan preachers should spec for an hour-glass, that they
should divide their sermons intolwo mat paps, that they should Nod
their sermons with "firstly' and,"secondl and other devices to aid the
audience's memory is part of the artist side of the Puritan rhetorical,
(communication) theory., That Comput programmers should write their
messages to the machines on specially pr forms with great care and
precision in a carefully constructed grammar is part of the artistic side pf
the communication theory That Halloran should discover that the public
proceeding is comparable. to a play where the audience is expected to sit
quietly through the performance without taking substantive 'part is an
artistic feature of the communication theory associated with such a
transaction.

Pigst scientific investigation of les proved trivial Investigators have,
often employed the scientific par digm to isolate variables and measure
their interrelationships 'In order, to Mhler's words, to "discover a regu-
lanty in events that Will enable him to make explanatory and predictive
statements concerning those phenomena that are of importance to speech
commarlication Many of the investigators have selected as ,,vpotheses
for study rule-governed behavior which was style specific For example,
Miller notes some Of the typical investigations of the 1950's and early
1960`s as s

Can audiences distinguish-between a sincere and insincere speaker' Is ,,,,

the end f a message? Will intensely emotional language result in

.f.e..,It most e tive to put the strongest argument at the beginning or at

-,, greater judience attitude change than language of moderate emo-
tional intensify?"

A V
-

The questions which raise style-bound rules to the level of hypotheses to
be tested to discover scientific lawfulness or regularity are bound to fail.
The proper way to communicate sincerity_isgenerally taught in any com-
munication style in which sincerity is an impoaant value. In the relation-__
ship style which'evolved in the .1960's" authentic sincere cominuracation ,
was a positive value and faciltators of sensitivity groups taught people
how to communicate sincerity by self- disclosing, by the nonverbalo

-
expression of positive relationships, andby striving for interpersonal trust.
In manipulative styles which characterize some negotiating transactions in
contemporary North American .the use oftthe relationship style's tech-
niques to communicate sincerity would be confusing and disruptive.

The point, however, is made clearly in the question of Language
is
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intensity. One of the early topics of investigation using the attitude-change
paradigm. was the question,,of the effectiveness of using varying levels of
fear-arodsal. appeals in terms of changing the attitude_of a listener. Thq

. basic question was, Can speaker scare listeners into thirLking or acting
--..-------- differently'''. EartyturtrmutritatrOtrrestritfieli'it' Tale'%WiNiiiii Triii" '-`*---

asked the question about fear arousal in the 1956's and discovered iat t
their subjects, including some students at Yale at EAe time, were not like

.to change their attitudes when subjetted to highly fearful messages.
Indeed; messages with lower levels of fear'appeals proved rfidre effective.1 .,

Apparently the style of communication to yhich the Yale studeag in the,
sample were committed did not include high fear arousal as a featurel
which moved them or which they appreciated Consider Yale two hun-
dred years before the experiments. Had the researchers conducted their
investigations in the 1740's when &powerful religious revival swept across
the American colonies they probably would halm gotten a dtferent answer
to their question During the'revival high-fear-arousal sermons designed to ,.,

put the fear of God into the listeners and scare them into giving up their
sinful ways ptoskd very successful irl changing not oqly attitudes but be-
haviors Johathan Edwards, himself a graduate of Yale College, delivered
a famous sermon called "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God," which is
one of the most artistic and powerful examples of high fear arousal in our
history. A number of years earlier Edwards' grandfather, SOlomon-Stoct-
dard had instituted the stylistic feature of hell-fire-and-damnation fear ap-
peals in a series of revival sermons '4 1,

Apparently the style of 4c.,re'vival- of tbe 1740's would not have moved
the students at Yale in the 1950's Interestingly enough, Other cOmmun
Iron research attempted to repeat the same studies in the 1 and Ms-
covered that the results'contradicted the scoveries of t e 1960's. They

.
,

4:nd.,,higher levels of Or arousal were in more effective than lesser
els '' A rhetorical critic cinversant .with the tnstory of persuasion in" North American could tive anticipated the waxi and waning of the.

power of high-fe4r-arousal messages on the basis f theN4t changes in
communication styles Indeed, the communication styles of%the college
students of the cool andlconservative 1950's were different from the'st,),Ies

II ofithose students caught up in the anttor, civil rights-rhetoric of thc
1960's .

L . \\
Style and appropriate scientific questions Of course lawfulness and

regularity may well operate in all human beings aAviin all communication 0

styles My argument is not that the scientific s*,y of communicationis

fruitless, only that the application of the scientiActspradigm of Newtonian
physics in order to discover Newtonian thcor-Y;ha. proved fruitless after
investigators have given it a thorough run for the betty part of thrke
decades The proper place for the aOplikatiort. of scientific methods
designed to discover lawfulnesS is in those areasiwhich seem fo transcend'it communication styles. Simons is nght. I believe, t turn to the rhetorical
critic of siviificant recurring forms to pit d in discoverinefeatures of
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communication which transcend erre; The rheto ical critic and histOrian
can provide a useful service fot the scholar in erested in Lieveloping a
scirnce of communication by revealin &scope nd nature of comp-wrii
cation styles and by sorting out thOse fe f communication styles
which seem to be artistic and idiosyncratic m those which seem to be
common to a number of si,,,;le's. Much as'a philosbffher of science might
examine varkous questions 'in 'order to deterMine which arepseudo---.,
questions. which are tautological or linguistic question's, and which are

..., questions that can beranswered by emprica) investigation, so 'can' therhe-
toricai crate examine a sariety of questions and determine which are rule-
gos erned),customary. -and arbitrary and likely td be style-specific and
which are more general and thus. at least potentially. a starting place for
scientific investigation It
. The dtdynamic detelypnlental perspective for resedrch Fantasy' theme
antlysis is only one pirspectise which sees communication as a dynamic
developmental phenomenon st A good many scholars are sear-0414 and
groping for a viewpoint whic'h sees the dynamic development of uni-
cation conventions which bind individuals into speech communiti hict
spread out.and contract'. which persevere through time and die out, and
which are of varying scope and importance totheir participants A number
of studies base been based upon a viewpoint which included a system's ap-
proach to communication 'Insofar as, scholars use the notion of an open
system with the dynamic changing.Anerrer'ationships amonAwbsysterns'
they are dealing, with the dynamic developmental,aspects of communica-
tion -Other ceholai's have toed to study rhetorical' transaction and dis-
cover the 'nile-g seined aspeZt's of verbal and, nonsertal communication
associated viiith - The Vreflens have discovered such transactions toIbe widespread an 'ome to exhibita great deal of inertia ..; The occakri
which calls, forth a eulogy for the death of an individual is probably such a
transaction Othe4 studies of rules -governing saying goodbye or beginning
a two-per n communication episode a o reflect a growing tendency
find som

r
viewpoint which deals more.d redly with the rule-governed and

game-11 e features i'icommunication
T point is that Simons' gall for a scientific approach to 'Genre-aliz-

an About Whetonc make4 good sense if'the notion of variables, con-
rots. and other vestiges of the Newtonian paradigm are dropped from the

scholar's viewpoint How might Simons', call fore scientific approach to
generaliiing ahout rhetoric be adapted to the dynamic developmental
viewpoint of rhetorical styles' Again, because I am more IYmiliar with it. I
will apply the notion to the use of fantasy theme analysis. rhetorical si-
sions, styles, *nd communities Quite possibly the systems viewpoint
would work as well

4 Conjecture About Communication Theort

The notion that communication theories like thrones in physics and
chemistry can be integrated. consistent sets of laws, expressed in terms of
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mathematical functions, which yield theontically derived hypoth for
investigation in critical experimEnts has been a barren one. We we no
such communication theories. One of the maii&hreadiLof my argument
has been that such theories are impossible. It Mts not/'ollow that other
kinds of scientific theories (or at Ivst theories resembling the explanatory'
accounts of other natural sciences to also impossible for scholars of corn
munication I believe that theoretical structures which explain and allow i
for anticipation and' a measure of control are possible and that, at any rate,
scientifically inclined students of rhetoric and communication wiJI
continue to study symbolic events rigorously, systematically, and in order

,to replicate findings from one laboratory or field study to another
If an investigator shifted the level of analysis from such 'e'ssentially

micro;units of communication as five minute messages played to fifty sub-
jects to a much broader and general leyel such as monitoring the evolving
rhetorical visions for large segments of the Public in the United-States then
the law of large numbers so important to statistical inferences would eome
into play We already have impressive evidence of how lrnputer-aided

-polling techniques can anticipate,the outcome of an election, for example,
with only a few key returns froditlected precincts _around a state or even
from the entire country To be sure there is always a margin of error but
such prophecy, when it reaches the stage of eighty or ninety percent ac-
curacy, is the result of a plausible the'oretical account of voting behavior

I have no notron what form a communication theory will eventually take
but to illustrate my point take a theory of the same form as the explana-
tory accounts which allow for the anticipatio ,of weather changes if
large sampling techniques were used and van 5

C
stations for reporting ,.

group fantasiei were het up at special' locationvaround the country then
observers could take penodic readings of whata shared fatinties were
spreading around what sections of the country and in what publics Just as
the meteorologist chills cold fronts and warm fronts, the main tract .of
the jet stream, the possibility of thunder storms or 'severe weather, a
properly programmed computer might well be able to take data from
monitoring stations and chart the boundaries of various visions, estimate'
their essential saliency, their motivational force; cinOtional intensity, and
the direction and speed of their movement

One hypothesis growing out of the study of religious and reform visions
is that the more romanticism there is in the vision 'the more zealous the
participants and-the more likely they are to be fanatics. investigators using

1 computer programmed content analysis system such as the General In-
quirer could conceivably code key terms which would index such features
of romanticism as the celebration of deep emotional authentic feeling, the
commitment to nature and to . the natural person, the antipathy to
technology, to rationalism, to intellectual matters, the. emphasis ,upon
knowledgo and morat.insights gained intuitively from moments of insight
as opposed to man-made laws derived from precedent or observation.
Such a Onitoring system might have discovered the romantic reform vi-

i
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sions forming and evolving in the,I960's and been able to chart their an-
sions with established visions. Given communication theories of a
meteorological form scholars might have been able to accumulate dataus-
ing content analysis, Q-sort techniques, and intervicwkand analyze emerg-
ing patterns so that they could have predicted a 60% hattee of a strong
new opinion front crystalizing around the slogan "the feminine mystique"
and sweeping through the United States

The meteorological analogy may not be the most apt But my pc Ant
simply that a new perspective on theorizing for a scientific approach t
communication is in orderAcurther I would argue that scholars such as Si-
mons searching for the new perspective Fri learn much from the work
rhetorical critics and historians in the areas of significant form In t

position is tilkt critics can learn from a "science" of communication
and should such a useful b&ly of generalizations devet ics would be
unwise to be either antagonistic to it qr to ignore it h ver,
general-objectives, the general functions, and the general method of the
two scholarly approaches are not compatible and we ought not try to force
them together Before either humanist or scientist can do sensible research
both must think through the basic assumptions undergirding their work
and both must understand how,tfley relate to one another, where they are
`incompatible, where they can supplement the work of one another

COTES

'By style in this context I mean something similar to the way:Black uses
the term in his study of sentimental style. Style refers to the broad usage of

,2 community of people engaged in significant discoursefor which they
-44,6 understand the rules, customs and conventions I define a rhetoricWom-

munity as a group of people who participate in a{letorical style (practice,
criticize, and understand the theory associated wide style)..Communi-
cation styles begin with practice but practice cannot continue without
criticism Criticism, in turn, fosters the development of theory in the sense (..t

of models of ideal communication events, standards of evaluation,. and
principles 'guiding the praclice.. For alvoreomplete explication ot the
interrelationships among practice, criticism, and theory in communica-
tion style See'Ernest G. %mann and Nancy C. Bormann, Speech Com-
munication- A Comprehensive Approach. 2nd (New York: Harper &
Row, 1977), Chapter 2,,"Communication TheW

'The sermon has been widely reprinted It can be fquild in Wayland
Maxfield Parrish and Mafie Hochmuth, eds., American Speeches. (New,
York' Longmans, Green), I954.' '4

'Bormann and Bormann, pp. 29-47.
Tor an early attempt see, Ernest G Bormann,:Th-eory and.Research in- lk

the Communicative Arts, (New Yerk Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,,
1965), Chapter 6, "Theory and Explanation in Speech."

''The Mathematical Theory of Communication. (Urbana, Uni4isity
of Illinbrs Press, 1949).
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°Schramm, presentef his model in "How Communication Works
Wilbur L. SchranfrW, ed.,Thr-Pnycess and Effects- hf Cottrertoticarr
(Urbana,l11. University of-Illinois Press, 1954); Berlo developed his model
in David K Berlo, The Process of Communication, (New York: Hall,
Rinehart and Winston, 1960).

'Norbert Wiener, The Human use of Human Beings Cybernetics and
.Society, (Garden City NY Doubleday-Anchor Books, 1954), p 42

'Gerald R Miller, Speech Communication A Behaviorql Approach,
(Indianapolis Bobbs Merrill, 1266), p 53

9Franklyn S Haman, "Experimental Study of the Effects of Ethos in6.

Public Sppaking,"Speech Monographs, 16 (1,949), 190-292
"'Carl Hovland and Walter Weiss, ':The Influence of Source Credibility

al Communication Effectiveness," Public Opinion Quarterly, 15 (1951),
635-650: Carl Hovland, Irving Janis, and Harold Kelly, Communication
and Persuafion, (New Haven, Conn Yale Univeroy Press, 1953)

' Leon Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance.Otanford. Stan -i
ford University Press, 1957)

p 26 '
Miller, p 27

- "Edwards' sermon! has been widely reprinted It can be found in Parrish
and Hochmuth

' 'FISr an early study revealing resistance to high fear arousal see Irving
L Janis and Seymour Feshback, "Effects ofFear-arousing,communica-
nom( Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. 48 (1953), 78-92; for
later studies which found higher levels of fear afousal effective see for
example, Howard Leventhal, "Findings and Theory in the Study of Fear
Communications," in Leonard-Berkowitz, ed., Advances-in Experimental
Social Psychology, vol 5, (New York Academic Press, 1970), pp, 119- .-

189; for a survey of the findings see Elliot Aronson, The Social
(San Francisco Freeman, 1972): pp 96-69!

..Fantasy theme analysis is based anon a viewpoint which is dynamic
and developmental and which sees.shetoric'al styles coming into being,
flourishing, maturing, and declining for a discussion of the method see
Ernest G. Bormann, "Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision The Rhetorical
Criticism of Social Reality," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 58 (Dec 1972),
396-407

''Charles R Berger and Richard JJ. Calabres ':Some Exp4ations in
Initial IntiractiQn and Beyond Toward A Developmental Theory of In-
terpersonal CommunicatiOn," Human Communication Research,
(1975). 99-112 Vernon- E Cronen and Nancy Mihevec, "The Evaluation
,ot bethictive Argument A Proces Ana)ysis." Speech Monographs, 39
(1972),124-132 Leonard Hawes, "The Effects of Interviewer Style on

Patterns of Dyadic Communication,- Speech Monographs, 39 0.972),
114-123. Robert F Nofsinger, Jr., -.The Demand Ticket A Conyers*-

. tional Device for Getting the'Flaor," Speech Monographs, -42 (1975), 1-9
Thomas S Frentz -and Thomas B Farrell, "Language-Action A Para-



dig m for Communicatiory," Quarterh JournaLof Speech, 62 (Dec 1976).
333-349, Leo.nard C 'Hawes, "How Writing is Used in Talk A Study
of Com municayive Logic :In-Use,'; Quarterly Journal of Speech 62 (Dec
1976), 350-360, Robert E Nofsinger, "On Answering Questions In-
directly Some Rules in the Grammar of Doing Conversation," Human
Co'mmunication Research, Z (1976), 172-181, Gerry Thilipsen, "Speaking
like a Man' in Teamsterville Culture Patterns of Role Enactment in an
Urban Neighborhood," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 61 (deb. 1975), pp

13-22, Jesse G Delia, "Constructivism and the Study of Human Cori:1-
munication," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 63 (Feb 1977), 66-83 Robert
W Norton, "Con' i% olity A Rhetorical Dimension," Central States
Speech Journal, 26 (1975), 164-170

'^Albert E Sheflen and Alice Sheflen, Body Language and Social
Order Communication as Behavioral Control (Englewood Cliffs, NJ
Prepuce -Hall; 1972)

'Several studies hate demonstrated the fikasibility of using Q-
methodology to discover and delineate rhetorical visions See particulany
David L Rarick, May), B Duncan, David G Lee, and Launnda W
Porter, "The Carter Persona An Empirical Analysis of the Rhetorical VI-
,Ion, of Cam paten '6 Quarterh Journal ol Speech. 63 (Oct 1977), 258-
1,3
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CRITIQUES

Section II, "Formal and Generic Criticism," presents critics grap-
pling with form and genre. By testing in application the critical u4ility
of a focus on form and genre, it exposes questions central to a formal or
generic approach to criticism. These quivions include: Whit onstitutes
evidence for the existence of a form or genre? Does formal or generic
criticism end in classification/ How do genres interact with othergenres,-
forms with other forms? Where can forms and genresbe located? How and
why, if at all, do genres and forms change?

In the keynote essay,-"The Sentimental Style as Escapism or the Devil
with Dan'l Webster": Edwin Black illustrates a style he labels "senti-
mental" with a passage drawn from Webster's Bunker Hill Address: Black
attempts to explain not merely the ceremciptgl style-of Webster but a style
which "flourished" in nmeteenth century Britain and America'and tolac-
count for the resonance and decline of that style.

stnhke the other criticisms in this section, this essay explores the rhe-
torical manifestation of a form of consciousness. The st ntimenta style, ic-
cording.jo Black, manifests "a disposition to subordinate all va

...-
aesthetic values in order, essentially, to escape a burden of moral responsi-
bility."

"The Sentimental Style as Escapism" focuses not on the symptoms of
the style ("stately movement", adjective piled on adjective, a tendency to
"tear passions to tatters"), but on the didactic function,of these'symptoms:
This style, Black argues, instructs. the auditor "in how he is to-respond to
the speech" The focus -on functiOn yields an explanation- of the style's
existence, persistence, and recurrence. -In addition, it terieratet.. a'
characterization of the or ry of display: ,"a piece functions as display

s-implied audience." This focus also rail questions pivotal
stwhen, intentionally or naf, it promotes a disparity tween its actual

audience andrit
to any critical consideration of form d genre. What does the ex,istenee of
a form or genre signify? What and ho o forms and genres mean? Black's
essay, which details the relationship ween form and genre, contains the
most encompassing conception of forth volume.

In "A Comparative Study of Prime Minister William Pitt and President
Abraham Lincoln on Suspension Of Habeas CorpuS", James Mcaiell com-
pares the rhetoric generated by Lincoln and Pitt in situations 'sharing simi-,
!antics. To the extent that it is susceptible to testing, Bitzer's notion of the
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rhetorical situation will be-tested in this sort of analysis. Do comparable
situations produce comparable rhetoric, hence comparable forms? The
- situations examined by Measell did not produce rhetorical acts whose ,
salient similarities outweighed salient differencec Consequently
Measell does not claim that he has isolated a genre.TheAuegtion, do com-
parable situations occur, or are situations and rhetoric responsi've to situa-
tions essentially idiosyncratic?, can be answered only by examination of
seemingly comparable situations. By detailing both :the similar and
distimilar strategies einploved by Lincoln and Pitt, Measell.illustrates the
difficulty inherent in a situationally based searchfor genres

Nonetheless. he does locate two similar forms of argument employed by
Lincoln and Pitt, and he illustrates the potential of comparialue criticism ,..#

In effect. Measell has employed the rhetoric,.of Pitt to understand the
rhetoriC of Lincoln, and vice versa, thus spellingout the rhetorical options
available to each and accounting for their respective choices._

Althqkgh the imprint of Bitzer's "The Rhetorical Situation" is.clear in
' b th Measell's essay and Halloran's "Doing Public Business in Public:,

tf e primary critical moves in the two 'essays are radically' iffereni
easell "finds dissimilar strategies in -what would' initially have been

piesumed.to be similar rhetorical acts, while Halloran finds) rhetorical
commonality in seemingly dissimilar public transactions

Hallorans essay and Carpenter s "The Historical Jeremiad as Rhe-
toncal Genre" do not ust a succession of rhetorical instances to define a
rhetorical genre but rather define a genre and explicate troublesome rhet-
oric Trorni: the frame of reference entailed in that definition. Although, as
Simons argues, there is merit in approaching a rhetorical ect unen-
cumbered by formal preconceptions, it is doubtfill, as Groribeck 'argues,
that critics, audiences, and rhetors are able to approach rhetorical acts
without culturally conditioned format and generic preconceptions
Halloran and Carpenter may he rendering explicit a move basic to critical
experiencera move which views a rhetorical act in terms of a pre-
established frame of reference. The test 13f a critic bound.by preconcep-
tions is her/his ability to see and report` salient differences, as Measell
does, for example, when he refuses to invent a ''rhetoric of repression"
unwarjanted by the evidence The critic, conscious of the judgmental
constraints imposed in the act 'of classifying, should also be able to re- 1

classify when_ the judgmental standards imposed, for e/vmple, by a
fqrensic classtEcation of Nixon's so-called "Checkers Speech," fail to.
illUmine the speech

The utility of the genres defined by Carpenter and Halloran is de-
termined by the quality 9f insight thy), yield,in explaining rhetorical acts.
Whe aced with a definecrgenre, the reader may either accept the defini-
tion as operational and' suspend judgment until they have been tested in
application or may test them by asking, for example. whether the charac-
teristics Halloran attributes to the public proceeding comport with those k.

public proceedings with which the reader is familiar
6
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In both-the Carpenter and Halloran 'essays the defined genres cannot
exist ,independent of the audience. When the critic locates the form or
genre in the discourse itself as Measell attempts to do, salient dissimi-
lanties,44V-aas presumed-comparable will +seen-firm the existence of a
genre But if the genre exists in the interaction of rhetoric and audience as
it does for Carpenter, dissimilarities in the rhetoric (e.g., difltrent levels of

' threat, varying levels *1 explicitness in the second persona of the chosen
people) do not, lif themselves, disconfirm the existence of the form or
genre The question, was audience response comparable' and the queic
thin, can that response properly be labeled "Jeremiadic"9, are controlling.

Despite similarities in their inclusion of the audience in thkgenre,.the
essays differ For Halloran, a public proceeding citrf6e either successful or
unsuccessful depending on the'response evoked. The public proceeding
"tamatizes a model of community, irrluding conflict between members.t who differ over how the immediate issues are to be resolyed and the more
fundamental agreements that enable them to transcend the issues at hand
and enact their conflicts in an orderly way e public proceeding is ca-
pable of "enlivening" the seRse' of, communi or of suggesting the in-
validity of the common life. In contrast, for Carpenter the only rhetorical
acts worthy of the label "jeremiad" are those which successfully evoke a

k defined type of response in a specified audience , Carpenter is focused
solely on effects, Halloran is noti

kr \ The method used by Halloran and Carpenter to assess the audience's
;contribution to the interaction differs as well Carpenter measures thcl nil-
pact of the rhetoric by culling historical sources. Halloran assesses the im-
pact of the Hearings by universalizing his reactions as a member of thc
audience

If a developmental history of rhetorical aets'is to be written, genres, the
interplay among genres, and the evolution of genres must be chhrted. But

Ne.
first, the characteristics which unify individual genres and which separate
them-- fro9 other genres must be isilated That impulse inheres in
Hallesan's attempt to distinguish the public proceeding from rtietoric41
events resembling it and in Bormann's notation that an ungenteel style.
exists at the same time as the sentimental style defined by Black,
Gronbeck's "Celluloid Rhetoric; On Genres of Documentary" establishes
a multi-dimensional model capable of placing genres of documentry film
indrelation to each other. ..-

A ntimber of important ciuespons are grounded,in the mapping of
genres: To what extent are genres and forms cross-cultural? What ac-
counts for the resonance of a genre at one time and not another? What lc-
couls for the emergtnce and disappearance of genres and forms? What is
the impact of contemporaneous genres on one another? What is the impact
of antecedent genres on subsequent genres? There are a few tentative
responses to these questions in this volume. Groabeck's notion that forms
are culturally grounded opens the possibility that shifts in recognized
genres, e.g., -the-American documentary, may reveal cultural- shifg.,,.. .'
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Black's essay attempts to account, for the redonance of the sentimentil
style in the 19th century, and for its ciirren avor. Halloran's explaW
tion of the legitimating function of the p is proceeding may account for
the existence of the public proceeding.,Carpenter's notionjhat an audience
which regards itself as the chosen,pecrple is susceptible to the jeremiad,sug-.

'..k..gests that that form will have currency at ceatain points in history. Bor-
mann's analysis,orrcommunication styles in Part One notes changes in
audience susceptibility to fear appeal. These critical thrusts suggest direc-
tions for future research and also indicate that a focus diligence and form
does not terminate i the classificatory act

A focus on form and genre .facilitates awareness -oLthe critic
constraints imposed and the creative options opened by Nassificatioo.
Cntical expectations are a function of the classifialion imposed on a rhe-
toncal act _ A critic whoSe reflerfoire assificatory' options is complex'
minimizes the likelihood of misclassilt and misjudgment and rhaxi-

lm
nsizes the opportunity deliberately to Overlay alternative dlassificatory ap-
proaches on a rhetorical act to achieve fresh perspectives and insight. That
is the least we can expect of a focus on Torm and genre in criticism. In ad-
dition, the critic may,.with Black, analyze.those constancies of conscious-
ness which manifest themselves formally; with Gronbetk, examine the im-
pact,of Culture on form and genre; with-Halloran- and Carpenter, explore

44' the Interaction of genre aridaildience; with Measell,-probe the relationship
likbetween situation and form,,or gerite-, with Simons,i anticipate a form of a

discatitse yet unwrin; with Bormann, "chart the bouridaries of various
(rhetorical) visions, estimateeir saliency, their motivational force, emo- -

tiOnal intensity, and the direction and speed 'of !heir movement -.Tv.
byproduct of these diverse apprd'aches to the recurrent will ultiMately be,a
de-velopmental history explaining the intricate and compikk processes
which shamrhetorica s"-- .. ,r .

-.
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THE SENTIMENIkt STYL'E'AS ESCAPISM, OR
THE DE)hVIIMT-H DAN'L WEBSTER

"
EDWIN BLACK*

I

4
Ar-

4, `. In a gection of A Grammar of Motives called "The Temporizing of
Vssence," Kenneth Burke noted the tendency of some writers to express
essencet in.terrris of origins and vice versa' Burke attributed this "double
vocabulary" to the pun in the word "priority," which can be used either in
a temporal or logIcal sense.

There are a couple of other terms that, even more clearly than
"13rity,'Kire at the semantic nexus of the origin-essence interchange-
abila nd they are worth ncong here because, as It happens, they are

key t ms of this Conference. The words, of course, are "form" and
=

"genre. .

The word ','frn," used nominally, refers to theahape,,the structure, the
essence of a thing And used verbally, as in "tolirm," the sense of the
word is to constitute, to shape or_mold origin sk a thing. We find a cor-
responding distinction between the r9inal "gen e" and the verbal "t
generate," the noun again referring t esse'hce and the 'verb to origin.

Adjectivally, our comlhon usag observes a distinction between
"foFmal," which refers to essence, and "formative," whic-hrefers to origin,
althdugh the roots of the two adjectives are Obilliouslyin the word "form
TIsamedistinction applies to the adjectives "generic" and "generative,",
W. 1 their roots in "genre."

To a strikingtextent, then, the key terms of this Conference are fiinc-
tional minors of one another. They exhibit the same nominal, verbal and
'adjectival variants. They poisr4corresponding tripartite usages: They
parse concomitantly.

Clearly the wogls "form" and "genre"-ai-e not synonyms. They signify
differentlBut even in their lexical distinctiveness, the-two terms still bear
a remarkabl:srelationship t one another, and that relationship is one of

0. dialectiCa#omplementari
You mot recali that inr1) to, dialectical inquiry concerning the nature of

a Form led, whertit waslu tsful,- to a icfinition composed 9f a Collec-
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Lion and a Division.' The terms "genre" and "form" have the same re la-
tionship .to one another as do the Collection and Division of Platonic
dialectic That is, the genre of a thing is. classa statement of its rela-
tionship to all other commensurable things. The form of that thing is its
inlIkrent structure a statement of its constituents and their relationships
to one another ...genre'refers to the place of the thing in the universe and to
its generation as an adaptive and relational entity Form refers to the
constitution and individuality ofthe thing and to its formation as an entity
sufficiently autonomous to /De' identifiable Taken together, the words
"genre" and "form" are complementary in'that "genre' refers to external
relationships and "form" refers to internal relationships.

r In Platonic dialectic, the Collection and the Division together consti-
tuted the most exhaustive attainable description of whatever reality was
their subject There is simply- nothi g excluded from the categories of
analysis and synthesis. So too it Ivou eem that genre and form together
constitute exhaustive topics for the descnptioriof whatever artifact is their
suBlect. And considering the remarkable complementarity of the terms
"form" and "genre," it is reasonable to suppose that the elucidation of
either aspect of an artifact would stand to elucidate the other. That is, any
information one may acquire about the NT* of an artifact may be
heuristic for its genre, and vice versa

It This last considerationthe heuristic reciprocity of form and genreIs
°lie that can be tested only in criticism And since I believe that it is O'nly
by doing criticism that we can illumine criticism, 4:turn now to the subject
of_ the sentimental style, and continue my inquiry into form and genre
ft-trough the medium Of a critical paradigm

To study the sentimental style, we must move backvi,a rds in time to the
century before ourown. Whether the sentimental style is now an archaism---...,---
or has survived in. some form into our day is a question to be reserve l for
later. But there is no question that in the nineteenth century, at least, in
Amerrca and in .England, at least, there flourished something that can
properly be called the sentimental style, and if we want to be sure of
,observuig that style in situ, it is.to that century we must turn

.t.. .
,

II

, During the nineteenth century in America, the Oneida Community wiff
surpassed' only by Brook Faith in Its celebrity as an experiment in com-
munal livi*,,and in at least one technique, the Oneida Community was 41
preeminent The OnsvhsCgurti, John 'Humphrey Noyes, believed in free
love and the exaltation of sexuAloty, bul..he. realized that the Commun,ity ...

required some method of birth controlthat would comport with its urrOr:

6lation imply by the couple's not moving. Anc.ttie technique tly whichLthe
practiced as best they could a method of withholding sprh during copu-

thodox sexual add social dactrines. Noyes ',preached and the Oneidisspurn :

couple did not move was to think very, very hard of something spiritual.'
-- .
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The image of a man and,- woipen," coupled,omotionless, racking their
minds with supernal rantasies, isa potential subject for ribaldry, but
nonetheless the'imagewill serve niBely as a mastekrope for the nineteenth
century. The sort of stramedlyttfurcated mentality that was carried in the

1 Oneida4Pknmunity to, what 'surely must be its ultimate development is
exhibited in varying degrees direughout the nineteenth century.tAlincli-
nation, whempressed frore all aides Of the consciousness by aridesistentde-
mand whose presence erie wants not to acknowledge, to tHt very, very
hard of something spiritual ."

Such frantic inclifference-Lthe calm in the eye of an emotional storm
ist did not begin with the nineteenth century arty move than it ended with it,

but that century displays so assidtleus aid pervasive a cultivation of this
willed distraction that the' characteristic becomes akey to the time The
public life of the century both here aitd in England was marked by this
characteristic, and it is rr6, thesis that the sentimental tlyleso admired in
the nineteenth centurywas not only are apposite expression of willed dis-
traction. but also an ingenious instrument for its'realizatron.

I should not proceed further without some effort at definition, and I can
think of no better way of clarifying the sentimental style than by example
The example I submit is from an epideictic address by Daniel' Webster,

it is Webster's eRideict,ic that can serve as.the paradigm f/the,septt-
mental style Attend. 'if you please, this passage from "The Bunker Hilt
Monument-Address- of 'I§25 Webster is commemorating the fiftieth ah-
niversary of the Battle of Beker Hill; and he turns,to address the aged
'veterans of the Revolution who are seated in a5ection near the speaker:

.

But the scene amidst which owe *tans does not permit utto confinviour
thoughts or our sympathies to those fearless smuts wh.o.hazatded or
'lokt their lives on this consecryd spot We haye the happiness to re-
joice,. here inethepresenceof.a most worthy represen sur-
vivors

Li,

vivors of the whole ftkvotutionary army. ,.
Veterans! yob arg-the remnant of many a 'well,- fought field You

bring with you marks of hOnor from Trenton .nd Monmouth, ifrorri
Yorktown, Camden, Benniwton, and Saratoga Veterans of half a
century' when in your youtfilrul days yLou put everything at haz In
your country's cause, good as that cause was, and sanguine as youth
is, still your fondest hopes'did not stretch onward to an hour like this!
At a period to which you' could not reascrnably,have expected to ar-
rive, at a moment °National prosperity such al you could never have
foreseen, you arc maw rnpt here to enjoy the fellowship of old soldiers,
and to recoive the overflowings of a univer,saVratituife. '

But your agitated ntenanCes ancloyour. heaving breasts inform
me that evenNis-is noon unmited joy. I perceive that a tumult tlf
contending feelings rushes upon you The images of the.dead, as well .

'as the persons of the livIng6present dremselves to you. The scene
overwhelms''you, and I ititn from it `May the Father of all mercies

.
..

0
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smile upon your declining years, and bless them f And when you shall
here have exchanged your embraces., when you shall once more have
pressed the hands Which have been so often extended to give succor in
adversity, or grasped in the exultation of victory, thin look abroad
upon this lovely land which your young valor defended,and marethe
happiness with which it is tilled; yea, look abroad upon the whole'
earth, and see what a name you have contributedi give to your
country, and,what a praise you have added to freedom, and then re-

'Juice in the lympathy and gratitude 'C./Filch bean upon your/last days
from the improved conditicin of mankind" firei / -

i
o .

Such examples of the sentimental sale could, 'o course, be. multiplied
from discoOrses cif the ureic;` Webster is only an, acutely son6rOus
representative of the typeone who knew -how td keep his metaphors un-
mixed and wh o had a voice like a pipe organ.

What I want most tan* about this style is thelditail teith wIlld it
shapes one'swesponses.,4oscintilla of reaction is left for the auditor's own
'crelition Every nuance of his response is suggested by the speech. In the
passage I have quoted, there is-not a degree of heat nor a single ',drop

of ,
. ..

moisture that is left to the option of the auditor. What this sort of_style
'seeks is a total control over the conscio ness, and this, I submit, is What
distinguishes the sentimental style Th sentimental style is notable IKS:so
much for its stately movement or its pill on of adjecuves or its tentEicy
tp tear passion's to tattersthoUgh all of these symptoms ace often
present k is the (unction of these sympt ms that 4 want toemphasizt

._'. what, they combine to do to people., Their fun'ction is didactic It is to
instruct the auditor in how lie is to respond to thespeechto regulate
every shade of the au it eelings as the speech unfolds. x

Webster in "Bunter. 1" shuttles back and forth between images that"
could be .painted on the -17rig--of a chapel anddescriptions of Internal
states and emotional seizures.,The thrust Was to associate the two-rto

--Ast-rtiet the audience ir'ho eywee to'reipondand what sensations they
weri:lo'experientin tt* cc of certainomages There seemed an
assupiptiqii behind los sort of procedurethatrwitliotit Ow instryctions, the
audience miglinbt know what to feel, or they mightefeel improperlythat

/Otte cou ,not trust their spontaneous reactions.
O

t
s 'so the case that in a milieu in whichiernotional expression is

severely regulated; there will be a special cation exercised, in circurn- '

stances in which emotional expression ii allowed. The sentimental style is;
a superb instmment for such a situditin It not elicits affective It
experiences, but also defines add delimits them itenabl the ernotiolis to ', '

.' be given a recreation under sanctioned sus-Owes.
.

7t,.

One can see in the epidaictic efforts of Li ti later in theCentucy a- .

5tnkilig contrast to Webstkr'eepideictic* Lincoln was disposed to place
moreleliance than Webiter 4 the: uninstructed propensities or his audi-
tors: Lincoln-, udderstinding better than Webster the puissant syntbas of

A i .1,- )
i
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*,. . popular rejigion, confidently cast political propositions in that -iclunct,and
tristed that the audience could generate for itself the reverence associated
with the religious symbol in the presence of the political symbol.

We today, find Lincoln's style less archaic than Websteekbecause tin-
coln trres less overtly to manipulate as , He provokes and constrains our

itresponses, but he compels us to make them ourselves 'Webster is more fas-
uchOus and detailed He wants totcontrollnot simply, the response but also
the exact manne7. CI its expression, and ill this piling on of instructional de-
tail, Webster finally leaves-us with nothin at all to do except to be com-
pletely malleable Leaving nothing to the au 1 , denianding of the audi-
tor that he pay, strict attention to the speech for every nuance of his 0 WTI
experience in hearing the speech. tile auIitor call' in the end have rro

case wcon-tendency.would be to oft it as display And if, as would be t wijh a

A
con-

sciousness of anything else except the speech as a speec and iso his

modern' audgor, he is the least inclined to withhold part of himselffrom
the absolute sorrtnder that Webster demands, he will notice that the
speech is implicitly making ciii6 about itself that he is not iranting, and

'The term that may occur jo him will be."pompous."
The quality in Lincoln that is missing from Webster is ambiguity, but

ambiguity of a spectal kind It is netambiguity in the sense that the claims
made are inexact or that they necessarily mean several things at once. It is
rather that the auditor's_experience is kit un,str'uctured Lincoln givei,Lhe
auditor the boundaries of experience, but the generation of it is left to the
aschtor himself

In so leavIng room for this participation, 'Lincoln left .t open for people
of other, liter times, such as we-, to play their own variations on his
themes But Webster, leaving nothing to be created by the auditr,
restricted his speeches to those auditors *hose emotions Would work-and
to expressed exactly as he required, and the subtlesechange in sensibility,
consequently; stood to make his speeches 'obsolete . . -

Webster is excessively didactic He over isistructs Permitting no chance
response. he whits spontaneity. To be the people he wants us to be, to
honor the claims he makes on his auditors, we nilsi totally surrendet
ourselves to his speech; we must feel only what he wants as to feel And
since we cannot bring ourselves to so total a surrender, kiie staid to some
extent outside the speech We understand what it asks Hence, we under-

.
stand that we are not its auditors, we are mere* spectators. We are stand-
ing apart from a rhetorical transaction. observing it. This orientation
enlists our spectatorial responses We beCome connoisseurs, and the func-
tion of the speechbecomes for us display ...

...

The oratory-et display, then, is such functionally A piece funNons-as
display ,..,"hen, intentionally or hot:-it promotes a disparity between its

. actual audience and its implied audience We, its actual, audience, sensing
this disparity.- .e. predisposed to view the speech as a collection of
technical v We are overhearing it; eavesdropping. We may,,for '''
various r athetic to the speech, we may hope for theuccess
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of the rhetorical transaction, but the differefice :.etweeiithat condition and
the condition of being the auditor to the speech is the drfference between
passivity and involvement

The question rennairiS, why were Webster's epideictic efforts so popular
with his cbritemporaries9 Even granting that we today stand outside the
speeches. it still is the case that the nineteenth century public admired'
them Why`' Why did the public of tsrat time so admire discourses that left
them with solittle freedom to form their own responses''

One is tempted to,,Iccount for this popularity in terms of emergent but
not yet emerg men ions of responseto attribute it to tht very in-
choateness of the sys e of responses that by the end of that century was l°
to be much more definit to people But the temptation must be resisted
because.'in fact, there w. e already old traditions of rhetorical response in
this country, reaching .ack into the nventeenth century, responses at
whuch Americans, a& rding to'deTocqueville's testimony, seemed indeed
notably ladept The r ason, I think, is rather to be-found in the evasiveness
of this style It was e 4 pillar becauseat provided the audience with unars-
biguous cues which, i their. very definiteness, excluded alternatives, and
thus induced the audie ce to be unconscious of incipient stimuli that might 4..

have uncomfortably s kited their attention This didactic quality, then,.
especially. ts pops arity, should,* taken as &symptom of disquiet and

ase, f a Sutltly wing conscience and a tacit agreement to repressill
40'040P els:

tfr as of Webster and his audience, it was the presence of

as-not able toaornilate the institutglrof slavery The
be repressed. For what are still not fully understood

: ,.: ., 0,-,

century xperienced a moral revulsion to slaver. that was suffi-
ciently _stsong to effect its abolition It yeas on the sAane in-Britain and in
South America. and it never. really gamed a foothold on the continent
Mell before the overturn of so ofd and well entrenched an institution, there
must he at first..dormarit. and then stirring with A long creicendo of
activity. a set of attitudes that, when fully expressed. will be totally nscom-, . .
patible with the instit.u.tioh The way in which most people will wans to deal
with such disquieting attitudes in their,\yet incipient state will be to let
them sleep, and it may have been A ebste,r's particular contribution to the \
comfort of.his contemporaries that he devised themes and a style which
coMbined to rail the stirring conscience of his country 13 is significant that
tmersbn despised him, for Enierson stood for conscience above all else;
and againit slasery .

4,

' 0 Slavery, of colifse. wis a focal isue in nineteen-eft century Amequan
public address. but .itt was not an autokinetic issue A process ,o(' in-

' dustrialization ay technological development was 'under way' in America,
and iir'England, a proc'ess Ilk some historians beliese put slavery in the ,. .

,course qf economic extinction.i More important for obi analysis it was a .

process that, in both,countigs, created Social disruption and hum!! suffer=
'ing -The god of Progress reigned, and the salient tenet of its theology was
to invest one's faith' iththe momentum_ of change Faith in Progress e-F

-
x i.. . . ,-
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quired that ot,not be inhibited by social remorse The accumulating de-
tritus of the processthe ugliness, the exploitation, the social insecu-
ritiesall had to be accepked as an inesitabp means to a higher good
A hat precisely the good was, was not dear, but the giovem&It toward it
required allegiance. and that allegiance in turn required that one's progress
not be retarded by the suffering of others

A form of consciousness emerged which wa\ adapted to such de ands,
a form that was characterired by the subordination of moral to aeMhetic
considerationsby the achievement of psychic comfort `and subcutaneous
harmony through the refusal to apprehend the jarring. the unwholesome:
the corrupt

The themes of Hellenism' and Hebraism in Matthew -Arnold's great
nineteenth century essay were actual currents of his time, and it is by no
means clear that Hellenism was not the dominant current in England and
'America. if by Hellenism we understand the impulse to subordinate moral
to aesthetic claims Now, there-are at least two ways in which a societ can
express its preference for aesthetic salties One way is to beautify the ensi-
ronment to adorn the civic life and The pmate-domicile alike with the
ornaments'ot preat art The other way is o develop a perceptual instru-
ment of highly discriminating selectivity, ne tAat will be blind to the ugly
and sensitise only to the beautiful This sort of perceptual instrument can
operate with indifference to the environment. and ,can reahre Apollonian
,:tilues v. ithoutegard for hat Marxists call "the objective conditions of
^sliety But such d perceptual instrument has.all the defects of its sit-
tSres, and its principal efficacy is its 'selective impercepto,eness The
instrumcv is required to be closed to some facts. even as it records others.
kts fairurJ to perceive is as imp-ortant as itc perceiving The development of
such an instrument makes,posstble a Hellenism of the mind. an impulse to
heautik that is never projected, a vision of the Good that is character's-
ticalkt;quiescent. an internal harm4ny in the idst olextrnal squalor an
aesthetic anesthetic At its udest (and it wa often crude in the nineteenth
century i it is Pollyanv nd all the other il ing sentiniertalitit-,. that we
associale with hourpaise lture of the time h was not alwaecrude,
and sometmes it svas'a v silt-111s expressed disposition that enabled the
elite Of that century to% ide the most extravagant corruptions and yet to

aintain theil consciences, intact and guiltless
. .

hen Freud wrote of the conscious mind as receiving material that had
first passedAhrotgh a censor, his insight was timelei,sly valuable, but the
insight was orris age t-reud, the discoverer of the Unconscious, was also a
child of the nineteenth century, an {s genius ray in his capacity to:
generalve from the evidence given him b4t his patients who, during the
foundational formulatiorfvf his theory. were creatures of the 'nineteenth
century And Freud saw in that procession of troubled svals the recurrent

'con figOkation of a'consciousness'that protech itself by a willed ignorahce
"'of the ugly facts of its own nature, but an ignorance that. in the case of

sN fliud's patients. was incompletely realised successful ensligh ; disguise
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the rot, but not successful enough to arrest the.guilt. That Freud's thera-
peutic response was not to strengthen his patients' censors, but to throw
open their psyches and bathe their guilt in light was what !Lade Freud one s'
orthe prime adversaries of this nineteenth century sensibilig

More courageously perhaps than ally previous writer, Freud pressed the
inquiry into the price we pay for civilization. His good faith brought him to
acknowledgeas Rousseau befdre him had not that the inquiry itself
was an essentially cultural epiphenomenon, and that 'to pursue it was a
profoundly civilized act Freud demonstrated anew that the construction
and sustenance of a civilization depends On hard moral, choices, and that
one can be-free of such choices only in &state of savagery

That pattern of personal anguish that Freud observed in the si-
multaneous presence of contradictory impulses crystallized, in the course
of the nineteenth century, Into a social configuration Our civilization,in
that time had given our forebears the power to rape the earth, but it had
also given them the moral apprehension of what they vere doing. It sus-
tained at once their arrogance and their,humility and, having defined the
two characteristics as irreconcilable,. it sanctioned their anxiety about
them. Our fathers had, as we have still, a repertolye for coping with
unendurable paradox, and one favorite technique cst theirs was to ob-
fuscate it, to befog It in sentimentality They ryinedcthe uses of language
as an instrument not of rendering reality but of obscuring it. They
projected their wishes, they propagated their cireams\ In their fortunate
moments, they found an inconsequential so,lacelution'. When their
luck failed them, they were entrapped within'fhe moral autonomy of their
own fictions and perhaps. in time, they. or we their heirs, recovered from it
as from a nightmare, then to look unsentimenially, remorsefully, even
loathingly on the cruel achievements of their self-absorption

The career of Oscar Wilde, and especially its tragic finale, is a parncit-
larly instructive example of ..the apotheosis of aesthetic values Wilde's
comedies and his public persona bitth carried to parodic extremes the pat-
tern, of so exalting Vie agreeable and the beautifill that they become per-

. ceptual filters In the case of his comic masterpiece, The 'Importance of
Being Earnest: for example, the pattern pervades the play and not only
controls its plot and characterization, but also suffuses virtually all the wit.
And el.en the moral tale, "The Picture of Dorian Gray," is, you will recall,
the story of a ,isian whose corruption is disguised by an attractive ap-
pearance, and who might have flourished indefinitely but fOr a work of
arthis portraikthat represented tam too well. But it is Wilde's public
pertona even more strikingly than his writingsa public persona, let me
remind you, that was as successfully entertaining in this country as in Eng-
landthat evidences dur argument. If that argument has merit, than it re-
quires us to see Wilde's public persona not as a decadent deviation, but
rather as an especially pure embodiment of Ills time. It was typical of the
century that the guardians of British prestige ref* to see in Wilde's
aestheticism the fulfillment of their own &Wailes, fait their own equivoca-

(
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tidn, being yet another source of moral chscomfiirt, had itself to be a prime
object of imperception.

The fury with which Wilde was pursued. hounded and ruined has always
been something of a perplexity to Wilde's biographers They often end by
holding Wilde himself responsible for his enduring k.unviction and im-
prisonment, as if a refusal to flee can account for the enmity that makes
fleeing imperative in the first place ' Yet, for allthe suggestions of a death-

% wish in Wilde, driving him to impudence, neither Wilde's tactical paralysis
nor his career of fashionable impertinence quite constitutes an Objective
Correlative to the relentless persecution that destroyed him We can begin

m 41,o see the dynamism of thli fury when we see Wilde as having mad overt
in his art and his life the chronic disposition orthe English elite 7 exalt
their tastes to a moral preeminence', and when we guess that they ad a

' secret terror of that exposu e. They were, then, moved to outrage bec uie.
Inadvertently perhaps. Wil e threatened the delicate organiatitioil
consciousness Had they nously questioned- the moral adequac o,, '..,,
aestheticism, it' would hav been their own moral adeRuacy that, in the \
end, would.haye been undermined, and they would have ben- compelled to

Iirdrnit to the formal parlor of thAr conssOusness-an ugly rabble of unaii,
knowltd obligations .'

It is enough to say that Wilde's sexual inclinations repelled his
.countrymen, for the dark world in which he moved flourished% tn his time

it had before and does now Wilde's link to that world was unbearable
o ly because Wilde was a special case Re was the epigone 2ftus country's
c nsciousness. and his corruption signified their own to his countrymen

e choice they sensed was between destroying Wilde and shattering their
own identity And history provides recurrent confirmation that men will
kill before they will nsk the torment of psychic disorder "

However unpreposessing a form of consciousness may be, however dis-
reputable may be its stylistic symptoms, to attribute to it an epistemic

.s function is to judge it as decisive and fateful in theilives of its adherents.
Perceptual filters shape not simply the distinction between the real and un-
real, but indeed, prior to that distinction,, the very determination of what
may or may not qualify as a subject for it.'

I hope by now to have made my principal initial claims clear I believe it
useful to view the sentimental style as the manifestation of a disposition to
subordinate all values to aesthetic values in order, essentially, to escape a
burden of moral responsibility It is in the nineteenth century. I believe
that we find the sentimental style achieving its apogee, at least in England
and America. Since then. Of course, the style has fallen into disfavor, and
on those rare occasions when we encounter it. it is likely to seem archaic
acid contrived 9

What has happened to the impulses behind this style? Surely our century
has experienced no diminution of repugnant stimuli, and we have no ob-
vious reason to suppose that the self-protectiveness of an aestheticized sen-,
sibility is any less useful now than it was a hundred years ago. Onc may
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suspect that the sentimental style has been replaced, that something else
now exercises the close regulation of our responses in the way that the

. -- sentimental style once did And the question is, what is that something
else')

First, I think we must lOok to television for some of the answer. In its re-
portage and documentaries no less than in its soap operas and adventure
stories, television subordinates its raw material to the demands of dra-
matic form, Unlike .}he sentimental style, television reportage and docu-

mentary do not seem to me to be shielding us from ugliness. On the
contrary, they tend, if anything: to wallow in it Televisiftnews presents a
rentable plethora of moral concern, and we viewers are invited to live 114s

of unremitting social.guilt Bat even whep it has horrors to convey, televi-
sion orders, edits, and comments upon its photography With strict atten-
tion to the dramaturgic expectations of its audience Thus, television re-
portage works, as the sentimental-40e did, to render public issues,
aesthetically palatable

More directly, we find a compressed version of, the sentimental style in
. some television advertising in the Kodak commercials that show joyous

wedding's and family reunions and irresistible childten, and in the Stan-
dard Oil commercials that show beautiful scenes of nature and water birds
in flight amidst the benign presence of refineries and derricks, It is
comforting to believe that an enduring photographic image is effective
against time and mortality It is reassuring to believe that our technology
is consonant with 3 woodland fixed in tranquility Anci:so a telegraphic
sentimentality presents us with, a'stoppage of time and of motionin one
case With a precious moment mkdo 'eternal, and in the other case with a
process arrested in repose it.

X second and more elusive answer to the question of what hasAppened
to the sentimental style lies, I think, in the understanding that thef senti-
mental style is a necessarily transitory phenomenon. It is necessarily

transitory because it if its own eventual undoing
Thus far I have dwelt on the negative aspects of the sentimental style. on

its evasive and circumventive function It is appropriate now to redress

.7
that partiality and to note that the style's way of evading and circumvent-
ing is to focus the attention in an affirmative, indeed an arbitrary mariner
And working as it does to consolidate selected perceptions with precisely'
defined feelings in a series of imperative regulations'of sentiment, this style
is unusually fecund in the generation of new pieties.

senti-

ment
begins in the sentimental style as the construction of a new senti-

ment can become after awhile the triggiring ca,f a stock response. Thus the
melodfamA of a hundred years ago, which was in technique and in effect a .

very exact theatrical counterpart of the sentimental style," can become

now the romance or the medical story or detective story of television and
filth. The modern entertainments are cooler and more implicative in style,t
but they are able to (unction only because-the amalgams of datum and af,
feet which the elder drama made explicit have by now become tonstituents
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of our conventional sensibility, and what had to be instructed our fore-
bears may simply evoked in us

I am suggesting, then, that the sentimental style is transitory because it
is alwas, when no effectual, at the threshhold of a sensibility. It is a style
that -affirmatively answers a deficiency of trust in the appropriateness of
certain feeling-states to certain conditions. Wand it flourishes most in three
general circumstances. when a new sensibility is taking form to replace an
older one; when a sensibility has been formed, but is competitively
marginal to another one; and when an established sensibility is.in decline.
In any of these thire circumstances and because of any of these circum-
stances some version of the sentimental style may appear. Depending on .2
which of the three ciraainstances obtains, the style will 'move either to
instruct initiates or to renew the faithful. But lbset any of these circum-
stances, ii)d the sentimental style will , be boicing and overdone to
audiences; it will not flourish becagse they will not attend it

What I have been trying to do in my critical remarks is illustrate the
relationship between a style and a form of consciousness When one talks
of significant form in rhetorical criticism, the usual referent for that phrase
consists of recurrent and abstractable patterns in diScourses. That is a
necessary, an indispensible construal But there is , I submit, yet one othert
locus of form that solicits our attention It is mere elusoie and problem
matic than discursive form because it is not chreetly observable, but its ex-
ploration may represent an ultimate humanistic fulfillment of rhetorical
criticism The form to which I refer is the form of consciousnes1 affected
by and manifestedin the symbolic currency of rhetorical traasactionsa

Gropps of people become distinctive as groups sometimes byiheir habi-
tual patterns or commitmentno by the beliefs they hold, but by the
manner in which they hold them and give them expression Such people do
not necessarily share ideas; thy, share rather stylistic proclivities and the
qualities of mental life of which those proclivities are tokens.

Below the contido1sly mutable dialectic that shapes and reshiPes our
social actions, there are deeper constancies of consciousness. Their ex-
plication is essential to understanding the varieties of, rhetorical
experience
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PRIME MINISTER
WILLIAM PITT AND PRESIDENT ABRAHAM

LINCOLN ON SUSPENSION OF HABEAS CORPUS

6.

JAMES S MEASELL

The privilege of halkas corpus is a basic tenet of both English and
Ameriaan- law, The doctrine was,first articulated in Article 29 of the
Magna Carta

No Freeman shall be taken, or imprisoned, or be disseised [i.e., de-
prived] of his Freehold/or Liberties, or free customs, or be
outlawed, or exiled, or any of ise destroyed: nor will we pass
upon him, nor condemn him, but y lavful Judgment.of his Peers, or
by the law of the Land.'

in Great Britain, the monarch held the power to suspend habeas corpus,
at any time and for any reason until the Habeas Corpus Amendment Act
of 1679 vested this power in Parliament.' When the United States Consii-
tuti tm was being drafted by the Congress of 1789: the framers of tNat docu-
ment placed this clause under Article 1, which sets forth limitations upon 4

-Congress: "Tlfe Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall tvo be sus:
pended unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the puc Safely
may require it .;3

From time to time throughout history, tiewrit of habeas corpus has
been suspended outright by the legislative assemblies of both Great Britain.
and the United States. Two such occasions .ocOurred during the French
Revolution in England and during the Civil War in the Unite. States. In
both. instances, the exec itive adenistrations, under Pr me Minister
William Pitt the Younger, arid President Abraham Ligooln, respectively,
had, in effect, suspended habeas corpus through a policy of arbitrary at-
rests and detention:of political dissenters. Pitt and Lincoln faced compara-
ble rhetoricakproblems, namely, the justification of their administrative
policy to withhold the priyileges of babeasiaus. The purpose of thig
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essay is, first, to describe the historical conditions which prevailed in these
06 two instances and, second,-to compar,e and contrast the significant features

of Pitt's and. Lincoln's rhetorical acts in support of suspensibn of,habea.t
corpus

0 The Pitt Adrn' ltustratton andifhe Jacbliins
'...'Jiang the elirty seventeemrhnetiCs, supporters orthe Pitt Administration
in larliament. approved a number of repressive tneusures.cuiminatipg in
the,Habeas Corpus Suspension Act in May.', 1794 Passage of these acts
permitted the Administration to stifle dissent over both domestic and.
foreign policy' ,cy' -

-1

` Parharnentarl, reform, especia regarding the redrawing of bor--
Oughs,nat beera growing concern for about twenty years John Horne
ltelpedto found the Society of the Supporters of the Sill of Rights in 1761, -

and fli-, efforts- 'ere paralleled by pamphleteers affiliated wyh other
reform societies 4 In 1785, the ),oung Priroe M4011# Pitt adyocated a ''' :-

r
parliarnentar, reform bill in Commons, tutt the p sal was defeated and

pressure for reform subsided for a time In 1789, the French Revolution .
sparktd renewed interest in the popular quest for parliamentary reform in
England .Burke:f.s.:conservative views in Rellectlims on the Revolution in
France (1790) brought tart replies frwn'Thertas Paine (Rights of Man)
an Jam4 Mackintosh / rind:lue ,Gall-.ae 1 Several new so ties were
formed, including the London Revolution Society (178,9), theNocietf of
the4ends of the People (1792), and the Friends -of the Liberty of the

I Jr ", (r92) 1 hese groups, amOnglother, weal' labelled "Jtivie,htns-kbv
Vitt Pamphlets ridiculing the Prime -Minister, his adherents, and the
political doctrines they favored poured Rom the presses as writers such as
id-seph Gerrald and 'George Tierney sought to coalesce opposition -'to the
'Pitt Government and secure support for Palliarnehtar!,' reform.'

Vs hen France and England;engaged in open` warfare during tate 1792,
Pitt '-untferto.ok to gather together all the enemies of France in a great
colition ''' This grand itlea/proveY4o be a failur$, however', for France
had emerged victoLiouS willie fighting in 1.793: especially in Belgium and
Holland Re unsticcessfull Military efforts were .blarnete on'the Pitt
Adr9inistration, and the gn,Yernment was criticized-freguelitly in the news.
pape,rs .

, T.,he groups opposing tike Pitt Government distributed pamphlets ancE,
,

held frequent public m tin rnss On occasion. a 5}.pathette member of ,-

Patharrent, yuch at Ric rdeBriney Sheridan or Thomas Erskine, would
s'oetiik)ito the members/' Toasts were drunk and r.esolugons were passed:
but thesocielies' ntme'rical povIrcr, b} an}, measure;was hardly a threat to
the Pitt Governnient." Supporters crrreform' in Parliament were Out-, ,
spoken, to be surer tit their vcgces far outstripped theievotesThe largest /

- society was prtiba iy the London "Corresp,onding Socity, which was
headed by John Horne (Tooke and Thomas Hardy Althoogfi it boasted

/ \
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of "scores of thousands" of members, its active membership was bat "a
few thousand "1° The various petitions sent to Commons rtgarding'parlia-
mentary reform usually contained only a few thousand signatures. The in-
dividual reform societies tended to be in,sular m character, and attempts to
.meld disparate groups were futile In-October. 1793:for indpice, a grand
British Convention-of reform societies was scheduled, but it, like anoth'er
such venture one r4nth later, accomplisheillittle."

Although the reform societies trlem to have been both ideologically frag-
hiented 'and politically impotentthe Pitt Government pursued a policy, of
repression toward then#- In May, 1792, king:George-III issued the "Noe-

', lamation for the Prevention of tumultuous Meetikgs and seditiousWrit-
iaxs.*: a document which allbged that "wick'ed and seditious writipgs have
An printed. pubillkied and industriously dispersed, tending iffileat
tymult arfd disorder. by endeavorTg to raise groundless jealousies and dis-
contents in the minds of our f4hfireatid loyA subjects the
Goyernment's Home Secretary; Henry DundSs. was zealous in his (*posi-
tion to the so-called "radical- tacieties October November, 1192,
I)undas went to Scotland where ht assesseltrie strength of suppo-rt fOr the
doyernment and assembled a group of informms and spies who infiltrated
reform soeiettes -and-reported on their activities Another it, oy al Procla-
mation'. the "ProclamatiA g Out the Militia," was issued by the
kingwin Decenitber In*the first three months of 1793, two repressive4
measure's were passed by Partiamient. the Alien Act, which curtailed trayel
between France and England and established detention areas for "crerRti
Assassin;'antrbomestit Traitors," '' Ind the Traitorolleurrespondefce
Act,. atleh regulated commercial intercourse bowe n Eitgland and
Frany'e

80°The Royal Proclam ions and the repro legislation were paralleled
by otherrestrialye res used against dissenters by the Pitt Adminis-
tration In November, 179...:-Piet wrote Oundas about the possibility of
requiring printers and publishers to regiker at "some Public office" so that
the...flow of Opposition pamphlets could he shutoff !Newspapers critical
of the Government were compelled to pay arbitrary taxes. and the A rgui
was Pyfted to cease publiyation IndiYaluals were arrested ansl detained
on chArges of "seditious libel. but many were released beforecoming to
trial Convictions were obtained in sonie cases. aril these 'received much
publics y in pro-Government newspapors,' but trials of mayor figures,
s s Thomas Hardy ,and John Horne tTooke), ended with acquittal
The arrest and detention of Opposition writers and reform society

, 'members were, of coarse. tantamount to executive suspension of habeas
corpus, for Parliament did not authorize suspension' of the writ u9pil the
Habeas Corpus Suspension Act was passed in May, 1794 The Govern-
menrhad contemplated asking for Parliamentary suspension. of habeas

corpus as early as November, 1V192

The Pitt Government also pr4omoted the format' f a pro-Govern-
ment loyalty grroup.. the Association for Protecting y .ropeely

C)
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against Reptrblicans and Levellers.''' Known simply as "The Association,
this group was financed by thd11116overitment anii held loyalty meetings
which often feitured "Paine bu'rnings "24 John Reeves was the Adminis-
tration's chief - organizer in, The Association, but John Bowles wrote, a
number of pro-Government pamphlets while in the employ of the Pitt
Administration

Thus, a small group of dissenters tgaing the Pirr-Government was kept
at bay by a series of Fepressive measures, which included Royal Proclama-
tions, Parliamentary legislatice, 'arrest and etention as well as the opposi-
tion of a pro-Government loyalty association actively supported by the

1*
Administration ,

The LincolnAdnunistration grid-ate Copperheads

Dunn ,the early eighteen sixties, the Lincoln Administration used exect-
Jive 16roclarnations. Congressional legislation, and a policy of arbitrary ar-
rest to suppress those who differed with Lincoln's plans for preservation of
the Union =-

When ,Lincoln was icaugurated on March 4, 1861, theCivil War was
just days away Altho.uglf the firing on Fort Sumter marked the beginning
of open hopilines, both sides had been preparing for war. The, new
President inherited a disorganized executive branch from Buchanan,- but
moved quickly to stabilize his Cabinet by appointing William H Seward,
Secretary of State, Salmon P Chase, Secretary of the Treasury. Lard

° Band, Attorney General, Gideon 'Welik, Secretary of the Navy, Mont-
g1/41mery Bliir, Postmaster General, Caleb Smith, Secretary of the interior,
,and Sit-on Cameron, Secretary 51 War Many of these-if-Ten-(or ;Weir suc-
cessors) supported the Adminisfration's polic), repression toward the
so-called "Copperheads" or Southern ''sympathize

ftp

In Congress, the Lincoln Administration was opposed by such figurcs as
Senator Lazarus Powell of Kentucl6 and by .the eloquent Congressman
from tndlana, Daniel Voorhees. who was known as the "Tall Sycamore of
the Wabash.' Another rAlor opponent was Clement 1 VAlliindighart of
Ohio, who lost his Congressional seat in the I$62 elections but -ontiniie'd
to speak agains*he Administration The Copperhelds outside o gcozern--,
men 1 were' loosely organized, but It rong regional oppos/i on was
'con&ntrated inb011o. Indiana, Illinois. Michigan, and Wisconsin -There
%erekorne organized groups, such as the Society for the\Diffusion of
Political' Knowledge. which was founded by Samuel r B Moke. but most
of the efforts to disseminate printed rhetoric tended to be local or regional

, in scope. frequently as adjuncts of a newspaper or printer with Democratic
party ties or pro-Southern leanings. :a Ns the war continued, the-Lincoln-

. Administration was subjected-to considerable ridicule in newspapers and
Itpamphlets Much.of the criticism was trected at the government's policy

of arbitrary arrest Many of,thosc arrested early in the war told their
storiesilater in printed form Stich rlooments as Denny' Mahoncy's The

it
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Priioner of State (1863) and, The Four Acts of Despotism (IA ) were
widely'eirculated along with treatises by Valhindigham and p phiets by ,

Judge Andrew Duff andDr. Eilson Olds..'-' When Lineoln w nominated
by his party's convention in 1864. opposition-to him became vitriolic, as .

illustrated by the pamphlet entitled The Lincoln Catechism. Wherein the sf
Eccentricities & .giauties of Despotism Are fully Set Forth 4 Guide to
the PresidentiW Election of 1864 26 . _ ,

In April and-May. 1861. President Lincoln suspended the privilege of
habeas cOrpuajn selected.geographical areas-Where opposition forces were
particularly active On April 25,.,181, he authorized General Winfield
Scott to.sutend habeas corpus "in the extremist necessity- if the Mary-

,f.

land Legislature ehoose tcilltrm its citizens against the United States 2'
Two days later. Ltncoln extended suspension to a line between
PhiladelAia and A asiington. and on May I-0,ah order authorizes' suspen-
sion on the Florida coast On Ju e 20, 1)61, Lincoln singled out one Major
A illia.m Henry Criase and a tied that his right of habeas- corpus be sit S.:
pended: for he was "alleg be.guilty of treasynable practices against

'the government " Just be re Coogr'tss metin special session in early
July. Lincoln authorized suspensiort of habeas corpus on a line between
New_Yi.ork 'and Allishington The Congress ratified. Lincoln's proclama-
tions for calling out the Mildia. bus natter appeoyed nor diapprotedLin-
poln's executive suSperilron of, habeas ci`tpus This silence amounted to
"tacit sanction:* =, asscl Lincoln ordered the wrtr-withteld...ineMaine on
October 14. 1861 .lt is scrmewhat4u. rprising that CongreSs,fgiled to act-be-tcause Lincoln's executive orders had been ruled unconstitutional b hief
Justice Taney in the-case of ex parte Merryman during June, 14461 r his, .
on part. Lincoln asserted his power to'suspend habeas corpus in his
message,to Cress pri Ibi.yr...4. 1861; a- position supported by Attorney
General Bates and. later in the yeas.. by H_orace,,,Binney in The Privilege of
the W.f.:: of Habeas Corpus under the Constitution M: .general ptoclarna- -.

non suspending habeas corpus throughout the Union was issued by.Lirt:
coin on September 24. 1,862 . . ,

. . ' -1

Although Congress was Silent on habeas corpus in 1861-1862, it clic! pass
other repressive melisurts. such as the Conspiracies Act of ..luly 31, 1861.:
and the Treason. Act of 1862, The forhieremPowered the,Adrnoistration
to deal with,kl%fince by fine andiMprisonment kir conspiracy "to
overthrow t ie governenent.- while the latter lessened penalties for tress h.

, .bih'eipandedthq delimtron of treason to include anyone engaging rn '''re-.
begion.urnsurrection agar it the' authority of the United States.- " jlic,
Habeas C spul Act of:I,, 8 of only recognized theTit kjent's abilaV to
sftprd abeas corpus. b also'permiued military commanders to ignore

or
the/wilt: .. . -

The ncoln Admmuttratioh's repressive policies were - facilitated by the
Military structure The power. to*,,uspend habeas cqrpus was delegated to
military coriimanders in Lincoln's executive procla'matidns; consequently
many, bitrary arrests were ?Vied out by the stilitary " When Simon
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Cameron left his Cabinet pet is Sectary of W in early', 1862 and
Edwin M.- Scant took his place. much of thepower 'to contEcil internal
security passed tWtanton Duties. incluedirig the rele of.Prisohers, Tor-
merly autftOrized by Secretary of State Sewat re assumed by,Stanton.

-The new Secretary of Wat was firm in fits regolve_to use "the means
necessary to pceservethe Union and repress Southern sympathiiers: a few
weeks ore taking price. he added these fines to a ration signed by
Sec'' arr of War Cameron "Those who make mar against the GoVern-
rnertt Justly forfeit all rights of property, privilege, and security derived
from the'constitution and the as against which they are in armed re-
bellion ..- 4 Stanton took control of the Union railioads'and virtually
nationalise he telegraph system.)01.ing a legrapfi installation placed

I next to his own o ice in theVar Deprtrnerir'
, Copperhea ewspaper editors were at times.subjected to arbitra ?v ar-
rest an detention. but the Lincoln* Administration slid not pursue an1..04.,

over 'aggressive policy of repression agains: newspaPas rom time to v.

time an editor will atrested and held. and occasionally the pu ication of a *ip
.-Ei

newspaper wits, halted by mii,litary force '- On at least one occasion. .
,Stanton ordered the arrest of several newspaper eikors '' . ,

Support for the Lincoln Adrtitlistration was encouraged by the forma-
tion of the Union.Lea' gge. or Loyal League as it was also known Governor

'Oliver P Morton oveFiaw much pro-Lincoln activity in his home state of
Indiana, and his egeet)ve organtation: speeches. and petitions eventually

.turned public against the Copperhead legislatur.- - The
.-* Union League as most active in Tennessee. Icentutky. Illinois'and In-

dilha. but late 1862. Union Letgues were founded in the East as well
. These Loy alty associations did not playa- significant role in the elections of
. 1862; which were generally Democ.' i'atic landslides, but in the ApnE:1 863.

elections the union Leagues were effective in producing voles for the Lin-
coln Administration ''' There.is'evidence that Secretary of War Stanton

:ouraged, both verbally and finahcially. the rormation.of the Loyal ..-
Puhlicatiln iety, which was directed by Vrancis Lieber o 1. ew York l'1-

di*Lincoln apia ntly took no activerole irt the Loaf Le. ,..., ough he .. No

. did aseitig r ,pnbrary membgship in the Croon League of ! ,-. ; , @lila and

spoke before that same gitoffp in f4ne.186-4 '
, Thus, thee Copperheads were checked by it variety of iepr ive

measures. includingartutrary arrests and su4peosion of habeas co us.

both of ,which were initiated by the executive branch of government The
War Department, under Secretary Stanton, used military power to control
transportation and communication Opposition ',newspapers were often
harassed and a coterie of loyalists produced pro-Governmtnwublications e'

-. with' the blessings of the Lincoln Administration Congresr'was slow to
support the repressive Pleasures but the Conspiracies Act. the Treason Act
and the Habeas Corpus Act were passed: lendin sbme legislativersiipport

. to the Lincoln Administtation's policies .

...
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Alt and LincoWuspe ion of Habeas Corpus

From the foregoing def scr ptiort of ,the historical, conditions in -Which
Prime Minister XL'iliiam Pitt and President Lincoli found 91kmselves, it .

. seems clear that both 5ielhetr suspensi9n of the welt. orha8eas coripe as a
,A key ingredient in their respective policies of repression. CertainlyTha*...-'
.. historical factors in each situation were unique Piltfor instance, was

-fighting a war upit rorsign soil, V. hileke-Cisil War iviis almost on Lin-
'coin's doorstep. Neserfheless, there' are some interesting similarities.
between the two periods; such as the poliCies of arbitrary -arrest, the
pamphleteering of the oppositior* governmental harassment of opposition
hewspapers. giovernmental support of loy.alty groups, ,and, of course,

. administrative interest in suspending habea corpus. 'Consequently, the
/ iquestionnaturally arises How did Piji and tincoln lustily their suspen-

sions -of habeas corpus)*Or, put another way What rhetorical means iiid
pat and Lincoln emproy, to support their suspension of habeas corpus`' in.
order to provide some answers to argse questions, the most signifisr4:rhe-
torical acts of Pitt and Lincoln on the 'habeas corps questron w
examined The Prime Minister's speeches of gay' 1§. 1794. delivered -iii'
the House of Commons dueng 'debate on the r-tobeas Corpus Suspension
Bill, form the most corriMete account or his position on the !clue " 111

President Lineoln'e written reply to Congressman Erastus turning and
others. %fuc appeared in the "Nedfork Tribune on June I5.' l863-, is
generall,,,rtgardedes Lincoln's most fulldeseloped statement on habeas

\,1 corpus,.a)vg with tle simikarq ttletter,to Mitthew 1 rcha rd written a few
weeks later V \..--' .

Both Pitt and Lincoln vuect, consistentl!, that future dangers. not tw.
merely past facts. wereithe strongest support for suspension oLliabe5s,. -

corpus Pitt began his address Ali reference to a lengthy report detailing
the densities tiLsarioux reform societies, and went on-to argue that'--there

. .was not one ?horitent to he lost in arming the executive power with, those ,additional means, which might he sufficient effectually to stop the fur- ther
progress of sill a plan (For. a° Lon5entic f the reform A)cietiesI. and to'ilk
Present its .being carried. into final execiit n': Ip 497) In iustifying the
policy of arresis, Lincoln differentiated between ordinary criminal arrests
and Srrests in time of rebellion. and argued that his Administratiqns
poricytiwas aimed at avertingifuture acts to

vep
Indeed, arreNtr h5 -process of 'courts. and arrests in cases Of rebellion.
do not-proceed altogether uponthe,same basis Theiqfmer is directed
at, the small per cerrtage of ordinary and continuous perpetration of,
crime. v",,hile the lattecofS dirktisl at sudder and extensive uprisiAgs
againstiele governmerr at most. will 'succeed or fail. in no
great length of time In the latter,c4searrelts are made, not so much
for what has been done, as for viliat erobabi would be...0one The lat,

5--
°
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ter is more for the preventive., and less for theYindictive,,than the
former ,,

. , . .

,

Whits Pitt wanted to jail leaders tend reform advocates to keep therh from
poisoning the minds of the populace; LincolA, sought to curtail the 4
activities of dissidents who desired to persuade Union soldiers to desert dr a%
to lay down their arms The Prime MIltister predicted that failure by,

--flarliament to suspend habeas corOus would result in thedestruction of the. 41,
Government.

[The form societies' unicats) carried with them no faint illustra-
t ion of what they cou expected to do in thefull Majesty of power.
There would be found Iutions atraigninfreverybeench of goverd-
ment, threatening the sovereign. insulting the House oqieers, and ac-
wising the - commons of insufficiency, therst would be fund notice ",
taken of the measures of.,parlilinent, which . . should be rescinded,
tinder their doctrine, Salus populi supremo /ex, and that the constitu.
tion had been utterly destroyed (15. 504)

. .
Lincoln reasoned that efforts to subvert the morale of the Union army by
inducing soldier&q desert Or by encouraging young men to rain from

mates t her. "he
aggiiief

enlisting would damage his policy of keeping the who'
.. dissuades one min from volunteering,or induces -one soldier to desert,

ak e a k e n s the Union cause as much as he who kills a union soldier in, bat-,
tle F In ah ;aptly-expressed tine of thought,-Lidqoln argued that agitators "
v,ho'encourage desertion were perhaps.m ore htinous criminals than'those 4

who -might be persuaded to desert
1 ,

. . 6

Must 1 shoot a simple-minded soldier boy who desert, w I must,
-not touch a hair of a wiley agitator/who induces him'to `nis is
none the less injurious when effected by. getting a father, or brother,
or friend, into a public meeting, and there working upon his feelmgs,
till he is persuaded to`write the soldier boy, that is I-felting ina bad
cau'k, for a wicked administration of a contemptible government, too

4. weak io arrest and puns him he shall desert: I think that in such 'a
case,'to, Silence the ail tor, and save the boy, is not onty constitu-
tional,

',..

but. withal, a great mercy
. . .0.

i

', Pitts desire for r assage ,Of the Habeas Corpus Suspe
Bill, along with his pro aleknowledge thaiilhe numerical superio
his supporters would sustain, the measure, permittod.him to s
vehemence,rand even sarcasm, as )1e-characterized the members pof-

. reforon societies Pitt alleged thatlt4 members came from "nranufactur
' 'frig towns," where, becaue of "the vast concourse ciigntipant and pirif:

' legate men ,who necessarety collect in such places." the reform leaders ,

could find,persons "whose understandings were most subject to be Misled
., , , bystherr doctrines, anchrellered subservient to their views.';` Elsewhere,. ,
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Pitt castigated his opponents as "wretches" and "outcasts of sbiget.y.:' In
contrast to Pitt's-vitriolic style, Lincoln's treatment of is cgiip-Ositipti is al-
most deferential The letter to Erastus Corning and'others operas with an
attempt on Lincoln's, part to maintain common ground He commended
the ultimate position taken by the assembly at Alban New YorR, from
which Corning had communicated, the resolutions of the meeting: "Ow
gentlemen

our
the meeting are resolved on Ming their par( to

omaintain ur common government and country,' despite the Toffy or
'wickedness, as they Tina), conceive, of any administration Lincoln's com-
ments iSolate.the essential issue Sirs position is eminently patriotic, qnd
as such, I lhatik the meeting, and congratulate tion fort My own
purpose 'is the same., so that the meeting and yself have a common ob-
ject, and can have no difference, except 1 the choice of means or
measures,s, for effecting that object ,t

..P -,
Lincoln faced 'the immediate ,questiops of the constitutionality of his

suspension of habeas corpus and the fairness his policies of *rbitrary ar-
test, Pitt. who was merely asking Parliament exercise its right under the

_---- ,Habeas Corpus Amendment Act of 16'9, faLed. no such legal problem,_
and h5 chose not to defend his.(toi ern -,t's arrest policies, except to refer
to the ioluminous repoit of -the Committet A Se-att.!, of the Housl of
,CoMm,ins respecting Seditious Practices. which Pitt and Henry Dundas/-had ,prepared The meeting at Al ens asserted that Lincoln's policy of
military arry,fs wasseconstitutio al I ocoln re-plied tersely "I'think they

. are not, and.lifteri'llelai.ting-t-11-trvuoils for arrest and providing a brief
acciyunt of his iv, of the plans of the insurgents.heliddressed the funds.
mental a:onstitutiokal issue

. .7.- _/ . .
,

Ours is a case-ait 8\hellin so called
-
by t resolutions

i
before me

in fact, a clear, flagrant. a d gigptic case- f Rebellion. and thettrovi-
sion of the constitution at "The priviege of the writ of Habeas

`Corpiis shall not' be.sus ded, unless w n in cases of Rebellion-or
Invasii3n,.the pu y may require i '-is the proitsion.which We-l' - , ,clan!, applies t 0464 nt case Tshis,,,Ptoiision pj'ainly Attests the
understanding of t vse who made the c- mutton that . ordinaq
courts acting on 'rdinary rules,- would dikbarg Corpus
pinpose that i ch cases; men may be held in custocry, whom he

a courts actin- n ordinary rules wotald discharge 11abea, Corptls.
does'not ch C rrten who, are p i ed to be guilty of defined crime:
and its su en is allowed hy_the co ution on purpose that, /nen
may be rrested and held, who can not be pqived to be guilty of de-
fintd rime. "when,. in Lases .01 Rebelliiin or Invasion ate public
Safe may require.it This is precisely our'presenteqse--7a.case of
Rey lion, wherein the public Safety dais requtre the suspension '.

s.
incoln did got directly address the question of. who Was to decide when

:public safety was threatened by rebellion or in vasionCongress'or the

, ,
tl
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Pregicl&tIbuit he did note that the question itself Would allow "spies and
others" to remain at lunge while the suspension decision was being made.
Of course, Lincoln argued. if the 4.xecutikte should suspend the writ,
without ruinous waste of time, instances of arresting innocent persons
might otxur." and the "-clamor:: over this would b "of some service to the
insurgent cause Thus Lincoln argued that eithep detay in suspension of
habeas corpus or a swift suspension of the writ aided the rebels. The -"'

President argued that this apparent dilemMa was part of the.Southern,
plan, and he lett no doubt that he felt it to be his duty to suspend habeas
carpus

It needed no err keen perception to discp.er this part of the enemies.
'programme. so soon 4..s by open hostilities their machinery was fairly
put in motion* Yet, thoraghly imbued with a revererce (pr the
guaranteed rights of india; uals, I was slow to adopt the strong
measures, which,by degrees I have been forced to regard as being
within the exceptions of the constitution, and as indispensable tO the
pubIrc Saki 7 r p

Later to the letter, Lincoln argued that co mon':*ense-dictates that ex-
traordinary measures must be employed in e traordinary times This was
perhaps the mist shopworn argument, for Bin ty and others had- used it',
but the President gae it al.i.'attded begree of vacits.with an apt corn-
'parison in a well-balanied antit'hetical senien "I can no More, be

.....0-per,oaded that the golernment can constitutit ally take no strong'
measure in time of rebellion: because It can he show that the same could
norhe law full,. ,taken in time of peace-:rharrt ra-rr persuaded that a
parttcular drug is not good medicine for asick manbecatise it can be
shoy.'n to riot he good food for a welt osie . !,

The. position that extraordinary circumstances. dictated determined
poliCies undergirded Piet's remarks, also, but one of the Prime Minister's
most apparent strategies was to show th,it the tumult whfoi made the
times extraordinar'y VV siS, the work of conspirators Ftakwanted to 'show twp
sorts of conspiracies operattve in the reform societies which opposed him
First, Pitt, Voted from letters between Thomas Hardy's Society for
Constitutional Information and other groups in order to document that a
"settled design" was.afool to organize a convention of all reform-minded

-citizens Such a convention) Pitt asserted, was "an, open attempt, to
superAle the House of,Commons in its representative capacity,' aniPto

. as me to itself all
'the functions and powers of a national .legislature

. .,,

Alti, and more important, -was Pitt's unremitting position that English
.

re *)&;ieties were hatching a cruaspracy in concert with comparable
groups in France The Prime Minister referred frequently to letters, and he
regularly labelled the English' reform groups "Jacobins"- He alluded
frequently WI the existence of a 'dangerous conspiracy... and he began his
*peroration on the Habeas Corpus Suspension Bill by alleging *at "so foi.-

k
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midable a conspiracy' had never before existed He concluded with a brief
reference to the 'dictum At extraordinary times called for unusual
measures

It had been usual.. in time of danger, to enact a temPorary suspen-
sion of the Habeas Corpus laws, as those were made for the.presva-%
Lion of the constitution on the one hand, so on the other they could not
exist if the constitutwn was gone The temporary sacrifice ofthis
was on certain otcasions as necessary toshe siipport of the constitu-
tion, as the thairitenance of its principle was at all AV sit was sus-.

nCied, at a time when the constitution and liberty of the country'
e most peculiarly guarded and attended to and that suspension

was more particularly called for now. when attempts were made to
disseminate through the realm. principles and' means of action that
might endanger that constitution; for the preseryation of which that
law' was made. and prOduce much more lamentable effQ. and aklast

bOremechedby more dreadful means (p 51)5)

It might be inferred that some members of the trricoln .;kdmirfistration,
particularly Secretary Of 1.kar Edwin Stanton. co4idered the Copperheads
a -conspiracy." but Lincoln 421 not, reflect thijigiewpoint in his letter to
Lrastus Corning The President did charge t41Whe rebellion had been in'
planning f "more than thuty years," and he did charge that -sympa-
fibliers all departments of the government and nearly all commu- 9,

nities of the °pie. but he did not attempt to prose that his opponents
were unittd ina.conspiracy There is perhaps good reason why Lincoln SP'-
pdrently rejected the conspiracy theorl Seeking as he did to preserve thc
L.Non at all cost. he could little afford to alienate forty& the Southern"
leaders %%hose aid he might require during reconstruction Indeed; in
explaining his arrest policy. Lincoln enumerated a list of rebelsincluding

'IN' $ Breckenndge, Lee. Nlagruder. 'and Preston. among - others wand noted
that none had committed any 'Crime before the rebellion began LI,ncoln
could have branded all of theim -Copperhead Conspirators*." but he chose
instead to nate rather ruefully "I think the time not unlikely to Come when '
I shall be blamed for making too few arrests rathillk than tity.many
Indeed; Lincoln seems not to have used She pej9rative66CO d- in his
public speeches or Writings, although the terKi dots occur a times in
priVate memoranda brtnotes intended for Coma 1nernbers

In hisattacks upon the swcalled "Jacobin ." Prime Minister Pi ma de

much of his allegation that captured reform Society documehtS provided
-a full and authentic account of certain, prdceedings- and that his reading
-of their own boas proved sufficiently that it was through' hypocrisy.'
they pretended her object wis a parliamentary reform, igtu'alty
Piwhad no more,:thari the public, records of the van qt reform groups, as
Charles James Fox poi out in the debate oNWHabea Corpus
Suspervsion Act, but Pitt as able to make the pulpit ourcts appear to be

1



/
"reluctant" eviden'se Althot(igh Republican newspa'per's delighted in regal-
ing their readers with exposes of sicret rites and handshakes! of 'Cop-
perhead groups, and the War Secretdy's pffice commissioned a report on
the activities of Copperhead groups;'''' Lincoln, in contrast td Pitt, did not
attempt 0:Alston public records
. Char es of -party politic'sr" were frequently made at the Lincoln
Administration despite thefact that the Cabinet was bipartisan Perhaps
the pqlanties'of North-Soutli and anion-COrifedcrate were paralleleci by
Republican-Democrat dichotomy At any rate, Lincoln replied to his
critics it the letter to Erastiis C with both invective and irony

In gay mg the resolutions that earnest consideration which u request
of me, 1 can not overlook the fact that the meeting peak as
"Democrats Nor can I, with full respect for their, in-
telligence, and the, fairly presumed deliberation with whi pre-
pared their resolutions. be permitted to suppose that this occurred,by
accident, or in-any way other than that OD preferred to designate
themselves leMocrats" rather than _"Amehtan citizen's." In glis
time of nationa 11 I would have preferred to met yotutpon a level

one ste er an any party platform, because I am slim that from
such ore el ated position, we could do better battle lathe country
we all Jove, an we po'Ssibly can from those lower ones, where from

force habit, the 'prejudices of the peal. and selfish hopes of the
- Jut re. we ant sure to expend much of our ingenuity and strength, in

rindingfaUlt with', and aiming blows at each other But sink you have
. defed me this, I will et be thankful. for country's sake, that not all

democrats have dpneo He on whose discretionary judgment Mr
Vallandigham w,as arrested and tried, is a democrat,' having no old
party affinity with' me, and the judge who rejected the constitutional
view expressed these resolutions, by refustnetolsiharge Mr. v.
on Habeas Cur

n

s; is a democrat 'of better days tian thee, having
received his judiciM mantle at the Wands of President Jackson. And
still more, of all those democrats who are nobly exposing their liw,(es
and sheddingtheir blood on thehattle-field.lhave fear that many
approve the course taken with Mr while I have not f a
Giggle one condemning it 01 can not assert that there are lonett

v

4 ,

Corid&SIO!,1S 0 . . .

. . N - ....V,' " -
Pi t t and 'Lincoln faced a similar rhetorical problem the eti:to-tds4 the
suspension of habeas corpus The historical situations in whte'h the heads
of government kund themselves were somewhat unique an idiosyncratic
(Th the (me, hand becikuse of the different 'legal procedures and political
structures of the reskctive countries, but th e were, on thsdther hand,
some noteworthy semi nnties between the t ii situations. including the

1 . 1
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"policy ollitar i;rary urests. a vocal olmosition and, of course, the govern-r .
ment's desire to suspend habeas corpur"

Although sections of each rhetorical act are doNmed to particular
-concerns, such as LinColn's reply ao,eharges of partisan politics and Pitt's
attempts to use public records as "reluctant" evidence and to propound a
con sp acy theorys these contrasts

an are the featurs common to the'rhetoric of Pitt and Lincoln
iticontrasts maybe of less interest-to the rhetorical

Despite the contrast between .Pitt's vehement style and Lincoln's
:. restrained 'Mk sometimes sateasticelanguage. both Pitt and Lincoln chose

to argue that future dangers rather than past facts formed the strongest ra-
tionale supporting suspension of habeas corpus Further. Lincoln argued
thatigtreamary 'times call for extraordinary measures, a position un-
derlying Pitt's %Jew that conspirators were the cause of the extraordirloy!
times

.--
dditional studies of national leaders who seek, to justify the suspension

oTltaheas corpus. in addition to isolating the unique elements of the his-
tprlcal situations . in which the advocates are enmeshed, may proade
further ev idence for the patterns-of argument which seem to form theses
for Pat's and 1 incoln separate lustakations for suspen>iOn of the -great

,
'Ant .- habeaS.COrpUS A

01
Ann Pallister, azna ( arta The Ilertkze id 1 them (Oxford 's

`

C la ,endon Preis, p 117
Ort.,the deeelopment of habeas corpus in English law, see Robert

Simmo\ns, "The.Writ of Habeas,CorpuS The \tog Celebrated Vit rit in the
English 4,;\tw' -interkari Bar Ascociatkm finirna 4/ Mat 1?55), 4131
416 ..

L nited Slates Constitution, Article E. Section 9. .clailse 2: for a
thorough stuth, of the draftircg of the chirRe: tee rtaricis I aschal. "The
C o,nstitiltion and Habeas Corpus,- Duke Lax JouraJI, 811)1Unle 1970toSio,
4. Augustit, 60c-651 T ere is still Lonsiderable coMo%ers,' over whether. ..

ththis clause' applies to ngress or to the President rhdt controversy began
al

during the situation de ribed in this rape?. see thc sources gReh in note 22
below

1. !'.,,
. ' On John Eliirric' (Tooke), see Eugene Charleton .Black. the Assocta-

tiGn -Winch Exigrap
K

amentan Piiittical Organizattan 1769-1793, Har- ,
ri.yard HistoLal ilylo

it
raphs, '5.4 amhtidge Harvard Cniversity PresS,

1963). pp 10:22 ,Other pamphleteers were Major Jdlin Cartviright, John
Jebb, and franvilk'Sharp

(Jerrald wrote ,,Yhe Onll'iVeanc t)I Sal.tnke Ls trw Ruin and Tierney
produced The Statt t).7 the Repre.s'entattimol /. gland-and Wa.lec in 1793.
for information on these men. see Lucy le 1k erkmeister, A newspaper Ha-
Jon. a Englanch 1792-1793 (Lincoln U. niver414 of !ebrska Press., 1467)

, f
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6Donaki Grove Barnes, George ill and Willem Pitt, 178.34806 (Stan-.

ford: Stanford University Press, 1935 p. 271-.
'The primary Opposition newspapers were the Oracle, the Diary, the

Courier, tke,Morning Chronicle, the Argus, and the Morning ,Post, the
-index prepared by Werkmeister (pp. 555-560) provides citations or attacks

on the Pitt Government by, these newspapers

"According to Werknieister'(p 200):=Erskine's speech on Qecember 22,
1792. to the Friends of the Liberty oighe Press was printed in an edition of,
100,000.

'Barnes, pp 214-215 and Black, pp' 226-227. Earlier studies of the,
reform societies reached a similar' conclusion: see G, S Veitch, The
Genesis of Parliamentary Reform (191.3; rpt London. Constable, 1965)
and Philip Anthony BroYtn, The French Revolution in Eriglisklituerit-----
(1.918; rpt. New YorL. Barnes and Noble, 1965), pp 148-149

"Werkmeister, p
"V ei t ch. pp 283,-288; Werkmeister, pp 446 -448
'-'Annual Register, 34 (,1792), 158.

'A Correspondence betweeaiOundas and Pitt is available at the Clements,
Library, (University of MiChigan, Ann Arl>or). see Jam'es S Measell,
"William Pitt and Suspensioh of 'Habeas Corpust- Quarterly Journal of

IDeech,60 (December 1974), 471-472
'Public .adverbs "er _3 nary,' 793
'Pitt to Dunchts, 8 Nove 1792 (Clements Library
^Werkrifeister,.pp 30-41, 143, 1
Ibid.. pp 23b-236, 141-349

Pitt to Dundas, 28 Noyerntitr 1792 (Clements Lihr"ary
'Veitch, pp 230-233 and Blab, pp 233-274
"Daniel Stuart, Peace and Reform, againat Wdr and Corruption, 2nd 'ed.

(London n p 1784). pp 20-22 and Werkmeister,-pp 1422145, 180, 199.
:'Werkmeister, p 27; Bowles wrote, among others, 4 Short Answer to

the Decldration of the Persons Calling Themselves the Friends of the
Liberty of the Press (London J Downes, 1793 and The Real Grounds of
the Posent War with trance (London J Oebrett.1793) _

'2The Constitutionality ofiincolns executise action remains a'concern
of modern historical and legal scholarship, see J G Randall, Constita-
tional Probierns, Under Lincoln, rev ed (1926, Urbana University of
Illinois Press., 1951), ells Chapters 11, III, VI, and

, Samuel Klaus, e&,
The Milligan Case (New York Alfred A Kno9); pp. 3-62; Sherrill
Halbert. "The Suspension of the Writ of Habeas Corpus by President Lin-
coln,". The .4inerican Journal of. Legal nistac v. 2 (April 19585, 95,:116,
Frederick J Singley, Jr . "Denial of .Habeas etirpus/A Contrast in Blue
and Gray," 4mericai Bar lssociatioi Journal. 49 {February 1963), 172 -

175, and Dallin,,H' Oaks. Habeas ;Corpus in the States 1776-1865,"
nitelai of ( Imago I ay. Review. 12 (Winter 196c). 243-2A8 _

G_ Auchampaugh, frime5' uchdiat and His Cabinet on the Eve
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of Secession SLancaster, Pa .' privately ..pruated.1926). and Benjamin P.
Thomas and Hal'old M.,,Hyitian, Stanton: Tire Life and Times' of Lincoln's
Secretary of War (New York Alfred A. Knopf, 1962),pp. 87-118.

2'FiankL. Klement, The Copperheads 'in the' Middle West (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1960), 104-105, for one of Morse's many
pamphlets, let Frank Freidel, Upton Pamphlets of the Civil. War. 1861-

, /865 (Cambridge Tile Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 19),
-I, 525-550

"Klement, pp 102403
-';Freidel, II, pp .481-10 1,1_ 4114c.'

"''Theo, various Lincoln letlers and proclamations refdrred to in -this
paper are in The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, ed Roy P. Basler
(New. BrunswickyNew Jersey Rutgers University Press, 1953), the docut
ments are arranged in chronological order for easy acceis For the letter to
General Winfield Scott, see, vol IV, p 344 Hereafter cited as Collected
Works 4

WOW111,, p 414
"Randall, p 128
"'Mid , p 124, the Bulney pamphlet is in Freidel, I, pp- 200-252
" Randall, p 80
Abia . pp .163-168 * se

"1bid , pp 140-161, Klement, pp. 17-23, provides an account of arbi-
trary arrests in-the Midwest Thomas and Hyman, pp 24 -249, briefly

it evaluates Stanton:s role in deciding policy regarding the use of arbitrary
arrests

'Thomas and Hyman, p 134, n 7 k s

'.'Ibid , pp 153-f 55,.285-289; Randall, pp. 481184
'Randall:f 492 /
'- Thomas and Hy Ran, pp 301-302
"Klement,,p 56
`;Ibid , p 211 ' 1

"Thomas and Hyman, p 370 and Freidel, rpp 4-14
" Collected Works VI, pp 533-534 and V 114 397 ,

"Accounts of Pitt's speech may be found in the Annual Register,36

. (1794), "History of Europe, 20-274 and in The Parliamentary His&ry
of England to 1803, ed William Cobbeti, 31 (14 March 1794-22
May 1795), 475-5'73, both are third perso-n accounts, but the Sarliar
mentarr History version, used for all quotations in this essay, provides an
adequate reconstruction of Pitt' #emarks .

A WI
,-

4 t or the letter to Corning, segiCollected Wals s, VI, pp 260-269, the
letter to'Birchard is in Collected 1116 r k s , V1; pp 300-306 .

"Thomas -and livman, pp 247-249. '293: for a study of exposeS aud
i

treason trials which prqvided "evidence of conspiracies, see Klement; pp. '
170-205 ,s 4, . ,.

"Collected WocktV II'', pp 216-117, 334-335, VIII, p. 4d
s

! 1,
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f
. Joseph Holt, the Judge Advocate .General of the Army, produced a

document entitled Report of the :1;idge Avocatt General. on tote. "Order
of American Knights,- or "Sons of Liberty.- A Western .Conspiracy in
Aid of Southern Rebellion in October, 1864. Ftoz. the report, see Freidel,
11, pp. 1040-1075.
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TIDE HISTORICAL JEREMIAD AS RHETORI
GENRE

RONALD H. CARPENTER

CAL

Historians are persuaders. Like their counterparts in politics, for
example. Aistonans adapt language rhetorically to persuade. And when, as
Strout suggests, the public responds to such history "not only as a mode of
understanding but also as a final destiny." readers may,come to an "accep-
tance of the concrete world of human history as a source of ultimate values
and fulfillment."'

For some critics, an appropriate p7(pective would examine he his-
torian's use of evidence and discurefve logic. My critical orientation
toward a genre of historical writing is somewhat different. I am concerned
with rhetorical form and structure rather than specific content and evi;
dente. F,urthermok formal similarities are significant not justAecause
they help identify a discrete genre, but also because they' re instrumental
in achieving a suasory impact. _

To locate a discrete genre of history based on theanalysis of significant
form, two essential criteria are useful:First. the treatises to be examined
must have achieved, in addition to their own widespread readerjhip, a
stature whereby they became scornerstones upon which subsequent his-
torical interpretations were founded. Second, the significant form of his-
torical genre must have been instrumental in achieving a suasory, impact
which is clearly evident in audience reactions.2 .
. One such treatise is Frederick Jackson Turner's 1893 essay, "The Sig-

nificance of the Frontier in American History," a work whose rhetorical
style has been described elsewhere,' The Frontier Thesis, as it came to be

nknown, enjoyed not only the widest readership throygh i* n erous re-
printingis4ut became a dominant influence upon the tho ht of other
American historians, as they wrote and taught in succeedi g decades.' le
assessing the Frontier Thesis from the persOctive of American intellectual
history, NOble Called Turner a Jeremiah. For 'Noble's purpo a

Jeremiad was the work of atf American historian since 1830 who likePu-
'ritan theologians of the second half of the seventeenth century, "accepted
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the burden of w ning the people"twho would stray from the "purity a*
simplicity" of the 'Nev ,: W\Orld and \hereby return this society to the tragic
vicissitudes or life characterizing Europe of the Old_World.s

The Frontier Thesis has ,no statethents "warning ". readers of the dire
conseqt;ences of their straying from certain "real" ideals; nor does
Turner's treatise articulate atoning actions that Americans as a chose
people might take as a means of assuring their salvationaSo the reactions
of many American readers must be the result of oti)er' cues. knsofar as 'a
discourse leads readers to anticipate and then attain satisfying, imagina-
tive closure, it has an instrumental and hence significant form. This,critical
perSpective reflects the Burkean notion of form as,"the psychology of the
'audience", or as Burke has put the principle, "Form is an arousing-0d
fulfillment of desires A work has form insofar as one part of it leads a_
reader to anticipate another part,-to be gratified by the experience. "6

The historical Jetpmiad, then, is a secular tr tise which accomplis es b

its goals rhetorically by a process leading read s to view themselv as a .
chosen plople confronted with a timely if not ur nt warning that unless a
certain course of atoning action is followed, dire consequences will ensure.
Although the warning and the recommended course of action> may be
stated quite explicitly, the historical Jeremiad often achieves itspbjectives
indirectly, through the reader's imaginative interpretation of the treatise.
= A comparative analysis of three essays will identify and illustrate the

ways in which'the historical Jeremiad achieves its end. One of these will be
Turner's famous forty-four page essay 'on "The Significance .of the

--Frontier in American History."' Another historian subjected to recent
rhetorical analysis is Alfred Thayer Mahan, whose 1pfluence of Sea Power
Upon History exerted a profound influence upon subsequedt world
events In addition to persuading its immediate audience, Mahan's his.., .

torical account found a vast readership that inducted other historians and
geopoliticianiwho founded their subsequent doctrines upon concepts
articulated in the 1890's in. The Influence of Sea Power Upbn History. In
Mahan's case, the entire book is inappropriate for consideration, for the
essence of Mahan's Jeremiad is his "Introductory" to the book and the
,first chapter, "Discussion of the Elements of Sea Power." Still another im-
portant historical Jeremiad is Sir Halford Mackinder's `,`The
Geographical Pivot of History," an essay which utilized artaccount of his=
torical events to demonstrate the strategic importance till the Eurasian
heartland. As presented to-the Royal. Giographic SoCiety on) 25 January
1904, this short ea y became the basis of much of Mackfnder's later,
more popular writing, all of which exerted substantial influence not only a
mass readership but also on subsequent ihterpretIttions of historical.events
and international policies.' dts originally published in the Geographic
Journal, the essay is followed by remarks of peTsons who heard Mackinder
An that occasion; and these provide valuable insights into the respOnses of
his immediate audience as well as the ultimate impact of the essay.

In each of the three discouries, a sense of urgency and impending doom
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is suggested at the very outset. Incited, Turner'sopening statement oecame
well knowp to Americana, for his first three sentences brought to fiat' nal
attention:what readers took to be the foreboding message of an o cure
censuds bulletin: '

En a recent bulletin of the superintendent of the census for 1890 p-
pear these significnt words: "Up to And including 1880 the coun ry
had a frontier of settlement, but at present the unsettled area has n

4 ,..

so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement that there can,har ly`
be said to be a frontier line In the discussion of its extent, its
westward moveinent, etc., it cannot, therefore, any longer hay a

place in the'. census reports." This brief official statement marks he
closing of a great historic movement. '°

As it reappeared over the years in various anthologies, and also as Chapter
One of Turner's 1920 book, The Frontier (n A Merican History, that proem
might have been the initial cue from which readers inferred that a certain
urgency was implicit in the message." Theodore Roosevelt, for instance,
said that Turner had "put into definite shape a good deal of thOught which
has been floating around rather loosely "12 For other readers, the Frontier
Thesis was "uplifting and timely"; and another wrote that Turner had
"done the country a great Service in publishig it at this time.'"' As still
another reader expressed it, Turner's treatisdhad "meaning fo'r the life of
his own time" as well as for "the present and future life of America."" By
suggesting at the outset that his readers stood at a pivotal point in time,
Turner's proem was the first in a series of cues creating a sense oftimeli-
ness and urgency- ,

In contrast, Mackinder's proem approached grandiloquence wit
opening sofitences emphasing an epochal and ominous moment:

When historians irrthe remote futtire come to look back on the group
or cent urns: through "which we are now passing, and see them
foresho-rtened, as we today see the Egyptian dynasties, it may well be
that they will describe the last 400 years as the Columbian epoch, and
will say that it ended soon after the year 1900. Of late it has been a
commonplace to speak of geographical exploratioo as nearly ovcr.

. . But the opening of the twentieth century is appropriate as the end
of a great historic epoch: not rrIbrely on account of this achievement,
great though it be. The missionary, the conq(ieror, the farmer, the
toinef, and, of late, the engineer, have followed so closely in the .

traveller's footsteps that the-world,In its remoter borders, has hardly
been revealed before we must chronicle ittrvirtually complete politiCal
appropriation. Id Europe, North..Afnerica, South America, Africa,
and Australasia there is scarcely ai'egion left for the pegging opeof
claim Of ownership,-unless as a result of a war between civilized or
half-civilized. powers. . . . From the present time forth, in the post-

,
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Columbian age, we shall again have to deal with a closed political
system, and none the, less that it will be one of world-wide scope.
Every explosion of social forces, instead of being dissipated in a sur-,
rounding circuit of unknown space and barbaric chips, will be sharply
re-echoed from the far side of the globe, and weak elements in the
political and economic organism of the world will beshatteretfin con-

,
sequence.'

These opening statements contributed to a sense of urgency;,for as one
critic wrote:-"As I was listening to the paper, I looked with regret on some
of the space that is unoccupied here, and I much regret that a portion of it
was not occupied by members of the Cabinet "16

Of the three historical Jeremiahs discussed here, Mahan was ih'e Fast
hOrtatory rn his proem The Influence of Sea Power Upon History began
with objective definitions of several key terms as well as thoughtful expla-
nations of crucial differences among galleys, sailing ships and steamers.
Shortly afterward, however, Mahan stated his thesis that "at a very con-
ipicuou's and momentous penal of the rwid's history, Sea Power had a
strategic bearing* and weight which has received scant recognition" and
prefaced his exposition of "the general conditions that Oher are essential
to or powerfully affect the greatness of a hation upon the sea." Mahan,
asserted Oat "This study has become more than ever Important now to
navies, because of the great and steady power of movement possessed by
the modern steamer Despite this relatively dispassIonate tone, these ,
words impressed some readers .with a sense of urgency, as suggested by -

Kaiser Wilhelm's reaction "I am just Snow, not reading but devouring.
Captain Mahan's book and am trying to learn it by heart . . It is on
board, all my.'ships and constantly quoted by my captains Ind officers."
Other readers felt that the work was "published at a very opportunstime",
for in what were perceived is "dais of changmg and unsettled opinions as
to the merits of tliis or that type of ship, weapon, or armorCaptain
Mahan constantly applies his principles to the present situation."
Despite the more factual quality of Mahan's treatise,the factor of timeli-
ness did emerge for his readers as well. 20

A Jereind's urgency and timeliness are pertinent primarily to tho e
readep who perceive themselves as a chosen people confronted with do
unless they atone by retdrning to their former ways and ideals. Each of
these three historical Jerdmiahs did seem to evoke in respondents that an-
ticipatory sense of a relevant destiny. To present a persuasive rhetorical vi-
.siton to a readership, discourse can suggest, as Bormann indicates, an
"abstraction 'personified as a character" who has certain praiseworthy
values.2' This is the "second persona" whose critical fiinction itack
explains. "The critic can see in the auditor implied bya &course a model
of what the rhetor would have his real auditor become." 22 VItimately, the
second persona may be the means by which "The audience, essentially a
group of individuals, reacts with a desire to participate in that dramatic vi-
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sion, to become 'the people' described by the advocate. "'' Such characteri-
zatipn can evoke responsive chords in readers. For instance thatportrayal
made Turnees'treallse "a human sort of thing, rather than just a chronicle
of events which happened on certain remote dates, hazy in the imagina-
tion"; and by infusing:iea' life into the dead bones of a great deal of the
evidence which is coming, to be heard," the Fr2ntier Thesis "touched not
merely on the historical, issnot merely scientific in treatment apd value,
but has its element of romance as well."24 Each discourse examined here
offers this element of characterization in varying degrees

Mahan was the most direct One of the "princ.ipai conditions affecting
the sea power Zif nations" was the "characcerof the people", and Mahan
was quite explicit in his praise of traditional Anglo-Saxon, and particu-'
larly British, traits such as "healthy excitement of exploration and adven-
ture," "wisdom," "uprightness," "quick instinct," a firm dedication to
"personal freedom and enterprise," a "national genius" for "planting
healthy colonies," as well as a generally broad tendency to be "boldoenter-
prising, temperate, mtient of suffering, enthusiastic, and gifted,,with
intense national feeling" (in contrast, for irlstance, to the French with 'a
tendency toward "hoarding" or the Spanish and Portuguese, who b'rciught
"a blot" on their national character because "the desire for gakn rose in
them to fierce avarice") 2` Many readers may have been motivated to b
once again the chosen people described by Mahan. as Secretary of th
Navy Joseph Dornels attested, for example, "it is most helpful to young
men to-read your clear cal} to hold fast to the ancient landmarks o r
fathers set." 26

t
Mackinder developed his second persona indirectly The praisewor y

values of his readers is a chosen people were apparent only to the extent to
which they perceived themselves as those performing a "valuable social
functlop "(by standingjn opposition to "a mere crowd of human anirrils"
and "external barbarism." 2. Thus, Mackinder subtly interwove cues of
Christendom against the Huns, the Franks and the Goths "nicking com-
mon cause against fhe Asiatics". the settled people of Europe against "the

mg "a cloud of ruthlesS and idealess '
,hordes" of a "remarkable succes n of Turanian nomadic peoples"; and
Western civilization itself rest
horsemen sweeping over the unimpeded plain--a blow, as it were, from the

, great Asiatic hammer striking freely through the vacant \pace:7 28 Al-,
Though the imagery caused some. negative reaction, such a that of one .person whO observed that "these great movements of Central Asian Tribes ,

may. I think, be over-estimated in their importance," ftlackinde0 per -

sonification of "the great/struggle between the east and the west" ar
in the mind of another lespondent a conception of "the whole of histor
and the whole of orchp(ary politics under Ow comptehensive idea."29 As .
the moderator said in concluding the program .at 'which the paper was -;-,..,

,,,-

presented; Mackinder's depiction of human events andcertain valueS rele-
... rant to the salvation of race had dealt with "the old, old story from the

very dawn oftbistory tq the present day." 4)
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Originally, Turner's objective in the Frontier Thesis was to alter the
thrust of historiography in this nation's universities; as Turner himself put

41 it, the paper was "a protest against eastern neglect, at that time, of inactu-
tional study of the West." 3' Ultimately this happened; historians did
change thenfocus to examine unique frontier experiences - rather than in-
stitutions presumed to have been transplanted from their "germs" In the
forests of Medieval Germany.32 To-achieve is goal, Turner dutifully
repeated his theme in conjunction with fourteen distinct facets of the
frontier that could be studied advantageously (as Turner put it, "I found it
necessary to hammer pretty hard and pretty steadily in the frontier idea to
'get it in'.")." Bilt Turner's wide, popular readership did not focus pn the
problem of historiography.

I *--,.
For the nation, Turner perfdrmed another, more sociallyteltvant task?

personifying those ideals and attributes of charafter to which Americans
as a chosen people owed their immediate succesises and ultimite salvation.
This is most evident in the response to one crucial passage which seemed to

S' epitomize the meaning of the Frontier Thesis for/ttie popular mind. In one r
review of Turner's The' Frontier in Americati History, the passage was
,

. ,quoted and prefaced this way: "Theiauthor's thesis is set forth 'in the
f Bowing extract, which also shows something Of the quality of hi.4 writ-
i ig."34 The single pasiage tom Chapter-One; which was Turn 's original
103 Frontier Thesis paper, reads this way: , `-`11

So the frontier the American irellect owes its staking dharacteris-
tics. That coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and in-
d uisitivends; that practical, inventive turn Of mind, quick to find
expedients; that masterful' grasp of Material things, Jacking in the
a iistic but powerful to effect great ends; that restless, nervous energy,
t at dominant individualismworking for good and for evil, and

ithal that buoyancy and exuberance which tomes with freedom,
ese are traits of the frontier, or traits. called out elsewhere because

o the existence of the frontier.35 . I.

Other reviewers quoted that passage as embodying the esgence of the
1Frontier Th isffor Americans; and the promotional statement from the

- National Boo uyers`Serviq had it as one of two direct quotations from
e hook.** \ .. , 1

F r most readers, Tutner had personified those attributes worthy Of
emulation by Americans. As one person-expressed it to Turner direct y,
the 'nation's children were growing up learning "false ideals" and shotid
return to the path of salvation by acquiring a "thorough appreciation of
the great strength of the Americans of the past."

'Our boys and girls are growing up possessing wealth which thei
fathers and mothers did not. With this wealth has come false ideal
Your treat work,it stems to me, has been to impress upon our youn
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'
people her e great work which theic fathers accomplished. You
gave th insight into the true greatness of America and the true
gre ess of the West, which I believe no other man can de.!'/

4

',The frontiersman was rhetorically the second person tor virtually any
',reader who sensed a need "to apply the old spirit to dern life." 38 Some

a the attributes of the past to be appreciated in and future in--
cluded initiative, cooperativeness., optimism, self-relianCe,
resiliency, steadfastness, neighborliness, confidence, wholesomeness, en-
thusiasm, calmness of purpose, and a spirit of adventure. '9

To lament the loss of the values is to suggest, however 1'n:directly, a
threat to our continued successes and salvation as a chosen people. Ifeyond
the ominous warning of Turner's proem about the closing of the frontier,
though, his essay did. not articulate any dire consequences of the loss of
ideal attributes of the frontiersman .

Similarly, Mahan's Jeremiad only impliEd a threat to those nations
which did not develop and sustain the sea power that had assured salvation
to chosen peoples in the past. This was the inescapable conclusion-ft-an
the historical analogies presented in the treatise;including its ?reface" in
which Mahan had articulated the dire consequences of Hannibal's,
inability to control the seas in the Second Punk War:

The Roman control of the water forced Hannibal to thafrlong perilous
march through,Gaul, in which more than half of his 'veteran troops
wasted away; it enabled the elder Scipio, while sending his army from
Rome on to Spain to intercept Hannibal's communications, to retu
in person and face/the invader at Trebia Throughout the wiir the I
gins passed by water, unmolested and unwearied; between Sp
which was Hannibaribase, and ftaly .. 40

.1*

In one review, that statement was the only lengthy qubtatio from the
entire book, and in what was the most authoritative and c. prehensive
review of the book, J K. Laughton repeated the same g- eralizstton to
illustratsthe "pernianence of principle" with which Ma n de&t.'" Simi-
larly, Theodore Roosevelt's reviews of Mahan para rased the same
generalization and concluded that the historian "mak this point so clear.
that it is difficult to see how it can be controverted s essfully,"42 It is-no
wonder that many persons, particularly na I office s, appreciated Mahan
for his "gret effect in bringing home to our Omen and legislators the
vast importance of sea power to England.""iMaban's was not just,,a
"book to be placed on th; table of every ,fiouse in Britain and her
colonies "; Englishmen perceived their special kiiiship with Other Anglo-
Saxons and the need-for America to "cultivire"§ea pov/r as a means of
assuring "its future.""

The most overtly threatening ,of-the historical Jere tads was "The
Geographical Pivot of History." To complement the epo hal stance of his
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proem and thy viv d -imagery of the Heartland's hoofes laying waste'to
460;-;-Maultia,d enumerated the,awesome_strategic power atent in
Euratiaiot7(wenly one trtillion square miles having."Morg thanone thou
sand million peo , or kwo-ttiirds cif the world populat4son."45 He then.
descri how R siamis consolidringa base for world Nfluence within
that impenetrabl heartland; as she replaced the Mongol Ern pire.46

'Mackinder'snispondents clearly perceived the threat. As one person put
it, "the main point, I take it, which helms brought out is really as to the
enormous importance to the world of the modern expansion of Russia." 47

Still another 'alluded to' Britain's tactical inability in the Boer to
-coerce some 40,000 or 50,000 farmers who 'lived, on .a steppe -land"
much like that of the Russianidominated/heartla "That phqtograph
Mr. Mackinder was showing reminded me ex of what you could have
seen not so many 'months ago in South ma I mean, that picture of
wagons crossing the river was, except for the s ape of the roof over the
wagon, exactly like a picture of a-Boer commando crossing a drift. We had
the same difficulty in coercing them that all civilized powers have had with
steppe peOple."...0 1/ .4r

ch of the Jeremiads suggested a mearts by which theaudience could'
insure its continued, well -being and ultimate salOation. Because chosen
peoples/sensed an impending doom, they alsd anticipated the alternative
courses of action recommended by each discourse. Reflecting the rela:"
tivelidispassibnate tone of his treatise. Mahan made the most direct and
ter* statement of a solution: The influence of -the g rnment should,
Make-itself felt, to build up for the nation a navy wh. , if not capablellt
'reaching distant countries, shall at least be able to eep deal- the chief,ap- '
proaches to its own "49 Despite the brevity 'ofrhis recommendation, the
rhetoricill impact of his historical analogies s impressive. For/example,'
one reviewer apparently missed the brief tement of solutson; concluding
that Mahan shad "nowhere specifically" stated his motive but went on to
conclude that the underlying theme f the work "is still eildent. It is to
turn the minds of countryme to sea. affairs." And while another
respondent felt that the hor tory element marred "to a considerable
degree the fo of his th s" as an historical work, the reviewer ac-
knowledged in irectly a ecular counterpart to the traditional, religious
Jeremiad in t vor f Makan's "constant tendelry to point a tnoal for
our fresh -water ongressmen, and to preach the gape! of American :OM-
merce and n

Simila y, ackinder Suggested a/Klution that included a "modern
naval battigy and olicy as expounded by such writers as Captain
M n";" and "The eographical Pivot of History" stressed the im-
p ante of achieving "ring of outer and insular bases for seepower and/

omkpe , inaccessible to the land-power of Euro-Asia."5 2 Clearly,*
far-11)1.hg ritish Empire and its ideals, if sustained and nurtured, mig be

1. the tntity y which thestrttegie-threat of the heartland could be all ated.
Indeed, a ritish interpreter of Mackinder'saw suEli a course a 'the his
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torical function of Great Britain since Great Britain was a United
Kingdom." .

Turner did iscit state a solution to the'closing of the frontier because he
was ostensibly concerned in 1893 only with altering the emphlses in his-
toner scholafsCp. But his popular audienc over the years reacted dif-
ferently, illustrating .how readers could develoR their on "rhetorical
vision" of the relevance of frontier attributes to the solution of contempo-
rary problems.'', An examination- of popular responses to the Frontier
Thesis convincingly demonstrates that Americans came to believe that
they would be successful in life in proportion to their ability to emulate the
frontiersman in reacting.to economic problems confronting the country, in
responding to political unrest, and even i preparing o fight in Frew in '

World War One as well as in insuring the peace aft '[wards.'" That the
second persona of the frontiersman was persuasive is,d monstraled further
by the fact that Turner was begged to make that port ayal and its moral
lesson available and convenient to an even wider audie ce. "to guacantee
reading .. . byvvery intelligent thinker in this country, whether a student+,

ii

or a businessman, or a !able); leader.";'and instead of " eing btiried insold
periodicals." or "technical journals," for example, the oneer's attributes
"ought to come to the larger American audience dire tly" to "enhance
their influence" In Turner's case, the Jeremiad's recom endations about
appi-opriate courses of action were not the product of 'discursive logic =;
but "creative imagination I

whichEach of the Jeremiads concluded with a peroration which offered alma'

2:
indication of the urgency of the situation and recommended a source of ul-
timate salvation. Mahan weAis the Most terse and direqi a out the,creation,
of a United States navy "Let us hope it will not com to .the birth too
late ''''4 His breVity wds balanced by the weight of the h stoma''l evidence

k ,p vided and by the way in which Mahan's style c ntributed to his
__,----1 ethas` The ultimate influence of his discourse,,was profou f and far-reach-

ing, for even now, Soviet naval expansion is analyzed as f it might almost
..-

have been inspired by the prophetic writings of the American naval
strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan." As Theodore Ro evert concluded
Mahan was "one of those few men who leave a permane t mark on history
and literature, aside from their profound and far -rear ing iefluence on
contemporary thought."6" . -

'.T1ie hundreds of letters in the'Huntington Library's Frederick Jackson
Turner

,, kction indicate that he, too, exerted a profound and far-reach-tin. k

ing iefluen on contemporary thought. This was, in part, a function of
Turner's p#oration. The previously cited passage personifying the
frontiersnianto which so many people responded so positivelywas its
foundation: Turner's last ientences, the? reminded his readers that the
source of their greatness as a chosen peoplethe frontiermight "never
again" be able to exert its influence: ,

--..
. -.

What the Mediterranean Sea was to the Greeks, breaking the bond of
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custom, offering new experiences, calling out new institutions and
activities, that, and inore, the ever retreating frontier has been to the
United States directly, apd to the natiOnssof Europe more remotely.
And now, four centuries from the discovery of America, at the end of
a hundred Stars of life under the Constitution, the frontier has gone,
and 4vith its going has closed the first period of American history.",

The persuasive intent of the conclusion 4 indicated bfa similar statement
made over two ytars earlier. In an'1891 'address on "American Coloniza-
tion" to the Madi/on Literary Club, Turner had said:

,

Indeed, it'is only in the 'present that the colonizing era is coming to a
close: I d6 not )iesitate to say that this fact is the keyPto.Ameiican his-
tory, As the occupation of the New World transformed Europe, so
the occupation of the Great West has determined the flow of ',
American energies, been the underlying, explanation of politicalhis7 )1

tory, and has had profound reactive effects upon the social and eco-
nornic life of the East. What first the Mediterranean Sea, and later
the New World, Were to the Aryan peoples,' breaking the' bond of
custom, and creating new activities to meet new conditions, that the
inderdeveloped West has been to.' the American descendants ofthese
Aryans.62

. 6
The passage. efts the distinctly rhetorical roots of the peroration which
impressed his r aders so profoundly.6'

The most prophetic of the perirations was Mackinder's, whine final '
sentences even no& haveominous implications:

In conclusion,/it may be well expressly to point out that the suhstitu-
.

ti, on of pome , ew control of th4',inland area for that. of Russia would
not tend to r,o uce the geographical significance of thpivot position.
Were the I mese, for lnstance, organized by the Japanese, to

(.---overthrow t e Russian Empire and conquer its territory, they might
constitute t e yellow peril to the world's freedom just because they
would Sdd n oceanic frontage to the resourcts of the great continent, . .

an advant ge ar yet denied to the Russian tenant of the pivot
region.64 . , O.

. .
1 Mackinder'. "heartland" interpretation did not achieve its ultimate form r

until he ex anded his 1904 essay into a, book, Dem'ocratic Ideals. and
.Reality, f rst published in 1919, In' an attempt to influence. "our
statgiman ' at VersaiFtes, Mackinder coined the series of statemen(s as a
formal cli ax that was to make his conception unforgettable:

)./ r
- Who ;fades East Europe commands je Heartland:

Who hile; the Heartland common& the World-Island:
Who rUles the World- Island commands the World.". - - .

. '
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In Germany the doctrine of controlling t e heartland became D"a basieidea
among the students of 9eopaink, of wh m General Karl Haushbfer was
theleadint figti4.""A generation late in the 'early 1950'§, American
college st(idents Ittidied Mackinder's tbeo y as part of their curriculum in-,
Air Forces Feutc 0-9, during le height bf the Cold War and the Korean -
Conflict, they werciPrepared- intellectually to fight Russia r whoever
controlled sthe hearttond 67 Like Mahan and Turner, Macki ider was a

lkirtteckwhe asecCkOtory rh6torically to influence the lives-of readers, on
clAilienii,Tor successive gener4tions.i.

The specific ideas of these writers differ, Tut the essays share, sa t
formal chatacteriStics. In each, proems and perorations evoked f ngs of

NI* impending doom. Readers'came to feel that adherence to older values and
the adoption of a specific policy woulg in/sure contmued well being and ul-,
tirriate,salvtibt. Permeating all three essays, but in varying degrees of ex-

.... plichtness, was a,second.peraona, a model- of ihe reader as a part of a
chosen people/a c011ectwe identity that might have "been ,an impelling
source of the responses to these works. These salient characteristics define
asignificant tbetorleal genrethe historical Jeremaid.

A .

NOTES
-

'Cushing Strout, The Pragmatic Revolt in American History...Carl .

Becker and Cr Beard (New HaVen: Yale University Press; 19,58),

P. 1.
acknowledge inliebtednessa this pott to Phillip K. Tompkins, "The I.

'Rhetorical 'Criticism of Non-Oliatoricpl. Works," Quarterly Journal of
Speech, 55 (.15eeember, 19691 438-439. In his essay advocating rhetorical ,

ctiticism directed at answering those "functtonal questions' i e. how do
sender, message, and receiver interact in concrete, .verifiablf ways?"
TomVkins-argtIes forcefully for a critic's reliance on a "concrete explica-
tion of documented effects'. .

'Ronald H. Carpenter, The Rhetorical Genesis of, Style in the
'Frontier Hypothesis' of Frederick Jackson Turner," SoUthern Speech

;Journal, 37 (Spring,41-972), 233-248.
'See for instance Ray A. Billington, The Genesk of the Frontier Thesis

(San Marino' Huntington Library Preis, 1971), ppo 3-4; and .charles A.
Befid, "A Review pf e Frontier in American History," New Republic,1
25(16 February 1921 , 349 See also,Carpenter,.236.

Billington says th t between 19Y0 and, the Great Depression of the.
1930's, the Frontier esis "dominated the-profession so completely that
the Atnerican Histarical Association was branded Ione great Turner-
verein"; and that, with tV possible4exception of Chnes A. 13eard's eco-
nomically orteuied analysis,. the Frontier Thesis "did more to vitalize the._
study of history than any other interpretation .

'David W. Noble, Historians Against History: The Frontier Thesis and.
the National Covertant KAmerican Historical Writing Since 1830(Mitill,.
eapolis; University of Minnesota Press, 1965), pp. 3-4. Noble's position
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on the Jeremiageic character of the Frontier Thesis is confusing, In the in-
wevey, in a

rig way to in-
1 890 [the, urban,

as pne of Banceoft's
len group was cOnsbir-

uce tuFopean complexity.
_ople to a puritanical defense

parent contradiction in Noble's
. On the one hand, Turner believed

d produced the unique qualities In
r hand, he/believed That history was an

e had no c ice bu to ee 1 Jess the

troduction he is explicit in describing Turner as a Jeremiah.
su6scatluent chapter on,Turner, he writes: "Turner could fi

..terpret the change which had occuied between 1865 a
industrial development which had closed tae frontie
moral dramas He was not able to argue that an
ing to destroy American cremocracy andintf
He could not write a Jeremiad ko rally the
of the national.covena*' (p. 41). The
position reflects Turner's ambivalen
that primitivism (the frontier)
,American-character; on the of
evolutionary process scItha
urban-industrial develop nt which clos the fro

'"See Kenneth Bur s "Psychology ncIfform Rhe-
toncae," both in, ounter-Statement ( os Altos, s 1a: rmes
Publications, 19 ) pp. 30-31, 124 See also Burke's'pliservation that
"form, havin to do with the creation and gratification of needs, is :cor-
rect' in so r asit gratifies the needs which itcreates" p. 138.

'As 973-74 Fellovi of the Huntington Library, I had opportunity to
work, San Marino with the-iubstantial Frederick Jickson Ttirner .

Collection which provided evidence for,this analysis ®
"Ronald H. Catpenter, "Alfred Thayer Mahan's Style on Sea Power. A

Par mess -age -Conducing. to Ethos," Speech Monographs, 42 (August,
1975), 190-202

'According to Edmund W Mackinder's writings can 1Se com- ,

pared in impact "with those of NI on the influence of sea power." In
"Halford Mackinder," Internatio Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences,
Vol. 9 (New "York: Macohan C !ninny, 1968), p. 51,6. For Gilbert'simore extensive account of Mackinder's influence, see his British Pioneers
in Geography (New York: Barnes and fk o b le, 1972), pp. 139-179.

1°Frederick. Jackson Turner, "Tilt Significance of. the, 'Frontier in
American History," as rkprinted in Fulmer Mood, TIMEarly Writings of
Frederick Jackson Turner (Freeport, New Yorkol 969), p. 185. This text
of the Frontiv Thesis is,as it appeared in print originally in the Proceed-
ings,of the St e Historical Society of Wisconsin (Madison, 1894).

!'Mood's anthology contains a, valuable, annotated bibliogfaphysup
Besting the extent of those reprinting's; and that appendix demonstrates
that except for very minor changes in its body, the Frontier, Thesis was not
altered in its broad form during successive publications. See Mood, pp.
233-292. a , tle
'''Theodore Roosevelt to Turner, 10 Februaty 1894, Box 1 of the'Huot-

ington Library's Frederick 'Jackson Turner CalleCtion, hereafter ciieras
FJT.

"James A. James to Lawrence Laison, 22 May 1919, in EIT Vol. I
"Red Book" (a 'collection of betters from students and f4iends upon
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Tur'ner's leaving 'Wisconsin to teach at Harvard); and David KStnley to
Turner, 24 August 1896, FJT Box 2.

LaFollette-io Joseph Safer, 12 August 1933, FJT Box 50
A. Italics are La Vollette's.

.4Flalford J. ackinder, "The .Geographical Pivot of History,"
Geogrgphical Journal, 23 (April; 1904), 421-422.

'Remarks of Spencer Wilkinson,ln ibid., 437-438.
"These quotations from the reprinting of Alfred Thayer Mahan, The

Infltience of Sea Power Upon Histgry,,(New York: Hill and-Wang, 1957),
pp. IS-19. .

,'"Wilhelm had telegraphed that reaction to Poultney Bigelow in Eng-
land, who in turn forwarded a longhand copy to Mahan, 26 May 1894. In
Box 3 of the Alfred Thayer Mahan Collection at the Library of Congress,
hereafter cited as ATM. I was able to work with the Mahan Collection
and the Naval Historical Foundation Collection as a' result of a 1972
Social Sciences Instititte Grant from the University Florida.

"Royal' United Service. Institution Journal, 34 (1890-91), 1067; -and.,
Literary World, 5 July 1890.

=The dispassionate quality complements the tone of prudence and im-
partiality.iuggested to readers by Mahan's tendenCy to introduce extensive
qualifying clauses within his sentence structure.-See Carpenter, "Alfred
Thayer Mahan's Style on Sea Power," loc. cit.

"Ernest G. Bormann, "Fantasy and RhetoriCal Vision: The Rhetorical
Criticism of Social Reality," Quarterly Journal of Speech.' 58 (December
1972), p 401. , .

?'Edwin Black,%::,The'Second Persona," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 56 '
(Aprtl 1970), p. 113.

"Michael C. McGee, "In Search of The People'; A Rhetorical Al-
ternative," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 61.(October 1975), pp. 239-240.

4.. 219 ;Turner from Helen Wengler, 10 March 1921, FJT Box 31; and
frern Charles Andrews, 6 February 1894, FJT Box 1. -

25Mahan, pp.'25, 43-50.
26To Mahan, I May 1914, ATM Box 3
2'Mackinder, 422-423.
2,'Mackinder,.46-427.
29Remarks of critics appended 'to Mack inder,,438-439
'"Mackinder, 444 .

"Turner's autobiographical letter to Constance L. Skinner, 15 iV1arch
1922, $ASE 902 inthe Turner-Collection at the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. For fwther discussion pf Turner's persuasive intent in-1893,
see my "Rhetorical Genesis of Style in the 'Frontier 4ypothesis' of
Ftederick Jackson Turner, 237-238.

32See. Billiniton's Genesis, p. 3; or his Frederick Jackson Turner.- His:
torian, Scholar, Teacher (New York: Oxford University Pressq 1973) pp.
186-187. This point is reviewed briefly in my "Rhetorical Genesis of
Style," 233-234, 238.
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':To Arthur M. Schlesinger, 18 April 1922, FJT Box 31 A.
34Washingtop Star, 24 March 1933. This and other newspaper reactions

to Turner cited' heiein are' among the 'extensive clippings-,in FJT File
Drawer45 D. ..

4

' "Turner,,"SignifiCance of the Frontier," pp. 227-228.
36Deyoit Saturday Night, 8 January 1921; and Carl Recker's review in

The NatiOn, 1-9 (10 November 1920), 536. Only dated 1920, the promo-
tional announce ent is in FJT. File Drawer 15 D, too.,

'"To Tur r from Guy Emerson, 30 June 1920, FJT Box 30.
''Charles arthyAo Turner, 23 June 1910, FJT V91. 1 "Red Book."

79See,fOr instance: Boston Transcript, 19 November 1920; New .York
Churchman, 2 April. 1921; Pacific Christian Advocate, 5 January 1921;
New 'York Times, I/ March 1932; and a commencement 'address at.
Bradley Polytechnic, Institute by Christian C. Kohlsaat,'24 June 18 g, in

1 the Peoria Journal of ,that date. See also Anhui H. Buffington to 'Par r,
30 December 1920, FJT Bex 30; and Lewis Stilwell to Charles Edwards,
26 April' 1924, in FJT Vo. II ...Blue Book," a collection of letters upon
Turner's retirement from Harvard.

40Mahan, p. mi.

4 'Boston Evening _Transcript. 14 May 1890; and Edinburgh Review, 172
(1890), 422. "Ar%61,4'

. .

42,,Itlarftic Monthly, 66 (1890), 564; and Political Science Quarterly, g ->
.' (19041.71-172.

"To Mahan from Admiral Sir H. V. Noel, 23 December 1890, ATM.
Box 3. ,

44To"Mahan from Lord Charles Beresford, 12 January 1891, ATM Box
and Noel, ibid
"Mackinder, p. 431.
46Mkckinder, pp. 434-436.
17The,reaction of Spencer Wilkinson in Mackinder, p. 438.

4-"Reaction of "Mr. Amery," in Mackindei, p 440.
19Mahan, p. 75.

'°Living Age, 187 (1890), 402.*
Literary World, 5 July 1891 ttalics mine.

'2Mack 'rider, 432-433. .

"Remarks of Spencer Wilkjnson Mackinder, p.483.
"41 am indebted to Bormann's explanation of this imaginative function

of the "rhetorical vision" athieved by discourse. See in particular his dis-
cussion on-pp. 398, 400-401, and 405-406.

'Salient examples of these applicationi appear in the following: Boston
'Evening Record, 22 August 1896; Boston Herald, 22 August 1896; and 15
November 1920; New York 'Times, 7 November t920; P9cifre' Christian
Advocate, 5 January 1921; New Haven Couhet Journal, 13 July 1932;
Chicago Tribune, 30 August 1896; the Times (Lowell, Massachusetts), 7
September 1896; and the. New York Post, 4 December 1920. ,

Sec also the followinf: Lloyd William Brooke to Caroline Mae Turner,,-
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13 March 1933 FIT Box 50; Edgar E. Robinson to Turner, 27 April 108,
FJT Box 28; aid Arthur H. Buffington to Turner, 13.December 1920, HT
Box 30; "Reminiscences of F. J. Turner by 'August C. Krey," to Ray A.
BillingtOn, 18 April 19'60, FJT Box 524s well`as letters from Theodore C.
Smith, June 1910 and Rosa M. Perdue, 23 April 1910, bath in FJT Vol. I
"Red BOok." ,,.:/-

56.To Turner from Guy Emerson, 29 September 1919, FJ11 Box 29; and
A. Lawrence Lowel1,4841ctober .1920, Frederick Merk, 23 June'1920, Ul-
rich Phillips, 16 December 1920,,,all in FJT Box 30. Thirteen other letters
in the ibox a'so state readers' reactions that Turner's essays, and the

Thesis in particular, ought to be collected and published in a con-
_

venient form for a national, mass readership.
"Ernst Cassirer, Language and Myth, trans. Susanne Langer (New

York: Harper, 1946) pp. viii -ix.
"Mahan, p. 76.

ThayerSee my "Alfred*Th Mahan,'s Style on.,Sia Pot'ver," p. 190.,

liksi,6°Theildore,,Roo velt to Mahan's wife, 5 ember 1914, ATM Box 2.
'Turner, p. 229
f2This manuscri t, thirty-three pages long, is located in FJT File

Drawer 15 A. Although de4vered on 9 February°1891, Turner's note on
the title page suggests it was drifted in the main during January 1891.

ft.,-
)See my. "Style in litiscourse as an Index of Frederick Jackson Turner's

Historical Creativity- C41ceptual Antecedents of the Frontier Thesis in his
ti&ti44 'American Colonization Address to the Madison Literary Club, 9 Feb-

. ruary 1891," Huntington Quarterly, 40 (May 1977), pp. 269-277.
"Mack inder, p.437.

_

6 Sri-0m the reprinting of Democratic Ideals and Reality (New' York:
Henry Holt and Company. 1942),,p. 150. The rhetorical efficacy of form
in this particular kind of-statement in3pressed Kenneth litirke; for as he

), probed iaerttificvon via formal devices, Burke extolled the following gra-

datiol "Who controls Berlin, controls Germany; who controls Germany
controls Europe; who controls Europe controls the world." See Ktruieth

11113urke,-A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: George Braziller Incorporated,
1955): p, 54. See also my "Stylistic- Redundancy and Function in Dis-
course," bartbage and Style, 3 (Winter 1970), 65.

"SeeGilbert, British,Pioneers in Geography, p. 257.
67Tii Supplement the study of presumed bombing missiohs against the

heartland,_ or air defense against attack-g*from there, polar projection maps
were used'whift exaggerated the sizejof the Eurasian landmass hovering
over the United States. Mackinder was summarized in a text supplied by
the Air Fora, G. Etzel Pearchy, Russell H. Fir-10d and Associates, World

Political Geography (New York: ThOMas. Crowell Company, 1948), pp,
26-27.
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DOING PUBLIC BUSINESS IN PUBLIC

. MICHAEL,HALLORAN.

Consider the following public events.
A trial with important social or political implications is held, and a

few dozen spectators crowd into the courtroom.
A local board of education conducts its monthly meeting in,the high-s

school auditorium. 'As required by law, the meeting is opeeto the public,
,and approximately one hundred taxpayers attend.

A state legislative body meets in regular session to debate and vote on
a. controversial piece of legislation. The session is carried live on educa-
tional television, and several thousand citizens watch the proceeding.

A major political party conducts its convention td adopt a,platfetrrn ,

and nominate presidential and vice-presidential candidates! Several
million people-watch the*gavel-to-gavel" coverage on network television.

Any one of these events might interest a rhetorician, since leis evident ',..
that rhetoric is occurring in alt of them. The attorneys in the courtroom, .

the members of the school board, the legislators, and the participants in
the convention will all make speeches and argue with each other. Each

cling is a series of persuasive messages addressed by participants to
other pa 'pants whose agreement they hope to win. What may not be so
immediately evident is that in each case the series of messages is also an
ensemble, a single message addressed to the spectators by the body con-<
ducting the proceeding.

- .
. In some ways, proceedings of the sort I am milting about are like plays.. , ',
Just as a play combines. a series of interactions atrow*ts characters;td
form an aesthetic unityfor Contemplation by the audiace; the proceeding
combine a series of interactions among its partiCipants ,to farm a rhea.
torical y addresSed to the spectators. Eachis a structure having a be-
ginning, a middle, and an end.\While it is possibg to lift individual-parts ' -out of the whole and look authern as if they were structures complete in
themselves, the full significance of each part can only be grsiped in -Oa-
don to the structure of the whole. 1-Pasniet's "To be or not to be" Soliloquy
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can be examined as a philosophical essay, but it becomes far more interest-
ing when viewed as a pert of the aesthetic whole that is Hamlet. Likeviise,
Barry Goldwater's -,1964 address accepting the presidential nomination of
the Republican Party, can be viewed as simply a ceremonial speech, but it
has considerably More significance as the climax of a convention at which
Nelson Rockefeller had been loudly boo'd.

The analogy between a political convention, a trial, or a meeting' of a
legislative body and a pl'aS: is useful, but by itself Cannot satisfactorily ac-
count for the rhetorical nature of-these events For one thing, the proceed-
ings have immestrate practical consequences, whereas a play does not. For
another, the unity of a play derives from the creativity of,a single person,
the playwright, whereas that of a proceeduig must emerge from-the dedica--l
tion of-many. people to a common purpose.

ed*

It is my belief that the events in question are rooted in rhetorical situa-
tions that are similar in important ways, and ,that as discourses they
exhibit important formal similarities. I believe that these similarities are
sufficiently relevant to the critictor the events to be regarded as instances
of a rhetorical genre, which can be called the public proceeding, In the re-
mainder of this essay I shall develop, a conception of the genre in terms of
both situation and form, and then illustrate its critical Utility by examin-
ing the televised debate oT the House Judiciary Committee on the im-
peaChment of Richard Nixon as an example of the public proceeding.'

By a public proceeding, I mean an offi 1 business session of a representa-

. tive body, including debate and de'ci ion on specific issues, conducted
before-an audience made up of membe of the body's constituency. The
body' may be representative ip a strict T,le v sense as inihe cases of the
legislature and the schoolboard, or in some wi se, as in the cases of
the court of law and the political convention kkany event, the members of
the audience, have a real interest in the outctme of the body's delibera-
tions. Becausematters of conseiluerte to them are at stake, they are rhe-
toncally available The public proceeclinrthus set-yes a dual purpose: it
genies whatever matters are before the body, Just as a similar proceeding
held in closed session would; it shapes the views of'the audience directly, as

'a proceeding held in private could not.
This preliminary definition oethe genre distinguishes the public

proceeding from other sorts ofrhetorical events that bear superficial re-
semblances to it A hearing meant to inform the public or tp elicit informa-
tion as a basis for future action may on,the surface lotrk vet rtilar to a
public proceeding. For example, the Senite;Watergate hearings 9f 1973
bore certain resemblances to theiudiciary Committee debate of 1974, and
many people confuse the two, using the name of One whip meaning the
other. Yet, thereis an important difference in that the hearing, unlike a

.
true Public proceeding, cannot include official action by the body. There is
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no senseof closure in the hearing, no heed for'the hod); to resolve issues
and declare itself as'a ,body, on this Or that side of the question before it.
This means that the form of the hearing will be determined primarily by
the need to inform, or to elicit information. In a public proceeding, by
corniest. there is business to conduct, a deciskii to be made. even in p case
in which the business is nothing more than a' formality, for 'exani.ple a.

Poliocal convention i as only to renominate an unopposed incumbent,
the business nonethele ustbe Conducted and the basic form of the event
will be determined by the nature of,that buiiness.

primary role of the auc ce in, a putlie proceeding iste witness.
Inde the generic concept. I alti4attemoting develop is intended to

4 focus attleition on.,precisely those .nioclalationS' that occur when an
audience ifs present at an,evepr whose PriMary rationale does not call for._

.

com-
a

eudienee.,TO return to 4he.Way analogy a publiC proceeding is coin-
papable Eo th(trachtiOnal sort of play in which the'audience,,is expected to
sit quietly. through The performance, in contrast theater iirtheparticipa-
_topy idiOni.whieh calls on 'the audience tO take* aetiv ipatt in the dra- -

tiCaeyeni.. Wiihin that broad catetry o(non;paricipatosy theater there
are manyV1ramaticAylet`each dersqding, a different mode Of aesthetic ,

linvoloiement Foreepampte, Brecittiao theateecalls fora critical andemOL
tionatly-detachfd auihehce.'thereas Artaud;'s -theater of duchy- calls f&r
an witense-emdtpanatierpgagement.2 in a sitnila maner,..different modes of
rhetorical involvement, artalled, for by differentkincis of public proceed-

Arngs,.A--limiyhg.case wout,be the orilinlry courtrdomArri'whic,h the
audience i's-,e-Atiecied:m. erelY to witless rfiitvent. Aside .admpnitions

the to otakrve the Rioper .4ecortim, the.form Ofaarial, will nor -
malty little if any idahtation,cotheau.dlenCei aiers,pe,ticingIePe of.

*tAe ,audience of Speetat.orsas di;tipct frorp a jur.y.),,Sioce under ordfiery
.

. Fircirtns,tances the auditikAbas. no. poiver-to Infltienclotr outcome :of the
;proceeding, neither iideis likely tb 64; dnyr effOr't towin 6o agreement of 1,

the audience, or for' th'at Mattervie,n'tO mike its:case 'comiireliensible to
them... Yet .by eizting themselyes-lO '`avdrheal- the ariuments not ad-
Ilre'ssedtO them,"spectat.ors.lieme 4 rheteiriCal.audWnee. At the
posite extreme would be the Political/ convention,',i'ri which the husiness. it
hand is Mt Eely anfesSeptial prelude to inothir proceeding-i-ihe ekction
in which ahe audicqe will,Plafa decisive rale. Coosequently,,the cOnve'n-*

' tjon delegatee:wid T, lit °ping She aucicenoo rhitorielilly -at:the same timt
that they are dlichargingthebasiriess at hand. ' ,. ,

AristWe says .that'a.thetoriC41: atidiei,ice must the Goinposed ortither
judges (those who detide) or spectators (Critics), and he classifies-speech%
IA part according-to which of these teed rOles the.audience is-called upon to, ;
perform'.3 SpecItes/requiriitg the-audience to judge 'afe, either deliberative,
of,firinict deperiding on' whether the audience is to,j4dge proposajs foi
future action' ofactions alfeady completed. :Speeches that call upon the. ,

b1
.

audiente to speetatqrs are, epideigic, Lloyd Sitter, makes a related
-. , jioinewhanche says that a rhetorical audience is 'composed of those who are 4s.

'

. . .. . ,
, ..' -- _ .i
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capable of effecting change witlr regard to the exigence at the bast of a rhe-,,.
torical situation.' Viewed in this light; the distihctive character Of the,
public proceeding becomes clearer. The immediate iksue.before the body
holding the proceeding is in every case one calling for judgment in the

4 Aristotelian sense: the _body conducting the *Qv:ding must Oecidg and
make a binding upon either the quality of something that'
has happened or the advisability of some, proposed course of action. Yet
the audience that gathers to'svitness the proceeding cannot judge in that
sense; in Bitzer's terms, they are powerless to modify the exigence They
can only approve or disapprove The are spectatorsmere obseivers, ats

Aristotle would have it. The preeding that is,In the first instance, either
deliberative or judicial thus takes on the character of.epideictio-rhetoric as
well.

The exigence at issue in the deliberative or judicial arguments in'a public
proceeding is never a matter of private business Themembers of she, body
conducting the proceeding actin the nape of a larger community They
are empowered by specific social rrangementscustoms, laws,, and
procedures of appointment or elect'
ing 'specific kinds of public bus'
policy is established, candidates are nom
people The fact that.t he body is being
those people see themselves represt nted/
another exigence. ebhsiderably broader and in
significant than the first. the body condUcting t
mate itself Opening'the proceeding tO,the public
about the quality of the body's representation Will the court act according'
to.the c Triunity's standUrd-of justice' Will tI e party conduct itself*

to represent the community in do-
ss Justice is done, laws are pissed,

natedalways in the name of the
served at work by an audience of

that body gives rise to
ost instances much more
e proceeding must legal-

*
in effect poses a question

keeping
Will the

with the Americampolitical tradition as the people uncles-Stand IC
st interests.of both tax-hool board act responsibly, in, the

payers and children')
There are, in other words, twp issues or sets

public proceeding: (I) whatever the specific que
the body, and (2) the legitimacy..of t
munity 'The first issue is either'
epideictic. The relationship between hege two is
pick. Thp authority'of the body-tonducting the p
first issue rests on an implicit agreeinenf in the
formalized in the customs, laws, and procedur

body as
liberative

f issues at stake in any
tions or proposals before
presentative of the Com-

r judicial; the second is
ues, or exigences, is corn-
oceeding to deal with the
mmunity, an agreement
of election br appoint-

ment that, constitute the body's mandate! Whip at-a given moment the
agreement might seem solid and enduring, history sUggests that it really-is,
quite fragik. Moreover, It is not difficult to exploit thefragility of'that
agreement in' a public proceeding. Political activists of the ,late 60's and .0,
early 70:s, for example, learned that it is possible to turn a trial into an at-
tack myth judicial system. A public proceeding can thus transcend.the im--
mediate issues at hand, raising questions that touch, the very nature of the
community in which it takes place. ,
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An important concept here is representation. The body holding a
public proceeding is representative in Oe obvious political sense that it acts
for the confmunity in disposing of the immediate issues before it; it is an
agent 'of the community. At the same time, the proceeding is a representa-
tidn in something like the aesthetic sense ofthat term: It expresses, stands
for, or articulates an image of somethingin this case, the community it-
serf. In conducting public business before the public, a representative body
presents an image of.the community to the community, "holds the mirror

qup not to nature but to the people. As with a work of art, the"mir-
ror" is actually more like the lens of.a magic lantern. What is presented is
one of maay possible images of a reality that is itself ultimately more a-
llot than -empirical fact. The proceeding constitutes an image of a com-
munity, and the audience can either identify with that image as a model of
their own common life pr reject it.. To the degree that the audience
identifies witlyt he image the body achieves credibility. o

I am talking about fictionspowerful imaginings that shape the lives of -

people. Empirically, the "body" that conducts a public proceeding is not
one thing but many; it is a collection of individuals with certain interests in
common and many more that conflict. The "community", is likewise
simply a vast number of people whose lives overlap in certain ways, but :

whose sense of Tellowship with each other is tenuousat best. Belonging to a
community is a matter of implicitly giving one's consent to a gieat fiction,
of agreeing, to pretend together with a mass of others, and for the most
part to deny even to oneself that the community is ultimajely pretense.'
Membership in a representative body is likewise consenting to a fojon,
though tp the degree that one chooses membership in such a body the
consent is more consciously granted-; and therefore more readily subject to
qualification or withdrawal, The body exists as a'figment of the imagina-
tions of its members, who choose to enact their conflicts according to es-
tablishe$1 procedures, thereby affirming ctmmon interests that transcend .

immediate corrflicts 'When a representative body conducts its business be-
-hind closed doors, the individual members are free to lay their private and
conflicting interests out and bargain their way toward, resolution:of the
issues before them; "the common interest" may become a very remote,
abstraction, to be righed by each member against whatever individual
ntecs or special interests he secs at stake. Much of this bargaining Would
appear unseemly in public proceedings,, Some degree of "staging" is
therefore virtually inevitable in a public proceeding, which thus becomes a

. fiction in the sense of a falsehood as well as in the more powerful sense
suggested above.

The practical significance of this perspective betimes apparent if one
considers the dilemma of the individual member of a body wtio.opposes
the majority view of hpn issurshould be resolved. To the degree that
theproceeding articulates an image of community with which the audience
can identify, the foil= of its decisions in shaping public opinion will be un-
derlined by a strong ethos. Assuming.that there is some means of reversing
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the body's decision after the proceeding .(e. g., *peal; veto, repeal,
referendum), the member who'itipposes the majority view can press his own
case by undermining that ethO's to the forum whiCh holds the power of
reversal. He might, for example, level charges or unfairness against
members of the majority or try to provoke them into shouting matches or
other unseemly displays, If he can succeed in generating an itnage of mean
contentiasness'within the proceeding, this may undermine public confi-
dence in its outcome, as the Republican convention of 1964 and the Demo:
ciatic convention of 1968 both demonstrate. But if a me. rnber of the op-
position chooses to undermine the ethos of the majority position in this
way, his tactics will have the further effect of undermining the legitimacy
of the body Yet if he does not follow such tactics, if insVad-Fie argues in
the manner of "the loyal opposition," he is, in effect,Cobkvating in a rhe-
,Ioncal strategy favoring the majority by contributing to 416 ethos that sup -
por4s .their position. To the degree that he identiftet With the body, he may
undermine his own position on the issue-berOre the body. A member of the
opposition is therefore confronted with a hard choice between the im-
mediate issue before the body and the broader issue of its legitimacy. In
certain types of proceedings; there are strict rules governing the conduct of
those who support a minority position; in the judicial system, for example,
an attorney or a witness who attempts to undermine the ethos of the court
will be cited for contempt. In proceedings ih which there are no such rides,
one can_ekinct to see the majdrity dealing.very carefully with the minority
to prevent them from engaging in divisive tactics.

So far I have used the term ethos as a rough synonym for "source credi-
bility," which is the sense in which most contemporary rhetoricians seem
to use it In this sense the term is quite neutral and scientific; but the term
has a larger meaning as well. Eihostis,the spirit of a culture or people, the
spirit that enables persons. to transcend immediate problems and
experiences, thereby giving meaning to the immediate and-transforming an
aggregation of individuals into a community.° Ethos in this sense is the
meaning of the fictions I spoke of earlier. Ethos as a source credibility is
rooted in this larger sense of the word in that a speaker 'achieves credibility
to, the degree that he makes present to his audience something of the spirit
that binds him in community with them. The rhetor therefore becomes the
preserver and shaper of cultvrej Isocrates recognized this point and con-
sequently set a'high value on epideictic rhetoric, which is in this sense an
exercise in pure' ethos

tis in this ciimtext that the epideictic character of the public proceeding
mu be under food. The pr ing dramatizes a model of community,
inclu ing con ct between m mbers who differ over how the immediate
issues are to resolved and t e more fundamental agreements that enable
them to transc nd the issues a hand and enact their conflicts in an orderly
way If the m el presented h validity, p true and seems to touch
a living traditilen, it can artic late a pirit enlivens the sense of Im-
munity. If themodel seems in falsev"staAed," unfair the proceed -
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mg can dentOralize i audience by saying that, their common life is
likewise invalid. W a flimately be at stake in a public proceeding is k

the communion at ma es community possible. I

In summ y, hen a pliblic proceeding must be viewed- under ttlio

aspects. is: (I) forum in which questions of ipimediate concern to a .

,com i nity are di cussed and decided according Ito procedures rooted in,

tr ition and law; 2) a ritual of communion, celebrating the identity of the

community. Ther is a tensipn between these two aspects, and in a given

instance one or th other may beigpme fully dominant. Under ordinal), cir-
,/ cumstances, a courtroom proceeding would be dominated by the need to

dispose of specific and immediate issues, and tIlei ritual aspect would be
fully subordinated to this need to "do business.'t At the other extreme, a
political convention in which the platform and candidates had. been de-,-

cided beforehand would become pure ritual, with the agencialserving ,

merely to set the pattern of the ritual: the 1972 Republican$Onvention

would be a-good example. More often both aspects are, or at least appear

to be, realized simultaneously in a mutually constraining fashion: the
ritual cerebration of identity proceeds according to the form prescribed for

the conduct of business in the forum; business in the forum is conducted
under the substantial added weight of its ritual significance,

The overall form of the proceeding is, as-1 suggested at the outset, dra-

matic Members of the body conducting the foceeding are dramatis
personae who act out a conflict centering on 1E, the issues before them

are to be resolved As in it play, the action will tend naturally to be unified,

sometimes in defiance of the nature of the business at hand. The conflict

will fall into a pattern of rising action, the exchanges between the actors

moving climacticall) toward a single pomeet of resolution--the jury's
verdict, the nominee's acceptance a ess, the vote on the central issue If

there are several issues before the body, lesser issues will be dealt with as

means of defining the conflict and furthering the movement of act n

toward the resolution of the major issue If there are other matters to e

disposed of after the resolution Of the conflict, they will function either as a

denouement dr an anticlimax

11

Asan example of the public proceeding, 1 will consider the televised debate

of the House J ary Committee from July 24 through 30, 1974, on the

proposed imrieachmen .4' Richard Nixon. I choose this example because
the'fact that the debate was-Jield, as a public proceeding rather than in

closed session contrihuted materially to the weight of an issue of indubita-

ble historical significance.
The impeachment debate was the culmination of a long ansliarduous

process jilts early as July 31, 1973, committee member( Robert Orman had

placed an impeachment resolution before the full House of Representa-
tives."). By October 10, 1973, the committee had produced a 718-par
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study of the concept Of impeachment." In February, 1974, the committee
received formal authorization for its investigatiOn by a.vote of 410-4 in the
full House, '4 and full-scale closed sessionj,were underway. During the
closed sessions, 38 volumes of "evidentiary'( material" were accumulated as
the basis for the final-deliberations and the vote on five prbposed articles or

J7 imirachment.
,

To be ,more precase, the debate was not the culmination of the. pro-
cess, but rather one step on tpe road leading toward an impeachment
trial in the Senate The process was truncated by Nixon's revelation of the
June 23, 1972 conversation in which be and H.R. Haldeman had commit-

." ted a casual obstruction of justice amid talk of Mrs. Nixon's hairdo, and
by his subsequent resignation. It would have been possible to-press on with
the impeachment process, and there was some support in Congress and the
general public for doing so " The overwhelming consensus, however, was
that to continue the impeachment procts would serve no- end. On the
purely practical level, thicwas obviously true- removal from office is the
only punishment an impeachment trial can Impose, and,Nixon had already
removed himself from office. Yet impeachment servesa symbolic as welt
as practical end. It clarifies the values of the society articulates ethos, if
you willby pronouncing judgment on the conduct of public officials. On
this symbolic level, however, I would argue that it was unnecessary to'
continue.the impeachment process precisely because the Judiciary Com-
mittee elected to conduct their debate as a public proceeding before the na-

'tion Because it lias a ptOic proceedinga ritual celebration of identity as \
well as- a practica decision-making forumthe impeachment debate
fulfilled that symbolic end.

During the long, publicly excruciating plain of events that led.up to the
impeachment debate, Impeachment had been transformed in the public
mind from a left-wing fantasy into a real arid, for marry people, a frighten-
ing possibility. Jimmy Breslin reports that Drinan's original impeaclunent
resolution had been tabled because House Majority Leader Tie) 0'101e4
and Speaker Carl Albert agreed that the time was not yet politically rifylt
"At this time the most votes an impeachment resolution could p-osObly get
would have been twenty-five. Such a vote would appear in the newspapers
as a vindication of Nixon by Congress." '4 Impeachment was not simply a
matter' of legal business in the Congress, and proponents and opponents
alike knew it-A deCiSion to impeach would have to be rooted in public
understanding and acceptance of the basis for such a drastic action. To im-
peach and remove from office the highest elected official in the country0 would touch in a fundamental way the American people's understanding
of themselves as a people. By the time of the televised deb*, the people
had read or heard about the tape transcripts; created a "firestorm" over
the dismissal of Archibald Cox and the resignations of Elliot Richardson
and William Ruckelshaus; and puzzlr4l over who was responsible for the
mysterious 18 I/2-minute gap in one of thetspes, and what damning evi-
dence had been destroyed. These and other events had, in the words of
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political scientist Charles Hamilton, impugned Nixon, thus making im-
peachment. possible.' During the same period, the methodical itd cir-'
cumrect work of the-Judiciary Committee had made it credibl as an
instrument, for rertioving`Nixon from office. When on July 19, j st five
days before the,opening of televised debate, Presidential news secretary
Ronald Zeigler referred to the committee as i "kangaroo court," his
remark provoked considerble public outrage.

%

But while impeachment wa$ not simply a matter or legal business in
Congress, it was that too. The question that loomed so large in the press
and in. public opinionShould Ntixon be impeached?tended to
ohershadv 'the more esoteric and involved legal questions that had oc-
cupied-the committee during its closed sessionsquestions of precedent,
evidence, and,procedure, questions of *hat precisely constitutes an im-
peachable offense and how such an offense must be proven. Yet these were
the questions that formed the agenda for the televised debate. There was
not One broad question before the committee but rather five of im-
peachment alleging five particular offenses: I) obstruction of justice in the
Watergate cover-up, 2) abuse of power through misuse of such agencies as
the FBI and IRS, 3) failure to honor the lawful subpoenas of the Judiciary
Committee, 4) unlawful bombing of Cambodia, and 5) tax evasion and ac-
ceptance of unlawful emoluments. .

This distinction is simply an application of the general Point made above
that a public proceeding has two aspects. On one level, fie impeachment
debate was a forum in whieb a problem of immediate and practical
concern to the nation was discussed and decided according to procedures

' rooted in law and tradition. Frdm this perspective, the power oPthe Juci-
ciary Committee was severely delimited: it coultl'merely recommend to the
full House of Representatives, which in turn would decide whether or not
to impeach.'6 And impeachment would be merely a, prelude to trial in the

\Senate. The debate was a legal proceeding in which It would be necessary
td decide such evidentiary questions as whether a'"policy" can be implicit
in a pattern of actions or must be stated explicitly." Yet on another level,

*

the debate was a ritual Of communion articulating an image of the United
States as a political unit7-a commtiqity. At thin level, the single question

i
at issue was whether the American ethos could tolerate Rich'ard Nixon's
conduct as President In this case, the rtrecise co.ntent of the debate would
matter less than whether it was conducted with aPpropriate solemnity.

The farm of the debate refkected the inevitable tension between these
two aspects in a number of ways. Most obvittut-was the allocation of time.
From 'the viewpoint of the debate as a forum far doing business, each of k

the five articles was as important as each of the others, and one would
therefore expect roughly the same amount of time to be 'devoted to-,
consideration of each. Instead, the debate proceeded according to the
following schedule: .

Wednesday, July 24 Opening remarks byindividual members
Thursday, July 25 Opening remarks, continued

_
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Friday, July 26 Debate on
.
article I

Saturday, July 27 Debate on article I, continued; vote on article I $ :
Sunday, Ju)y 28Recess
Monday, July 29 Debate and vote on article 1,1

s Tuesday, July 30 Debate and vbte on articles,111. IV, and V.

Thus while theagenda did cover each of the five articles, only one-third of
the total debate was devoted to4consideration of articles II through V.
Even assuming that the need to settle procedural matters would naturally
slow down debate on the first article, the disproportion remains striking.
However, if one views the debate as a ritual of communion, the discussion
of articles II thillaugh V Was extraneous, perhaps even anticlimactic. Once
Nixon's conduct had-been considered and formally condemned, the ritual
was, for all practical purposes, complete. While the agenda of thedebate
reflected its function as a working forum and a single step ill the larger
process of impeachment, the allocation offime to items in the agenda
tended to emphasize Sits ritualistic function, and therefore to lend addi-
tional weight to its decisions.

The timing of the debate gaye further emphasis to its ritualistic aspect.
As indicated, the fibre. debate-and balloting on article I- took place on'
Saturday and was followed by a full day of recess. A very strckng sense of
closure at the end of this portion of the debate underlined the significance
of the vote on article I. From the viewpoint of dramatic structure, the
climax o( the proceeding was the Saturday evening vote, Chairman Peter
Rodino's voice cracking audibly as he cast the final ballot and called the
recess. The weekly news magazines tended to underscore further the im-
pression that the debate was fully resolved in this one vote, since they went
to press too soon for the Monday and Tuesday session's to be reported. The
issues of Time and Newswieek that were on the newsstands and in people's
mailboxes as the debate was ending carried cover stories on what hap-
pened up to-the Sunday recess. Both magazines had headlines referring to
the balloting on article I as "the fateful vote," 18 and both placed some em-
phasis on the emotional responses of individual members after casting
"the most momentous vote of their political lives, or of any representative
of the American people in a century." 19 Newsweek carried a page of
photographs of individual 'committee members at their desks, all in poses
of high seriousness: Charles Wiggins of Califonsta-apparently weeping.29
All of this tended to minimize the fact that the committee was consisiering
a series of particular issues to make recommendations to the full House,
and to emphasize inst,pad the one great issue before the committee.

The 'mileage of the debate illustrates the mutually constraining effect
of the duaVaspects of the pdblit proceeding as working forum and ritual.
The most obvious examples are the formulaic courtesies and parlia-
mentary jargon that run through the transcript. On the leAl of the debate
as forurn, these exchanges were merely the linguistic conventions of
Congressjohal debate, with no more r orical significance than th4 casual
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greetings exchanged by acquaintances or colleagues. Yet for the television
audience, these recurrent verbal fOrmulae took on the chlracter of in-
cantations and helped to establish the &al solemnity of the debate.'' In-
sofar as the formulae prescribed for Congressional dtatewere linguis-
tically unfamiliar to the audience, this incantatory effect was further
emphasized, just as the Latin of the old Roman Catholic liturgy 4m-
phasized its ritual character. Recurrent phrases from the debate-4...V
thank the gentleman for yielding," "The chair recognizes She gentleman

from California," "The amendment is/is not agreed to"Were thus in a

certain sense equivalent to the "Dominus vobiwum" of the old Roman

mass. In both cases; the rhythm and solemnity of the ritual is enhanced by
the recurrence of stylized verbal refrains

A similar point can be made about the recitations of evidence offered:by
members'of the pro-impeachment, bloc in the committee For the most
part, these were the'dullest orn4mative, with frequent and tedious%
references to dates timM, painsi'd-king cross-references .to related
events, and passages irect quotation from transcripts of conversations
that were dull at best and opaque at worst., They were usuallyoffered,in
response to legalistic questions that went beyond the interest and under-
standing of the vast majority of viewers, which is to say thal they had very
specific technical- meanings for the participants in the debate as a forum.
Yet for the audience that watched on television, these recitations tended to
take on less specific but far weightier meaningsritualislic meanings A
particular piece of narrative might be offeied ins,upport of an allegation
that Nixon had withheld "relevant and material eiidenye or, infoimation
from lawfuliy authorized mvestigative officers and employees of the
United States." (article I, sub-paragraph 2). For the ordinary non-lawyer
citizen, who would have no way of judging whether What. had been. with-
held was indeed "relevant and material evidenCe" or whether the President
was legally justified in withholding it, the tale would becoms part of a
litany of vices, a demonic myth recited by priests of the cult of law. From

this viewpoint the significance of 'Rich- recitations was less in their
particular details than.m their overall weight. While in the debate as foriati
they served as arguments,in the debate as ritual they became incantations.

This effect was particularly noticeable on Saturday, the second day of
debate on article I. On the'previous daythe opponents of impeachment
bad made much of the issutd("specificity," arguing that the language of

the prdposed article twas so general as not to provide the President,with

.dtie notice of exactly what he was charged with having done, tbas-denying

him the opportunity to prepare a defense.The merits of this-abstruse legal'

argument were impossible for the audience to evajuate, since it rested on

the concept of "due notice" and the conventional procedures for drawing
indictments. the real force of the argument wasNot, however; in its legal'
Intits,but in the suggestion it",ffefed that theproPonents of impeachment
were not being fair to IN.Ortili. On Saturday; the proponents of impeach-

ment came up wi,th4 nice parliamentary tactielo answer this argument
-
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without narrowing the language of the article as the anti-impeachment
members hadflwanted. Walter Flowers (D, Alabama } offered a series of
motions to strike the various subparagraphs of the article; these motions
were not made in earnest; as was demonstrated by Flowers voting liresene
on each of them. Rather, they gave other members of the pro-impeaCh--
ment bloc an opportunity to read Illgthy narrative summaries of the evi-
dence as "specifics" in support of the general charges made by the
subparagraphs.23 On the level of the debate as forum, these recitations
were entirely irrelevant to the claim that specific allegations should be
made in the language of the article of impeachment'itself. Yet they satis-
fied. the audience's need for a `story, told with due ritual solemnity, to
support the general claim tat ..Nixon's conduct was so unworthy as to
meek his removal from office. The ritual character of the recitations was
enhanced by the'frequcnt repetition of the word "specifically" to introduce
episodes of the story." This.h:id the further effect of emphasizing for the

anti- impeachment members the fast that they were being hoist with their
own rhetorical petard; Charles Sandman (R, New Jersey), who on Friday
had argued as strenuously as anyone for "specificity," was obviously
angry and frustrated by Saturday's turn of events.

From the viewpoint of the dramatic form of the debair, it is worth paus-
ing over the fact that it was Flowers who took on the role.of establishing
the platform from which the "specifics' could be read to the audiehce
without being written into the impcachment articles. Had it been one of
the long =time Nixon foes, such as Conyers or Drinan, the series of Motions':
to strike would probablave appeared to be what it in-fact wasa/pailia-
mentary ,tactic to side - the issue of whether the articles should or
shouldn't,include specific allegations. And such an oppearance would have
undermined somewhat the impression of scrupulous fairness and

.thoroughness the committee had so-far given. Flowers was a Democrat,
but a southern conservative Democrat who had ,supported George Wallace
and whose congressional district had gone solidly for Nixon in 1972. Hii
established political loyalties seemed to place him cloier to the pro-Nixon
forceg- than, to the known ptoponents ok impeachment. He had _been
depicted in.the popular press as-s4o deeply a4guisliedower the evils brought
to light in the committee's ,investigation,t4t he had developed,an ulcer as
a milk. He was thus thesight person to leig_the pro-impeachment bloc as
they. moved toward the'Climactic vote becaUSe he of all the supporters of
impeachment wasleast likely to seem a man after Niion'S scalp. His will-
ingness.fo assume the role would itself be a kind of reluctant evidence of
the essential rightness of their cause. In return for taking on this roleat
some political risk, given the nature of his constituency I lowerS was
granted five minutes to speak between the completion of debate on all
amendments and the calling, of the roll on the first article, the most
pregnant moment of the entire proceeding. His speech, one of the most
eloquent of the debate, As for the most part a justification of his vote for
impeachment. 24
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I have already argued the general point that the performance of those
members Who oppose the majority view in a body holding a public
proceeding is especially important, since they can exploit conflict withinit'the body as a eans of reducing its ethos and thereby narrowing public
suppbrt for th majori view. The/danger' of such exploitation of conflict
ins the impeachment, to w..a particularly acute, since as the debate
opened it was repythe_ofti; tactic left to those who opposed impeach-
ment In then' opening statements, exactly half of the committee's 38
members in one way or another indicated that they would vote for im-
peachment, and another eight,:suggested that they were leaning very
strongly in that direction.25 It was thus certain that the committee would
recommend at least one article ,of impeachment to the House of
Representatives, though it was as yet not certain that the full House would
follow the Committee's recommendajjen, or that the Senate was prepared
to convict Nixon in an impeachment ial. Which way'the full House and
the.8enatewould come down on the issue would be largely determined -by
which way the political wind seemed to be blowing. The one likely way to
avoid impeachment was therefore to undermine the Judiciary Committee's
ethos'and'thus blunt the effect of its inevitable report in shaping public
opinions Accofeiing to Jimmy Breslin, the White House had already gone
to somorouble in a futile attempt to discredit the committee by smearing .
its chairman, Peter Rodino..lb Ronald Zeigler's "kangaroo court" remark
might well have been intended as a, signal to the pro-Nixon committee
members, suggesting that they do what the White House Kid been unable

-io In order to minimize the public impact of the impeachment vote, they
should strive to damage the committee's ethos by)Iing it appear that

)

it was unfair and/or incompetent
Certain anti-impeachment membersmost notably Sandman Of New

Jerseyfollowed just such a strategy. Yet, surprisingly, the committee
member who came to be regarded as the aBlest most outspoken op-
ponerit,of impeachment refused to follow th Charles Wiggins
(R, California) chose instead to mount a legalitic attack on the sufficiency
of admissible evidence supporting the charges. While Sandman attacked
the pro-impeachment members, in effect trying to preveaLthe debate from
becoming a valid ritual of communion, Wiggins identified with them as
"my colleagues," thus validating the legitimacy of the-proceeding and '.
contributing to its ritual force. Consider, for example, the ways in which
Sandman and Wiggins argued in support of one of the Flowers motions to
strike a subparagraph of article I:

Sandman
The thing that amuses me the most today, what a difference 24

hours makes. Yesterday they had so much testimony they wereafraid
to Out in nine simple sentences. Now today every other word they
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breathe is the word "specify." /Isn't that unusual? So unusual.
s-Everything is so specific. But they have not changed one word in the
articlls, have they: not a word. There has got to be a reason. You
know what the reason is. When you tame it down to a time and a
place and.an activity,, they do not have it. All they have is conjecture.
They can tell you all about what Dean told somebody, EhrliChman
told somebody, what somebody else told somebody. This is going to
bethe most unusual case in the history of:man. They are going to
prove the whole case against the President of thelinited States over

) in the Senate with tapes and no witnesses. Wakt that be unusual?
And this is what it all amounts to.

Now, if I went through this thing paragraphly paragraph I could
Cite withgreat detail no Presidential involvement: They know it, yOU
know it, I know it."

Wig& S;
Now., (want to refresh the recollection of the members as to

whether or not the President's concern about CIA was justified under
fll oc the circumstances. We remember that McCord was in fact ar-
rested and a former CIA agent. We remember that Barker was in fact
arrested and a former CIA agent, perhaps an active CIA agent
Martinez, was arrested and he was an active CIA agent. [Con -'

t tinues offering particulars on the Watergate burglary].
Given those facts, ladies and gentlemen, we are asked to conclude

that the President corruptly, instructed his aids to request that there
be coordination between the CIA and the FBI so as not to reveal un-

icelatedrIA covert activities., I

Now, laities and gentlemen, that is all the evidence there is in
between the 23rd of June and thetth Of July. There is no question that
John Dean acted improperly. I .am willing to stipulate to that. But
that does not execute the President's instructions which were given on
the 23rd of Jiine. On that issue, ladies and gentlemen, the question
really is not all that close. I would think' that the weight, if not the
*eponderance, of the evidence in favor of the President is that he
acted iri the public interest as distinguished from corruptly. Surely,
however, there is -no a, clear and convincing showing that the
President acted corruptly given the facts and the knowledge that he
had at the time he issued the instructions."

Thiszo.passages illustrate a number of contrasts that are fairly typical
of t rgume,ntative styles consistently follOwed by the twEimen: 1) Wig-
gins arguempbstantively, whereas Sandman concentrates on attacking the
motives of The pro-impeachment members; 2) Wiggins isformal gad polite
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toward the other members, whereas Sandman is more casual End at times
even disdainful; 3) Wiggins addresses his remarks to the other members,
whereas Sandm'an seems to be speaking to the television audience;-4) Wig-
gins finds the arguments he opposes weighty enough to merit'serious
rebuttal, whereas Sandman dissaissethem with contemptuous-sarcasm.
In general, one can say that Wiggint argued as -"the Idyal oppositiori;" he
identified with the committee,,thus implicitly acknowledging the validity
of its proceeding. Sandmanittempted to bring his case to the community
represented by the..committee and undermine the validity of the pto_ceeding
in that larger forum.

The contrast between Sandman and Wiggins poses a nice critical prob.
' lem If one considers only the issue of impeachment, Sandman would have

to be judged the better speaker.(liven the rhetoridal situation within which*
the debate was conducted, his means were reasonably well-chosen for
pursuing the end of preventing impeachment, whereas Wiggins' tactics
were bound to fai1X In fact, Wiggins can actually be seen as having
contributed to building public support for impeachmentan' at least three
ways. I) He undermined the effectiveness of Sandman's tactics bi-not
cooperating with them; 2) Wiggins contributed to the committer's ethos by
identifying with the other members aid their procedures; 3) B offering a
narrowly legalistic defense of Nixon, Wiggins implied that the best one

E ,,could say of him was that one couldn't be-absolutely certain he was guilty
of particular crimes. Far ftom being "the point man for the defense,""
that many commentators took-him to be, Wiggins-was in many ways,the
best ally the pro-impeachment members had.

4 But there is always the larger issue of legitimacy rn a public proceeding,
and in the case of the impeachment debate that issue was of enormous
portance The shabby dealings we know as "Watergate" had' cast a
shadow on American politics Itnerally. Public confidence in the institu-
tions of government had been severely shaken Insofar as the institutions
of government tepresent the people, are indeed a representation of the'
people insoftiP as they share a common life, it can rightly be said that the
people's confidence in themselves had been shaken 'P The means indicated
for avoiding impeachment by the full House the' Sandman strategy of
undermining the committee's ethoswould have further eroded,public
confidence in the institutions of government, and would tPus have been de-
moralizing to a nation whose morale was already low. Wiggins' rhetorical
,tactics must therefore be seen not as a series of d choices in dealing with
a pSrticular.issue before the committee, as the expression of a judg-
menton the larger implications of how that issue was to be resolv*ed. In
acting the role he did, he set the nation's confidence in itself above the im;
mediate issue. One might pronounce Sandman the abler speaker, but one
would have to find Wiggins the wiser man.

A cynic might claim that the wisdom of Wiggins was.in the end nothing
more than the survival instinct. Nixon's cause turned out to be a sinking
ship that would takedown many who clung fast to the wreckage. It might
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be argued that,.by`defeadirig Nixon Iphe way hedid, Wiggins was simply,
fulfilling the requirement's of party I alty we protecting his own credii...
bility with the electorate It is certainly worth noting that Wiggins' was .

reelected-to Congress in Nokember 1974, while Sandman was defeated.
Wiggini' manner 9f arguing the case against 'impeachment may have been

-lust the work of a clever rat sneaking unnoticed off a ship he knew to be
. doomed, though I am not inclined to think' so Impeachment Was such an

unprecedented issue that no One could tell Just where in it political ad-
vantage was to be found, which is why the- rest of ongress was happy to
see Nixon resign and let impeachment rest where the Judiciary Committee
had left it

But whatever his person4l motives, Wiggins' manner of arguing the case
for Nixon helped make the impeachment debate a model of public life that 7
the American people could apd evidently did take as valid representktion
of then selves. " Ore members of the television' audience who could, 411..
not ap'prOve the committees recommendation could at least identify with.

, a 1,oict in the committee, a' voice that confirmed the 'validity of the
prbceetirrig even as it disputed the outcome In a similar manner, c;:iii ,.
from diverse backgrounds and with diverse ideological_ commitmdpt ' .

could hear voiCein the committee speaking for them. Barbara Jordon (D,','
Tex'as),spoke of herself as having'been included in the "We the peoPle" of
tfie,Constitution only by the process of amendment and interpretation,
thus identifying herself as a representative of blacks and women "Tom
Railsback (R, Illinois) expressedsparticular concern for the effect of Wa-
tergate and of the cOminittee's proceeding on the minds ,of young people !'
Edward Mezvinski (D, Jowa)-spoke of his parents having emigrated from

-czarist Russia. thus identifying himself with the concerns of "hyphenated
Ameri,cans.'"4 Charles Rangel (D, New York) made himself a spokes-

,.
person icrr'wareterans by referfng`to the Men "who died nIxt to me in
Korea "" William Hunsate (D, Missouri) spoke for those who were more
outraged by Nixon's' humorless and self-righteous pomposity than his

00. Specific violations of law #nd public trust.'6 Conyers (D, Michigan),
Vv'alclie (13, California) and other fang -tithe Nixon fOes spoke for various'

- dements of the left and the anti-war movement Flowers (D, Alabama)
spoke as a representative of a Wallace-Democrat constituency. Even on
the level of phonetics: the committee contained a diversity of voices, from
DriPan's,flat Bostonian and Rangel's gravelly New York east-side to Hun-
gate's sharp MissoOrian and James Mann', genteel So Carolina tide-
water ,

.

The diversity of voices in the committee could very easily have produced
a cacophony, which of course, would have served the ends of the Nixon
White House quite well. But Ilhanks to the good sense and good will of the
great, ma' jority. of ttie committee members, and to the skillful leadership of

, Rai*, the committee remained awned in its diversity. The members
. spoke to each other and' to the nation' in mutual respect and a conscious
4' awareness of a fundamental agreement that transcended their regional and
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ideologicardifferences. Many of them altUded to that agreement by refer-
ring to "the founding fathers:' or to specific passages from the Constitu-
tion; Barbara Jordan's reference4o the.phrase "We the People" in the
prealiplewas an espedially lucid instance. Rodin, expressed his own sense/
of tat agreement with simple eloquence: "I am proud," he said to his
colleaAues, "to be a part of you, tp be among yOu, to be of .ydu."37 On the
level of rhetoric, these references to the agreement underlying the diversity
of the committee suggest.the ifnporiance of Kenneth Burke'i obsetyation
that "Identification is affirmed with earnestness precisely because there is
division." 38 0n the level of politics, andof ethos inits kgrager cultyral sense,

r.they recall the motto s"Epluribiis unum."

.
°

What L have presented ih this paper is neither a.full analysis of the im-
peachment debate nor a complete theorpof the public prpcttding as a rhe-

,.
toptal genre. Neither would be possible in such a brief space, if indeed a
"full analysis"' or a "complete theOry.' of any rhetorical' phenomenon
would be poss- ible in an,ramountoLspace: kather, I have made an essay;
in the old sense of a tentative effort or a probing. Assuming that the effort
has seemed interesting enough to warrant further exploration, it might be
appropriate to conclude by suggesting some directions.

I. I have tried to conceptualize the genre broadly enough to accem- I.
modate very, different sorts of proceedings, but in the absence of analy
of public,trials% political conventions, legislative sessions, and the like, it
remains possible that the genre has been drawn too narrowly. And, if it is
broad enough as it stands, the differences between sub-classes within the
genre could be delineated. 'A televised political convention may be stiff-I-
ciently like the impeachment debate to-be regarded as belonging to the
dame rhetorical genre, but it surely is more like another political conven-,
fion,,which inggests that sub-genres or species of pu.blic proc6xlinp could
bedescribetl. Other events should be exathin from the critical Oerspec-
tive of this essay, not only to come to anvndd Landing of those events, but/
also as a means of developing a fuller understanding of public proceedings'
in general. Perhaps something like the model of documentary film genres
pretented in Bruce Gronbeck's essay in this volumecould Se developed fol
public proceedings.

2. Certain aspects of the critical1perspective developed in this paper sug-
gest hypotheses that could be submitted to em cal testing, either in field
studies or in experimental settings. One might, for i nce, try to discover
what soils of people take the trouble to attend school-boa r city.council
meetings, or do tune it the state legislature rather than All (n the Family.
The effect of various interactive styles spd argumentative strategiei on the
attitude changes a public proceeding brings about in its audience could be
measured. Whether-such empirical research should or could lead to a pre-
dictive theory that could be used to control public attitudes toward
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; representative bodies and the policies they espouie is a question for others
to answer. It couldhowever, help refine the critical tools available for
analyzing and evaluating public proceedings.

With respect to the impeachment debate, any number of alternative
critical,perspectives might be brought to bear on the event. One could, for
example, analyze pOlitically this behind-the-scenes-bargaining
members of thecormittee; perform a Toulmin-based analysis pf the argu-
mentative structiffe of the debate; examine audience response as evidenced
in press accounts, corresirdence with congressmen, public opinion polls,

_,.-zand the like; or do a fantasy-theme analysis of the discussions of Nixon's
conduct in the debate 39 The gener,a1 point to be made bete is that criticism
is and ought .to be pluralistic. There is no one correct perspective on the
impeachment debate, or for that matter on any public proceeding or any,
other rhetorical event

NOTES

This paPer owes much to LI* Bitzer's "The {rhetorical S. uation,"
Philosophy and Rhetoric I, (January .1968), 1-14. However, insofar as

Estitzer suggests that discourse arise directly' from situation d need only
be "fitting" in term's of prior situational constraints, I dis tree with him.
Thcrpublic proceeding is defined as a rhetorical gepr by .a complex
interaction, between situation and the form of discourse. n the case orthe
impeachment debate, for example, no antecedent sits tiorial constraints
demanded that-the d7bate be conducted on national t evision; rather, the
decision to televise he debate helped establish a r orkal situatOn that
was further articu ted by the particular form of th debate as it was being
conducted, as we as by many extrinsic factors. I

See Anton' Artaud, The Theater and its t ruble (New Ydrk, l95$)
landlorm-WUT t (ed.), Brecbt on Theater (Nig.w 04,1964).

. Rhetoric 1, 3; sec Lane Cooper (trans ), The Rhetoric of Aristotle
(New Yor 1932), 16-17.

4I3Itzer,
e

'The i peacbment resolution recomm- ded by the FiGiON Judiciary
__ Commit contains the following prea le: "Articles of impeachment
exhibit by the House of Reprdkntativ of t United States o AmericaL.-.--:.r)e

in th ame of itself and ofall the peopl o the merica._
again nited States of America, in
maintenances and support of its impeachment against him for high crimes
and misdemeanors." (emphasis added) Impeichment of Richard M.
Nixon, President of the United States: The Final Report of the Commit
on the Judiciary. House ofRepresentaiives (New York, 1975j, I.

The notion of agreement I take from Ch. Perelman and L. Olbr
tyteca, The New Rhetoric INotre Dime, Ind.: UniV.. of Notre
Press, 1969), 65-114. ; ; C,

'left.- . 'The fictiouality of social structures and the consequences of recogniz-
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inrthem A fictions is an important theme in modern literature. See, for
example, Jean-Paul Sartre's Nausea, Samuel Beckett's Watt, Thomas
Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49, and Robert Coover's The Universal
Baseball Association

This distinction betweetf how 'politics works behind closed boors and
the face politicians present 'to the public is one of thr central themes of

...Murray Edelmann's The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana, Ill.: Univ. of
III. Press, 1964). The public proceeding might in fact be regarded as a sub-
category of the f rm of political communication Edelman calls "hortatory
language" (pp. 8.).

This-concept fethos is developed at greater length in my "On the End
of Rhetoric, Classical and Modern," College English XXXVI (February
1975), 621-31, and "Tradition and Theory in Rhetoric," Quarterly Journal
of Speech LXII (Oct 1976), 234-41. The Oxford English Dictionary gives
as the first 'definition of ethos "the characteristic spirit, prevalent tone of

. sentiment, of a people or community; the 'genius' of an institution or
systern" as authority for this meaning the OED cites'Aristotle's Rtetork,
II, 12-14

'UThe Staff of the New York Times, The End of a Presidency (New
York, 1974), 221.'

"Jimmy Breslin, How the Good Guys Finally Won (New York; Viking
1975), 70

''The End of a Presidency, 241, this resolution, I-1 R 803, was in effect
merely the ratification of a process that had begun months before at the di-

, rectiorrof the House leadership.
(Tor example, Jerome.Waldie urged 'cOntinuation of the impeachment

process in his "Separate Comments".appended to the Judiciary`Com mit-
tees final report. The Final Report of the Commitee on-the Judiciary, 410-
13

. '4Breshn,
' 'In etri caraleY et at, "American Political Institutions aftec

Watergate a Discussion," Political Science Quarterly LXXXIX
(Winter, 19 4-75), 729,

1 61-1 03 directed the committee "to investigate fully and completely
whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives lo
exercise its constitutional power to impeach Richard Nixon, President of
the United States of 'America." Barry Sussman, The Great Cover-Up:
Nixon anthe Scaftclal of Watergate (New York; Signet, 1974), 289.

"This issue produced some of the most pointleSs and confusing inter-
,

changes of the entire proceeding. See, for example, the discussion of an
amendment tp article 1 in which Tom Railsback (R. Illinois) substituted
the-Words "course of conduct or plan" for the word "policy." When asked
to explicate the change, Railsback'replied,in part "... I am not sure that I
can answer that ther'A is that much difference between the word 'plan' and
'policy' except there seems to be a feeling on'jbe part of the 'counselthat

t
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salt with in airing that 'policy'seerriS to give more of an impression of
an affirmative, orchestrated, and declarative decisiarC rebate on Articles
of Impeachment Hearings of the Committee e Judiciary, House of
Representatives; Nirretv-Thil.d CngreSS,S snd Session. Purivant to H.
Res 803 (Washington, D.C.: U Gov. tinting Office, -1 V4), 265,

"Newsweek, Aug. 5, 1974-, 18; e, Aug. 5, 1974, 10.
"Tithe, 10; note that this evaluation seems to draw an equivalence

between. the committee's decision to recommend impeachment and tb,e
Senate's-decision on whether to convict Andrew Johnson in, an,impeachL
ment trial - _

''Newsweek.
21Karlyn Kohrs Campbell makes a related point about the conventional

courtesies of the debate: -Because congressional debate is relatively inac-
cessible, these conventions have special teal impact for the public-
after an era of confrontation,rhts 's civilized disagreement. When times
are good, congression rtesy can be considered fnvolous, simply man-
ners, mere dec ut when times a're bad, this decor becomes the vital
matter of orum And decorum is sorely needed in a situation in which
the 'tdent of 'the nation as being judged for deeply indecorous be-

vior "The Judicial Context, The House Judiciary Committee Debates
Over Articles of I mpeathment," papa presented at the 1975 convention of
Speech Communication Association.

The discusser of these amendments runs from page 251 through page
325 of Debate on Articles of Impeaclonent.

"See, for example, the recitation by'William7cohen (R, Maine), Debate
on Article's of lmAeachrnent, 272-3.

24Debate,on Articles of lmpea en:, 326-7
'`As I read their open! atements, the .following members declared

for impeachment Don ue, Kastenmeier, Edwards, Hungate, Conyers,
Eilberg, Waldie-rgogan, Butler. Danielson, 'Sieberling, Drinan, Wangel,
ordan,,hOrnton, Holtzman, Owens. Mezvinsky, and ROdino. Leaning
ere McClory, Brooks, Railsback, Fish, Flowers,oSarbanes, Cohep; and

Filiehliclf. In addition to these 27 members, James Mann,'whoie Opening
scat nt expressed no commitment one way or the sther (but who wds
kno a -favor impeachment), eventually voted for Impeachment,.

26The story of how pressure was applied to former Congressman Neil
Gallagher of 'Mew Jersey, then in federal prison for tax evasion.; to
cooperate in a smear attempt is told in HoW the Good Guys Fidally Won,
146 ff

''Debate on Articles'of Impeachment..296-7.
"lbw( 299-300
1411 W. Apple Jr , "Intr.dduction" to The Final Report of the Commit-

tee on the Jjeclic;ary.xv.
Mn concluding their , Statement of Evidenceon Article I," the commit-

tee stated that "President Nixon's actions resulted in manifest injury to the
-
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'confidence of the natfort and great prejudice to the cause-of law and jus-
tice" (emphasis aM.). The Final Report of the Committee on the Judi-
ciary, 198.-

"A story in the August 28, 1974 New York Times (11.4) reported that'
the Gallup Poll recorded an 18% increase in public confidence in Congress
over the fi1ures for April 1974, and that the increase was directly -at-
tributable to the televiged impeachment debate.

"Debate on Articles of Impeachment. 111.
"Ibid , 28
14/bid , 129.
"lbid 107.
'6Ibid , 28-32 and passim_ .

"Mid , 136.
"Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (Berkeley and Los Angeles:

,Univ.. of Calif. Press, 1969),-22.
390n the method of fantasy-theme analysis, see Ernest G. Bormann,

"Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision: The Rhetorical Criticism of. Social
Reality," Quarterly Journal of Speech 58 (December 1972), 396-407. ,
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'V!

, CELLULOID RHETORIC: ON GENRES 6F
* DOCUMENTARY

BRUCE E. GRONBECK

Film and television documentaries are ubiquitOus. Tra elogues flood
,+ public broadcasting; instructional films using "stories" are often aired on

commercial networks in the late afternoon and 9n Sund s; substantial
audiences view hour-long.. television specials by Nation I Geographic,
Jacques Cousteau, David Wolper, and the networks; etwork news
specials and other public information programming folio closely on the
heels of major news events (e.g. in 1976,,the Karen Quiltt n controversy
and the death of Franco) or treat issues pressing for mor I decision (e.g.
rape, hunting, alcoholism); and cven featufe-length films an be made in
"documentary style," as were The Battle of Algiers, Serptco, and Hearts
and Minds.

The concept sprang from the F nch word "documentaire,"-which sig-
nified travel films early iiirthe ntury.,It came into more general usage
after John Grierson apOlied it o Robert Flaherty's Moana, it anthropo-
logical study of South Sea dIanders of the 20s. Grierson ref , initially,
to what he termed the "creative interpretitions of actuality."'But his own

i work, first as filmmaker for the Ettipire Marketing Board (Drifters in
1929) and then as overseer for the British General Post Office (e.g. Night
Mail in 1939), and the work of Pare Lorentz in this country (The Plow
That Broke the Plains in 1936 and The River in 1937), multiplied the
definitions of "documentary", as filmmakers began toAxpjore the ,in-
formational and persuasive pOtentials of nonfiction film.2

fr-. Uroughout its fifty-year history the documentary has been viewed as a
meie recorder-of-illbrmation, a presenter of counterpoised pro-and-con
moment, or a medium leading implicitly or explicitly to social action.'
Tff customary disjunctipns in definitional disputei"fiction" vs. "illoe',.
"information" -vs. "interpretation"as well as concern over "material
distortion" and "technological distortion" raise the wrong_questions. I
shall urge that: (I) A documentary never can -be neutral;(2) Rather, the
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documentary is an inherently rhetorical medium. More specifically,
descriptive ant evaluative materials of the type treated in documentaries
affect beliefs, attitudes, values, and behaviors of people because they
inevitably touch, upon cultural rides and behavioral codes; the various
technological "languages" of television and film documentary raise and
then satisfy audio s' expectations via standardized formulae given
power by procpsse of acculturation; and, psychologically, documentaries
are grounded in a ctive mechanisms' rooted in important processes of
collectively sanctioned attitude change.

A cultural-rhetorical analysis of television and film documentary should
(1) refocus the defipional wars by offering another perspective from
which to classify generically such pervasiveiommunicative artifacts; (2)
demonstrate the utility of rhetorical analysis to examine communicative
enterprises which feature nonverbal elements; and (3) help sensitize
consumers of documentaries to. the ways in which celluloid rhetoric works
upon and through particular cohorts, in the words of McLuhan, "massag-
ing" the consumers' sensibilities and even altering thought patterns.

This position will be developed in three stages. First, the theoretical
perspective will be described; then, documentaries will be t'ategorized on
the bases of treatments-of-reality and socio - psychological processes; fi-
nalgithe yields of such a rhetorical- generic analysis will be explored.

The Rhetorical-Generic Model

This analysis requires three sets of termsone set to develop the notions
of rhetorical forms, one to allow discussion of the-specific treatments of
materials which comprise messages, and one to treat the psychological-
mediational processes which account for rhetorical effeCts. One needs, in
other words,, an understanding of forms, contents, and .audience ca-
pabilities' The result will lie a cubic model which will describe a series of
genres and will allow os to map filmiC discourses in such a, way that funda-
Mental socig-cultural questions can be asked.

Rhetorical forms By "rorm" I mean to imply nothing molt compli-
cated than patterns.of arrangement which are given rhetorical force by
their habitual use and codifiability. With Burke, I take "form" to mean
the arousal and satisfaction of expectations via controlled structuring of
message bits.5 For example, when attending a play, I notice that libegiils

. with narration, then offers a "problem," and next develops a crisis; be-
cause by now I have seen many classic tragedies, I assume that,the follow-
ing section of the drama will offer a resolution to the problem. Or if, when
reading a poem of fourteen lines in iambic pentameter, I discover an initial

'rhy,ine scheme abab /cdcd in the first. eight lines, having been exposed to
Shakespearean sonnets.before I assume that the last six lines will take an
efefigesequence, with efef unwinding the problem and with gg offering.'

, pithy couplet for contemplation. Again, if a public speaker first tells about
something which happened in 1920, then about events in 1936, and next re-
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views some events in 1942, lam led.to conclUde that a chronological pat-
tern is being used. I also assume that the speaker wishes to leave me with
impressions of either cyclical or periodic rowth and development of ideal
or institutions, because within,western c lture those are the sorts of con-
elusions best suited to a chronological for

The notion of rhetorical form is important for two reasons: (I) it forces
us to search out systems of cues of structures for guiding meaningfulness,
and (2) it iesocially learned and hence represents conventionalized pat -

.:terns- for - thought. That is, rhetorical fOrms not only arrange meanings
through time and space, but-also'hive powers to affect beliefs, attitudes,
and values because they arise out of social reality.. A "tragedy," a "son:
net," and a "chronologically ordered speech" are not natural objects;
rather, they are quasi-linguistic cells for cerebration provided by cultures
for their members. If I do not understand or use these forms, I am liable to
be thought at least undereducated, at most, a social misfit. Such forms,
therefore, are more than literary constructs, for they are grounded, not
merely upon technical plot-devices, rhymeschemes, 0 textbook
pedagogy, but upon culturally imposed criteria for thinking. Both macro-
units of form (i.e. arrangement patterns) and micro-units of fortr (e.g.
transitions, fadeouts in filmr.retards in music) are taught to me, often in
rule form, in order to standardize the. reception of information and of
evaluative reaction. They are preeminently rhetorical.4

Material propositions. One must now ask, what sorts of materials or
ideas are fit into rhetorical forms? While there are innumerable ap-
proaches to this question. for our purposes three treatments-of-reality ap-
pear with sufficient frequency to warrant commentary. Some thessages,
rely primarily on descriptive cues. These messages.treat, seemingly, the
world-as-it-is-sensed. The six o'clock nevrtivisnally reproduces the events-
of-the-day; a pamphlet describing the seven danger signs of cancer princi-'
pally offers information about health; a community center demonstration
on how to macran"Nelts and purses offers technical skills of possible
interest. The words "primarily" and "principally", pudruate this dis-
cussion because, of course, giving information is notAimple. Soaleone,
after all, has decided what news we should see, which signs of cancer are
most revelatory, and which patterns of macrame.are most useful. Not only
does distortion result because selection underpins any message, it alsd can
our purposively. Even the m tobviouity descriptive cues in rallies
have attitudinal and behavorial di ensions thott cannot be ignored.

A second important way of tre ling reality hypothesizes that there are
conflicting views of ideas and c ncepts. Argumentative treatments ex-
plicitly recognize that individu react to the same event in terms, of
various experiences, with differing-purposes, and even though the per-

i ceptual blip dw of controlling culture& Or gubeultures. Argumentative
treatments oflitlity copietpoise one set" of beliefstattitudes, values, and
behaviors against one or more other(s), in the hope thorthose exposed will
make up their own minds, will chew the stronger/more accurate, or will
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. .
find some w of resolving the intellectual and emotional tension event
in confronta on. Again,_ of course, cautions are in . CBS's "64

"Minutes" ma seem only to be recording Isra Arab disputet over
the Lei Ca al, but the producers e showprotestations to the-
contraryma well have.acertatistake,0 ,`helping" IA resolve the.ten-
sions in a cert in dir in. e lawyer who,iith all dispassion, offers a,
recitation of pr ents for his or her client undoubtedlyt is not
cons sol y with abstract justice, but also with gaining a vic

... While argume ative treatmentistherefoa, both recognize t e-laden
processes of in ormation-giving and seek to object' lic discoursing,
nevertheless pu i lie argumentation is liablotefriterial and personal distor-
tion. ., , s.

Perhaps, the 0,,treatments -of- reality are subjective, and ultimately
persuasive in co unicativs,mode and intent. A third Srort of message
tke didactic trey mentexplieitty recognizes this human condition, and
surrenders to it. y "didactic" I. do not refer merely to raw sermonizing:,

t.tdalthough such m ssages certainly fit into his category. Didact" m can
resul tom the pu st of motives (a4though when it does, %fetall it uca:
tion" Neveythe ss, I want to use the term with relative neutrality to refer
to which seeks- to reinforce existing systems?PbekkaL-

or'to construct a plitiapy or wholly new system of
or values via*a process of-klecting informational cues,
s, and value-orMnfations which tend to support a

. I would include among didactic discourses, then, not
Trium k of the Will (1936) arnica* political commer-

y) a lecture on behaviorism, Steitt*k's Gralies
urse, this essay. From another tioiut-of view, if argu-

of reality,aremaskeit by,a-kindizif horizontal dia-
ting Positions, didactic treatments are characterized

of facts,"beljeKattitudes, values, and ideological
orld. The---Ohe-Sidedness of didacticisth, in

than mere distortion; it is admittelty
defensible and consequently re
assionate positivisrn of th
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V.

bustling busines§ districts, can, provide uiwith statements of belief which
tend to make us view the country more positively.'
.Now, imagine adifferent f on Yugoslavia. Instead of the travelogue,

this film depicts the couktr heroic self-defeise during World War II'.
We see firm clips of the SI vs aiding escaping Jewish refugees, of guerrilla
bandS' combatti ussolini's regimehts;:we watch Tito, arising 'from
amon ople, molding an independev-economic, social, and pOkitical

ructure; we view the couritry.Caught between Fa and Nalzism, using
Russian protection to facilitate 'development, ierCt:itide ndence,"
"plucky courage," "growing demqcratization'' and qther yali concepts
from the American ideology are overraid. A resonant narrator, olk tunes
'swelling into the nationaVuothem;an heroic scriPt-with overwrought meta-
ptiors and4nflated detcripti8n, and well-shot footage of both industrial
procluctidn and happy proletarians pervade the film. In this experience,
trapjeience is likely to occur. That is, by framing Yugoslavia io Joliand
evil terms resonant to American.culture and by musically, acoustically,
and visually creating p poetic id tification between thoSe terms and Yu-

, goglavia, the film will solicit p itive beliefs and attitudes'toward Yu-
goslavia.goslavia. Transference occurs w n our attitudes drive our beliefs, when
our attit'udo are dirctly assa in order to change our perceptions
objects; in t Sense, then, tr nce psychological.mediational
process which mirrors different' ut works in the opposite direction

The rlievrical-generic model. is now possible to classify and com-
ment on nonfiction Mins themSelves. First, however, alew word! about the,
model itself. Traditionally, documentaries are classified either by na:
tionality or, by purpose. That is, s'orrie.discuss Ameri n1 British,' Russian,
French, etc., documentaries, on the assitm that the.productioh
facilities, meteds for training filmmakers, cine atm tasters, ways of fi-
nancing films, and even governenentatolemands for certain. sortS of films
dictate .ch ractcris,tics.9 Others approach docudentaries ti¢ purposes
news doc entaries, instructional films, .historical pieces,( and the like;
'such sch arship surnes vihat invention fakes place withiti
Teleology etermined,bsrhuman drives and nAdia-of-communiption!'.°

The m el suggested here, while neither e wing the need for- hi4-
torical sufver of national,cinernas, nor ding the value of upcier:

. sianprt the effects of/media, filmanarkets, and techniques Stfilrlimalcing.
,;afinfluenced by an -auteur, nevertheless does arm at a different and a

? 14' broader framework. One refrain perVades the preceding discussloti of
form, content, and mental process: that 01 elements,of docuinenta' rifOre .-

'susceptible to a cultural analysis, Form has been viewed as a product or
CultUral expectations; conterkasthe philosophies goveining"display of in-

. formation in a collectivity; Ad psychological process; as patterns of pert
,Illbepiion and valuttioriltooted in 4he. socialization processes of the

American ctiNisciousness" 'Culture," seep here as a body of bio- basic,
socially acquired rules for handling inforrnation,Adeasi,and general con-,
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cepts, is the overarching term, which accounts for whatever congregations
of documentaries one can isolate. This "rhetorical analygis of genres" is
predicated upon the existence of culture-speciftc rules operating to control
cuing systems and interpretive prdcesses.

The resulting modela three dimensional cubeis shown in Figure*.
In this paper I shall deal only with one face of the cubethe interaction

of "content" and "psychological, process" (learning nueels). To make alt
of this manageable, I shall presume to analyze only Tie three kinds a
content and the tw% sorts of mental habit already identified, generating a
three-by-two matrix for inspection (sea Figure 2.)

The Classification of Documentaries

The diagram which follows shOws the face of the cube with the three treat-
ments-of-reality (cle§criptive, argumentative, and didactit) along the top
and the two sorts of psyologleal process (differentiationcdepending pri-
marily upon belief statenfnts, and transference, depending primarily upon
attitudinal probes) dopn the side. For the sake of identification, I have
chosen labels for the resulting cells Trom other disciplines. First I shall
move across the top layer of the matrix, then, the bottom.

,
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Fig. 1.Rhetorical-Genelic Model
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IRA s1 ENCE
Print ly attitudinal probes

-4

OSTENSIBLY
DESCRIPTIVE

Fig. 2. The Matrix
DIFFERENTIATIat

Primarily belle( statemeats

OSTENSIBLY
ARGUMENTATIVE

PATENTLY
DIDACTIC

Report. .

Content
9' slice-of-hfe" as an cinema vente film
thb camera apparently merely rerrds.

Treatment
"natural" sounds, everyday incidents.
but shot and edited to lead audience's per-
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Belief- oriented. Documentaries

The report. With the advent of high speed film, transistors, and light
portable,sound and camera equipment came the possiblity of capturing
spontaneous, unplanned incidents and activities on film qr videotape and
what has been called Reit list Cinema, Direct Cinema, or Cinema yerite
emerged. Cinema Veriterelying, not upon completely controlled aspects,
of icon and sound, but upon acute observation often in places, ttaditionally
inaccessible to camerasin many ways represents the MQSt popular form
of this first genie of documentary: the report." -

In the report, the camera presumably merely iecords action takiiig place
in front of it. "Natural" sounds, everyday incidents, often "dirty" images
and unfocused shots, long takes with relatively few edits, minimal zoom-
ing, occasional swish pans to capture jeaction shots (because onecamera
setups are not uncommon)such cinematic techniques create the feeling
that the viewer is watching unrehearsed events. Viewers feel they hai,e at-
tained Zola's goat and are seeing a "Ace of life." The report, then, is the
least cinematic form of documentary in many ways, and creates a sense of
honestfiand directness, apparently controlled as it is by the subjects and
not the filmmakers.

But even cinema verite, one must remember, is cinema; it is not a shape-
less mass of film footage. As the director-producer of A Time for Burning,
William Jersey, points out: "Obviously, the film is-not completed when it
is photographed. It must be edited. And here is where even the so-called
Cinema (Write filmmakers cop-out. The juxtaposition of images and
sounds and the addition of narration provide an opportunityfor the big
frequently a convincing lie; because the, Cniera technique gives the illusion
of reality." '2, Even "mere description" io an editing process is selected,
shaped, and ordered:

High School. a 1968 documentary about a Philadelphia middle-class .;

school done by iFrederick Wiseman, is illustrative. I select it because of_its
obvious debt to the theory of cinema verite (band-held cameras, natural
lighting, some scenes almost five minutes long) and because its lack of
music, narration, and other obvious devices of continuity gives it an ambi-
guity allowing maximum viewer involvement in the interpretive process."

,High School,in °the( words, could be taken as a neutral depiction of an
Ammican institution. When one examines the segments quantitatively,a

-v. however, its-loading becomes clear. As Wiseman edited twenty-two days
of in-school shootineinto a 74.5-minute product, he made Aeries df
choices, some of which are noted in Table I.

High School opens with a car driving through backstreets in
Philadelphia, with shots of rundown buildings and factories moving to the
fuiced-in school, and with the film's only effects music, Otis kedding's
rendition of "Dock of the Bay," playing in the background. We then are
exposed 41.a-series of events in classrooms, the:offices of the vice principal-.
and ttounselor, gym classes, school halls, and assembly meetings. A ten-
sion between individualized, creative instruction and counseling and highly
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ordered, authoritarian, mass-produced instruction and counseling
emerges. As Table I indicates, almost twice as much time is devoted to
-heavy-handed counseling (especially at the hands of a martial, regimented'
'vice principal in a crewcut) as is given to discussions with alert students
seen as capable of directing their own lives. Teachers stressing social and
moral conformity appear almost twice as often as those seeking per-
sonalized interpretations of contemporary society. Only in the category of
student discussions, where students are see' worrying about North East
High School as"morally and ,socially a garbage can" does one find more
critique than conformity in the school. Occasionally, to be sure, for
Wiseman the "good guys" win .twice as much time is spent with a litera-
ture-teacher using Simon and Garfunkle's "The Dangling Conversation"
to, facilitate poetic analysis as with one droning out "Casey At The Bat";
and the instructor leaching sociology yia discussion of Martin. Luther
King, Jr. (assassinated shortly before the film was made) and contempo-
rary racial groupings is given thirty seconds more than the one using a
purely recitative pattern for presenting facts about John L. Lewis. Yet,

TABLE 1

TIME DEVOTED TO VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
IN WISEMAN'S HIGH SCHOOL

Regimented Approaches' ,Neutral' Personalized Approaches*

1195 seconds

(8 segments)

785 seconds

(8 segments)

135 seconds

(2 segments)

Counseling Sessions
285 seconds
(I segmentkt

Claisroom Sessiditi
365 coeds

(5 sgrents)

Student Discussion Sessions

Continuity Scenes
120seconds

(5 segments)

630 seconds
(4 segments)

655 seconds
(5 segments)

300 secondi
(2 segments)

'A segment was judged to show a "regimented approach" if teachers or
counselors reconimendeckactions based on society's standards, op 'ma-
jonty rule principles, or offdred standardized answers to interpretive ques-
tions It wasjudged to show' a "personalized approach" if teachers or
counselors called for individualized judgments and interpretations, per-
sonal opinion, or Information abOut the itudent's Own life and situation
before giving advice. In "neutral" sessions, there were either-nainterpreta-
tions or no preponderance or regimental and/or personalized advice.
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overall, the most convincing interpretation of High School is that the insti-
tution attempts to turn out automated conformers, conceived to bectum-
bers. Wiseman himself opts for this interpretation, when he comments on
the last scene, which depicts a faculty meeting in which a letter from a

, _

graduateebout to be dropped into the DMZ in Vietnam is read: "There it .

(the letter) was, and it expressed the whole essence of the school. The boy
has adopted the 'correct' attitudes tqlpsociety, and what does it matter if he
had lost his own uniqueness along the way. It was also the perfect
counterpoint to the beginning (the trip down the streets oliPhiladelphia)
You begin the film showing a factory process, and you end with a view of
the perfect product."14 _

High School. then, exemplifies "a report. Cinema vente techniques
the most reportive of filmic conventions or formsare used to record
everyday incidents: the filmmaker's selection and ed!ting, however, in-
troduce informational cues most easily resolved in particular ways, in this
case, as harsh cornitientary onia social institution The most negative
figuillign this filmthe crewcut vice principal, a short balding hall moni-
tor, an overweight female physical education teacher pushing physical
beauty as a girl's was into the worldcontinually reinforce both autholitly
and social measures of success, the most positive figuresan educational
counselor, a man working with distraught parents, the young student-
oriented teacher of poetrypush for individual interpretatifhs and
lifestyles The authoritarian figures, however, control the scene, the teport
inherent in High School is not optimistic Our knowledge of this film's
language guarantees h at

Dialectic In selecting the term_"dialectic" for this genre, essentially
am referring to films and television programs which seek to explore Vrob-
lems and/or solutions to those problems by airing the competing tloices
discus/ng them ,Many of the televised programs which fit here resemble
position papers Most focus on contemporary problems Indeed, the genre
of dialectic is-more a televised than afilmic medium of communkatron,
suitable aut is for exploring in a matter-of-fact fashion contemporary pdo-
!items, agii susceptible as it is to praise for itS objectivity. This sort of
product was stimulated by the popularity of Edward R. Morrow's "See It
Now" series, sustained bl",The Twentieth Century" and "CBS Reports"
serves, and continues wiTh "60 Minutes" The genre", however, is not
limited ,to television Medium Cool (1969) is a commercial film in this'
class, and Lfacock and Pennebaker's PriMfry (1960) is a classic version of
a dialectic at work on political material

To illustrate this mire, I turn to a short "educational" film treating
George Wallace at the "schoolhouse door: in 1963 Protest' All of the
People Against Some of the People (1970becau iL pretends to be
balanced a! objective. " Ta leTa le 2, however, reveals the film's actual intent.

-Of the fovrteen-and-a-half rrIinutes in the film, George Wallace talks two
minutes,. John r. Kennedy, four minutes,Jive secondt. Furthermore, sup-
porting kennedy's side, are Martin Luther King, Jr (a)mosti,minute),
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citizens of Alabama (thirty-five seconds),'and a segment soliciting a back-
lash, a racist speech praising Wallace,by Ku klux Klah dragon Robert
Sheldon #fty-five seconds). In other words, Wallace has less than one,
thirg the um; given Kennedy's side, in a film almost half of which is com-
posed of quoted-matenal. Furthermore, the federal government's side is
bolstered by comments in the narration:Al) The central question is posed
in language favoring the government's interpretation ("Who speaks for
the citizens of Alabama, the governor or the president?"); (2) the narration

i* indicates that the dispute is over,rights "guaranteed to all Americana";.(3)
we arc told that the two students attempting to register at the University of
Alabama ,were greeted with "applause and, no jeers," so that "all of the
people had prevented some of the people from taking away citizen
"rights"; (4) the film's closing credits flow over a picture of Kennedy ha-
loed by the American flag. And finally, one should note that quotations
frym Wallace come, in part, not from the summir11963 incident, but from
his 1962 campaign speeches, and that Kennedy's final "speech" is com-
posed of segments both from his report to the nation on the incident (forty-
five seconds) and also from his commentary on earlier summer distur-
bances in Mississippi and Georgiao(sixty-five seconds). Since the narration
does not point out either fact, the viewer is lead to assume that Wallace ut-
tered potentially racist

of
dunng the incident and that Kennedy

warned the country of "tension," "violence," "moral crisis," and
"repressive !Alice action" in response to Wallace's stance.

In other words, the presumably objective, dialectical look at states' vs.
federal rights has been turned into an uneven competition between a racist
governor and-a mcssianic president, via unbalanced quotation, skewed
narration, and distorting selection of material. In the prdcess of opposing
peoples, ideas, and governmental processes, grfe side has been allowed to
"win." 'Selected informational cues are usa to iArge a conclusion never
specifically stated.

TABLE 2

"'THE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME IN PROTEST

Pro-Federal Government'Speeches

J. F. Kenoedy 245 sec;
M. L Jr.. 50 secs
Citizens: 35 secs.'
KKK speech. 55 secs.

Pro-States' Rights Speeches

G. Wallace: 120 secs.

385 secs. r 120 nes.

(Total time of film = 865 secs.)

Because this speecliby KKK dragon Robert Sheldon is clearly racist, I
assume it acts negatively to support the federal rather than thy state
government. .
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Obvidusly, more balanced dialectical treatments are possible; but, asp
noted in the previous section, perhaps it is impossible to guarantee that on
side will not triumph. News documentaries and educational films of this
sort probably more often than not coerce subjective conclusions', again, the
mere. recording and editing processesnot to mention the need for nano-
tionprobablyguariptee that dialectical products are inherently rhe-
toncal..

Moral philosophy. In its relatively subtle forms, a piece of filmic moral
philosophy takes but a few intellectual steps beyond dialectic, ag did, say,
Operation Abolition (1960). In that film which examined the House Un-
American Activities Committee hearings'',in San Francisco, one catches
glimpses of the competing ideas. But they are so distorted by quotations
taken out of context, non-chronological editing, and narrative inaccuracies
that the result is almost unadulterated_propagandain this case, support-

ing anti-Communist witch-hunting. In less` subtle forms, filmic moral
lecturing dispenses with the illusion of fair play altogether. The feature
film Hearts and Minds (1975), for example, quotes pro-war figures only to
satirize their positions in subsequent scenis. In this genre, then, one is
dealing with recognizably one-sided narratives or testimonials either tell-
ing a story or appealing ,clirectly for belief on ale basis of a predeterMined
ethic.

A prime example is a short film prepared by the AFL-CIO's educa-
tional organ, the Committee on Political, Education (COPE), in 1972.
message of When Wallace Got the Vote is unmistakable: By voting hea ly
for Wallace in 1968, U.S. laborers helped elect Richard Nixon/The
message is reinforCed by a perks of speech clips from Nixon and Wallace,
by "Interviews-- with "I offers," and by statistical visuals demouttlating
-Alabama's anti-labor record pricier Wallace *Wallace (and Nixeil in the
"interview?' are blamed for unemployment, high prices, the cOntinuance
of right to work legislation, and /ies told to American labor/ Hardhats,
office workers, skilled technicians, and organizers all confess to being
duped by Wallace, and,all proryise repentance. A single refrain-- "I voted
for Wallace, and what I got /was Richard Nixon, and unemployment,
higher taxes . . letcr pOwids at the viewer. The film is short, hard-hit -
ting overtly didactic. It calfs upon organized labor's gods and devils iith
efficiency and with attractive cinema. Moral philosophy is dispensed with
"dispatch

. ,

6.ttitude-oriented Documentaries

Romance. I now turn my attention to the bottom row of the matrix; those
nonfiction films seemingly aimed at a kind of psychological transference
Which attacks attitudes directly. The first is the poetic counterpart of the
reportthe "romance."

With the romantic documentary, one enters the world of "larger -than
life" heroes and environments, of lushly artistic cinematic photography, of
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musical od-setting, of poetic (even heroic) narration. This is a World of
dram c art; but it is also a world of rhetorical artifice because it is popu-
lated with "real" people, actual situations, and current ideologies."'
Interestingly, most of the examples of romance listed in Figure 2 come
froin the, 1930's, from the era of Flaherty, Grierson, Riefensthal, and
Lorentz:1' these were documentarists of the traditions of the fictive film,
and it probably seemed appropriate to these film makers to draw an
aesthetic from earlier filmic practice. One must note, however, that rb-
mance certal,nly has eentinued beyond that early period of governmental
films, especially'in the hands of David Wolper, whose The Making of the
President series and specials for National Geographic overflow with senti-
nient and heroic crescendoes.

There are no better exemplars of this genre than the works of Pare
Lorentz, particularly The River(1937). Combining dramatic photography
(e.g. the sequence showing ice melting on a mountain, flowing in rivulets
into streams, and from thence into rivers and finallyilwMississippi), the
ballads from Stephen Fostei and symphonies from Virgil Thomson, and
the "luck" of the 1937 Mississippi flood (which happened unexpectedly in
the middle Of shooting), The Riviropens with Thomas Chalmer's staccato
narration, reminiscent of the style of Walt Whitman:

k

la

From as far West as Idaho,
Down from th, glacier peaks of the Rockies

From as far Ea a.sjsiew York,
Down from rkey ridges of the Alleghenies

Down from Minnesina, twenty five hundred miles, ..

The Mississippi runs to the Gulf
Carrying every drop of water, that flows down two-thirds of the

contm

reCarrying every brobk d rill, rivulet and c k,
Carrying all the rivers th t run down two-hi ds of the continent
The Mississipiruns to the ulf of Mexico.

Fr ",,,7:"
Down the Yellowstone, th Milk, the White and deyenne;
The Cannonball, the M__elshell, the James and the Sioux;
Down the Judith, the Grand, the Osage, and the Platte, ...

[another twenty-two rivers are mentioned in this wayli
Down the Missouri three thousand miles from the Rockies;
Down the Ohio a thousand miles from the Alleghenies;
Down the Arkansas fifteen hundred miles from the Great Divide;
Down the Red, a thousand miles from Texas:*
Down the great Valley, twenty-five hundred Miles from Minnesota,

Carrying every rivulet and brook, creek and rill,
'Carryihg all the rivers that run down two-thirds the continent .

The Mississippi runs to the Gulf.

The same pulsing repetition of pl cc names recurs, when ports-of-call

f
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*
along the Mississippi are listed, and species within a genus are called in roll
.C`we built a hundred cities and a thousand towns," or "Black sgruce and
Norway pine; .Douglas fir and red cedar; scarlet oak and shagbaik
hickory") again as dikes are visualized, clear-cutting discussed and terrgy-
ing flooding foretold. .The problems of soil depletion, over-zealous
forestry, greedy harvesting, floods, and uncontrolled tributary systems are
reinforce visually, audially (the sharp .whistle blasts which warn of
floodtides), musically (Stephen Foster dirges over depleted cotton crops),
and by vocal tone (the huskiness of Chalmers' voice at the opening of a
TVA dam), The film clearly loses some of its punch in the last third (the
"solution" section), yet overall, one reacts to it as did Gilbert Seldes in his
1938 Scribner's review:

If this is propaganda, make the most of it, bec use it is masterly. It is
as if the pictures which Mr. Lorentz took ar ed themselves in stIch
an order that they supplied their own argument, not as if aoargument
conceived in advance dictated the order of the pictures.' 8

This sense of organic or "natural" order is the core of the appeal of the ro-
mance, whether the form is problem-solution or chronological, in ',much
the same way as cinema vernt techniques often guide the more "faCtual"
report The River's romanceWith an instructional twist. - \

Melodrama. The melodrama can be viewed as an expanded romance. It,
too, relies upon narration or explanation (usually narration), m sic,
spectacle, overwrought language, and a sense of expansiveness or magi lit
cation: But in contrast to the romance, its energizing principles are
embodied in characters drawn in broad strokes The melodrama is popu-
lated with easily recognized heroes and villains, philosophies to be
embraced and ideologies to be disdaineZ. Given the iconicity,of film and
television, the ease with which peoples and situations can be juxtaposed,
and the-artistry with which music and voice can be overlaid, it not
surprising that melodramas work so well on celluloid,anci'mylar.

The war documentaries of many Countries fit into this genre, with
Britain's Men of the Lightship 0941 the depiction of Nazi bombing of a
lightship patrol boat, and America's Fellow Americans (1942), pivoting on
rehujoriships between Pearl Harbor and the folks at home," exemplar
melA.amas. One of my favorites, however, is a post-World War II film
completed by David Wolper, with Richard Basehart's mellifluous-tones-

,' carrying the narrative Let My-- People -Go (feleased by Xerox in this
country in 1965) relies upon newsreel footage and _re-creations'
photographedpn aged black-and-white stock to trace the history of Zio-
nism in this century. Among the great heroes, of course, Heal and Ben
Oution!take on mythic stature, while the enemies include t1fe Arabs (al-
ways seen in desert dress and often on camels), the British (depicted as
vacillating, at best, militarily too efficient at worst), and the land (a hostile
desert ;Ai, be turned into a garden). The enemy of greater ifroportions,
bowever, is the faceless, uniformed Ogle Rare hots from the Warsawv,
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ghetto (wit Hebrew dirges and wailing cantors dominating the sound-
track), trainloads of Jews shunted to concentration camps,,and t e reac-
tions of ordinary Germans to the burial of Jews once the camps h e been
liberated make the film grisly. These nameless villains are contra ed with
the common European Jew, conquering the AlpS, squeezed in o leaky
boats, packed away in refugee camps while the world (t U.N k decides
the Jews' fate. The hill of cedars, a memorial tosi ion falle , follows
the triumphant U.N vote establishing the nation of Israelea the film
soars off with a swelling orchestra and Basehart's promise or alestinian
eternity., Heroes and villains, then, are personified in great I ders but,
more importantly, are seen as common folk living 5asily r ognizable
principleshate, intolerance, efficient ease, and nameless inh anity on
the one side, and love, drive, vision, struggle, and supreme li manity on
the other. The claims of the Arabs, the role of the promises o the Britisli
government to both sides, and the broken promises orsome Jewish leaders
are never approached, in the melodrama's drive to people its niverse with
gods and devils. Transference occurs easily, as that which wel recognize as
good and evil are embodied in the film's characters.

I

Morality play In one sense, this genre is misnam d, for the label con-
jures pp images of ponderdus sermonizing in veiled d amatid forms To be
sure,sne could be discussing a contemporary ver ion of '"The Second
Shepherd's Play",--e g The Battle of Algiers (1968), a feOure done in

'documentary style and one admitting no ambivalehcebut one also can
consider here instructional films and tapes which rely upon dramatic
'conventions to carry messages, and,.even some products in the cinema
%/el-lee mode. In some of these nonfiction films (e.g. V D Blues, 1972), the
irr amatic conventpans merely are convenient' vehicles, adding human
interest 4111 enteriiinment; Dick Cavett's monologues, rile singing (e.g.
"Don't Give a Ghost .t.g the One You Love Most "), and 'the vignettes in
diziggue ( a woman dis Ossingsyphillis with a doctor who was her carrier,
or the discussion betw n a syphillis and a gonorrhea virus) function pri-
marily as sugar-coating In other specimens of this genre (e.g. All My Ba-
bies, 1952), the dram tic action houses characters capable of .being
models Thus, Mary be om s the ideal midwife, and the'two.poor mothers
(one, neglecting her p eg ancy, the other carrying through properly)
embody negat4ve and p sitive models for future midwives and mothers. It
is especially in the latt r sUrt of drama,ssthe kind with integrated action,
that one finds "documentary" and "morality," conjugally related

Perhaps one of the most ContrTersial celluloid morality plays of recent
years is Albert and David iMaysles' Salesman 0969), aldocurnentary in
the cinema, verite tracliOn which ruthlessly exposes Catholic Bible
salesmen. In thy film, one follows four salesmen=f uimg on one, Paul
through their calls at churches to obtain lists of pros eti'lit customers, at
customers' 'homes, at a sales meeting (where "t t, World's, gre-afest
salesman of ttie world's best seller" inspires them),.inmatel r s.calling
wives and girl friends, playing poker, etc. The customer-asquipl Victim-,
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the salesmen -as- cunning- manipulator, and the church-as:accomplice, e

the images which emerge. This occurs in real-life; the dialogues act,
took place, the characters are real salesmen. The Mays les brothers
were - criticised for selecting only immoral salesmen, only disgusting sales
managers, onlyudthinking customers, and only the most crass of presenta-
tionsfor being, in a word, propagandistic.2° While perhaps true, such
criticism s little point, if one remembers the rules governing morality
plays. Devils are necessary as foils for superior moral codes, codes which
need "don'ts" to contrast witlf "do's." Salesman,. then., offers a form
(cinema verite or direct cinema, as the Maysles brothers prefer to call it)
differept from those which clothe v.p Blues and All My Babies, yet the
film belongs to the same genre. While the specific formal conventions/t
called upon vary from one to the otter, 'all three burrow into viewers'
minds via predetermined' beliefs, attitudes, and values; all three are di-
dactic.

Metacritical Implications

This admittedly exploratory examination of nonfiction film'Igenret from
a rhetorical-cultural perspective has been short, and unfortunately, has re-
lied upon brief descriptions of a few examples. Its purpose, however, has
not been one of finding definitive categories forevery film and television
program anyone might wish to call a "ilocumentary". Nor have I sought
ironclad cages in which to incarcerate celluloid rhetoric?, fOr distinctions
between cinematic dialectic and moral philosophy or between cinsinatic
Melodrama and morality play are not easily drawn.. Rather, my, pi5mary
Purpose hasbeen to discover a method potentially capable of penetrating
slits cultutts tastes in documentary, of understanding hOw different filmic
prOducts function to affect the beliefs, attitudes: and vales of Americans._
If the analysis has !Seen true to its assumptions, then certain implications
of this approach to filmic analysis deserVe pursuit in subsequent studies of
documentaties.

1. The other facets.of the cube provide for more cinematic, less divine-
t tively rfitorical, looks at documentary I have not systematically charted

the format conventions appropriate to the filmic televised documentary;
that is, the third dimension of the cube (form) has not been treated!
systematically. Semiotic studies of film, currently enjoying considerable!
popularity, should .soon,rectify this problem. As we dev lop a vocabulary
for' talkingagain,.- systematicallyabout meanings in erent to conven-
tions (e.g. long shots/close ups, fades/jump cuts, dep,h-of-field, direct.
cinema/staged scenes), we shall be able to categorize ypes of reports,
,types of dialectic, types of moral philosophies, types of omances, etc., in
more formal cinematic terms. When this is done, the n tion of genres of
documentary will have even greater ielevance to students film.

2. Despite such an important limitation, however, th study, in deter-
mining genres via an examination of interactions betweeil kinds of content
and psychological learning models, avoids problems encountered by many
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ti
, literary critics 4: 0nr.e. Cititicsitt the past have sought to define genres by

unitary principles. Some Lave taken up Aristotle's challenge, attempting
to work with notions of rhythm, metre, number of voices-4e., physical
characteristics (radicals of presentation). Others find the At of "voice"

. paramount, worrying about the presence or absence of rrrator, questions
'of stream of consciousness, direct address, and the like. StQl others probe
the relationship between author and auditor, as do those singling out le
"epistolary novel" for inspection. Another important group accepts the
structuralist's argument for ways of witrking through thosecultural myths
compelling assent, and hence follows Claude Levi-Strauss and Northrop
Frye into schemata for mythic analysis.2' All of these critics face a com-
mon problem: They are attempting to employ single dimension (one,
often, which represents clusters of techniques, yet one which is, neverthe-
less, unitary) to define genres.

This study, however, has argued for, a view which stresses definition
based on pdifits of interaction:- Only by seeking to discovergenres in both
form and content (in the tradition of the structuralists), bothIcontent and
mental' bperation (as I hive here), both firm and mental operation (as the
semiologist would)`, or better, in ter t oficomplex interactions among all
three variables, will we as critits bridge the all-important iaps betweeti
literary and sociocultural explanations for genres. In othe&words, Me:
torical gcnies` mu't be defined by both message characteristics and
sociocultural, rules. Only then will critics be able both to analyze artifacts
and account for their presence, successes, and failures. f

3. The 'outer limits of the concepts-of the documentaiy have' not been ex -'
plored. This essay has assiduouslravoided earlier problems or definition.
It has, however, broached some questiquats oncerning the outer limits,of
the concept. It would be possible, for example, to argue that as one movers
to the left in the upper lefthand corner of the matrix, that is, as one moves
beyond "report" to "mere reproduction" (e.g., as Andy Wahl does, in
Empire), one comes close to leaving the realm of document re. Wittl mete
filmic reproduction, one has sacrificed the interests of,4e creative-artist
for those of the viewer `the documentarist has virtally sefrendered the
interpretive processes to the receiver, who is glyen almoit complete
freedom to "read" by himself. Any movement tpthe left of the lower left-
hand corner beyond "romance"seems to take us into purely aesthetic
frolicking and celebration, as, for example, in the popular After. the Rath,
in which one sees a thundershower pass over a landscape, leaving a series

wet, brilliant images. Again, the interpretive process, while in part-de-
er ined by the filmmaker, nevertheless depends almost exclusively upon

the ppreciative apabilities of the viewer; the conventions governing the
lea ing of socially important information have,been replaced with those
guiding aesthetic enjoyment; .

4 . , .

The same sorts of comments apply to rbe hi edike of the matrix. Any
movement beyond the genre of "ftioral 'philas hy'; takes one out Of filmic

1

...- 'conve.nciprirperhaps, and into hardcore lecturing (which only happens to

501 .
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be recorded on fit or mylarl: And, were one to push "morality plays"
farther, ontayou move Into pure instruction (e.g. safety films), sheer
drama (where p itical-social questidlis provide subject matter rather than
points of ref nce), or patent pa asillm (e.g., "religious" plays pr

- -children) In other words, I have gun to define "documentary" in term§
of social rules for interpretation, codes for meaning, and subject matter of
cultural importance, but the definition has not harden,ediAnd, probably, it
should not, for if documentaries are defined too carefully, one is in danger:

) of setting only formal, pre-established artistic- norms, useful for calling
fouls,-yet potentially debilitating ilused for purposes of:academic purism.
Rigid definition. of "documentary" may prevent us from understanding
the full range of vehicles capable of producing attitudinal change

4 This determination of genres likewise has avoided the tendency to int-
nali:ed frames from other studies' Rhetorical critics, for
en are tempted to steal their genres from academic disCiplines

(po fore, social rhetoric, religious rti oric, etc.), from the set-
ting in wick discourse occurs (the rhetori the used car lotinaugural
addresses, the keynote speecheic ), or from a fist of topics (the rhetoric of
war, the rhetoric of reform, t.13e rhetoric of women's liberation, etc.). There
is nothing wrong with employing any o f f ii.e,scherba, because they,o

:,provid--eimights into Perspectiyes, communicative arenas, intentions, and
recurrigg.approache social issues. Indeed, here !have borrowed labels
for cells from other pletsoseut ail such approaches, one must remember,
have two important limitations, (I) They tend to' obscitre iinportant.ww
in which media affect messages Thus, a political speech, a political Olt
and a political film all have at least philosophical and thematic implica-
tionsiin common, but they als&exhibit in*ortant differences' construc-

-non, delivery, and in sacceiatance Again, I can "apologize" in many
way s-L--vra letter, via arapologetic essay, in a televised speech, through
messagei on restroom walls, or by dropping leafletsbin the medium I
use Lays ,almost as much, about me aild the justification_,as does the
message MoLuhanism's forceful analysis on this point cannot lie over-
rooked (2) furthermore, seldom do mos] generic critics account for the
-rerponseA of audiences It is one thing to'Vpecify reaction, quite anotper to
explain it Genres, are nothing more than pigeonholes capable of sorting

, artifacts'if they do not includtexplorations of the cultural rules which give
such configurations social force. Unless,one-speculates about why a tele-
vised -apologia -works, how it engages an audience's expectations, and4.
ihrOUgh'WhiCh learning, mechanisms it worms its way mto our collective,
psyches, one will have engaged only in an academic exercise. A rhetorical,

4 sociocultural apprdach to generic classifications, especially one which 'ler-
rets out categories which ai,e cart of the language of a medium, allows for
genres which have been nurtured within a culture'S ideological structure,

5 Somewhat similar treatments,'of genres in other 'visual arts
demonstrate theiarnerahzability of this approach John W. Cawelti's The

.* -Gun Mystiq 7; ( 97a)for example, takes a "content" (Western filMs),

AU&
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a Concept of "form" (mythological Formulae), a#id a %inure:A self-concep-
tion (the great American dreams of nineteenth and early twerif th century
literature) to 'define gehres,--and to account fOr popu tations.22
Horace NewComb's TV, The Merge POPular AFTTI9.7 4- r I ws from
Cawelti and more general works on the. popular arts to approach televi-
sion's daytime and prime-time programming, in a series, of
situation and domestic comediei, westerns, mystaries, doctors and
lawyers, attyenture shows, soap operas, television documentaries, and
news shows. As he notes in his conclusiOn,

Television iii crusiallyilimportant objedf of study not only because it
is a new 'form,' a different 'medium,' but because it brings its massive
audience into a direct relationship with particular sets of values and

...attitudes. We have been able to 'see how those fdrmulas affect
what has been traditionally thought of as non-dramatic entertain men.
*As factual information

Cawelti stresses formulae more firmly than I hive, 4nd Newcomb's
strength is in his evaluative cultural analysis, yet both fall into the critical
school L ha-ve attempted to outlinea school which urges contplex, almost
simultaneous commentary upon form, content, and culture

6. Ultimately, by-grounding generic analysis in both the form-content
.Ptension and in cultural rules for interpretation, r e by grounding generic

aria is in a rhetorical-cultural prospective, one may be able' produce
comptirative studies of theoretical and practickl importance., Exploring
mtrch more specifically than I have, e g , the species of documentary
particularly popular in the 1930*.vis-à-vis those particularly popular in
the 1960's reveals much abotit major cultural shifts over that thirty-year

. period. The fact that most "romances" mention *use in the \30's while
most "reports" and "dialectics" discussed e erged in the 160's says
something about tastes in documentarists and t e role of government in
the ppocos, to be sure; but perhaps it also indicates ed to the
American culture through the war yr-ars and the electronic of tiontm-. formation explosion Not only aesthetics but, more im antly, cultural
attitudes toward "problems," ."solutions," and "information's shifted,
markedly. A comparative-study of documentaries then and now ii possible '
with this approach, because 'a rhetorigal-cultural perspective \stresses-
cultural, rather th4n autiuritechnalogicallcinetnatit explanations'

,Dora larger scale, much work remains to be done cross -cut urally.
Certain truisms in the scholarship lirrounding documentaries,tli t Eng-
land led America into the field in the 30's, that Om French led most coun-

ong
that

tries in the cinema verite tradition, that Eisensleiii in Russia was
the first to demonstrate the power of historical re-creation247-sugg
the field is vitally concerned with comparative scholarship. .But, such

-cAtiparisons would have more power if set against the background o\f the
.4Krich; British, Americah, and Russian cultures Orillso4iiirtes. Whyl'did

14.
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Griffith abjure, Eisenstein's stark social realism for use of heavily
romanticized scenes, even though he had somewhat similar purposes in
roughly Ihesame period') Why have American producer-directors employ-

.

ing cinema verite altered the conventions devised by the French to Tow
for more continuity,' more "story"? Such ques ions move us into cultural
mores, communicative patterns, and the per ptual machinery available.
within particular cultures for processing information and ideas.

.1
7 iintriguingly. I think. tlfis sort of rhetorical-cultural analysis can be

applied to other classes of American communicative artifacts One could
argue, for example, that classical exegeses are reports, theological disputes
are dialectics, and catechetical addresses, pieces of moral philosophy; the
classical homily has characteristics or the romance, conversionary appeals
often take the form of melodramas, and full-blown "enthusiastic" ha-
rangues

..,

(e.g. of the eighteenth century) can be considered morality plays.
Similarly, among the types discourses found in a politi&I campaign,
position speeches funetron arts, the Kennedy-Nixon debates were
(alpectics, and Kennedy's n Ministerial Association speech of 1960
was a piece of moral phi ; Nixon's "C ckers Speech" of 1952
assuredly was a romarke, w de his 1972 telev ion commercials (e g the -

one showing "McGovern's" hand sweeping toy airplanes into a waste
basket) were inelodramas,and, Muskie's "election eve address" of 1970-
probably can be viewed as a morality play. The search for parallel genres
in speeches, in television-programming, in magazine articles, in social
pamphlets, etc , ultimately could produce a full taxonomy of rhetorical
genres, medium by medium Such alaxonomy-would be useful for two im-
portant purposes. (1) Close comparisons could be made between, say, a
dialectical, play anthem-theological dispute, allowing critics to discuss
concretely the effects of particula formal conventions (those of drama and
those of religious language) upon auchenceirectations and'reactions (2)
Cross-cultural 'sttidies could take dri intere§ting turn into specific cultural
rules Should one find a political culture which did not have, for example,
the report or the chaiktic form among its politiCal addresses, one would be
in a position to offer a unique critique of communicative systems, a cri-
tique based in conceptions of social- reality rather than mere political
ideology.

one e must adfnit that this essay has done little to advance
theoretical discussions concernirfg the definition o "documentary" or
"non-fiction film," has peeked at only a few illustr documentaries,
and has not offered rigid containers into whrch all documentaries Can 'be
classified But it has urged a serious, rhetorical examination of a patently
rhetorical medium It has recognized, with Eric Barnduw, that "the.docu-

`rpentarist has a passion for what ire finds in images and soundswhich al-
ways seem to him more meaningful than anything he can invent," and that
"its plausibility, its auttikrity, Is the speciallquality of the documentary
its attraction to those who use it, regardless of motive the source a its
power enligliten or deceive." And. in overlayingvultural analysis;
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essay.has attempted-to put these examples of celluloid rhetoric into a
perspective explaining their power to enlighten and deceive.

,

NOTES
.

.

This notion is ppanded in Grierson's ifst Principles of Docu-
mentary," in Grierson on Documentary; ed. Forsyth Hardy (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co...4 1947), 99-i LI'

'2Descnptions of these film s tan be fOund in alwo,st any history of docu-.

.mentary, although I shall rely upon three when Making comments about
the evolUtion of.the medium:Richard Meran Ilarsam, Nonfiction Film: '
IA Critical History (New York: E P. Dutton & Co., 1973): Lrik Barnou'w,
Documentary. A History of the CVon-Fiction Film (NeW York: Oxford'

University Press, 1974): and Richard Dyer MacCann, The People's Films;
4 Political History of U S doverfpnent Motion Pictures (New York:
Hastings House, 1973)
, For a definition of "documentary" stressing public informatiOn, see

:Basil Wright, "Documentary to,Day," PenguftFilm Review 2 (Jan.
1947) 38:, presentation of argument, former NBC President Robert
Kintner, quoted in William A. Wood, Electronic Journalism(New York:
eolumbia University Press, 1967), 72; actuation, A. William Bleum,
Docsumentary in 'American Television (New York. *Hastings, '1965), 14.
Such definitional disputes result from a concern for "fact" vs. "fiction,"
"authenticity" vs. "interpretation," "material distoition" (i.e. leaving out
events,' facts etc.) and "technological distortion" (i.e. using particular
lenses, shots, editing techniques, etc. to lead a viewer). Those from the tele-
vision industry, especially, stress fact/authenticity/minimal distortion,
while those 'Nom the film industry, usually, recognize the need for fictive
'recreation /interpretation /necessary distortion. The most extreme poti-,
tionecan be found in,Wood (n. 3) and in Harrison Engle, "Thirty Years of
Social Inquiry: An Intervieiv With Willard Van Dyke," Film Comment 3
(no 2, Spring '1965). esp. 26 ,Philip Dunne ["The Documentary and'
Hollywood," Hollywood Quarterly 1 (no. 2, Jan. 1944: 1671 gOes even
further than Van Dyke when he says, ."In the broadest sense, the docu-
mentary is almost always, therefore, an instrument of propaganda."

4I am examining communication variables often approached by rhe-
torical criticscontent, form, and theraudience's psychological processes.
Examination of suctr variables from a clews' perspecti'Ve, however,
psobably is not a traditional approach, although it is gaining popularity.
My fundamental impetus comes from the writing of Harold Adams Innis
and his notin of communication determinism. Tor a brief explanation,
see his Empire and Communications, rev. Mary Q. Innis (rpt. 1950; Toro-

.noto: University of Toronto Press, 1972), esp 9-11:
'Kenneth Burke;`- Counter-Statement (Los Altos, Ca.: Hermes- Pub.,

1954), p. 124. An interesting attempt to discuss "arrangement patterns" as
forms in this Burkeian sense can %e found in Carroll C. Arnold, Critiiism
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I( lif Oral Rhetoric (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill -Pub. Co., 1974),

Chap. V. "Structure and Form." -

--_, The notion that linguistic and social rules make direct claims'upon us
has n developing simultaneously in two disciplines linguistic
philoso y and sociology. For representatives of each ruvement, see john ;
R. Searle, Speech Acts (Cambridge: At I.he University press, 1969) and

Ervin Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (New York:
Doub ay Anchor Books, 1959), .

e notion of "differentiation" as I am i it is developed in
So mon Asch, "The Doctrine of Suggestion; Pres and Limitation in
S ial Psychology," Psychological Review-55 (1948): pp.,50-276. I have
used it before in Bruce E. Gronbeck; "Rhetorical Invention in the Regency
Crisis Pamphlets," Quarterly Journal of Speech 58 (Dec. 1§72): esp.

-
'419 : , . . ,

The notion of "transference" as it is articulated here can be found
more fully developed in Donovan J. Ochs and Ronald J. Burritt."Per-

1

ceptual Theory: Narrative Suasion of Lysias," in Explorations in Rhe-
torical Criticism, ed G. P. Mohrmannii al (University Part: Penn. State
University Press, 1973), esp. 53 -56.'
1,4Fdr a discussion of the traditional organizing principles, see Don

Fredericksen, "'Book Reviews': Erik Barnouw's pscumentary and

Richard Meran Barsam'i Vonfiction Film r ,- Cinema 4purval 15
(Fall 1975) 58-60

'°See n 12. A more interesting (i.e. more rhetorical) approach to
- classificatiOn is suggested by Barnouw, who discussed documyntirists as

prophets, explorers, repo painter,s, advmtes, buglers, prosecutor!,
poets, chroniclers, promotds, /*servers, catalysts, and guerrillas. Such a
scheme wouldsuit, especially, a critic working from an auteur( "speaker")
perkpective; as I am working here from the viewpoitit of4he vehicle, I have
not adopted it It does, however, have considerable potential for rhetorical
critics 4

One must remember, of course, that a cinema vente approach is not
the only kind of "report"-we -could be concerned with. 4 report certainly
can use classical narrative, historical treatments, and the like; there arejn
other words, potentially many different forms. only one which we: will ex-
plore. Any complete enumeration of genres of d ocurnentary" would have to

-attempt a listing of such forms to make the cube Complete. (I should also
add that- I am not concerned with verite forms which purpostjy destrof

..'
. filmic conventionse.g -those currently which seek to comment upon the

filmic medium per sc. While films which make as their subiect-matter the
graininess of the certain stocks, thezctoming of thelasis,aetc., certainly can
be considered "documentary" in one sense, they ilrobably are more
properly seen as aesthetic rather than rhetorical proclucts, and hence do
not fell within my purview.) ,.

,

- 12Williarn Jersey, "Some cthservations on Cinema Verite,".Motive 27:

No:2 (No 1966) 12
J
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"On only two occasion.f,did I notice obvious canturnityonce a phrase
was repeated by someone else, at the beginning of a new scene, and. once a
head shot of a-person ca1ned us froth one scene to another

14"High School. Fredermic, Wiseman, Producer-Director," in The, N e vs:

Documentary in Action: A Casebook in FilT Making. ed -Alan psenthal
(Berkeley. Uni'versity of Californra, Press, 1171), 73 i r .,

ANT,EXT's-Protest 4teries includes films meant totgenerate class'iyom
discussion About the purposc.s and means of public agitation, various films
treating the 1968 Columbia University agitation, Vietnam kjotest, blaCk
power, the 1968, Chicago convetirbn riots& two marches,on Washington
(the 1932 Bonus March and Resurrection City in 1968), prohibition, ....t

strikes, assassinations, a comparion of King and Ghandi, Eugene Mc-
Carthy's 148 cam paign,and "quiet" Protests (Quakers, boycotts, Ralph
Nader, et ) are available, olitth aleacher's guide to leading discussions.
Neutrality, supposed(}, is achiesed.-

. .

'Gronbeck (n 7, p 419) calls such works "quasi-poetic," in that the
formAl conventions arf those of fictive'literature, but the subject- matter is
reality-based indeed, all genres along the bottoin--half of1fie matrix are`
quasi-poetic in this sense , -

Flaherty is known for his anthroPolog u
------c

dies, including \anook
of the North 0922) and Moaria (19q6) Gri , for the film-s on govern-
mental services we-noted earlier, RiefenStahl, fdrti-er romantic interpreta-
tions of Nazi ,Germany, 1n-eluding Triumph of the.' W///,(1936) and
Olt mpia (14)38), and Lorent?, for the 1930's governmental projects drs-

'' - .cussedat Length in Maccann's The Peciple's s (see n 2) Notions of ' 7
documentary and romance are di t son's "First Principles of
Documentary".(seen 1) in Paul Rotha Documentary Film (Nev.
York lidstqig Hquse, 102)

k Repnntfed in Lewis Jacobs (Ed ) The Documentary:. Tradition From
\ anook* to Woodstock (N Y Hopkinson arrd Blake, 1971), 174 --

'These films are described,m some detail in Barsam,¶68-276 .

-These and other criticisms are leveled with force by John Simon in "Al
al-lets of Hells, in Jacobs, 466-46/

For eneral-ditique of all literary approaches to generic analysis. see

Pault He di, ficyond Genre (Ithaca, N Y Cornell 'niversity Press.
1972) .7

--John G Cawelti. The SV-Gun Mystique(Bowlin Green, Ohio Bowl-
ing Green Uni/ersity PCipufat Press, 1970) 6 4 0

"Horace Newcomb. TV. The Most Popular Art (Gaden City. N y .

Anchor Pcess4Doubleday, 1974). 244, 245 ii
"These generalizations have been articulated most recently by Barsam

Barneut, 2$S II 4r. e
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AFTERWORD

0

The final section is an essaythat comments on the critical essays in sec-
tion .11 and speculates about the role of genre and form in criticism, the
concern of the essays in Alton 1. It is, in the true sense, an afterword, a set,
of statements made.after discussion of broad concepts, minute analysis of ,
the criticisms, and rumination` about the relationship of all- this to rhet- -4
oric, communication, and criticism generally. Bormann Offers his corn-*.ments on the conference and t ys, anckhe indicates directions for fu-
ture discussions and criticism.

,
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RHETORICAL CRITICISM)AND SIGNIFICANT

FORM: A HUMANISTIC APPROACH;

ERNEST G. BORMANN

A strong impulse towards studying enduring reitures of 'rhetorical
4itscourse as exemplified in recurring significant forms is revealed inohe r,
growing number of studies of rheiorical myth, metaphor, genre, and fan-
tasy which are being published and in the appearance of essays dealing
with the nature of rhetorical criticism which cortiriare-rtliFcOlti rast it with
Iiterarycriticism ' The impulse expressed itself in the Kansas Conference
on Significant Form in Rhetorical Criticism which was called to consider
"recurring pa s in discourse or action including among others, the
repeated u* r,images, metaphors, arguments, structural arrangesents,
configurations of language '' The impulse is. as yet, relatively Unarmed
and unstructured. It raise number of significant issues for scholars '
drawn to its pretice. Many ofthe important issues emerged Nal the dis-
cussions-of the papers which form this volume and of the concept of genre
which Served as a focal term for the deliberations. The prospects of enclurt I..,
ing criticism are allunng; the pitfalls of such attempts are becoming more-
apparent. This chapter is addressed to the mayor issues; to ,the. Alluring
prospects; and to the pitfalls -

, A----

it . -

Types of Rhetorical Criticism

In Section 1, I discussed rhetorical styles aria how they consist °is com-
plex system of interrelationships amos communicatiq n practice,
criticism, and'theory The concept 9f rhetorical style relates to the practice
of scholarly rhetorical criticism in several important wayi.

Scholarship and style-specific 'criticism One important kind of com-
munication criticism is the expert evaluation, of the specialists in a )tyle
who continually relate theory to practice. All teachers of communication,
whether in an academic setting or not, pfactice criticism vital to a rhe-
torical community. Teachers of public speaking criticize student efforts as
do instructors in interpersonal Communication. Facilitators of encounter
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and sensitivity groups criticize the communication of participants as do or-.

ganders of consciousness-raising sessions
The cnttc as teacher, coach, and connoisseur of a given communication

style produCeNriticism which is style-specific and ephemeral, to use
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell's term 'To say that such criticism is ephemeral is
not to deny its importance but simply to note its scope, nature, and func-
tion Communicatkkrt styles g9 in and out of fashion When the established
circuit rider critiqued the communication of his apprenticed exhorter as
they made their rounds, he wassInvolved in an activity which was indis-
pensable to the ungenteel style just as much as wa1s the criticism of a
ptofessor of rhetoric evaluating a "student oration in a 19th century literary
society according to the Websterian standards essential to the sentimental
style

On occasio a critics w41 use the criteria of a theory unique to a
rhetorhcal mmunity d apply it to a body of discourse with
consiskrably more care and thoroughness than they would use in criticiz-
ing a .student effort according to the same standards.' If a scholar, for
example, uses the criteria of a rhetorical community engaged in in-/ tercollegiate debate in the 1970's to do scholarly criticism of the teach-ins
of the 1960's the rdsult will be an ephemeral one beciuse the standards of
wommunication of intercollegiate debate will change over the years. In ad-
dition, of course, the study will be a travesty because the standards of one
communication'style are not appropriate to another A person might as
well judge the communication of a negotiation sessron between labor and
managenient by tbe standards of the interpersonal communication style.
But even when thitritic 6s. he communication theory of style which
produced he discourse, thrresults will be ephemeral We read the cri-
tiqu o ebster written by 19tH century participants in the sentimental
style no mallet-Avow scholarly they might be with the same interest we
examineartifactsin a museum.'

Scholarship and criticism as advocacy Another form of ephemeral
criticism has been to take part in controversies A scholar may advocate a

tub"osition by evaluating the communication in support of the prefer-
red position favoratry and attacking the shoddy quality of the communica-
tion of the oposition The critic who scrutinizescontemporary argument
and evMK'for its truthfulness or validity helps clarify public debates on
impotir issues apd submits the communication of pressure groups to
careful, systematic, and professional scrutirgirs The rhetorical critic can
play _the role or consumer advocate and wiichdog. warning the public
about shoddy communication. A considerable body o ofessional

J.,

rhq-

toncal criticism is essentially the uv,. of scholarly ods to 'cruel.-
contemporary debates

Advocates have also used rhetorical cnticism in a less specific fashion to
_examine how communication contributes to undesirable Conditions in so-
ciety in general. Where in the first instance the critic as advocate attacks'
the president for his foreign policy, for ,ateimple, by attacking the
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presidential speeches relating to that policy, in the second instance the
critic as advocate may examine how racism is embedded'in the use of
terms relating to light and darkness pr black and white or h.o'w sexism is
embedded in terms like chairman or the use of the inclusive 4nasculine
pronoun

Criticism as a corrective for society's ills is important, and certainly
communication is such a vital part of any cultunp that criticism2f a so-
ciety's communication by scholars especially' trained for the task is
necessary. Important as it is, however, rhetorical criticism that deals with
transitory problems is as ephemeral as the criticism which tratns
-neophytes to appreciate and practice a giveristAe.

Scholarship and Meta-Criticism Although intact rhetorical criticism is
ephemeral in the Sense that iris context-specific and tied to the conven-
tions of communication style or to the issues,of the moment, there is
another,perspdkive which offers the pasibility of providing insight of a
more enduring nature into human comAnicarion.

The perspecVe I have in mind is not that of a,participant in a commtini-
cation style judging rhetorical matters accordingo the theory 'clue to
that style, nor yet that of an advocate in partisan debate or a cri
contemporary culture Rather, the more enduring perspective is one in

---;_,_which the critic stands Outside the assumptions 9f a rhetorical community
and style and also outside the contemporary controversy ,or culture which
is the concern of the more ephemeral perspectiye. BystiAnding outside rhp-
tohcalcommunities the critic employing the pdrspective can view the sunl-
lanties and liliererices among a number of different rhetorical styles
Simila'rities that characterize a large number of styles will indicate signifi- .
Cant recurring forms related to human communication. In addition, the
Critic can examine the_praCtice, 'theory, and criticism of a given, hetorical '
style and cicusscss functions, influonce, and 'impact upon the culture,
Black's study of the sentimental style is essentially such a critical essay.
The crittc,rnay decide to discover the inception, growth,.matUrity, and de-
cline of one or more comm tinicatioti stylesmay, indeed, trace families of
cornmunication,styles as they evolve through time or chart the major com-
munication styles operating in a given public at a given time.

define the more permanent _perspective as meta-criticism in the sense
tilt the meta-critic sands aloove or beyond the first level of communica-
tion I use the term by aria* with the relatilThship between object-Ian-

W -guage and meta-language in the philosophy of.lannage.'
The meta-critic evaluates a rhetorical style or common rhetorical forms

whicha,ppear in a number of rhetorical styles on some grounds other than
the norms of criticism the theory) which characterizel the style or Myles
under study .That is, a tudy of the Puritan preaching style' will need to
describe the norms of t at style's criticism in order to document the
existence of a coherent style and to describe and explain its nature. De
meta-critic might well use Cotton Mather's rhetorical theory as presented
in the Manduciio ad Ministerium for that purpose but the critic would not
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use those critical standards as the basis for, an evaluation of the Puritan
style nor for a recurring form which appeared, in the Puritan style and a
number of other styles as well.'

Research Methods for Mew-Criticism

The scientist would study recufring rhetorical patterns as Simons mdi-
cated by striving for inter-observer reliability and replicability of results.
In addition, the scientific approach would involve Careful operational
definitioftis of key concepts, wide sampling of discourse, and comparison
and contrast and control techniques to assure that distinctions were signifi-
cant and relevant How would a humanistic critic proceAN

Although the rhetorical critic differs froma historian of public address
° in some important ways, the critic and historian both share some...sigmfi-

cant humanistic scholarly norms I shall begin by sketching the,essential
method olithe humanistic scholar

The scholar's viewpoint The scientist shares with a community of like-
minded scholars a common perspective about the nature of a good theory
and about the proper paradigm for the'practice of normal science. The
shared paradigm of practice will includes* things as,the way to go about
setting Lip hypotheses, designing research projects, collecting and inter-
preting data The historian and critic:on-the other hand, have a more per-
sonal' and often more idiosyncratic viewpoint about their studies (if
course, like-minded, scholars often form schools -6f interpretation in his-.
itlry .criticism but even within ~such schools there is room for dif-
ferenZes of opinion as to the emphasis of various features of the perspec-
tive

The viewpoint which a humanistic scholar brings to a specific research
project Will include general assumptions of a philosophical nature as well
as specific preferences for research procedures of a technical nature. For
example, critics will have as part of their perspectives some assumptions

~.about free will and choice The scholar who assumes the events under,
study are entirely or partially determined will also have some assumptions
about the determining factors The scholar may assun'tu that eionornic fac-
tors are important, or social norms or m9res, or institutional structures, or
historical traditions, or religious influences, or sexual practices_ (One psy-
chiatrist Of my4cquaintance expressecLamazement that a colleague of ours
in the history department could wile a large volume of biography on an
important king of France without mentioning the king's sex life which the
psychiatnst felt had a large influence on the history of the period.) Of-
course, most scholars are not assingle-minded in their deTiocion to a deter-
minism based' upon a single cause was the legendary scholar with a bio-
logical.bent who accounted for the military hiitory of the Thirty-Years-
War on the basis of the migration patterns of rats. His argument was that
the rats carried ttkc plague which decimated armies and civilian popula-
tions alike and had more to do With the outcome of the wars than the hat-
tle's themselves
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. The s'cholar's viewpoint with its broad general assumptiOns as to.what is

important and unimportant in the activity under study will play a decisive
role in determining what topics the critic will select to study, what evidence
the critic will seek out to support conclusions, and what interpretations
will occur to the critic. The scholar who leers that economic forces are im-
portant and who decides to study agnostic spbakers of thg 19th century
such as Robert G. Ingersoll will likely search out records indicating he
economic conditibns of the time, the rise of industrialism, Ingersoll's role
as a corporation lawyer and RepublicanParty spokesman. The fees earned
by lecturers, and so forth. ,

Historians of the nineteenth century sought for an objectwvity in history
which was similar to the objectivity of the natural scientist. Many at-
tempted to write "scientific" history but subsequent geAltrations of his-

1. tonans analyzed the work of the "scientific" school and discovered that it .-
wasas Ved with assumplyani and that the scholars Are ofteh captives of
their iography and their culture. '°,Carpenter's essay on Mahamlnurner,
and Mackinder illustrates,the ways in which historians fail in being objec- 6
Live in a "scientific" sense. The "scientific': and "objective" viewpoint

which developed' earlyin the twentieth century, recognizes that different
aimed to write history as it actually happened, The alternative pisiiion,

scholars have different viewpoints vd acknowledges. the ustfutness of a
pluralistic approach to humanistic scholarship The alternative approach, ,

. - ,
.. .....

howevoreprorteks that both scholar and audience should be as aware as I.
Possible of the main features of the viewpoint which a scholar brings to a
given essay."

In addition to the general assumptions which undergird a scholar's'
perspectiye, the critic will so have a much more _specialized set of

,.. ..assumptions which form an important p search viewpoint he or
she brings to'a study:. These specializectassumptions will relate to such
questions as 'whether or not a critic should have a clearly structured set of .-
concepts to guide the opening of a study such as Kenneth Burkes pentad,
whether some general notions will do: of whether a critic should, .as
Rosenfield Suggests, "release himself, letting the' phenomena 'spea,k to
hirethrough their luminosity.'' 1.2

The fact that some rhetorical critics, prefer to start a study wi,th a struc-
' Lure such as Burks whilio;thefs 1-rid their method as they find their `in-

terpretation does net mean that the scholarly community,0 rhetorical i
critics does not share norms relating to 'thoroughness of sirivestigation,

4:$0rig pr in testiyg source materials, and care in documenting info 4ton .

he scholar's method '114- basic mechanics of
rching for "information relevant to a p4ticular inquiry, carefully

e ining the information to determine its accuracy and weight;- and' / footno _the sources so ether scholars may check the evidence directly.
.... Every priffes,sional meta-critic has the basic -craft of sCholarship as a

minimurb requirement. Thus Carpenter quotes a number of letters fronii.
the Frederick Jackson Turner collection at the HuntingtpcLibra'ry incluth.

\ '
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ing one from Theodore Roosevelt to Turner on February 10, 1894: This
letter is available to other scholars who may go to the Huntingt6n Library
and examine the original. By so doing they can check on the accuracy or
Carpenters evidedee and on the fairness with which he used it. No matter'
what the viewpoint of the critic he or she will share with all others in the
scholarly community norms of evidence and logical rigor of proof which
provide a continual check upon the scholarly work. The rhetorical critic Or
historian is not writing historical romance and; must continuality tie bapk

. inferences and conclusions to documentation by means of footnotes which
make the evidence part of the scholarly community.

The scientist in the luoaratory may keep careful martuals documenting
the course of a series of everiments and,soole stholarly journals may, re-
quire the filing of such documentation in support of an article submitted
for publication, but the spore likely 'check is to have another scientist in
another laboratory replicate the experiment in order to see if the outcome
corrobotates the first findings. The same function is provided for the hu-
manist by the study of records which can be checked by other scholars be-
cause' of the care with whieh the scholar indicates the sources-orthievi-
dence through footnoting.

The scholar's interpretcition of event The scholarly critic with tan,
'avowed viewpoint towards rhetoric and towards the general humancondf-
tion approaches a body of discourse and prbceeds to study the authentic
record Somewhere in the process, which is partially a creative one, the
scholar discovers For invents) a structure which iirovides an explanation of
the phenomenon under 'study,. By structure do not mean to imply the
same thing as organization., Structure usually leads to organizing an essay
in a clear and logical way but it is possible Arganize material without
having much structure in the sense in which I use the term. That is, a good
newspaper reporter or executive 'secretary might search archives and
record note cards and organize the results according to a chronological
order or around some topics without providing insight- and explanation
which leads to greater understanding. Thus, a good journalist ought not be
able 10 writea work of scholarship unless she or he is,eindeed, an inspired
amateur scholar, and that is why a critical evaluation of a Scholarly essay
to the effect that itis journalistic is a damaging one .,

Structure Implies an organic form of interrelationshigs among the
salient features which provides so apt a fit of the observable record or the
sources that the reader of the criticism is bOth persuaded and pleased by
the scholar's new way of-looking'at ths material; The structure leads to an
understanding of the subject under study.
-7-1 Humanistic scholarship consists 'of the application' of a viewpoint to

, carefu0 and rigorously tested evid,ence in order to discover an explana-
tory Structure. Essentially--la pewerful explanatory structure is what n.

makes a work of 'scholarshiO, live on through time Such structures are
imaginative, works cif the magnitude of tlewton's Thew/ in the natural
sciences and can be considered the product of genius Tte structure which
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Karl -Marx discovered to-explain economic phenothenon is an example f
the classical sort of scholarship. The structure which Adam Smi dis-
covered to explain economic phenomena some years earlier tha arx is
a similar powerful -work of schdlarthip, But one need not look only to the
grand landmarks to discover talented scholars producing apt and satisfy-
ing accounts of the subjwts of their studies. Carpenter's paper alludes to
Alfred Thayer Mahan's work on The Influence of Sea Power Upon His-
tory. Mahan certainly saw the world from a somewhat unique viewpoint
and discovered a structure to account for the unfolding of history whiCh
provided an explanation for the .rIseef' empires that marks it as an im-
portant scholarly work. Sao. too, Frederick Jackson Turnerchscovered an
important strUcture to acfourrt for the unique nature of the American
experience

A good many of the essays in this book exhibit structure in the sense in
which I use the term Carpenter's papellrov)des a structure to account for
historical writing 'from a rhetorical viewpoint. Carpenter comes to the
study of historiography from a viewpoint which assumes that there is an
importantt hetorical dimension to history whictrinfluences contemporary
society He says, in a sense, the aphorism of George Orwell that who con.;
trols the present controls the past and who controls the past controls the
future is an important assumption which helps account for historical
development Carpenter also has as part of his viewpoint the assumptionAm,

that historians adapt language rhetorically to achieve suasory impact.
With that viewpoint guiding him he selects three writers ivho seem promts- t,

ing scholars to examine from a rhetorical perspecteee. To study their rhe-
tonCal impact he uses the concept of jeremiad and further defines that con-
cept into five basic features. He examines each writer in turn in terms of
the five baitic fgtures and discovers that more or less explicitly each his-
torian exhibits the five defining criteria He further discovers that the most
salient responses to the writings are those which reveal a sense of dire ur-
gency and a motive to change and do the recommended action. TV dis-
course

response in the significant audience as revealed by the letttrs.
couPse thus has a formal structure which is complemented by the appro-
priate

the conference considered Carpenter's paper he was Fhallenged
on the issue of plausibility of the,stnCtUre,The fact that there was so much
variation exhibited by the discourses on a number of the five formal char -
cteristics of the historical jeremiad caud some critics to assert that

Carpenter's case for placing them together in one genre was not ade-
crUately dem onstr'ated by the historical record

Carpenter'was further challenged on Ole grounds that he had ndt ade-
quately documented audience response; by searching primarily in the let-
ters written to the historians. All of these,Challenges indicate how cr6sely
tied 4n explanatory structure must be to the historical sources which sup-
pott it.
. Although the structure did provide an explanation for well documented

popularity, fame, and perhaO, influence of the three writersin terms of
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. *their uses an old tried and true suasive form, and alth h thee struc:7- 4
ture was apt and pleasing as mosWtrilttl'es which disc r a new and

. fresh analogy tend to,be, the structureftvas vague in pla andlacksad de-,
tail: Pius, the critical sessions devoted to Carpenter's paper iatlfuled a.--
good deal of c(eative modification of the structure. Indeed, one of the

t .strengthatof the structure is that it does stimulate such thinking, aid good
scholarship ought to set off the leader )n:new directions and adaptations....,

One sugge;ted modification was, to provide a structure ,whicterriphasized
not the five formal-Attires in ilie discourse but which tried to document a
latent jeremiadic response waitingNia large public for some suitable sym-

. bolic event to focus its sergy and give it prominence. Some of the difficul-
tes of explaining the response to Turner's paper which exhibited key "i

.

,,,,

,;
features of the jeremiad in very sketchy detail or no at all might thus fit

plausibly into a structure which discovered Ilate sentences ofrtah- 1,eliinterest to the main therriebf0e paper were nonetheless picked up
and made the: most important feature of the response-411d' that these
sentences turned out to be those which allowed for ?he dr'amatization of a 4
second persona which enforced established values, particuloaftylbeyalues

. of America as the new Eden, Sree from the corruption of the old world.
Halloran studies the televised debate held 'in the House Judiciary Com- .

mitree from July 24 through 30, 1974, on the proposed impeachment of
Richard Nixon from a perspective which emphasizes the'whole series of,s televised reports as one "drama," as a way, for society bott.to solve a
problem and hold a mirror up to the comnaufrity.iNelf and by the playing
out an fashigc main curtents within society thstelevised debate
can serve fo siippen't or undermine `e forcec which ewe the society to JO
cohere. , . e 4 ,

,The structure which *Born &Covers is that,the two Junctions of a
public proceeding (discussing and deciding imortant community ques%
tion; arid 4ierfOrminfo ritual of-Communion) are in conflict during the
television siebateson impeachment. The conflict results in the heavy allo-
cation Of time to the first of the five articledl under co. ration and in 4he
essential terrninAtion.of the proceedings after the utQl n Ankle 1. fivad- '
daticrir; the ntualisti2 featurei account for the linguistic style and the .
"rhythm andtsoiemity" of the use of congressional forms of address. Ft-
nally, the emphasis'on the ritualisticand coniritunal aspect itif the television
debates accounts for the Alt 4 the opponents of the majority view. HereHalloran's explanatory structure which pclfrays the hearings as primarily '!,
community ritual and only secondarily as task-Oriented aroups comes
clear in theirole of mindrity spokesmen such as Sandman OVNew Jerseyand Wiggins ot California. Wiggins' role is central and cruairbinithe struc-
ture, Because Wiggins supported the basic legitimaiy _44 the entire
proceedings and because \he spoke as the loyal opposition he enabled the

-television debate to f fiction in a way wtlich, supported a'nd reinforced the.
community's custo laws, and established values for doing public bum:

. ,

'it lir
ness. .. '

,..
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Halloran ru ure is plausi le and accounts for the record. The coin-
rrinteedid s nd moft of its time ebating the first article. The proceedings
did seem anti-climactic after the first ballot,. Wiggins was applauded for
being a good representative of the loyal opposition. Sandiglan paid the ,
price for attacking the tebgitimacyybf the proceedings '11' the overriding pur-e

pose A the television sessions (tacit although it may have been) was to
perform a ritual of community cohesion, then much of what'another critic
might Judge tb be ineffectual or poor communication:1n terms of another
structure which emphasized the quality of the cisio along process be-

% comes undyrstandahle Indeed, Halloran rat mplies, that
cordmg to the needs of community cohesion th ornmunication event of
the impeachment proceedings on teltalsion was of a high -order of ex-
cellence

Halloran's structure to explain and provide the reader with §ri under-
standing of the television, proceedings exhibits another characteristic of a
good piece of scholarship in that others will see new applications for,the-
very same structure- Aridther critic*ishing to examine another set of cOm-
mu nwation transactions might decide they are analogous to, the televised
debates on impeachment and take Halloran's structure and apply it to thy
new material

S

*11

Significant Issues Relating to Meta-Cr:11mm

- Goire as viewpoint or genre as structure $ignificant forms s related to
rhetoric may be seen as part-of the scholar's viewpoint or rt of the struc-
ture of a work- of criticism. or both The question Whether significant
form in terns of recurring patterns in cliscourr actien,is
phenomenological or_riot is important to the general analeis"of he con'-
cept of gennillond needs to be carefully explicated. One Of the major issues lit .

of the conference discussions relat to such questions' as. Is it useful to
think of genre as a constrict of tha rim which guides investigations? Is it
useful to think of genre as in the minds of the audience? Or, is it useful to J
think of Eeiire as a feature of the rhetorical discourse? the cast' answer, of
course, iTto say-thOt it is all three However, todismiss he'issue quickly by
saying that genre resides in the mind of the critic, and in the,discaurse, and
in the-audience is to miss some significant issues worth exploiing4..A critic
developing an explicit viewpoint to bring tile study ought to explore th
implications of a decision in regard to these questions For &topple, t
critic wtio takes as a perspective the view, that nres are in audie4 0
might ,intsrpret the record Which Carpenter st led In a way Wch

. --
revealed that many people had a AeremediO respo characteristiic which

111A

had been devetbped or conditioned over years of hearing religious
messages cast in that form Frederick Jacksori Turner had unintentionally
tapped a large reservior of guilt and feeling of loss of the basic American
etho4 with his Message about the end of the frontier for those Americans
so abnditioned The 'attic who beging with theliew. point that genres are it)

e. .r
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messages might create an interpretive structure which sees the,sentimental
style as a historical phenomenon which waxes and wanes depending upori
the Aids of the times and that the style Waxed particularly strong in the
United States in the 19th century. Thus Black not only asserts such a genre
existed but that it was a rhetpric which left "no scintilla of reaction" for
the audiewe's own ,response, that for the listener, "Every nuance of his
response is suggested by, the speech " Further, Black states that "it may
have been Webster's particular contribution to the comfort of his contem.
poraries that he devised themes and a style which combined to lull the stir-
ring conscience of his country." The end result was that "a form of con.
sciousness emerged': which w,as able to subordinate moral considerations
to aesthetic ones

Finally, one ought not drop the issue of genre as viewpoint or genre as
Ncture without noting Rosenfield's critique of an essay by Wander and
kins in which he argues that the critic who distinguishes Being and Ap-

pearance:has difficulty in practkcing,criticism as appreciation. Accoiding
to Rosenfield

I

04
The Nint to bear in mind in alt this is that by retaining implicitly the
distinction between Being (values} and Appearance (observables, ob-
jects, perceptions, facts) Wander and Je.rikins shut the critic off from
the very involvement that they see as necessary for at least a good deal
of worthWhile criticism, an involvement that necessarily dissolves the ,

dichotomy " \
4 , .. I ,

* M pOsition is that genitor significatii formmay be apart of the critic's
viewpoint A critic may, in additiOn to the other assumption about the na-
ture of reality.' and of the human experience, have 'specialized critical
assumptions and predilections that certain recurrent.pitterns are signifi-
cant and have a limited set of distinguishitig features. Gronbeck's 'cubeto
might thus serve as a -set of topm for another scholar appro ing docu-

'- ' mentary films of the 1970's The scholar would look for evi ence that a'
yoh

given film was "rear" or "poetic" on the basis of such cues as "slice-of-
life" as opposed to "bigger-than-lifCe Further, the critic would look for
the proper placement of a film whiny' was "bigger-than-life" in terms of

' 'whether it was populated with heroes and villains, and so
. forth The scholar beginning VI aviewpoint which included

Gionbeck'scube, or Burke's pentad, or some other notion as to significant
A , recuportg form, might discover that the discourse fails to fit neatly into the

patterns or that modification of the Pattan will serve better to explain the
discourse, and may, indeed, serve better to explain theoriginal material, upon which'the first Toimulation of the pattern was based. The end result,
of suchian investigation Would de an essilhor study which prodyced, 'a
structure to interpret and explain the discourse which was arida genie or a
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nrecurng pattan: The significant form then may be partof a scholar's

- .
recurring

or it
i

ritiibe the structure the schigar invents to account for the
N

dscourse under 14;1y. `,
Clearly the sigmficant form of discourse, say the jeremiadic form ao°

Carpenter understood it as he bean his study of levflahan and Mackinder:- 0
was in the viewpoint of the schoTar The structure which Carpenter dis-

,

II ° .'covere4 to account for theidluencrof theetrio of writers, however, was a
it '' result of the interaction df !Re 'scholar wit the authenticated historical.

record Carpenter could not provide quotations to show how:Turner's
essay stated a solution to the proble'm in order to complete the jeremtalic
form which ends with the warning that unless I.'.a certain course of action I's ,

fOiloweil,. dire consequences' will ensue'` Smce' Turner's paper wait
designed to alter the'emphasis of historical scholarship` it did not contain I'
solution to the problem of the closing of -the frontier. The structure of ,.

Carpenter's paper itflects h:s own viewpoint and scholarly intstretive,
skill so that another critic beginning with a differenyiewpoint`msfi with 1,

- difkrent talent would' probably find a different structure. Sala critics,
howeter, would have to deal with Turner's paper as it9s4trid thotigh they,
might choose toselect different features Of it to emphasize, they would,
nonetheless, have to be rigorous and accuratein their use of that source.

. ,

Deriving structural viexpoints Zryn. previous -scholarship One of t
major issues facing the critic who is in the process of avowing a per;pecti
or viewpoint for scholarly work and &amining potential alternaisives, i
egard to method-relates to the extent to which the borrowing on struc- ,

,N.
. ture' such as Halloran's orCarpenttr's (or l'oble's) or LeviStrauss',''or '.

le context is a tisefiuloqd fa stating pokedure Derivative sActures
rti.. Ken Burke's, and then ap'plying that structure to new material ins dif-

*. pose_difficull problems for a scholar as Gropbeck argiies in- his.section
dientitled "4 Thislgermination of genres likewise has avoided the tendency

..'"to impose externalized_fiaeorsifrom other studies '' Rosenfield makes a .

strong attack on the use of borrowed structures for the 'study of rhetorical.
events in his essay "The Experience of Criticism" when he ,argues.that!

A critic who comes upon a critical object in a state of m nd such that
..* he has a "set of values" handy (or, indeed. any other olyst of

is that of the mail room cler

cote-
..

perceptual data His "mentality" ort--
gones)-does not engage in a critical encounter to much as he roce

mg parcels into pre-established, discrete, empty bins But he would be
wrong to equate such hollow data processing with during, let'alone
experiencrngaanything '4 .

= lie
m

6 i
; Althoughmuch has be&I said against the "cookie:cutter" approach of

.. taking : structure, borrowed from another pork Old applying it to new
contexts, Gronbeck does develop a more general structure than the other o'

$ critics a this volume. He suggests' a series of dimensionls Ahich should
serve as the defining or criterial attribUtes of documentary films and sug-

4' P. . , . .
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gents thirethei schblars employing the basic: structure will find it a useful '
way to categorize films in terms' of the forth- content tension and of

. cultural rules for interpretation. Such' programmaticischolarly investiga-
tion, Gronbeck implies, might, roduct theoretically important compara-
tive studies through time within thesame culture and cross-culturally.. The lure of comparative work is particularly strong in iheibrical '\

\\criticism and accoets for muchiof the preoccupation Of the conference
*th th concept of genre If comparative work is advisable then program-

ma c s olasly investigations make a good deal of sense. For program-
matic studies sdil.common perspective, at any_ rase, is essential. Perhapst
skillfily used. some common structure,such as GronbecIts cube Would
laci,litate a corranunity of like-miruled scholars in their studies and their
discussion with one another .

.- F4'.ir inept scholars even-a borrowed structure may be better than trying .
: ,to discover a 'unique ihterpretation of an event which too often results inii

confused series of assertions antfactual information Which provides little
understanding. On the other hand, the slavish devotion lo a borrowed
tructure,resulted in the trivial studies that Black ckaracierized as neo-.

- Aristoteliaik and demolished in definitive fashion in Rhetorical Criticism:
A Study kMerhod : . ,

Genre, generalizquon, and lawfulness Simons iva,s hot the only scholai
at the conference searching 4ir IWilness. Nor is the paradigm:of the, at-
titude change study-arid the NewTornan theory the only kind discussed in
the papers of the conference The concept of genre raises the possibility of
a taxonomy of genres with explanatory and, perhaps, predictive powers'

trnpressive 'theoretical developments by naturallits in the 19th century
alto influenced subsequent ttudents Of communication. Thomas Huxley

the voyage of the Rattlesnake studying of invertebrate sta
life, Charles Darwin .on the voyage.of the Beagle studying a variety of
geological and 'zoological phenomena were part of anOther:importantre-
seprch program. The naturalists developed a theoretical structure which-i '
classified living organisms into categories according to`such diffeiepces as.--i- .:-.4,,o..,whEther or slot they had back - bones. suckled their young, were warm
blooded, could mate VW riodtice. offspring, ,aag.so;forth. The end.result
was are elpboratestaxonomy of genera and species whicb arranged living
organiims into classes according to level of abstraction and scope into an
orderly chain of 'being.' Simons calls for, an ,approach that "Rather than'
haggling over the le'Vel at which tome thik beconies4 gepr as opposed to.

a family or species, we might better r the genres 'exist' at various ,
:. levels om the very broaptc) the very specific." When Si-,

mons-Suggests a taxor My of genres arranged in ielhierarchicaErscheme
he reflects the tradition- in, the noturil sciences whictreeirches for, theoretical junctures compoted of categones based upon; crucial distill-

0 guishing characteristics. , .

a If the rhetorical cri'dc_il to devekili a taxonomy of genera and speciei
-alialoggus to the theories of biology, botony, and zoology:14,1.a bioall-

. .,
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based.sampling of discOurse along the lines called for by Simons is appro-
. ,

4. pnate
The classification theories of the natural sciences represent lawful

clusters Of qualities in tfie,form of a, concept. When,the chemist describes
the properties of. oxygen or any of the elements\on the periodic table. the,
purpose of the classification is to assure that if a giveniple of gas
exhilfts some of the properties of oxygen the other prop qM will be in-
variably present Unless the tbeory based upon a schemeof classificatiuri
is co of concept laws ape sort represented by the periodivable in
chemistry it vannof serve for prediction and control If the, theory is based
upon concept)aws then it will enable both prediction apd control

The genera of literary and dramatic criticism are not concept laws like
oxygen _and iron or snits or crabs but definitional constructs which
describe.rigeori-ples into which, given haerary works ma or may not fit
or titb which they may only partially fit

Gronbeck''s taxonomy of "Celluloid Rhetoric" illus ate the method of
clarifiption by classification as it applies to'luma istic scholarship
Gron6eckdivides.documentary film into two fie era. poetic and real, and
further divides eachgenera into three species .Thelipetic genera consist pf
romance. melodrama, and morality play Each species exhibits sufficient
distinguishing criteria relating to- content and treatment to distinguish it
from the others Each species has exemplar'films which.serse toqllustrate
the category- The River is the touchstone for the romance,- Let My
People Go illustrates the melodrama. V D Bides. is the:exemplar of
the morality play lithe taxonomy were a scientific one then each °Elbe
categories would be a concept, la arid the qualities associated with the
concept would be inva-riably relaM in a given instance of a film_ Thus
when a film sv hill was poetic develobect-a-problem aDd solution organiza-

t tion with "bigger-than-life" treatment then befoic,narrative would always
accompany the pictures. However. Gronbeck's taxonomy is not scientific,tHe notes that after categorizing The River, The Plow That Broke the
Plains ,ighr IIJw I. apd Man of Aran as romances w, some apparent
confidence he thj, ks that 'the Mating of t President series -fns
"perhaps." Romance as a concept is not the e as iron, the concept
which forms part of Ore table of Oements in the strs

If classifications of messages into genres do not result in drescribing a .

lawfulness in the practice of communication, to what purpose is the search.
for recurring patterns and genre' The question of recurring form in rho-
toncal cnticisrn is part of the broader question oT generalization in history.
Historians havedivided on theouestion much as have.partzciparits in the,

. egnference on significant fon* Some historians argue that generalization
in history is unjustified, the factprs arc trio Complex, each historical situa-
tion too idiosyncratic for comPanson with ,inother. they focus uttn
Illuminating the specific historical event, period, or movement. Other his-
torians searcb for some broad theory of history with lawlblness rem-
iniscent if not of Newton.,at least of Darwin J.'.
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Some critics *quid argue that the duty of criticism is to illuminate the
specific and unique and others would search for such overarching and re-
curring patterns that the could beicalled mythic. One important part of a
critic's viewpoint: therefore. relates to the question of the extent to which
ihetoncal patterns tend to recur. For those who take the position that
there Vre a limited number of mythic recurting patterns such as the pattern
Burke cliscoveredpin terms of hierarchy, fall from perfection, guilt,- and,
purgation of guiltthe search for the mythic pattern k an impt)iiint func-,
tton of rhetorical criticism and an important way to illuminate human4--
sYmbol using Others take the pciption tilat recumng patterns are
widespread and important but tend to be culture - bound. Again for critics

iwho find widespread and important patterns, their discolterY and dlurnina-
tipn, is an important function of criticism For those who see their function
as critics to engage the immediate rhetOricrtepeeland to compare
and contrast a Yew, perhaps, at moat two r a"). .1 events, an important

function is-to appreciate and Unclerstandthfrichnes and complexity of
human communication and to appreciateits uniqueness '°

The rhetorical critic may take as a Perspective a static view of comm uni-
cation-muchlkhke the abstracted erniincrsts who try to study communica-
Iron scientificall:, This critic may see the recurrent patterns of discourse
Pinned into time like butterflies in a c011efaion. With communication, pat--
terns frozen u time and pacethe critic searches them out and descrihks
them. in static terms This critic may isolate a given rhetorical' pattern and
describe Its mar&ags asthough painting a still life Such criticism has
some virtue in MA it may same to describe an ideal type ridealtypus)
along th-e,Itnes developed by Max Weber:. Idea?types are useful to aid in
discussing artistic artifacts &scholars go on to examine particular indi-
viduals in terms of how closely they resemble the Ideal type But like the
abstracted empindists, the critic ofiecurrent significant forms who simply
'describes the forri runs the risk of triviality and abstraction from
experience

The critic w o has the search /'or significant fdrms as part of his or her
viewpoint ea also\ incorporate a dynamic developmental perspective in
regard to rhe ncal,styles FOr examjle, the critic who views significant
forms as-statit and complete might develop the iclealve of.the Puritan
sermon (or,the jeremiad which Perry Miller discovered at the turn of the
18th century anti whose rules he argues were as rigid as those for the
ode)," The Critic working from a developmental viewpoint might do
something sirglar but would go on to examinethe,significarit form of the
Jere lad at those breaking points, crises, and tratisitions from one form tot
anoth r The critic might ask, what happened at that point when the pu-
man upon changed its form into that of the jeremiad and what hap-

.

"cried at that t)clint witiewhe ieremiad.came tq a transition or breaking
point/ The cntic who-vacCT the rise of a significant.rhetoncal form, chant/
its progress and describes its nature at the height of its power, and then
traces its break up and demise discovers astructure which has worked
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productively to-'4-race historical periods in economic, social, Military,
political, and intellectual matters.p

Ar
4...

Traaing the nse ant fall of significant patterns of discourse is essentially,
a job of historical scrSlarship. The scholars studying communication and
rhetoric very much need to havtlithe history of persuasion in the linited . -4a
States charted in detail and surv4ed in a way which provides a structured
account of our histoncal sir bolic experience. The history of significant
rhetorical forms would be a inajor contribution .'13 the field. To this point

otmost of the history of public persuasion has been f a topical nature and
consists of documenting important speeches and s akers.

The critic, however, has not completed the task with the writing of the
history of a significant rhetorical form,.as important as that is in its own
right The scholar who wishes to write history is to be*encouraged and
ought not be viewed as performing a less important task than the critic
simply because tlfe critical viewpoint requires additional interpretation
once the essential historical structure is discovered. What the critic seeks--
to do in addition-CO the historical function is to evaluate the signiAcaro the
toncal form according so some criteria of a rhetorical nature)? The critic
often evaluates the form in terms of how it works to achieve rhetori4l ef-i fects. Thus, Halloran, on the one hand, examines the televised hearings
over impeachment in terms of dealing with the task of making a public

. de-
. ........... cision, debating the issues, apportioning time adequately to deal with all

five articles; and, on the other hand, in terms of how they express the ethos
of society and serve to reaffirm the basic norms and values ofthe,culture.

i Black evaluates the sentimental style in terms of how it works to cover
over- the guilt and tensions associated with slavery and economic and
technological dislocations, The consciousness associated with the senti-
mental style deals with here-and-now problems in an essentially sick and

..

decadent way; the style emphasizes aesthetics rather than morality.
Genre or the talon of significant recurring form is important to meta- %

criticism and a useful concept for many purposeLothumanistic study. For
example, if a scholar wishes to write a survey or history of rhetorical4 ,
practices over a considelple period of time for a relatively large cultural
tradition., one good way is to discover importht similarities which thread
through practices over time. When a number of similar strands weave
together to form a school or. tradition, then the classification of such
similar practices into a genre is useful scho)arly-discovety.TheschOiar Can
theft charaCterize the main features of the ihetbrical tradition and ditcuss
its rise, growth, mato: features, and decline. The scholar can isolate

0 representative works for more detailed analysis ih order &illuminate-the
entire genre or the scholar may select works which represent the higkest_
achievement in the pradtice of the art of rhetoric within the conVentions of..
the tradition.

Black'sI take it that Black's essay On the sentimental styk is illustrative of the.
. method which characterizeS the main features of a rhetorical tradition and
then illuminates the. entire genre with-a4 work which is an "acutelyentire

.
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norous representative of the typs" namely a passage- from Webster.
Black .argues, however, that "sucgiexamples of the sentimental style
could , . , . m discourses of;thc time," The senti-
mental style then fO s a school or tra iti : etoncal practice whfch
flourished in the nineteenth century and which provis critic with an.
opportunity to discover crucial features of the way the rheton ked to
meet or evade the needs of the times. Black assumes Webster's popula
and then attempts,to discover its source Ho finds Webster's success to be
a symptom "of disquiet and unease, of a subtly gnawing conscience and,a
tacit agreement to repress The nineteenth century had goOd reason to
feel disquiet and unease, first of all, because of the presence of slavery but
also because the process of industrialization and technological develop-
ment created "social disruption and human suffering." The end result of
the momentum of change was that "The accumulating detritus pike
processthe ugliness, the exploitation, the social insecuritiesall had.*
be accepted as an inevitable means to a higher good." In the end "A form of
consciousness emerged which was adapted, to such demands, a form that
was characterized lily the subordination of moral to aesthetic considera-

. tionsby the acIvevement of psychic comfort and subcutaneous harmony
through the refsal eo apprehend the jarring, the unwholesome. the cor-
rupt."

Side Dy side with the sentimental style in tit nineteenth century I found
what I Iled th ungenteel style.=° Thungenteel style shunned the
aesthetic. t guage was aimed at "taking thethide off" the Audiences
and revealing their corrupt and sinful natures The leading practitioners of
the ungenteil style were the uneducated lay ministers of the ethodist and
Baptist denominations biit the style also found its way into, the revival
practice o Cha Granckson Finney and into the abolition agents who
w... r his influe ce Thus, to paraphrase Black, simultaneously in the

-period pnor to the C it War, "A form of consciousness emerged that was
charactenzed by subordination of aesthetic to moral considerations
by the achievement of psychic pain and consciousness of guiltthrough the`
searching and furling of the perception of the jarring, the' unwholesome,
the corrupt

,Once rhetorical critics chart the various styles which characterized the
nineteenth century in the United States scholars will be able to fit the dis-
course of the present into the patterns of the past for the better under:
standing of the future .

Not only that, but the reader of `such critical analysis gains a new appre-
ciation of the life of the popular mind in-the nineteenth centuiy, and the
unfolding of such events as aboliuon reform, the Civil War, the Eniancipa-
tion Probiamation, the reconstruction of the South and the rapid In-
dustrialization of the North following the Iv. ar , ,

The rHationship between situation and rhetoric. One of.the most salient
and. mpottant issues discussed at the conference in relation to Ineta-i
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criticism Vas raised directly by Simons.who expressed one position force- S
fully as follows: "Rhetorical genres will emerge most early when rhe-
toriccd practices are ost.constrained by purpose and si uation.," Simons
essentially attributes the position to Black, Rosenfie Bitzer, Hart,
Jamieson, and others.21 In Simons' view "rhetorical practices do not
cluster together into identifiable genres by accident; r etoriC -art* prag-
matic, adaptive art, is highly constrained by purpose a d situationad
these constraints are often. quite similar .for idifferent etors facing dif-
ferent audiences at different times."

The gam whose viewpoint includes the notion that, S Simons puts it,
"in statistical terms purpose andsituatiorr account the greatest com-
mon variahce among rhetoncal practices" will proceed s,Measell does to
search out first the histo 'rical context to discover the constraints of situa-
tron Having documorited the histiincal analogue Measell next searches for
the commonalities that both Lincoln and Pitt share and assiftnts that when
stmilar situational constraints exist then a similar body 6f discourse -of a,

..;repressive nature will be associated. Such a critic will, of necessity rite a
,sood bit of historia background for any study and as Measell ill strates,

iStoncal situation will generilly corns first in the struct e which
account for the rhetoric. A secqnd position on the i ue Of the

hip between situation and rhetonc is that expressed by Simons in
his f to when he suggests that a cyc ical or dialectical elationshio
between historical events and rhetorical discourse is a better ewpoint and
more Ilk ioa be fruitful for critical inves \Igation. The no on that situa-
tion affects tqtbrie which then affects thesubsequent cou of events is a
lefierable one-in rhetorical criticism. Essentially the eff seriteritin of the
first edition "if Speech Otjticdilticm phasized such a plittern.2' Thonssen
and Baird ahOgil trat,thetritic 0-old not understand piece of rhetorical
discourse univflthe audit e, Worical backgrou , specific, occasion..
speaker's previ ,t-blogra hy, 'specific purpo e were documented.an
Once the speecl, nted fo terms of thq' context from which it
arose then the critic's tas vikaUtoc to the analysis by discovering the

. speech's effect, immediate aint ige, on/he unfolding of history.
Halloran's essay illustrates the w wpoi t works. He begins by dis-
cussing the exigencies which bran

iy
ilic p xcding into being.,In the

"case of the televised impeachment is ring those exigencies were the
aitfoldMg of Watergate, prior hearings, and forth. He then analyzes the
rhetoncal,transactions that took place duri g the hearings and concludes

Aid have a positive influence: " hatever his pirso'nal motives,
anner of arguing the case for N on helped make the impeach-

model of public life, that t e Arfierican people could and
as a valid representation f thendselves." #

on the question of whether or not historical analogues:
Itures which flourish in remote as well as in more
to exhibit similar the oncal Tams is that they are

that'

ment d
evident] id ta

..My ow positio
drawn &can\ diverse
recent times pre like

bat
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not. Since, I would stress the importance of the social. reality which is
created by, rhetoric, my perspective on this question illustrates yet a third
viewpoint.

My position is that the critical viewpoint that divorces rhetoric from
what "really counts" too often sends the critic searching for the "real"
moving forces of history Such critics search for social, economic, or other
forces to account for what is "really happening7 and tend to see rhetoric as
thrown up by these forces as rationalization dr a way to keep the tfliblic
misled in order to cut down unrest. The Marx st position, indeed 41 eco-
nomic deterministic viewpoints, have been ve influential in supporting
the notion that "ideology", which is in their erms usually synonomous
with rhetoric, is a swoke screen or an aura w ich surrounds the 'Material
forces which deternhe the march of history.

Critical viewpoints which divorce rhetoric f .tn what really counts are,
in some respects, sophisticated versions of t folk wisdom that "if you
want to know what a politician is up to, wat. his feet, not his mouth."
Marvin Meyers, a trained historian but an ins ired amateur in rhetorical
criticism, remarks of the position that "politi s is reeked to khoofror-
roouth question: and only school children a d the gulls of Buncombe
CoUnty attend to political talk. Journalists, It stArians, all astuteinein of
affairs will watch itte_shifting feet " Interestin ly enough some rheto -kat
critics, perhaps because they aspire to be astut men of affairs, also prefer
to watch the shiftingleet even though one wo Id think they would be the
first 40 emphasize the importance of what is sa .. Meyers, in the preface to

his-book The Jacksonian Persuasion, argues garner he emphasis of the
'akhifting feet." He miles that political behay or ir.vastly more coMpli-
cated than the 'realists,' folk or academic; ne." He m amtainsihat:

Persuasion is not one tilingmere talkand conduct, another
'reality.' The paradox of Jacksonian Democracy is not to be resolv
by simple separation and elimination. This book is an' attempt to
define the relationship, placin persuasion in the foreground cl

conduct i the background. An her writer might reverse the view. In -1

the end th two accounts must eet." 111

The Critic with theliewpoint t athe feet a more important th n the

mouth uses he important stuff whether analysis or hist rical
interpretati p or economic principles or political theory to accou t for
rhetoric. The critic validates the rhetorical analysis with criteria from
investigations which reveal such "real" historical forces as class st cture

and conflict and economiC interests. Measell establithes the a stogy
between Pitt and Lincoln first on historical giounds and then scare for

'rhetorical similarities as though rhetoriC were the dependent varia and-

historical forces the cause of discourse. The notion that "the situ on is
the source and grcrund of rhetorical acfivity" is a popular one. The c ncept

. of situation needs careful explication, however. Simons is right t t too
often the critical terms central to a critie's work have-been "woefully
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inadequate." Patticularly I would agree with his chat* that "when
pressed to indicate what one means by `rhetorical situation' " the responge
too often has been "to use such equally ambiguous terms as `climate,'
tnosphere,"occasion,' or `set of exigences.'." Rhetoric can be viewed as
situational in two distinct ways. In one sense of the term situational, a
speaker always faces some idiosyncratic aspects of audience, occasion,
topic, and so forth The speaker giving a funeral eulogy in North America
in the 1970's;discusses a unique individual and in somewhat constrained by'
that person's biography. Audiences will differ. The setting for the eulogy
will have unique aspects. The speaker may have a somewhat untAltal pur-
pose for delivering the eulogy:The iminediateoccasion will contain novel
features. TO say that rhetoric is situational in the sense that each specific
occasion Is tasome extent unique is commonplace and does little for the
critic, searching for signitiLant recurring rhetorical forms. Indeed. the

Iidiosyncratic nature of the situation makes the discovery of analogues
more diffic"tilt and mitigates against the discovery of genres,

In another sense of the berm situational, a speaker at any time and in
any cultUre faces a context analogous to other situations in other cultures
at other-times That is, all funeral orations in all times and all cultures
share a common set of distinguishing characteristics so they can be called
a genre If funeral orations do not do sdtthen some rhetorical situations in
some times and some cultures, such as mass media apologies or repressive
political disourses, will evoke rhetorical responses which can be clasgilled
ioto genera and species

I find a tension if ow a contradiction between the situational emphasis
of the method and the search for significant form as a recurring pattern.
Just as situational ethics tends to restrict the application of ethical insights
such as "Thou shalt not kill," so. too, emphasis on the exigencies of the
rhetorical situation mitigates against the discovery of general teeming
patterns related to situations, Yet it is the second sense of situational as
archetypal historlcat -contexts yihich results, if not invasObly, often, in
analogous rhetorical forms which are the bases for .generitcriticiim 'as a
way to lawful knowl . Such a position'isimNied by Simons' call For
ekplanatory theorems to explain why the rhetorical situation is
constraining. The second sense "titUational is basic also to geasell's
essay.

on occasion, critics following\ the general assumption that rhetoric
springs from situation will accept a historical or sociological dOnition ofa
movement or, tamp" and then turn to the discourse associated-with that
group and try to f innion'Thetcuical chaKteriitics: Thus we-get t
rhetoric of black pow , of 4a4ationfina, of the Neirtt;fi of ferniniim,
so font Movements defin jn thistorical sociological, or pol jcal
grounds are seldom rhetorically homoKneog. My study. of the reform
speakers_ of the three slecadet prior to the AmeriCan Civil War aka*
two distinct riptorical movements working' for abolition; the rhatoric.of
agitation and the rhetoric of conversion. On other grounds, histOriankhave

t- o
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often lumped the people involved in the two rhetorical movements together
as the abolition movement'. N

I would argue for ,a critical approach which puts the emphasis on the
symbolic side of the equation. Some ctitics,sholild begin with the assump-
tion &St the rhetoric is a crucial factor in the)way a community generates
and sustains Its social reality anclAhat their social action follows or mirrors
their symbolic action The historical situatidn,'the here-and-no* prob;
lems facing a group of rhetprs, goes have an Influence on discourse in that
the rhetoric must often acco t for It Of have a plausible mechanism for
ignoring it. Nonetheless, most o , the symbolic interpretatiofis of
similar events vary a great deal. Indeed. some rhetorical visions are so bi-
zarre that Outsiders evaluate them as "crazy" or out of touch with feality.
Inthe 1950's, for exaniTi F,The-rheraical vision-1)f a grOup on thefar right
characterized-Dwight Eisenhower as a communist and discountedevidence
to the contrary as the result of communists changing appearances through
their control of the media.

Even rhetorical visions Which seem plausible to an outside critic may
vary a good deal in the way similar here-and-now situations, are defined
Into social reality Those who 'respondel to the presence of human slavery

4 in ate-United States in'the 1830's dramatized that institutiOn in a number
of different ways. Even those who argued" to free the Slaves differed. One
group.saw slavery as an evil which the founders had placed on the way to
gradual extinction and creamed of a solution which Would relocate the
freed slaves back in Africa Another group saw the institution as an evil
recognized as such by an:ana-slavery compact called the Constitution/
The waylo free the slaves-as they saw It was to work within the confines of
'the Constitution and abolish the evil laws such as the Fugitive Slave Law
and push thernoral aredment that slavery was a sin and not condoned by
the Bible. Li still another group's social reality the Constitution was a rot- ,

, ten pro-slavery compact from the start Thbir way t6 deal with slavery -

was to destroy the .Constitution and the -corrupt* government associated
with It and.free-the Slaves immediaqly on the soil where they were found

My point is that some critics might well searc)*first for rhetorical mini-,
larides among messages and define a movement, campaign, or genre on ,
rhetorical grounds. Such -a critiecould then go on to search for historical_-
effects. For etxample, the at msonians who dramatized the Cdnstitution as
a pro-slavery compact resisted-jilt laws, burned the constitution, and ad-
vocated revolution. The flowers of Weld who dramatized the c,onstitgh;
lion as an anti-slavery compact worked within tht framework of the es:
tabtished governmept and sought to change the political structure by

'e_yr..atually forming 'the Liberty and Free Soil Parties.
Without the presence of slaveryillibe society neither. rhetorical vision=,

'would have developed for, both were resP'onsts to slavery. Yet the critic
whoTdiscaerwtvhat particular. ,fantasies are shared by rhetorical movie,-
meta can account for the behavior of the participants since the fantasies(
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'provide the motivation, the dkearns, purposes, and plans which shape or
contain the attitudes and behaviors of the participants.

Conclusion

= The prospect, of meta criticism which seeks to providIrplanations of ,.
human symbol-using which transcends particular 'times and places and
styles of communication is an attractive one To the !Unction and purpose
of such criticism the humanistic perspective on scholayshipis most ap-
propriate and the illumination of the human condition whic can follow
from perceptive and talented !critics applying such a perspective to human
discourse is well worth the time and effort

The humanist always faces the perplexing problem of generalization.
Recurring and significant forms of discourse lure on the hope for
genewlization However. cawfulness in the Sense of the typical scientific
theories of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century is not an appro-
priate goal for rhetorical criticism. The discovery and critical analysis of
significant forms or genres can. nonetheless; lead to structures which
provide important sorts of understanding which scientific laws cannot. The
two modes of scholarly inquiry can _proceed side-by-side providing dif-
ferent but equallfimportant kinds of explanations of communication.

NOTES. ' .

'The references in earlier chapters in this book indititte the trend Si-
agnons cites a number of studies ,which illustrate a generic tendency::
7Measell notes a number of such studies. Among the commonly c*ted are

L t 'ate and Wil A Linkugef. "They Spoke in Defense of Thems Ives:
ji

n

the General,Criticism oil Apolygi'a." Quarterly Journal of .Spe , 59
(Oct 1973), f7"3-28.3, Lawrence W Rosenfield, "A Case'Swdy to Speech
'Criticism. The Nixon-Truman Analog.- Speech ,flociogrdph.s. 35 (Nov ,

1968). 435-450. references to literary critics are numerous and illustrated ,/
by -such. uurce5 as Northrop Fre-Inaton of Critiacrn Four Essays,
(Princeton. Princeton Untlersity Pressg1955): typical of the methodo-
logical studies are Lloyd F Brtzer. "The Rhetorical Situ'ation,-
Pfillocopht, and Rhetoric#11 (Winter 1968) 1-14: Kathleen M. Jamieson,
"Genetic Constraints and the Rhetorical Situation." PRiNsophy and Rhe:
toric. 4 (Summer 1973), 162-169 .

ectra, I I (Aug, 1 9 7 5 ) 6

'Criticism Ephenteral and Endunng,:' Speech Teacher. 23 (1974), 9-
1,

14

. 'For a discussion of the critical act in general and within the theory of
communication styles in the classroom see Walter R Fishes, "Rhetorical.
Criticism as Cr-164%m.- Western Speech. 38 (Spring 1974), 75-80 '

`For some Museum-piece criticism of 19th century oratory s dward
G piker, The Golden Age of American Oratory. (Boston. Whittenore,
Niles; and Hall, 1857) >
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6See, for,example, Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, itiques of Contemporark, 0,,

Rhetoric, (Belmont. California. Wadswojeti. 72.), the issue is raisethin
-evreme- form in Robert P Newman, der the. Veneer Nixon's
Nitt tnam Speech of November 3. 1969,- Qu terls,Journal of Speech, 56
(Apr. 1970). 168-178 and discussed tot Forum for December 1970:.
Richard H Kendall attacks the:Newman' Trude for being a polemic

.unsuitable for a sshkilarly journal in "A Reply to Newman" 7432-43, and
Newman answers 'The issue is raised in more subtle fashion by Forbes I
Hill, "Consentionaf WisdoniTraditiondl Forth The President'S.
Message of NoCember 3. 1969-, Quarter's Journal of Speech, 58 '(Dec,
1972), 311S-386 and discussed in the Foi-um of the same number by Karl i0
Kohrs Campbell. Coro. entional WisdomTraditional I-orm' A
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exarliple of the mt-thic quest drama ini"The *Quest Story andtNixon's
Nosember 3. 1969: ldress," ekarterls Atimay olSpeeel&S7 (Apr .1971).:
163-172 For anjp.1111y outlining the rationale for criticisNas polemic see
Philip-,Wanderttid stesen Jenkins, "Rhetoric, Society and the Cutical
Response,- Quarter's Journal of pee(lt,,58 (Dec 1972),441450 For an
interesting commentary obi Wander and Jenkins see Lawrence W
Rosenfield, "The I xpeilenee of Chticism," Quarter's Jottr,,nal of Speech,.

IgDeL 19"41, 489,-496 The question of criticism as polemic has clearly
,omo under heasy disputeitind setconsdhus oalatton m the early
197.0's Such dispute -often signals a shifting perspe'ce among scholars,' mb
Fhus, the impulse-tor a moreenduring ,ritiLism raises qiie:iions alnitit the
usil of kiriocisni(as polemic. <

See.,for example, Haig Bo;rnalian."TheJ anguage of White Racism,"
in 1-14 Bosicianan. cd . Readmk,s In .Speech ?rid ed 4Ncw York Harper.
and Row. 19'1), .105-215
- 'See, for eX'am-ple. (Justav Bergmann. The Aletaphssus o/- Loan al
Posttivtsm,'2nd ed ,(Madison:.Wisconsin Univ of Wise Press, 1.96-7)

'Manductto Mtntstertum -Directions for a_ Candidate of the
(1726,ipt New York, 1938) See also 'Eugene E White, "Cot-

ton lather:s Mandut no toil Quarter's JoTurnal oiSpeeth,
49 (Olt, 1963). 308-119 'father's hook deals with many aspects i'prepar-
ing -tor the ministry but in extensive sections discussing the study and
practice of preaching he oullmes,the Puritan rhetOwal theory which sus-
tained tfie Puritan rhetorical style in' the late 17th 'and ear141 18th

enturie' -

4 . See, for example, W Stull Holt. "Historical Skbokirship.- in Merle
C arts ed imecki(an .Sc holarship in the Twentieth enturt (Ctimbridge
( ambridge Lniersity Pre\s, 1953'), 95-96 ,

:411ohn Heiman. Randall. Jr and. George Home , IV, "Cong-olling
As,stimptioni in the Practice pf American Historia s," in Theory and
Practice tn.' Historical Study .4 Report of 'the, Committee on' His-'
ioriuKcaphu, (Sacral Science Research Couotni Buiiettn 54, New iork,
1946), 19-24
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- ments rather than for the critic relying on definitions based on historical,

Cociologicalipr political grounds See,ltphert Clthcart, "New Approaclies-
o the Study of Movements Defining Movements Rhetiricallay," Weitern '

Veech, 36 (Spring '1972), k2-88,. see. also, Charles A Wilkinson, "A Rhe...
toncal _Definition of Movements." ( entral Snipes .4peech Journal, 27
(Summer ligThr i8:94 -

Roenfielst-rT he Experieni:e of Criticism," 414 ,

'Rosenfield, 490-'491

"Louts Gottschalk, ed Generah:atton to the Wrtung u4 Hipprv,41)'(Chicago Uni%erlit.s 0. Lag° Press, 1963) /
-'"Scott and Brock delineate a viewpoint which they call e.X$erientOand

chAratterize in part as seeing "each day-and its-experiences as unique,
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